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The  07ahil7i  poets  esteemed  verity  as  opposed  to  verisimilitude  as 
their  principal  aesthetic  criterion.  I  have  long  been  convinced  oE 
this.  This  thesis  represents  an  attempt  to  enucleate  several 
features  of  their  verse  by  drawing  on  various  spheres  of  knowledge, 
acquaintance  with  which  is  fundamental  to  a  proper  appreciation  of 
the  pre-Islamic  as  poetry.  My  concern  has  been  with 
matters  zoological,  philological,  literary  and  socio-historical. 
It  is  a  critical  shibboleth  (both  occidental  and  oriental)  that  the 
ancients  Arabs  were  unlettered;  yet  writing  looms  large  in  their 
verse.  It  is  a  modern  datum  that  Jahili.  verse  is'oral  poetry;  yet 
this  is  not  the  only  explanation  for  the  recurrence  of  conventional 
phraseology  and  expression.  chapter  one  is  a  preliminary  incursus 
into  an  investigation  of  writing  among  the  early  Arabs.  It  is  also 
a  study  of  the  literary  development  of  a  nexus  of  topical 
comparisons,  viz.  the  deserted  encampment.  A  socio-historical 
interpretation  of  the  shift  in  emphasis  perceptible  in  these 
comparisons  is  offered,  conjoined  with  the  suggestion  that  the 
phenomenon  of  the  'Bedouin'  is  an  incremental  paradigm,  the  presence 
of  which  is  less  distinct  in  early  i7ahil7i  verse  than  has  been 
supposed.  Extended  similes  in  which  a  camel  is  compared  with  an 
oryx  bull  or  doe  or  a  wild  ass  have  tended  to  be.  neglected  by 
f 
scholars,  who  rely  on  an,  at  times  but  poorly  formed,  subjective 
impression,  referring  to  the  stylized  or  mannered  nature  of  the 
-i- tableaux.  I  have  tried  to  demonstrate  that,  although  in  their 
several  features  narrative  consuetude  is  discernible,  a  proper 
understanding  of  the  vignettes  depends  largely  on  the  given  poetic 
context.  The.  ethology  and  ecology  of  the  ass  and  the  oryx  have 
been  studied  in  order  to  shed  light  on  their  poetical 
manifestations:  verse  has  proved  to  be  consistent  with  science. 
chapter  4  sets  forth  a  comparison  of  the  parodical  style  of 
Arkhilokhos  of  Paros  and  al4abighah  of  the  tribe  of  Dhubyan,  to 
which  an  instance  of  parody  from  the  Middle  English  alliteratiye 
tradition  has  been  appended.  The  Appendices  deal  severally  with  a 
hunting  technique  transformed,  almost  beyond  recognition,  into  a 
striking  literary  image;  with  the  'capping  challenge'  as  a  device 
for  the  practise  of  versification;  with  a  preliminary 
schematization  of  poems  with  a  Wild  Ass  vignette  taken  from  the 
corpus  of  the  MukhadrarJ  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr. 
-ii- PREFATORY  NOTE 
This  work  grew  out  of  a  reading  of  poem  23  in  Ahlwardt's 
edition  of  the  diwan  of  al-Nabighah  al-Dhubyani,  of  which  it  was  my 
original  intention  to  provide  a  commentary.  My  deliberations  on 
the  wild  ass  and  the  oryx  proved  to  be  too  voluimous  and  of  wider 
application  than  such  would  allow.  in  a  sense,  the  work  off  ered 
here  is  incomplete:  I  had  planned  to  preface  Chapters  2  and  3  with 
a  r6sum6  of  the  zoological  data  which  I  had  collected  on  these 
animals,  and  to  conclude  with  a  general  summation  of  the  findings  of 
each  chapter  with  their  relevance  to  the  wider  jýhilji  poetic 
context;  I  was  also  minded  to  include  a  full  lexicographical 
discussion  of  writing  and  its  associated  paraphenalia,  to  examine 
the  arguments  concerning  the  scriptorial  ability  or  inability  of  the 
early  Arabs,  to  emphasize  how  vital  the  concept  oý  anagnorisis  is  in 
the  context  of  the  dhikr  al-at;  -l  and  to  relate  the  findings  to  the 
psychological  and  physical  restraints  imposed  upon  the  production  of 
literature  by  an  imperfectly  developed  writing  system  as  expounded 
by  E.  A.  Havelock.  These  intentions  have  been  frustrated  largely  by 
considerations  of  space.  observations  derived  from  an 
investigation  of  topography  (a  branch  of  what  the  Chadwicks  call 
'Antiquarian  Learning')  in  the  poetry  of  this  period  have  been 
included  where  relevant:  I  hope  soon  to  publish  the  wider  study  of 
which  they  are  a  part. 
In  the  body  of  the  text  transliterations  have,  by  and  large,  been 
-iii- 
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harmonized  with  my  own  system  which  is  essentially  standard: 
incipient  hamzaý  and  hamzat  al-wasl  are  not  represented.  A  double 
oblique  (//)  designates  the  hemistichal  break;  a  single  oblique 
designates  a  break  in  verses  when  quoted  consecutively  and 
unformatted.  The  Bibliography  contains  exclusively  works  referred 
to  in  the  text:  original  transliterations  have  been  restored. 
My  thanks  are  due  to  Yvonne  Montgomery  and  J.  N.  Mattock  for  their 
encouragement. 
This  thesis  rests  on  a  principle  that  some  deem  fallacious,  viz. 
that  our  understanding  of  Jahili  verse  can  be  enhanced  by  the  study 
of  poetry,  both  pre-literate  and  literate,  of  other  cultures,  that 
Pindar,  for  example,  may  tell  us  something  about  Zuhayr,  that 
Orpingalik  may  tell  us  something  about  Imrul  al-Qays.  I  have, 
however,  tried  to  eschew  interpreting  the  one  in  terms  of  the 
other.  I  should  label  this  the  'Synthetic  Fallacy'. 
-iv- Chapter  1  --  The  Deserted  Encampment The  poet,  after  the  manner  of  his  countrymen,  supposes  himself 
attended  on  a  journey  by  a  company  of  friends;  and,  as  they 
pass  near  a  place,  where  his  mistress  had  lately  dwelled,  but 
from  which  hbr  tribe  was  then  removed,  he  desires  them  to  stop 
awhile,  that  he  might  indulge  the  painful  pleasure  of  weeping 
over  the  deserted  remains  of  her  tent. 
Sir  William  Jones,  The_-Moajllakat,  1782. 
V  had  rather,  I, 
Be  like  a  Whet-stone,  that  an  edge  can  put 
on  steele,  though  It  selfe  be  dull,  and  cannot  cut. 
1,  writing  nought  my  selfe,  will  teach  them  yet 
Their  Charge,  and  office,  whence  their  wealth  to  fet, 
What  nourisheth,  what  form6d,  what  begot 
The  P06t,  what  becometh,  and  what  not: 
Whether  truth  may,  and  whether  error  bring. 
Horace,  Of  the  Art  of  Poetrie, 
Translated  by  Ben  Jonson  (vv.  432-439). 
Your  Poem  finish1d,  next  your  Care 
Is  needful,  to  transcribe  it  fair. 
in  modern  wit  all  printed  Trash,  is 
Set  off  with  num1roUS  Breaks--and  Dashes-- 
To  Statesmen  would  you  give  a  Wipe, 
You  print  it  in  Italick  Type. 
When  Letters  are  in  vulgar  shapes, 
'Tis  ten  to  one  the  Wit  escapes: 
But  when  in  CAPITALS  exprest, 
The  dullest  Reader  smoaks  the  Jest: 
or  else  perhaps  he  may  invent 
A  better  than  the  Poet  meant; 
As  learned  Commentators  view 
In  Homer  more  than  Homer  knew. 
Jonathan  swift,  On  Poetry:  A  Rapsody, 
(vv.  91-104).  [1] Descriptions  of  the  vestiges  of  desolate  and  abandoned 
encampments  constitute  a  dramatic  feature  of  the  dhikr  al-atlil 
movement.  There  are  three  basic  types  of  similitude:  comparisons 
with  writing;  with  figured  garments;  with  tattooing.  This  latter 
is  perhaps  of  lesser  antiquity  than  the  others,  while  the  first  is 
both  the  oldest  and  the  most  frequent,  occuring  in  the  works  of 
poets  from  all  periods  of  the  Jahiliyyah.  I  have  appended  a  fourth 
category,  labelled  'Miscellaneous',  for  the  sake  of  completeness. 
In  the  following  catalogue,  I  have  followed  the  example  set  by  von 
Grunebaum  [2]  in  attempting  to  discern  poetical  schools  in  early 
poetry,  eliciting,  where  possible,  a  categorization  on  the  basis  of 
tribal  descent  or  affiliation:  there  will  always  remain  poets  who 
lie  beyond  the  pale  of  such  confines.  I  do  not,  however,  accept 
many  of  his  'family  treýes',  nor  do  I  believe  that  a  reliable  and 
viable  chronological  format  can  be  constructed  to  function  with  any 
degree  of  exactitude.  A  tradition  is  a  fluid  phenomenon,  in  which 
poets  can  deliberately  choose  to  compose  in  an  'old-fashioned, 
style,  for  example:  innovations  should  not  always  be  attributed  to 
a  chronologically  earlier  poet,  by  virtue  of  his  supposed 
chronology,  for  the  gifted  poet  is  always  responsive  to  creative 
innovations  effected  by  new  generations.  It  is  largely  for 
taxonometrical  reasons  that  I  shall  pursue  such  a  schematization 
which  affords  one  advantage,  viz.  the  elucidation  of  local,  'tribal' 
predilections,  although  it  obscures  one  vital  aspect  of  this  poetry, 
viz.  that  the  majority  of  the  poets  discussed  were,  at  one  time, 
connected,  in  some  capacity,  with  the  court  circles  of  Lakhmid 
-3- al-jrah  and  the  Ghassanid  phylarchy.  This  factor  accounts  for 
much  of  the  homogeneity  in  the  verse  of  poets  of  disparate  tribes 
and  regions. 
in  the  following  sections,  the  abbreviation  E  designates  an 
early  Jahill  floruit,  M-i  a  middle  ii;  hill  floruit.,  La  late  Jahill 
f  loruit  and  M  represents  Mukhadrard,  the  older  and  younger 
contemporaries  of  the  prophet,  elsewhere  labelled  "early  Islamic". 
(31  For  the  sake  of  regularity,  I  have  treated  the  more  unusual 
groupings  first,  appending  the  tribal  divisions  thereafter.  Any 
groupings  not  represented  in  Section  A,  but  relevant  to  other 
sections,  will  be  conjoined  to  end  of  the  tribal  groupings. 
A.  Comparisons  with  Writing. 
Group  1  --  The  Inter-tribal  Chain  of  Ruvia-t. 
zuhayr  (M-J/L)  Ahl  11.2  (=  Qab7awah  20.2,  Tha'lab  p.  193,  v.  2). 
2.  Ballina  wa-tahsibu  ;  yýýti-hi 
nna  an  farti  hawlayni  raqqan  mutdilan 
2.  (Remnants  which)  have  fallen  into  decay  you  would  imagine 
that  their  vestigial  signs,  after  the  passage  of  two  years, 
were  a  year  old  parchment. 
-4- 2.  zuhayr  Ahl  15.5  (=  Qab  3.5,  Th  p.  124,  v.  5). 
5.  Li-man  talalun  ka-l-wahyi  lafin  manazilu-h 
lafa  1-rassu  min-hu  fa-l-rusaysu  fa-ýIagilu-h 
5.  To  whom  belongs  a  remnant  like  writing,  its  dwellings  effaced 
--  effaced  are  al-Rass,  al-Rusays  and  liqil? 
3.  zuhayr  Ahl  17.3  (=  Qab  9.3,  Th  p.  145,  v.  3). 
3.  Darun  li-asm;  ýa  bi-l-qhamrayni  mathilatun 
ka-l-wahyi  laysa  bi-ha  min  ahli-ha  aramu  [41 
3.  An  abode  belonging  to  Asrýal  in  al-Ghamran,  evanishing,  like 
writing,  uninhabited  by  its  folk. 
4.  Zuhayr  Ahl  Frag.  4.1  (=  gab  32.1,  Th  p.  268,  v.  1). 
Li-mani  1-diy7aru  qhashitu-ha  bi-I-Eadfadi 
ka-l-wahyi  ii  haiari  1-masili  1-mukhlidi 
1.  To  whom  belong  the  abodes  which  I  chanced  upon  in  the  hard 
ground,  like  the  perdurable  inscription  upon  the  rock  of 
the  torrent-bed? 
Mukhlid  may,  of  course,  qualify  hajar:  'the  perdurable  rock  of  the 
torrent-bed':  the  reference  is  to  epigraphy  or  a  graffito. 
5.  Ka'b  b.  zuhayr  (L/M)  Kowalski  4.1  (=  Cairo  p.  61,  v.  1). 
-5- A-talrifu  rasman  bayna  rahmana  [*]  fa-l-raqam 
ilý  dhi  marahitin  ka-ma  khutta  bi-l-qalam 
Do  you  recognise  a  trace  between  Rah6a-n  and  al-Raqam  as  far  as 
Dhu  Marahit,  like  the  writing  of  the  reed-pen? 
[*].  Kow:  duhmana. 
6.  Al-Hutaylah  (L/M)  Goldziher  3.1. 
Y7  Li-mani  I-di  arp  ka-anna-hunna  suturu 
bi-liwa  zaruda  safa  'alay-ha  I-muru 
To  whom  belong  the  abodes,  like  lines,  in  the  barchans  of 
Zarud,  covered  with  dust  kicked  up  by  the  wind? 
Group  2  --  The  Two  Individualists: 
Imrul  al-Qays  and  'Alqamah. 
7.  Imru'  al-Qays  (E)  Ahl  63.1  (=  Ibrahim  8.1). 
Li-man  talalun  absartu-hu  fa-sýaja-ni 
ka-khatti  zaburin  fi  'asibin  yamani 
0. 
To  whom  belongs  a  remnant  which  I  have  espied  and  which  has 
roused  my  yearning,  like  the  writing  of  a  writ  on  Yemeni 
phloem? 
8.  Imrul  al-gays  65.2  (=  Ibr  9.2). 
-6- 2.  Atat  hiiaiun  ba'd-:  1  laly-hi  fa-asbahat 
ka-khatti  zaburin  fi  masahifi  ruhbani 
2.  Years  have  come  upon  it  since  last  I  was  there  and,  in  the 
morning,  it  was  like  the  writing  of  a  zabur,  contained  in 
the  codices  of  ascetics. 
it  has  been  suggested,  by  J.  Horovitz  "Zaýur"  EU  IV  1184,  that 
imrul  al-Qays  is  here  alluding  to  the  Psalms  of  DawUd  although  I 
think  it  more  likely  that  it  denotes  a  holy  writ,  a  revealed  book 
(the  sense  which  the  plural  zubur  has  in  Qurlan  3.184,16.44,26. 
196,35.25):  cf.  A.  Jeffery,  Ihe  Foreign  Vocabulary  of  Lhe  Ourlan, 
Baroda  1938,148-149.  It  is  Fraenkel's  contention  (Die  Aramaischen 
Fremdw6rter  im  Arabischen,  Leiden  1886,248)  that  it  was  originally 
a  south  Arabian  loan-word,  and  the  poets  associate  it,  almost 
exclusively,  with  the  Yemen.  Further  proof  is  to  be  found  in  the 
occurence  of  the  related  root  dh-b-r  in  Abu  Dhu'ayb  Hell  7.1  and 
Abu  Sakhr  Kos  3.7  Farr:  aj  P.  254,  v.  7),  describing, 
respectively,  the  operations  of  a  Himyarite  scribe  and  a  kitab  that 
is  readily  legible.  That  it  signifies  a  legal  document,  "writ"  is 
the  translation  proposed  by  Horovitz,  is  corroborated  by  Qur'an  54. 
43,  a-kuffaru-kum  khayrun  min  ulalikum  am  la-kum  baralatun  fi 
1-zuburi,  'Are  your  Ingrates  better  than  those,  or  have  you  an 
acquittal  in  the  writs?  ',  and  54.52,  wa-kullu  shaylin  falalu-hu  Ei 
1-zuburi,  'And  all  that  they  have  done  is  in  the  writs';  in  these 
instances  zubur  denotes  the  "heavenly  writings,  in  which  human  deeds 
are  recorded"  (Horovitz  op.  cit.  ). 
Group  3  --  The  Oppidans. 
(i)  Al-ýirah. 
Although  there  is  nowhere  any  explicit  mention  of  a  connection, 
-7- poetical  or  tribal,  between  Abu  Dulad  and  'Adi  b.  Zayd,  they  have 
sufficient  features  in  common  to  warrant  the  classification  of  them 
under  a  single  ru  bric.  Abu  Dul-ad  is  said,  by  al-Asma"I,  to  have 
been  "in  charge  of  al-Mundhir's  stable",  although  this  is  probably 
an  aetiological  anecdote,  given  his  fame  and-penchant  for  describing 
horses.  Von  Grunebaum  maintains  that  Ab7U  Du"ýd  is  a  "nomad  with 
strong  ties  to  urban  civilisation",  presumably  basing  his  views  on 
the  content  of  Abu  Dulad's  extant  fragments,  whereas  'Ad-i  b.  Zayd 
"is  a  citizen  of  al-tdrah  with  some  experience  of  desert  life". 
This  is  a  somewhat  artificial  and  unnecessary  distinction.  Both 
poets  were  associated  with  al-ýiirah  [51  in  the  minds  of  later  poets 
and  authors  to  an  extent  that  is  not  found  of  the  poets  who  went  to 
the  metropolis  in  search  of  employment,  to  sell  their  poetical 
wares:  thus  al-Aswad  b.  Yalfur,  a  "boon-companion  of  al-Nulman  Aýu 
Qabus,  the  last  Lakhmite  king  of  al-Hirah"  [6),  of  Abu  Dulad  (Muf 
44.10); 
44.  ardan  takhayyara-ha  li-dari  abi-him 
kalbu  bnu  mamata  wa-bnu  ummi  duladi 
44.  A  land  selected  for  the  abode  of  their  father  by  Ka'b 
b.  Mamah  and  Ibn  Umm  Dulad. 
Furthermore,  the  ties  between  the  poet's  tribe  Iyad  and  the  Lakhmid 
capital  (cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  153)  seem  to  have  been  not  insubstantial 
before  the  decimation  wrought  upon  Iyad  by  the  Persians.  One  of 
Abu  Dulad's  poems  in  the  Asmaliyyat,  no.  66,  was  attributed  by 
-8- Sibawayh  to  'Adi  b.  zayd  and  al-jahiz  "quotes  a  certain  Iyas 
al-Nasil,  'the  best  genealogist'  ...  as  having  said  that  some 
authorities  were  of  opinion  Abu  Dulad  and  'Adi  b.  Zayd  were  the  best 
poets".  [71  In  'the  domain  of  metrical  technique,  according  to  the 
figures  which  von  Grunebaum  quotes  of  instances  of  Ramal,  Abu  Du'ad 
seems  to  have  composed  at  least  3  poems  in  it,  'Adi  7,  and  of 
Khafif,  the  former  at  least  15,  the  latter  7.  Furthermore,  the 
diction  of  both  was  deemed  to  be  atypical,  i.  e.  not  that  of  the 
Najd.  [81  1  do  not  lend  much  credence  to  Ibn  Rashiq's  claim  that 
Imrul  al-Qays  acted  as  Abu  Dulad's  raw!,  despite  Ahlwardt's  and 
Lyall's  acceptanceof  it  [91,  and  the  former's  discussion  of  the 
issue  in  Aechtheit  74  ff.:  the  misascriptions,  especially 
concerning  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  35  (=  Ibr  5),  seem  to  me  to  be  due  to 
misinterpretation  of  a  conscious  and  literary  adaption,  by  Imrul 
al-Qays,  of  what  must  have  been  some  of  the  most  celebrated  horse 
descriptions,  if  not  in  fact  poems,  of  the  day.  That  he  was 
influenced  by  Abu  Dulad  seems  likely  and  is  worthy  of  further 
study:  poetic  influence  or  literary  adaptation.  is  quite  distinct 
from  apprenticeship  and  transmission  of  verse.  Further  influence 
is  probably  to  be  adduced  from  the  use  of  Ramal  as  the  metre  of 
Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  18  (=  Ibr  27).  It  is  not  coincidental  that  this 
I  poem  contains  a  storm  description,  a  very  traditional  feature  of 
early  verse.  This  is  totally  different  to  the  averred  connection 
between  Zuhayr  and  Tufayl  b.  'Awf  al-Ghanawi,  whose  rawi  Zuhayr  is 
said  to  have  been  [101:  there  is  precious  little  that  is  comon  to 
the  extant  dYwa-ns  of  both,  an  indication  that  the  connection  was  not 
-9- postulated  on  the  basis  of  homogeneity  of  style  or  content,  but  on 
some  other  fund  of  information. 
9.  Abu  Du'ad  (E)  von  Grunebaum  1948-1952  7.1. 
Li-man  talalun  ka-lunwani  1-kitabi 
bi-batni  lu%ia-qin  aw  batni  1-dhuhabi 
To  whom  belongs  a  remnant,  like  the  frontispiece  of  a  book,  in 
the  vale  of  Luwaq  or  the  vale  of  al-Dhuhab? 
10.  AbU  DU'ad  69.1. 
2.  Wa-nulyun  adarra  bi-hi  1-s;  fiyiT' 
ka-darsin  mina  1-nuni  hina  mmaha 
2.  And  a  trench  damaged  by  the  sand-spout  like  a 
faded  nun  when  erased. 
For  immaýa.  cf.  no.  44,  verse  4  (mahiyy)  --  Abu  Dulad  is  probably 
referring  to  a  palimpsest.  If  he  is  alluding  to  an  inscription, 
however,  I  should  offer  the  translation  "when  worn  away".  [111 
Kazimirski  1373,  however,  gives  nun  as  also  meaning  an  inkpot,  in 
which  case  I  should  translate  the  second  hemistich  as  'like 
obliterated  /ink/  from  the  inkpot  when  erased'.  Al-Jahiz  in  the 
Kit7ab  al-Hayawan  reads  in  verse  7  of  Abu  Dulad  Frag.  3  lam,  'a 
letter  lam',  for  lalm,  'a  well-fletched  /arrow/'  (SE.  chapter  2  no. 
1  v.  47  and  comment),  in  the  poet's  depiction  of  a  horse  when  viewed 
from  the  front.  With  regard  to  this,  von  Grunebaum  refers  to  the 
"inscription  on  Fihrls  tomb  from  Umm  al-Jimal,  dated  about  A.  D. 
250",  maintaining  that  "this  letter  had  been  given  its  form  in 
-10- Nabataean  times"  (op.  cit.  92). 
11.  'Acfi-  b.  zayd  (M-J/L?  )  12.2. 
Ma  tajinu  I-Iaynu  min  ayati-ha 
, qhayra  nulyin  mithli  khattin  bi-l-qalami 
2.  The  eye  can  distinguish  /little/  of  its  vestigial  signs  except 
for  a  trench  like  writing  /done/  with  a  reed-pen. 
(ii)  Medina 
12.  Qays  b.  al-KhaCim  (M-J/L)  Kowalski  4.1. 
A-talrifu  rasman  ka-ttiradi  1-madhahibi 
li-lamrata  wahshan  qhayra  mawqifi  rakibi 
1.  Do  you  recognise  a  trace  like  the  well-ruled  lines  of  gilt 
/leaves  or  characters/,  belonging  to  'Amrah,  wild,  save  for 
the  halting  of  a  rider? 
In  my  translation,  I  have  acquiesced  in  the  traditional 
interpretation  oE  this  line.  It  is,  however,  quite  possible  that 
the  participial  adjective  madt7ahib  designates  Idamascened 
scabbards',  as  in  al-A'lam  Kos  21.15:  cf.  nos.  29  (Laýlid  'Abbas 
15.3)  and  36  (Bishr  7.1,  ittiradi  1-mudhhabi). 
13.  Hassan  b.  Thabit  (L/M)  13.3. 
3.  Aqwa  wa-luttila  min-humu  fa-ka-anna-hu 
-11- ba'da  1-bila  ; 
yu  1-kitabi  1-muimali 
3.  It  has  become  devoid  and  divested  of  them  so  that  it  resembles, 
af  ter  /such/  decay,  the  verses  of  the  /wondrously/  adorned 
Book. 
Mulmal  could  also  be  translated  'gathered  together,  bound':  cf. 
Blach6re  1727.  The  phrase  ayu  1-kit;  bi  seems  to  refer  to  the 
Qurlan,  as  in  no.  26  post. 
14.  Hassan  b.  Týabit  15.1. 
'Arafta  diy7ara  zaynaba  bi-l-kathibi 
ka-khatti  1-wahyi  fi  1-raqqi  l-qashibi 
You  recognised  the  abodes  of  zaynab  in  al-Kattd-b, 
like  writing  on  a  threadbare  /vellum/  parchment. 
15.  Hassan  b.  Thabit  157.1. 
Kam  li-l-manazili  min  shahrin  wa-ahwali 
ka-ma  taqadama  lahdu  1-muhraqi  1-bali 
How  many  years  and  months  have  the  dwellings  /been  there/, 
as  old  as  the  woven  leaf  worn  thin? 
Group  4  --  Bakr  b.  Walil. 
(i)  The  Descendants  of  gays  b.  Thallabah. 
16.  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  (E)  Muf  54.2. 
-12- Cf,  -  LYall's  arguments  for  the  antiquity  of  the  pieces  ascribed  to 
this  poet  in  Muf  2  166-185  and  Blach&re's  (typically  astringent) 
comments  on  Muraqqish  the  Elder  and  Muraqqish  the  Younger  in 
"Remarques  sur  deux  E16giaques  Arabes  du  VI  e  Si6cle  J.  C.  ",  Arabica  7 
(1960),  30-40  =  Analecta,  Damascus  1975,321-332.1  must  own  to 
sympathy  with  Lyall's  stance. 
2.  Al-daru  gafrun  wa-l-rusumu  ka-ma 
raqqasha  fi  zahri  I-adimi  galam 
The  abode  is  desolate  and  the  traces  are  like.  the  decorative 
flourishes  'made  by  a  reed-pen  on  the  back  of  /a  strip  of/ 
tanned  hide. 
Adim,  'tanned  leather',  is,  of  course,  distinct  from  ragg,  'vellum'. 
17.  'Amr  b.  Qamilah  (E)  9.1. 
Hal  larafta  I-diyara  'an  ahqabi 
darisan  ayu-ha  ka-khatti  1-kitabi 
1.  Have  you  recognised  the  abodes  after  /the  passage  of/  eons, 
their  vestigial  signs  faded  like  writing  in  a  book? 
18.  Tarafah  b.  al-lAbd  (E/M-J)  Ahl  19.1-2  (=  Seligsohn  3.1-2). 
A-shala-ka  I-rablu  am  qidamu-h 
am  ramadun  darisun  humamu-h 
2.  Ka-suturl  I-raggi  raqgasha-hu 
bi-l-duha  muraggishun  yashimu-h 
-13- 1.  Did  the'spring-encampment  rouse  your  yearning,  or  was  it  its 
antiquity,  or  ashes,  the  charcoal  faded, 
2.  Like  lines  /drawn  on/  vellum  which  an  embellisher,  in  the 
morning  /light/,  has  embellished  with  a  tattooer's 
flourishes? 
19.  Maymun  b.  Qays  al-A'sha  (L/M)  64.1. 
Li-maythala  darun  'afa  rasmu-ha 
fa-ma  in  tabayyanu  astara-ha  (12] 
To  Maythal  belongs  an  abode  where  the  trace  is  effaced, 
indistinct  as  to  its  lines. 
(ii)  Yashkur. 
20.  Al-Harith  b.  Hillizah  (E/M-J)  Muf  25.1  (=  Krenkow  3.1). 
Li-mani  1-diyaru  lafawna  bi-l-hubsi 
ayatu-ha  ka-mahariqi  I-fursi 
To  whom  belong  the  abodes  that  are  effaced  in  al-Hubs,  their 
vestigial  signs  like  the  polished,  woven  leaves  of  the 
Persians? 
Mahrig,  or  muhraq,  is  explained  by  Lyall  Muf  2  91  as  "pieces  of  silk 
or  cotton  stuff  which,  after  being  stiffened  with  size  (samqh),  are 
polished  with  a  shell;  the  surface  thus  obtained  is  used  for 
writing  on". 
-1.4- (iii)  shayý-an. 
21.  Tha'labah  b.  'Amr  (M-J?  )  Muf  74.1-31. 
This  poet  is  variously  said  to  be  of  the  'Abd  al-Qays,  "of  Maladdic 
stock  and  nearly  akin  to  the  two  great  tribes  descended  from  Wý'il, 
Bakr  and  Taghlib",  or  of  "Shayban,  a  subdivision  of  Bakr  b.  Wa'il, 
settled  as  a  confederate  (halTE)  among  the  'Abd  al-Qays".  [13]  1 
have  appended  this  poet  to  Group  4ý  because  of  these  tribal 
affiliations  and  the  dearth  of  precise  information  concerning  him. 
1.  Li-man  dimanun  ka-anna-hunna  salýa-lifu 
qifarun  khala  min-ha  1-kathibu  fa-wahifu 
2.  Fa-ma  ahdathat  fi-ha  1-1uhudu  ka-anna-ma 
t  alallaba  bi-l-sammani  fi-ha  I-zakharifu 
3.  Akabba-lalay-ha  katibun  bi-dawati-hi 
yugimu  yaday-hi  taratan  wa-yukhalifu 
31.  Rana  (*1  sunla-hu  ma  kana  yasnalu  saiiyan 
wa-yarfalu  laynay-hi  mina  1-sunli  tarifu 
Variant  Readinqs 
All  MSS:  raia. 
V:  ýahiyan,  'scraping  away  /at  their  surfaceP. 
To  whom  belong  dung  piles,  like  pages  /covered  with 
writing/,  desolate  (among  them  are  al-Kathib  and  WahiE  -- 
empty  both!  ), 
-15- 2.  .  -Where,  it  seems,  as  a  result  of  sequent  rainfalls,  ornamental 
designs  /etched/  in  vegetable  dyes  are  always  at  play, 
3.  over  which  a  scribe  has  busily  huddled  with  his  ink-horn,  now 
moving  his  hands  with  vertical  strokes,  now  opposing  them 
/with  horizontal  strokes/, 
4.  Motionless,  staring  intently  while  engaged  in  his  work,  then 
raising  his  eyes  and  blinking? 
Group  5  --  Taghlib. 
22.  AI-Akhnas  b.  Shihab  (E/M-J)  Muf  41.1. 
Li-bnati  hittana  bni  lawfin  manazilu 
ka-ma  raqqasha  1-1unwana  Ei  1-raqqi  katibun 
To  Ibnat  Hittan  b.  'Awf  belong  dwellings,  like  a  scribe's 
decorative  flourishes  on  the  vellumy  frontispiece. 
Group  6  --  Tamim  and  al-Ribab. 
M  Tamim. 
23.  Salamah  b.  Jandal  (M-J/L)  2.2. 
2.  Labisa  I-rawamisu  wa-l-iadidu  bila-huma 
fa-turikna  mithla  1-muhraqi  1-akhlaqi 
2.  The  decay  /brought  by/  sand-storms  and  severed  /time  has 
sported  /there/,  and  they  (the  dwellings)  have  been  left 
-16- like  threadbare  parchments. 
As  the  epithet  suggests,  muhraq  is  singular  for  plural. 
24.  salamah  b.  Jandal  3.1-2  (=  Asm  42.1-2). 
1.  Li-man  talalun  mithlu  1-kitabi  1-munammaqi 
khala  'ahdu-hu  bayna  I-sulaybi  fa-mutriqi 
2.  Akabba  'alay-hi  katibun  bi-dawati-hi 
fa-hadithu-hu  fi  I-'ayni  liddatu  muhraqi 
1.  To  whom  belongs  a  remnant,  its  time  long  since  gone,  between 
al-Sulayb  and  Mutriq  (like  an  embellished  book 
2.  over  which  a  scribe  has  busily  huddled  with  his  inkhorn);  to 
the  eye,  its  newest  /area/  is  like  the  line  of  a  polished, 
woven  leaf? 
Line  2a  is  identical  to  no.  21  (Tha'  laba  b.  'Amr  Muf  74),  v.  3a 
ante. 
(ii)  Al-Ribab. 
25.  'Abd  Allah  b.  'Anamah  (M)  Muf  114.5. 
It  is  conceivable  that  this  poet  should  be  classified  under  Group  I 
(iii)  Shayban  (the  tribe  of  his  mother),  as  he  appears  to  have 
allied  himself  with  them,  as  a  hallf,  following  a  rupture  with  his 
own  tribe,  Dabbah.  He  is  said  to  have  fought  on  the  side  of  the 
-17- Muslims  at  al-Cadisiyyah  in  16/637.  [141 
5.  Fa-lam  yabqi  illa  dimnatun  wa-manazilu 
ka-ma  rudda  fi  khatti  I-dawati  midadu-ha 
5.  so  there  remained  nought  but  a  dung  pile  and  dwellings,  like 
ink  from  an  inkhorn  reapplied  to  writing. 
I  have  construed  the  second  hemistich  as  poetical  syntax  for  ka-ma 
rudda  midadu  1-dawati  fi  1-khatti.  It  is  also  possible  to 
understand  dawah  as  metonymy;  cf.  no.  33  post. 
For  midýýd,  cf.  al-Mutalamnis  Vollers  3: 
1.  Fa-alqaytu-ha  bi-l-thinyi  min  janbi  kaftrin 
ka-dhalika  aqnýu`  kulla  qittin  mudallilin 
2.  Ramaytu  bi-ha  hatta--ralaytu  midiida-ti-a 
yatufu  bi-ha  1-tayyaru  Ei  kulli  jadwalin 
1.1  cast  it  away  at  where  the  bank  of  the  river  Kafir  bends 
thus  do  I  award  every  pernicious  legal-deed! 
2.1  threw  it  away  and  watched  the  current  cause  its  ink  to  flow 
in  whorls  into  every  channel. 
This  probably  occasioned  the  story  of  "the  letter  of  al-Mutalammis" 
concerning  the  death  of  Tarafah  [15],  significantly  parallel  to  the 
story  of  Bellerophon  in  the  Iliad  6.152-190,  especially  168-169, 
where  the  writing  is  thought  by  modern  scholars  to  be  a  "memory  that 
has  survived  from  the  Mycenaean  age".  (16]  of  course,  the 
divine-born  Bellerophon  proves  more  than  a  match  for  Proitos  and 
Iobates.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  "the  saga  of  Bellerophon, 
with  its  weird  attendant  creatures  Pegasus  and  the  Chimaera,  is 
perhaps  not  Greek  but  Lycian  in  origin,  and  may  be  very  early" 
[17]:  this  would  suggest  a  distinctly  near-eastern  provenance  for 
the  myth. 
-is- Group  7  --  Ja'far  b.  Kilab  of  'Amir  b.  sa'sa'ah. 
26.  Mulawiyah  b.  Malik  (L)  Muf  105.6-8.  [181 
6.  Fa-inna  la-ha  manazila  kh;  wiyýtin 
lala  namala  waqaftu  bi-ha  1-rikaba 
Mina  1-ai27a-,  a  asfala  min  numaylin 
ka-ma  raila'ta  bi-l-qalami  1-kitaba 
Kitýba  muhabbirin  fýajin  baJirin 
yunammiqu-hu  wa-hiýdhara  an  yu'aba 
6.  There  are,  however,  barren  dwellings  belonging  to  her  at 
Namal7a,  where  I  halted  the  riding  camels, 
7.  on  the  slopes  at  the  bottom  of  Numayl,  /scrutinising  them/  just 
as  you  /do  when/  retracing,  with  the  reed-pen,  the  text, 
8.  The  text  of  an  elegant,  keen-sighted  /inker/,  pernickety  over 
the  spelling,  which  he  embellished,  wary  that  he  should  be 
reproved. 
This  last  verse  may  refer  not,  as  suggested,  to  an  inker  or  a  scriýe 
but  to  an  author  polishing  his  style,  ensuring  that  he  meets  with 
the  approval  of  the  public,  in  which  case  I  should,  of  course, 
translate  kit7ab  as  'book'.  When  the  ink  starts  to  fade  the  poet 
seems  to  suggest  that  the  owner  of  this  choice  work  refreshes  the 
faded  sections  to  enhance  the  longevity  of  his  text. 
27.  Labld  (L/M)  Mu'allagah  1-2  (=  'Abbas  48.1-2). 
'Afat  I-diyaru  mahallu-ha  wa-muqamu-ha 
-19- bi-minan  talabbada  qhawlu-ha  fa-rilamu-ha 
2.  Fa-madafilu  1-rayyani  'urriya  rasmu-ha 
khalaqan  ka-ma  damina  1-wuhiyya  silamu-ha 
1.  The  abodes,  both  the  way-station  and  the  /hiemal/  residence,  in 
Mina  have  become  effaced;  wild  are  Ghawl  and  Rijam  there, 
2.  As  are  the  watercourses  of  al-Rayyan.  Their  trace  has  been 
stripped  bare,  worn  thin,  just  as  inscriptions  are  retained 
/albeit  faintly/  by  their  slabs. 
For  a  provocative  discussion  of  the  topography  of  Lab-Ed  Is 
Mulallagah,  cf.  A.  %Miquel,  "Le  D6sert  dans  la  Po6sie  pr6-Islamique: 
la  Mulallagah  de  LaCid",  CT  23  (1975),  191-211.  (19] 
28.  Labid  mulallaqah  8  (=  'Abbas  48.8). 
8.  wa-iala  1-suyulu  lani  1-tululi  ka-anna-ha 
zuburun  tuliddu  mutuna-h;  aqlamu-ha 
8.  The  torrents  have  swept  the  remnants  clean  and  they  shine  as 
brightly  as  writs  whose  surfaces  are  restored  by  their 
reed-pens. 
on  zubur,  cf.  no.  8  (Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  65)  v.  2.  [20] 
29.  Labid  'Abbas  15.3  (=  al-chalidi  p.  91,  v.  3,  Brockelmann  1  16. 
3). 
3.  Aw  mudhhabun  ludadun  lala  alwahi-hi 
-20- nna  I-natiqu  1-mabruzu  wa-l-makhtumu 
or  ruled,  gilt  /leaves/  on  the  covers  of  which  is  the  title 
written  in  relief  and  fitted  with  a  seal. 
Blachire  536  translates  "on  these  writing-tablets  is  a  text  written 
in  relief  and  half-effaced".  The  lawh  is  probably  not  a  'tablet' 
but  a  wooden  cover:  cf.  R.  Sellheim  "Kitab"  E12  IV  207.  Sellheim, 
also  makes  the  interesting  point  that,  by  being  bound  in  this 
manner,  "the  Qurlan  was  distinguished  by  its  material  form,  from 
profane  writings  in  rolls  made  of  papyrus  and  from  the  kitab  pure 
and  simple".  It  is  by  no  means  impossible  that  Labld  is  referring 
to  an  early  collection  of  the  Qurlan:  the  details  of  the  binding  of 
the  book  which  he  describes  and  the  terms  used  are  distinct  from  the 
other  types  of  writing  material  elsewhere  alluded  or  referred  to. 
In  its  construction,  it  is  also  unlike  the  Assyrian  wax-coated 
tablets  of  wood,  fitted  with  a  hinge,  which  L.  Jeffery  describes. 
[211 
I  construe  mudhhab  as  singular  for  plural,  and  Judad  as  an 
appositional  substantive  functioning  as  an  epithet.  'Abbas's 
reading  jadad  gives  the  sense  'level,  flat  or  smooth':  the 
pronominal  suf  f  ix  hunna,  of  course,  would  then  have  no  antecedent. 
A  further  possibility  is  the  vocalisation  judud,  'new'  ,  as  in  Sakhr 
al-Ghayy  Kos  3.6  (muqhalqhalatan//tabruqu  fi-ha  sahalifu  jududu): 
,  virgin,  gilt  leaves'. 
In  general,  cf.  H.  Derenbourg,  "al-ifabighah  In6dit",  JAS  13  (1899), 
28-29  (poem  11,  line  7): 
7.  wa-abdat  siwaran  'an  wushumin  ka-anna-ha 
baqiyyatu  alwahin  'alay-hinna  mudhhabu 
7.  And  she  revealed  a  braclet  set  against  tattooing  like  the 
/faded/  remains  of  covers  /inlaid/  with  gilt  /lettering/. 
-21- As  so  often  in  ancient  Arabic  verse,  the  difficulty  resides  in 
establishing  the  referent.  Mudhhab,  it  seems,  is  used  of  both  gilt 
lettering  and  gilt  pages,  i.  e.  pages  covered  with  characters 
executed  in  gold.  A.  Grohmann  "Djild"  E12  11  540-541  mentions  "a 
specially  precious  kind  of  parchment  (which)  was  purple-coloured  ... 
The  collection  of  F.  Martin  contained  a  beautiful  blue-coloured 
parchment  with  exquisite  Kufic  script  in  gold,  belonging  to  a  Qurlan 
manuscript  from  the  Mosque  at  Mashhad".  Laýid  and  various  other 
poets,  such  as  Qays  b.  al-Khaýlim,  seem  to  be  alluding  to  a  prototype 
of  such  a  manuscript,  whether  it  be  Qurlanic  or  not. 
30.  Labid  'Abbas  16.1-3  (=  Chal  p.  61,  v.  1-3,  Brock  1  13.1-3). 
1.  Darasa-l-mina--bi-mutali'in  fa-abani 
wa-taqadamat  bi-l-hubsi  fa-l-subani 
2.  Fa-nilafi  sarata  fa-l-qanani  ka-anna-ha 
zuburun  Yuraijilu-ha  walidun  yamani 
3.  Mutalawwidun  lahinun  yulidi  bi-kaffay-hi 
qalaman  lala  lusubin  dhabulna  wa-bani 
Al-Mina  has  become  obliterated,  together  with  MuCalil  and 
Aban;  and  /the  abodes/  in  al-Hubs  and  al-Suban, 
2.  on  the  fells  of  Sarah  and  then  al-Qanan  are  of  great 
antiquity:  they  resemble  writs  which  a  Yemeni  slave 
retraces, 
3.  Accustomed  /to  the  task/,  proficient,  with  a  reed-pen  in  his 
hand,  moving  it  back  and  forth  over  dried  palm-phloem  and 
ban  /leaves/.  [221 
In  line  I  'Abbas  and  al-chalidi  both  read  al-mana  and  the  sharh 
-22- interprets  it  as  an  apocopated  form  of  al-manazil.  If,  however, 
al-mir7a  is  read,  identical  with  al-Mina  of  line  1  of  the  Mulallaqah, 
then  it  becomes  evident  that  the  poet  is  speaking  of  two  distinct 
migration-routes:  M  from  al-Mina,  in  the  vicinity  of  the  ýiimý 
Dariyyah,  to  Mut5li',  (Thilo's  Mutili'  I  is  meant:  cf  .  Ortsnamen 
74)  and  Aban,  (it  is  not  clear  whether  al-Aswad  or  al-Abyad  is 
meant);  moving  east,  to  the  mountainous  area  lying  to  the  west  of 
al-Qas-im,  (ii)  al-Hubs  and  al-Su-ban,  following  the  landmass  of  Sarah 
in  a  south-westerly  direction,  as  far  as  al-Qan'gn.  The  syntax  of 
the  line  is  elliptical  --  the  bi  seems  to  mean  'together,  along 
with',  whereas  a  substantive,  such  as  al-diyar  or  al-tulul,  must  be 
supplied  for  the  verb  taqg'damat  in  the  second  hemistich:  the 
ellipsis  is  not  constrained  given  the  formularity  of  the  topos.  [231 
N 
31.  Labid  'Abbas  42.1  (=  Brock  11  47.1) 
'Afa  I-rasmu  am-la  balda  hawlin  taiarramF 
li-asmala  rasmun  ka-l-sahifati  aliama 
Is  the  trace  effaced  or  not,  after  a  year  has  passed?  /it  is/ 
a  trace  belonging  to  Asma',  like  the  page,  unclear. 
For  this  type  of  question  and  answer  in  the  atial  movement,  cf.  no. 
33  CA61d  12)  vv.  1-3.  The  point  of  aliam  seems  to  be  that  the 
message  transmitted  to  the  poet  by  the  trace,  as  to  its  origin,  is 
in  a  form  of  'language'  that  is  difficult  to  comprehend,  like  faded 
ink  on  a  page:  cf.  no.  40  post. 
32.  ;  Amir  b.  al-Tufayl  (UM)  Frag.  23. 
1.  Tawaddahna  fi  lalyali  gafrin  ka-anna-ha 
mahiiriqu  falluiin  Yularidna  taliya 
-23- They  glinted  clearly  on  the  elevation  of  a  desolate  waste,  like 
polished,  woven  leaves  of  Fall7ujah,  set  before  an  intoner. 
I  have  adopted  N61deke's  suggestion,  as  reported  by  Lyall,  in 
understanding  fallýTi  as  an  apocopated  form  of  Fallujah,  "the  name  of 
two  villages  in  the  cultivated  plain  of  Baghdad,  near  'Ayn  Tamr" 
(Lyall  1980  128).  The  reference  is  presumably  to  the  intonation  of 
sacred  scripture,  although  probably  not  the  Qurlin  (this  possibility 
may  be  thought  to  be  excluded  by  the  word  mahariq).  Lyall's 
reasoning  on  this  point  is  somewhat  defective:  "the  use  of  tylin  in 
the  sense  of  'reader,  cantillator,  '  in  itself  almost  certainly 
excludes  the  possibility  of  our  poet  being  the  author;  this  sense, 
which  the  word  does  not  possess  in  the  old  poetry,  is  borrowed  from 
Aramaic  liturgical  language,  and  appears  for  the  first  time  in  the 
Qurlan".  Tala  must  have  been  familiar  to  the  community  of 
believers  and  pagans  addressed  through  Muhammad  (its  Aramaic 
provenance  suggests  Christian  associations).  If  any  occurence  of 
the  word  taia  which  should  plausibly  antedate  the  Qurlan,  or  is 
perhaps  contemporaneous  with  it,  is  rejected  on  the  ground  that  the 
word  first  occurs  in  the  Qurlan,  then  this  certainly  does  of  course 
facilitate  the  claim  that  the  Qurlan  registers  the  first  appearance 
of  the  word!  [241 
There  are  two  elements,  aural  and  visual,  involved  in  the  simile: 
the  maharig  are  easily  legible,  with  the  writing  upon  the  page 
clear;  the  finely  modulated,  properly  enunciated  tones  of  the 
chanter  are  clear  and  audible. 
Group  8  --  Asad. 
33.  'AýIid  b.  al-Abras  (E)  12.1-2. 
Li-mani  1-diy;  ru  bi-sahatin  Ea-har-usi 
-24- darasat  mina  1-iqtari  ayya  duru-si 
2.  Illa  awariyyan  ka-anna  rusuma-ha 
Ei  muhragin  khalaqi  1-dawati  labisi 
1.  To  whom  belong  the  abodes  in  Sihah  and  HarUs,  obliterated 
through  desolation  (what  obliteration!  ) 
2.  Except  for  tethers  --  where  the  traces  seem  /to 
be  written/  on  a  polished,  woven  leaf,  threadbare,  its  ink 
worn-out? 
In  line  2  daZh  is  an  instance  of  metonymy:  inkhorn  for  ink. 
34.  'Aýi-d  27'.  1. 
Li-mani  I-daru  aqfarat  bi-l-jinabi 
qhayra  nulyin  wa-dimnatin  ka-l-kit7abi 
To  whom  belongs  the  abode  that  has  become  desolate  in  al-Jinab, 
apart  from  a  trench  and  a  dung  pile,  like  a  book? 
35.  'Abid  30.1. 
Li-man  dimnatun  agwat  bi-harrati  darqhadi 
taluhu  ka-lunwani  1-kitiibi  i-muiaddadi 
To  whom  belongs  a  dung  pile  in  the  lava-ground  of  Darghad, 
as  clear  as  the  restored  frontispiece  of  a  book? 
36.  Bishr  b.  Aýi  Khazim  (M-J/L  ?)7.1. 
-25- Bishe  b.  Ahýi  Khazim  seems  to  have  been  born  sometime  between  535  and 
560  A.  D.  and  to  have  died  circa  600  A.  D.  on  occasion,  his  poetic 
style  suggests  that  he  belongs  with  the  poets  of  the  middle 
Jahiliyyah;  nevertheless,  given  the  rather  inconclusive 
chronological  efforts  of  A.  Hartigan  [251,  it  is  possible  that 
stylistically  a  number  of  his  poems  belong  to  the  late  Jahiliyyah 
(cf.  further  Lyall  Muf  2  268-269). 
Atl7alu  mayyata  bi-l-til'ali  fa-mithqabi 
adhat  khala'an  ka-ttiradi  1-mudhhabi 
Remnants  belonging  to  Mayyah,  at  the  Mountain  Streams  and  the 
Def  ile,  that  have  become  deserted,  like  the  well-ruled 
lines  of  gilt  /leaves  or  characters/! 
Mithqab  is,  according  to  al-Bakri  507,  a  route  linking  al-Cufah  with 
the  YarCa-mah,  and,  according  to  yaq-ut  5.54,  it  is  both  the  road 
between  Mecca  and  Medina  and  a  route  linking  al-Kufah  with  the 
ýijaz.  The  poet  may  be  referring  to  the  second,  although  it  is 
equally  likely  that  these  are  evocative  toponyms,  as  my  translation 
suggests:  cf.  however  the  migration  route  of  23.1-2a  (bi-r;  rmata 
fa-l-tilali//fa-kuthbani  I-hafiri  ila  Laaa  LnayZ  in  ýi/fa-janbi  'u. 
_ 
atin 
fa-dhawWti  khaymin). 
The  second  hemistich  is  similar  to  that  of  no.  12  ante,  and  it  too 
may  refer  to  scabbards  worked  with  gilt  filigree. 
37.  Bishr  (M-J/L)  28.3. 
3.  Ka-anna-ha  ba'da  lahdi  1-lahidina  bi-ha 
-26- bayna  I-dhaý-ubi  wa-hazmay  wahifin  suhufu 
3.  As  if  it  (the  abode),  after  the  passing  of  the  period  when  the 
covenanters  /dwelled/  there,  between  al-Dhanub  and  the 
twin  rugged  uplands  of  4ahif,  was  pages  /covered  with 
writing/. 
This  line  bears  some  similarity  with  no.  6,  line  1  in  the  combined 
references  to  Wihif  and  to  'pages',  sati-alif/  suhuf.  For  the  phrase 
lahd  al-lahidin,  cf.  al-Shammakh  9.1. 
Group  9  --  Tayyi'. 
38.  Hatim  al-Taliyy  (M-J)  47.1 
A-talrifu  atlalan  wa-nulyan  muhaddama 
ka-khatti-ka  fi  raqqin  kitWban  munamnamW 
1.  Do  you  recognise  remnants  and  a  collapsed  trench, 
like  the  writing,  /ruled  like/  striped  /cloth/,  which  you 
would  trace  on  vellum? 
39.  Bishr  b.  'Ulayq  (?  )  al-jubur'!  p.  187,  v.  3. 
3.  Adhalat  bi-hi  1-aroiahu  hatta  ka-anna-ma 
hasibta  bagaya-hu  kitaban  munamnama 
3.  The  winds  swept  it  away  so  that  you  imagined  its  remains  to  be 
writing  /ruled  like/  striped  /cloth/. 
-27- i 
Group  10  --  Ghatafan. 
'Abs. 
40.  'Antarah  b.  Shaddad  (M-J)  Ahl  27.2  (=  mawlawi  9.2). 
2.  Ka-wahyi  sahalifin  min  lahdi-kisra 
fa-ahda-ha  li-aliama  timtimiyyi 
2.  Like  the  writing  of  pages  from  the  era  of  Kisra  which  he 
handed  to  a  /Persian  lector  whose/  speech  is  barbarous  afid 
unintelligible. 
'Ahd  may,  of  course,  mean  'treaty,  compact'.  It  is  not  clear  which 
Kisia  is  referred  to:  either  Khusraw  An_ustd_rwan*(53l-579  A.  D.  )  may 
be  meant  (the  allusion  being  to  the  antiquity  of  -the  document),  or 
Khusraw  Aparwh  (591-628  A.  D.  ),  the  allsuion  being  to  the  document's 
unintelligibility,  is  intended. 
On  allam,  cf.  F.  Gabrieli  "'Ajam  E12  1  206:  "although  it  preserved 
for  the  most  part  the  original  contemptuous  force  inspired  by  the 
haughty  presumption  of  Arab  superiority,  it  sometimes,  and  even  at 
an  early  date,  implied  the  desirability  and  allurement  of  the 
exotic,  and  the  acknowledgment  of  .a  more  civilized  and  refined 
culture".  on  timtimiYY,  cf.  C.  Rabin  Ancient  West-Arabian,  London 
1951,49.  [261 
(ii)  Dhubyan. 
41.  Ma'qil  b.  Dirar  al-shammakh  (M)  5.2. 
2.  Ka-ma  khatta  libraniyyatan  bi-yamini-hi 
-28- bi-tayrra'a  habrun  thumma  larrada  asturg 
2.  Just  as  a  /Jewish/  scholar  in  Tapia,  writes  Hebrew  with  his 
right  hand,  and  then  draws  horizontal  lines  /across  the 
page/. 
As  F.  KrenKow,  "The  Use  of  Writing  for  the  Preservation  of  Ancient 
Arabic  Poetry"  (in  T.  W.  Arnold  and  R.  A.  Nicholson  (edd.  ),  A  Volume 
of  oriental  Studies  presented,  to  E.  G.  Browne,  Cambridge  1922),  265 
suggests  the  lines  are  "for  further  writing". 
Group  11  --  Azd. 
42.  'Abld  b.  'Abd  al-'Uzza  (L/M?  )  al-Juburi  p.  125,  v.  6. 
6.  RusUman  ka-ýyyati  1-kiýabi  mub7inatan 
bi-t7a  li-l-haý-ini  1-sabbi  mabkan  wa-mawqifu 
6.  Traces,  like  the  verses  of  the  Book,  clear  and  distinct, 
where  the  dejected,  ardent  lover  can  halt  and  weep. 
This  poet  is  reckoned  to  have  been  a  cousin  of  al-Shanfari  (cf. 
al-juburli  p.  117,  Sezgin  137.  The  first  hemistich  of  verse  6  has 
distinct  Qurlinic  overtones  and  I  have  presumed  al-kitýb  to 
designate  the  Qurlan:  cf.  no.  40  post. 
43.  'Abd  Allah  b.  sailimah  (L/M)  al-jubur:  i  p.  200,  v.  1-2. 
Li  mani  I-diýaru  talýihu  bi-l-qhamri 
-29- darasat  li-marri  1-r'lhi  wa-l-qatri 
2.  Fa-bi-shatti  busygni  1-riyaqhi  ka-ma 
kataba  l-qhulamu  I-wahya  fi  I-sakhri 
1.  To  whom  belong  the  abodes  that  are  visible  In  al-Ghamr,  faded 
by  the  passing  of  the  wind  and  the  rain, 
2.  And  on  the  lush  bank  of  BUsy7an,  like  inscriptions  written  by  a 
slave  on  stone. 
Al-Ghamr  is  shortened  for  al-Ghamrah  [27].  Both  places  are 
approximately  west  of  the  WWd-i  'Ajq  (north-east  of  Mecca),  to  the 
south  of  Harrat  Layia  I.  It  is  possible  that  line  2b  means  'like 
writing  done  by  a  youth  on  a  stone',  i.  e.  graffiti. 
Group  12  --  Hudhayl. 
44.  Aý-u  Dhulayb  (M)  Hell  7.1-4 
'Araftu  I-di)ýa-ra  ka-raqmi  1-dawa 
ti  yadhbiru-ýa  1-kiýtibu  1-himyariyyu 
2.  Bi-ragmin  wa-washmin  ka-ma  zakhrafat 
bi-mishami4a  1-muzdahatu  1-hadiyyu 
3.  Adana  wa-anbala-hu  I-awwaluna 
bi-anna  I-mudana  maliyyun  wafiyyu 
4.  Fa-namnama  fi  suhufin  ka-l-riy7ati 
fi-hinna  irthu  kitabin  mahiyyu 
1.1  recognised  the  abodes,  like  the  adornment  of  the  inkhorn 
which  the  Himyari  scribe  limns 
-30- 2.  With  adornment  and  tattooing  like  the  ornamental  designs  traced 
by  an  ebullient  bride  with  her  needle; 
3.  He  was  working  on  credit,  for  the  ancients  had  told  him  that 
'The  debtor  is  solvent  and  pays  in  full!  ' 
4.  so  he  drew-lines  on  pages,  like  white  cloths,  containing  the 
erased  remains  of  a  book. 
it  is  interesting  to  note  the  use  of  dawah,  loosely  translated  by 
Lewin  136  as  "writing  materials",  for  'Ink'  --  the  third  instance  of 
this  particular  metonymy.  Raqm  may  mean  'dotting',  in  which  case 
dhabara  would  mean  'to  point',  although  the  second  line  distinctly 
refers  to  ornate  embellishments.  I  have  understood  line  3  to  be 
proverbial.  The  use  of  mahiyy,  'erased  by  washing',  in  line  4 
makes  it  clear  that  the  poet  is  talking  of  a  palimpsest:  cf.  the 
remark,  "parchment  from  which  the  original  text  had  been  washed  off 
and  which  then  was  written  on  again"  (Grohmann  541). 
In  view  of  the  use  of  namnama  by  the  poets  of  Tayyil  ,  nos.  21-22 
ante  (cf.  also  salama  b.  al-ýirith  Alsha  Jillih  [281  ka-ma//namnama 
raqqan  qalamu  l-kitibi),  --  Tayyil  having  been  win  early  Arabia  of 
Yamanite  origin  ...  at  home  in  that  part  of  the  South-Arabian  Jawf 
in  which  Hunaqah  was  situated,  on  the  way  between  Sanlal  and  Mecca" 
(H.  H.  BrSu  "Tayyi'"  EI1  IV  623.  )  --  I  have  elected  not  to  adopt 
Lewin's  suggestion  (440)  "to  enter  (into  a  book),  of  a  merchant", 
given  also  that  the  subject  of  the  verb  is  the  kEtib  and  not  his 
client!  The  use  of  the  verb  by  the  Tayyil  poets  is  evidently  a 
dialectal  inheritance  from  the  time  prior  to  the  migration  of  the 
South  Arabian  tribes. 
-3  1- B.  Comparisons  with  Figured  Garments. 
Group  1  --  The  Inter-tribal  Chain  of  Ruwat. 
1.  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr  (L/M)  Kow  14.1  (=  Cairo  p.  185,  v.  1). 
Alimma  lala  rab'in  bi-dhati  1-mazahiri 
muqimin  ka-akhlaqi  I-labalati  dathiri 
Halt  at  a  spring-encampment  in  Dliat  al-Mazahir,  still  there, 
like  shabby  labýlahs,  covered  with  sand  and  dust! 
Dhat  al-Mazahir,  literally  'the  place  of  the  lutes',  is  said  by 
al-Baki-i  530,  who  ascribes  the  line  to  zuhayr,  to  be  in  the 
territory  of  the  BarFu  Faq'as,  a  subsect  of  the  Banu  Asad.  [29]  The 
'Wbalah  is  "a  type  of  short  cloak  open  at  the  front,  with  no  sleeves 
but  apertures  through  which  the  arms  are  put.  It  is  the 
characteristic  habit  of  the  Bedouin  which  they  wear  almost  all  the 
time".  (301  It  was  coloured  with  large  brown  stripes  (cf.  Lane 
1942).  It  is  most  distinctly  not  a  luxury  item  (2f.  A.  Musil,  The 
Manners  and  Customs  of  the  Rwala  Bedouins,  New  York  1928,119),  and 
is  consonant  with  the  poet's  preference  for  what  might  be  termed 
lbedouin  culture'.  There  is  a  pun  in  dathir  the  root  of  which  also 
signifies  'dirtiness',  of  garments. 
2.  Al-HUtay'ah  (L/M)  Goldziher  2.3. 
3.  Ka-anna  yahýda  nashsharat  d-hi  bazza-ýa 
burýdan  wa-raqman  fataka  I-bayla  tajiru-h 
3.  As  if  Jews  had  spread  their  stuff  there  --  burds  and 
/cloths/  embroidered  /in  many  colours/,  for  which  the 
-32- merchant  had  demanded  exorbitant  prices. 
I 
Goldziher  al-HUtay'ah  66  discusses  the  mercatorial  functions  of  Jews 
in  Arabian  society  --  their  business  interests  included  wine  and 
kohle.  Ragm  is  probably  a  metonymy,  and  I  have  translated  it 
accordingly. 
3.  Al-HUtaylah  Goldziher  33.3. 
3.  Tar5-6-a  balda  dalsi  1-hayyi  fi-h 
ka-hi'shiyati  1-ridali  1-himyariyyi 
3.  You  would  compare  it,  after  the  tribe  had  trampled  upon  it, 
with  the  selvage  of  a  himyail  plaid. 
The  ridý'  is,  in  general,  a  mantel  made  f  rom  a  single  piece  of 
cloth;  a  particular  style  of  wearing  it,  one  apparently  favoured  by 
the  Prophet  Muhammad,  was  as  a  wrapper,  worn  over  the  lef  t  shoulder 
and  bound  together  under  the  right  shoulder.  [311  Like  the  - 
laýalah,  it  was  commonly  worn  by  the  Bedouin  and  is  frequently 
referred  to  in  early  verse,  although  the  designation  himya  may 
mark  this  particular  plaid  as  a  special  item. 
4.  Al-Hutaylah  Goldziher  89.4. 
4.  Jarat  lalay-hiý  bi-adhyýilin  la-h;  lusufun 
fa-asbahat  mithla  sahqi  1-burdi  'afi-ha 
4.  Gales  had  swept  the  hems  /of  their  gowns/  over  it  and,  in  the 
morning,  where  it  was  effaced  resembled  a  threadbare  burd. 
-33- Group  3  --  The  Oppidans. 
(ii)  Medina. 
5.  Hassan  b.  ThWbit  (L/M)  10.1-3. 
Li-man  manzilun  Iýifin  ka-anna  rusuma-hu 
khayalilu  raytin  sabiriyyin  murassami 
2.  Khafýu  I-mabadi  ma  bi-hi  ghayru  rukkadin 
thal7athin  ka-amtt7ali  1-harýa-limi  iuththami 
3.  Wa-qhayru  shalilin  mathilin  tFalafa  I-bila 
wa-qhayru  baqaya  ka-l-sahiqi  1-munamnami 
0 
1.  To  whom  belongs  an  effaced  dwelling,  its  traces  like  girls' 
shifts  made  from  striated,  Sabiritic'cloth? 
2.  Empty  are  the  pasture-lands,  save  for  three  firmly  fixed 
/supports/  like  the  silhouettes  of  nestling  pigeons, 
3.  A  jutting,  cloven  /tent-peg/,  a  sworn  confederate  of  Decay,  and 
remains  like  a  threadbare,  streaked  /cloth/. 
Khay'al,  glossed  by  Lewin  113  as  'a  kind  of  women's  garment',  is 
used  by  al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell  6.6  where  a  hab7ib  is  said  to  wear 
al-khay'alu  1-fudulu  --  obviously  a  costly  garment  with  erotic 
overtones.  Rayt  (cf.  Dozy  Vitements  191-193  and  Lane  1200)  can 
designate  either  the  material  itself  (cf.  Labld  'Abýa-s  4.17  [=  Clial 
p.  136,  v.  17,  Brock  1  19.171,  Lewin  171)  or  the  garment  fabricated 
from  the  material  (Cf.  G.  Jacob,  AltarabischeS  Beduinleben,  Berlin 
1897,45).  Its  costliness  is  implicit  in  al-ý-abighah  Ahl  5.30  and 
al-Marrar  Muf  16.82.  There  has  been  much  discussion  concerning 
the  epithet  sabirl,  'of  or  from  gabu-rl,  also  used  by  Abu  Dhulayb, 
Hell  21.3,  of  a  leathern  thong  (sayr):  cf.  Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter 
-34- 43-44  (who  thinks  it  may  be  connected  with  the  king  of  that  name, 
Sh5pilr)  and  Lyall  Muf  2  343  ("so  called  ... 
f  rom  the  name  of  some 
one  of  the  towns  in  the  Sasanian  kingdom  containing  that  monarch's 
name,  where  it.  was  made").  As  al-Bakiýi  762  rightly  indicates  Sabur 
is  the  name  of  a  district  in  Persia;  more  precisely,  the  "name  of 
the  river  of  the  district  of  ShapUr  Khdia_  in  Fars  ...  In  antiquity 
there  was  on  the  Granis  a  royal  residence  ...  the  medieval  Tawwaj 
(or  Tawwaz)  ...  In  early  Muhammadan  times  it  was  an  important 
trade-city,  which  also  had  a  considerable  textile  industry:  the 
stuffs  named  tawazziyyah  were  well  known"  W.  F.  BUchner  "Shapur"  EI1 
IV  316-318). 
on  the  hamam  as  the  common  Arabic  designation  of  the  families  of 
Columbidae  and  Pteroclidae,  cf.  F.  Vir6  "Hamam"  E12  111  108-110. 
it  is  extremely  difficult  to  discern  which,  if  any,  species  of 
Columbidae  is  meant  by  any  given  poet  in  any  given  context.  For 
the  comparison  with  the  blackened  tripod:  cf.  Section  C  no.  5. 
H51afa  1-bilýi,  literally  'it  swore  a  treaty  with  decay',  is  a 
striking  and  individual  expression;  on  namnama,  cf.  Section  A  nos. 
38,39  and  44  (v.  4). 
Group  4  --  Bakr  b.  Wa'il. 
(i)  The  descendants  of  Qays  b.  Thallabah. 
6.  Tarafah  (E/M-J)  Ahl  12.2  (=  Sel  4.2). 
2.  Wa-bi-l-safhi  ýY;  tun  kazanna  rus-umaztia 
yamhin  washat-hu  raydatun  wa-sahulu 
2.  And  at  the,  foot  of  the  mountain  are  vestigial  signs  whose 
traces  are  like  a  Yemeni  /garment/  tattooed  in  Raydah  and 
SahUl. 
-35- Raydah  and  Sahul  are  towns  in  the  Yemen:  cf.  al-Bakri  433  and  767, 
respectively,  Jacob  Beduinleben  260. 
Group  8  --  Asad. 
7.  'Abid  b.  al-Abraq  (E)  5.1. 
Ya  dara  Hindin  lafa-ha  kullu  hattali 
bi-l-lawwi  mithli  sahiqi  1-yumnati  1-ball 
1.  Abode  of  Hind,  effaced  by  each  soaking  /cloudburst/  in  its 
turn,  in  al-jaww,  like  a  tattered,  threadbare  yumnah! 
The  yumnah  was  a  (striped?  )  Yemeni  garment:  cf.  AbU  'UrFarah  Well 
237.20  (washyi  1-yumnati  1-tarifi). 
8.  'Abid  20.2. 
3.  Mithla  sahqi  1-burdi  laffa  balda-ka  1- 
qatru  maghna-hu  wa-talwibu  I-shamali 
3.  Like  a  threadbare  burd,  its  (the  dwelling's)  messuage  effaced 
by  the  rain  and  the  incessant  blustering  of  the  North  Wind. 
The  burd  is  an  outer  garment  made  from  "striped  or  floral-patterned 
woollen  or  silk  cloth,  also  often  embroidered"  (Blach6re  519).  it 
was  frequently  of  a  dull  reddish-brown  colour  (cf.  Dozy  Vitements 
59-64)  and  was  "worn  as  a  luxurious  garment"  (Lyall  Muf  2  101). 
Group  11  --  Azd. 
-36- 9.  'Aýid  b.  'Abd  al-,  Uzza  (L/M?  )  al-juburi  p.  129,  v.  1. 
A-talrifu  rasman  ka-l-rid7ali  I-muhabbari 
bi-ramata  bayna  1-hadbi  wa-l-mutaqhammari 
Do  you  recognise  a  trace,  like  a  plaid  woven  like  a  hibarah,  in 
Rimah  between  al-Hadb  and  al-Mutaghammar? 
The  phrase  al-rid51  al-muhabbar  literally  means  "a  cloak  fashioned 
so  as  to  be  a  hi6grah".  This  latter  is,  strictly,  a  kind  of  burd, 
"made  of  thick  wool  woven  in  the  Yemen  in  which  the  warp  and  the 
woof  are  contrasted  in  different  tones  of  the  same  shade:  pale 
grey/black  or  beigeMark  brown".  It  can  also  designate  a  type  of 
cloth  which  is  decorated  with  ring-designs:  Cf.  Blach6re  2017  and 
Dozy  Mements  133-136. 
The  last  two  toponyms  are  probably  not  place-names  proper  but 
evocative  epithets.  Rimah  is  situated  in  the  Najd,  to  the 
south-east  of  Ab-an  al-Aswad;  al-hadb  may  be  translated  'the  Braes', 
whereas  al-mutaqhammar  may  be  evocative  of  abundance  and  fertility, 
perhaps  designating  'overgrown  with  qhamir',  a  kind  of  brome-grass: 
'the  Fecund  /TerrainP.  This  ambivalent  use  of  topography  is  very 
much  in  the  style  of  Lab-id  and  may  designate  the  verse  as  late 
dihill,  and  possibly  Mukhadraffd. 
Group  12  --  Hudhayl. 
10.  Abu  Qilabah  (E/M-J)  Wellhausen  153.1-2  (=  Farrýj  p.  710, 
vv. 
Al-Hirith,  or  Uwaymir,  b.  'Amr  Aýu  gil7abah  seems  to  have  been  a 
-37- chief  of  the  Lihyan  of  Hudhayl  and  was  the  uncle  of 
al-Mutanakhkhil:  cf.  Sezgin  253. 
1.  Ya  daru  alrifu-ha  wahshan  manazilu-ha 
bayna  I-qawalimi  min  rahtin  fa-albani 
2.  Fa-dimnatin  bi-zukhayyati  1-ahaththi  i17a 
dawiay  dufagin  ka-sahqi  1-malbasi  1-fani 
1.  Abode  that  I  recognise,  whose  dwellings  are  wild,  between  the 
sheer  /peeks/  of  Raht,  Lubn 
2.  And  a  dung  plie  in  zukhayyat  al-Ahathth,  as  far  as  the  slopes 
of  Dufaq,  like  the  threadbare  garment,  worn  ragged! 
The  al6a-n  of  the  first  line  is  plural  for  singular  necessitated  by 
the  qafiyyah,  as  in  the  line  of  Talabbata  Sharran 
hal-f-a  sallta  umayran  lala  musawalat  i 
qawinan  maftazilu-hum  bi-l-sayfl  albanu 
These  lines  are  quoted  by  al-Bakri  97,  sub  alban. 
11.  Al-MUtanakhkhil  Hell  3.1  (M-J)  (=  Farraj  p.  1266,  v.  1). 
'Araftu  bi-aiduthin  fa-nilýfi  lirqin 
'alimatin  ka-tahbTri  I-nimati 
I  recognised,  in  Ajduth  and  the  upper  reaches  of  'Irg, 
way-marks  like  mats  woven  in  the  style  of  the  hibWrah. 
For  the  namat  as  an  item  of  luxury,  cf.  'Amr  b.  al-Ahtam  Muf  123. 
-38- 20,  a  verse  describing  his  amorous  dalliance  with  beautiful  women. 
Group  13  --  Madhqij. 
12.  'Amr  b.  Ma'dlkarlb  (M)  21.1. 
Li-man  talalun  bi-tayri5tin  fa-iundi 
ka-anna  lirisa-hu  tawstFimu  burdin 
To  whom  belongs  a  remnant  in  Taymat  and  Jund,  its  courts  like 
the  tattooing  of  a  burd? 
13.  'Amr  b.  Ma'cTikar7ib  62.3. 
3.  Fa-ka-anna  ma  abqayna  min  ayati-ha 
raqmun  yunammaqu  bi-l-akuffi  yamani 
3.  As  if  what  /the  gales/  had  allowed  to  survive  of  their 
vestigial  signs  was  Yemeni  embroidery  on  the  cuffs. 
For  nammaga,  cf.  Section  A  nos.  24  and  26,  Section  D  nos.  1  and  3. 
C.  Comparisons  with  Tattooing. 
Group  1  --  The  Inter-tribal  Chain  of  Ru-vi-at. 
TUfayl  b.  'Awf  al-Ghanawi  (E)  40.1. 
Li-man  talalun  bi-dE  khiyamin  gaCimu 
yaluhu  ka-anna  baqiya-hu  wushumu 
-39- 1.  To  whom  belongs  an  ancient,  conspicuous  remnant  in  D6-u  Khiyam 
the  remains  of  which  are  like  tattoos? 
2.  Zuhayr  (M-J/L)  Mu'allaqah  2  (=  Ahl  16.2,  gab  1.2,  Th  p.  1, 
v.  2). 
2.  Wa-darun  [*]  la-ha  bi-l-raqmatayni  ka-anna-lýa- 
maraiilu  washmin  Ei  nawashiri  milsami 
2.  And  an  abode  belonging  to  her  in  al-Raqmatan,  'like  repeated 
tattoos  on  the  tendons  of  a  wrist. 
[*].  Th:  Dijarun. 
mar7ajil-  refers  to  the  tattoos  which  appear  when  the  dye  is  applied 
to  the  original  design  --  i.  e.  the  tattooer  first  describes  the 
patterns  with  the  needle  and  then  retraces  those  patterns  with  the 
dye,  not  to  the  repeated  movements  to  and  fro  of  the  tattooer's 
needle:  in  this  sense  it  is  somewhat  similar  to  the  use  of  r-i-I  in 
section  A,  (e.  g.  no.  35),  although  the  characters  in  that  context 
are  literally  'repeated',  having  been  previously  written  and  then 
refreshed  with  a  new  application  of  ink  (cf.  no.  10  post).  The 
root  may  mean  'renew'  in  this  context,  although  I  have  found  no 
unequivocal  reference  to  the  actual  renewing  of  faded  tattoos  (it 
depends,  of  course,  on  the  indelibility  of  the  dye  used):  this  may 
be  implied  in  no.  7  (perhaps  also  in  8  and  9)  post.  once  the  skin 
has  been  punctured  and  decorated  with  the  patterns,  the  retracing  of 
the  designs  would  be  no  difficult  matter. 
3.  zuhayr  18.3  (=  Qab  12.3,  Th  p.  206,  v.  2). 
-40- 3.  Yaluhna  ka-anna-hunna  yaCa  fatatin 
turaijilu.  fl  malasimi-ha  1-wush-umu 
3.  (Traces)  that  are  as  conspicuous  as  the  hands  of  a  woman  when 
the  tattoos  on  her  wrists  /appear,  the  designs  having  been/ 
retraced  /with  dye/. 
Th:  Yaluhu  ka-anna-lia  kaEfa  faýatin. 
4.  Zuhayr  Qab  48.1,  Th  p.  382,  v.  1. 
4.  HWIa  1-fu'iWda  malarifu  I-rasmi 
qafrun  bi-dtd-  1-hadabati  ka-l-washmi 
4.  The  heart  was  aroused  by  the  features  of  the  trace,  desolate, 
in  Dhu  I-Hadabat,  like  tattooing. 
Group  3  --  The  Oppidans. 
(i)  Al-Hirah. 
I 
5.  'Aýi  b.  Zayd  (M-J)  12.4. 
4.  Wa-thalathin  ka-l-hamamati  bi-17a 
linda  maitha-hunna  tawshimu  I-fahami 
4.  And  (except  for)  three  /supports/,  like  pigeons,  there;  where 
they  stand,  heaped  up,  is  the  tattooing  of  the  charcoal. 
In  this  instance  the  poet  has  applied  the  image  of  tattooing 
specifically  to,  the  charred  tripod,  thereby  redefining  an  image 
-41- encountered  elsewhere;  cf.  section  A  no.  18  and  Section  B  no.  5. 
(iii)  mecca. 
6.  ACU  1-Tamahan  al-Qayr;  -i  (L)  al-ju6-Url-  p.  212,  v.  1. 
Li-man  talalun  ';  'fin  bi-dtýati  1-salasili 
ka-raili  1-wusli-umi  Ei  zuhUri  1-ariamili 
To  whom  belongs  an  effaced  remnant  in  Dhat  al-Sal7asil,  like 
fresh  tattoos  on  the  back  of  the  fingers? 
Dhat  al-Salasil  is  literally  'the  Place  of  the  Catenal  /Dunes/,: 
cf.  al-Bakii  779-780.1  have  simplified  the  translation  of  raj'  to 
avoid  verbiose  clumsiness. 
Group  4  --  Bakr  b.  Wa'il. 
(i)  The  Descendants  of  Qays  b.  Tha'labah. 
7.  Tarafah  (E/M-J)  Mulallagah  1  (=  Ahl  4.1,  Sel  1.1). 
Li-khawlata  atlý'lun  bi-burqati  thahmadi 
taluhu  ka-baqi  1-washmi  Ei  zahiri  1-yadi 
To  Khawlah  belong  remnants  on  the  rocky  spurr  of  Thahmad,  as 
conspicuous  as  the  remains  of  tattooing  on  the  back  of  the 
hand. 
Group  6  --  Tanin  and  al-Ribab. 
-42- Tamim. 
8.  Al-Mukhabbal  (M)  Muf  21.7. 
7.  Fa-ka-anna  ma  abqa  1-bawarihu  wa-1 
amtýru  min  laras5ti-hi  1-washmu 
7.  So  that  it  seems  as  if  what  the  scorching  /winds/  and  the  rains 
have  allowed  to  survive  of  its  courts  is  tattooing. 
(ii)  al-Ribab. 
9.  Raý-Va  b.  MaqrZm  (M)  Muf  38.2. 
2.  Takti-alu  malarifa-ýa  ba'da-ma 
atat  sanatýani  lalay-Iýa  I-wustýuma 
2.  You  would  imagine  that  its  features,  after  two  years  had  passed 
over  it,  were  tattoos. 
Group  7  --  ia'far  b.  Kilab  of  'Amir  b.  salsalah. 
10.  Labid  (L/M)  Mulallagah  9  (:  --  'Abbas  48.9). 
9.  Aw  rallu  wýshimah  usiffa  naluru-ha 
kifafan  talarrada  fawqa-hunna  wishamu-hýa 
9.  or  the  retracing  done  by  a  tattooer  who  applies  nalur  to  /the 
designs/  in  circles  upon  which  her  tattooing  appears. 
-43- In  this  condensed  description,  so  typical  of  the  poet's  style,  he 
describes  the  appearance  of  the  tattooed  patterns  when  the  dye  is 
applied  to  those  (barely  visible)  patterns,  effected,  in  the  first 
instance,  by  pricking  with  the  tattooing  needle.  When  the  circles 
have  been  touched  with  the  dye,  then  the  tattooed  designs  appear: 
as  the  circles  are  already  present  on  the  skin,  the  tattooing  can  be 
said  to  appear  above  them.  I  presume  nalur  to  be  a  vegetable  dye, 
most  probably  some  form  of  indigo;  cf.  N61deke  FM  11  67-68  and  Lane 
2866:  the  explication  'smoke-black',  whether  it  be  of  fat  or  of  a 
wick,  is  probably  the  result  of  etymological  analogy,  connecting  it 
radically  with  n-w-r.  Musil  Rwala  Bedouins  118  proves  instructive: 
Nearly  all  women  are  tattooed  on  the  lips,  cheeks,  nose, 
forehead,  breast,  around  the  breasts,  and  on  the  belly.  This 
is  always  done  by  a  gipsy  women,  nuriiie.  First  the  gipsy 
pricks  certain  patterns  into  the  skin,  then  dips  the  needle  in 
indigo  and  transmits  the  dye  into  the  holes.  After  this 
operation  she  binds  the  tattooed  part  of  the  body,  and  not  until 
the  seventh  day  is  past  are  the  bandages  removed,  when  the  spots 
are  washed.  The  pictures  thus  produced  ...  generally  circles 
and  triangles,  are  supposed  to  enhance  the  maiden's  beauty. 
Thus  AbU  Khir:  ash  Hell  3.15  bemoans  the  impoverishment  of  his  bride 
who  came  to  him  unadorned  with  an  ivory  bracelet  to  set  off  her 
tattoos  to  their  best  effect.  In  all  the  examples  of  this  motif 
which  I  have  assembled,  the  implication  is  that  the  woman  in 
question  tattoos  herself  --  there  is  no  explicit  mention  of  a 
professional  tattoo-artist  or  artiste;  there  is  no  mention  of  the 
swathing  operation,  allowing  the  skin  time  to  heal  and  protecting  it 
from  infection;  the  tattoos  are  said  to  be  on  the  hands  or  fingers, 
once  on  the  heels  (no.  15  post).  As  discussed  above  (no.  2),  it  is 
not  clear  whether  the  tattoos  are  refreshed,  with  fresh  dye  being 
applied  to  pre-existing  patterns. 
11.  Laýlid  'Abýas  12.1  (=  Cýal  p.  1,  V.  1,  Brock  1  1.1). 
-44- Li-hindin  bi-allini  I-aqharri  rusu-mu 
ila  uhudin  ka-anna-hunna  wushumu 
To  Hind  at  the  Marks  of  the  /WiidI-/  of  the  White  Blaze  belong 
traces,  as  far  as  UDud,  like  tattoos. 
12.  Labid  'Abbas  15.2  (=  Chal  p.  91  v.  2,  Brock  1  16.2). 
2.  Fa-ka-anna  malrýfa  1-diy;  ri  bi-qadimin 
fa-bur:  -aqi  qhawlin  fa-l-riigmi  wusliumu 
2.  so  that  what  can  be  recognised  of  the  abodes  in  Qýidim,  the 
spurs  of  Ghawl  and  al-Rijam.  resembles  tattoos. 
Group  8  --  Asad. 
13.  Bishr  b.  ALI  Khýazim.  (M-J/L)  18.4. 
4.  Ramadun  bayna  azIarin  thalathin 
ka-rýa  wushima  1-rawihishu  bi-l-nalliri 
4.  Ashes  amid  three  /supports/,  inclining  /as  the  she-camel 
inclines  over  the  tulchan/,  like  veins  of  the  hand  tattooed 
with  na'Ur. 
14.  Bishr  39.1-2. 
Ghasýita  li-layl7a  bi-sharqin  mZma 
fa-ýala  la-ka  1-rasmu  min-ý-a  sagama 
-45- 2.  Bi-siqti  1-kathibi  ila  laslasin 
. 
taktialu  manizila  layla  wishama 
1.  You  chanced  upon  a  /hiemal/  residence  belonging  to  Layla  in 
Sharq,  and  the  trace  that  she  left  aroused  illness  in  you, 
2.  Where  the  dune  falls,  as  far  as  'As'as  --  you  would  imagine 
that  Layla's  dwellings  were  tattooing. 
Group  10  --  Ghatafan. 
(i)  'Abs. 
15.  'Antarah  b.  shaddad  (M-J)  Ahl  27.1  (=  Mawlaýii-  9.1). 
A-17a  ý-a  &ira  lablata  bi-l-tawiyyi 
ka-raili  1-washmi  fi  rusqhi  1-hadiyyi  [321 
1.  A-17a!  Abode  of  'Ablah  at  the  /place  of/  the  stone  Well,  like 
fresh  tattooing  on  the  ankle  of  a  bride! 
According  to  Kazimirski  859  rusqh  can  designate  either  the  tarsus  or 
the  carpus. 
Group  11  --  Azd. 
16.  'Abd  Allah  b.  Salimah  (L/M)  Muf  19.2. 
2.  Amsat  bi-mustanni  1-riy7ahi  muCilatan 
ka-l-washmi  ruilila  f!  1-yadi  1-mank-usi. 
2.  In  the  evening,  with  the  passing  of  the  winds,  it  became  as 
-46- faint  as  the  renewed  tattoo,  retraced  on  the  hand. 
The  translation  of  this  line  is  somewhat  conjectural:  the  meanings 
of  mufilah  and  mankus  are  rare;  n.  b.  the  oxymoronic  litotes  --  the 
traces  seem,  paradoxically,  to  become  more  distinct  with  the  evening 
and  the  blowing  of  the  winds,  a  reversal  of  the  more  standard  motif, 
wherein  the  traces  are  rendered  more  indistinct  under  these 
circumstances. 
Group  12  --  Hudhayl. 
17.  ARU  Qilibah  (E/M-J)  Well  154.1  (=  Farýaj  p.  714,  v.  1). 
A-mina  I-qat7uli-manazilun  wa-mularrasu 
ka-l-washmi  f7i  datj  1-dhirali  yukarrasu 
Are  dwellings  and  a  night-lodging,  like  tattooing  arranged  in 
rows  on  a  bare  fore-arm,  /those/  left  by  the  Murderess? 
18.  Al-MUtanakhkhil  (M-J)  Hell  1.1  (=  FarraJ  P.  1249,  v.  1). 
Hal  [*]  talrifu  1-manzila  bi-l-ahyali 
ka-l-washmi  ii  1-milsami  lam  yukhmali 
1.  Do  you  recognise  the  dwelling  in  al-Ahyal,  like  tattooing  on  the 
wrist,  not  yet  faded? 
Hell:  A. 
Hell:  lam  yaimuli. 
19.  Al-MUtanakhkhil  Hell  3.2  (=  Farraj  p.  1266,  v.  2). 
-47- 2.  Ka-washmi  1-milsami  I-muqhtýili  'ullat 
naw9shiru-hu  bi-washmin  mustasCati 
2.  Like  tattooing  on  a  plump  wrist,  its  sinews  given  a  second 
drink  /oE  the  dye/,  with  irate  tattoos. 
The  tattoos  are  said  to  be  mustashat,  'irate',  because  of  the  bright 
vehemence  of  their  colour.  The  verb  lullat  may  mean  either  that 
the  dye  is  applied  twice  in  succession  or  that  it  is  reapplied,  the 
original  application  having  faded  (cf.  lam  yukhmal  in  no.  18). 
D.  Miscellaneous  Comparisons. 
Tracery  patterned  on  Leather. 
Group  2  --  The  Two  Individualists. 
1.  'Alqamah  b.  'Abadah  (E/M-J?  )  Qabiwah  18.5-6. 
5.  Wa-dhakkara-ni-ha  balda-ma  qad  nasaytu-ha 
diyarun  lala-ha  wabilun  mutaba"_iqu 
6.  Bi-aknafi-shammatin  ka-anna  rusuma-ha 
qadimu  sanalin  fi  adimin  munammaqu 
5.  And  I  was  reminded  of  her,  after  I  had  forgotten  her,  by  abodes 
over  which  there  had  arisen  a  heavy,  torrential  deluge 
6.  In  the  environs  of  Shammat;  the  traces  resembled  notched 
silver  embellished  upon  /a  strip  of/  tanned  hide  by  an 
-48- artisan. 
it  is  conceivable  that  this  comparison  should  be  classified  under 
Section  A:  cf.  no.  16  (adim)  and  nos.  24  and  27  (nammaga).  This 
latter  recurs  in  Section  B,  no.  12  and  Section  C  no.  3.  The 
overwhelming  similarity  of  phraseology  and  content  shared  by  this 
and  the  following  two  similes  have  persuaded  me  to  classify  it  under 
this  rubric. 
Oad  0  im  ,  given  in  the  lexica  as  "a  white  skin  upon  which  one  writes" 
(Lane  2989),  seems,  in  the  three  contexts,  to  refer  rather  to  the 
silver  tracery  figured  on  leather  and  used  for  decorative  purposes. 
[331  It  could  only  mean  'parchment'  in  the  above  usage  if  fl-  is 
understood  as  dialec  tal  for  min.  It  is  natural  that  this  series  of 
comparisons  should  share  much  of  its  vocabulary  with  Sections  A  and 
B  --  the  styles  and  techniques  of  embellishment  are  presumably 
closely  connected,  whether  figured  on  parchment,  garments  or 
leathern  mats. 
Group  8  --  Asad. 
2.  IA6!  d  b.  al-Abras  (E)  3.5-6. 
5.  Ka-anna  Tý-a  abqati  1-rawamisu  min- 
hu  wa-l-siri-una  1-dha,,  Fahibu  1-uwalu 
6.  Farlu  qa(fi-min  qhala  sawanilu-hu 
fi  yamaniyyi  I-Iiyabi  aw  khalalu 
5.  As  if  what  the  sand-storms  and  the  passing  years,  now  long 
gone,  had  allowed  to  survive  of  it 
6.  Was  branches  of  notched  silver,  meticulously  prepared  by  the 
-49- craftswomen,  on  leathern  Yemeni  bags,  or  was  /damascened/ 
scabbards. 
For  this  meaning  of  far'  and  its  juxtaposition  with  khilal,  cf. 
Chapter  2  no.  6  v.  12  and  comment:  it  is  most  distinctly  not  a 
bland  synonym  for  khayr  as  the  sharh  suggests.  The  liyiib  are  not, 
as  Lyall  translates,  "picture  boxes  of  al-Yaman",  but  leathern 
reticules:  cf.  Thallabah  b.  Su'ayr  Muf  24.9,  where  they  are  used 
as  saddle-bags;  Bishr  41.23  (=  Muf  97.17),  '  the  reticules  of 
amity',  a  metaphorical  expression  referring  to  surgent  hostility 
between  two  tribes. 
'Abid  and  'Alqamah  are  either  drawing  on  the  same  tradition  for  the 
expression  of  this  image  or  one  poet  has  influenced  the  other  and  it 
is  a  question  of  literary  allusion  which  can  no  longer  be  determined. 
Group  10  --  Ghaýafan. 
UP  Dhubyan. 
3.  Al-ga-bighah  (M-J/L)  Ahl  17.5-6  (=  Derenbourg  2.5-6). 
5.  Ka-anna  maiarra_l-ramigati  dhuy_ula-lýa' 
lalay-hi  qa4imun  nammaqat-hu  1-sawgnilu 
6.  'ACa  zahri  mibnatin  jadIdin  suyiiru-ýa 
yatufu  bi-ha  wasta  I-lat-imati  balilu 
5.  As  if  the  area  where  the  sand-storms  had  dragged  the  hems  /of 
their  gowns/  was  emblazonment  embellished  by  craftswomen, 
6.  on  the  surface  of  a  leathern  mat,  its  strips  newly  sewn 
together,  which  a  vendor  carries  with  him  round  the 
-50- scent-caravan. 
Both  Ahlwardt  and  Derenbourg  read  has-ir,  'a  mat  woven  from 
palm-leaves'  [341,  in  which  case  this  instance  would  be  classified 
under  the  next  following  rubric  (2:  Weaving):  the  palm-leaf  mat  is 
placed  on  the  top  of  the  leathern  mat  to  enable  the  vendor  better  to 
display  it. 
I  have,  however,  opted  to  restore  gadim  from  the  apparatus  criticus, 
[35]  (this  is  the  suggestion  of  Lyall  1980  23),  Justifying  its 
restoration  by  the  conspicuous  similarity  of  all  three  collocated 
examples  of  this  similitude.  The  strips  of  leather  are  apparently 
sewn  together  to  form  a  larger,  composite  mat,  hence  jadidin 
suyuru-ha  (jadid  may  also  imply  that  these  strips  are  themselves 
newly  cut  and  fashioned). 
on  latImah,  cf.  latamiyyah:  Abu  Dhu'ayb  Hell  11.22  and  his  use  of 
the  phrase  balah  latamiyyah,  'a  scent-bottle',  in  2.7  and  11.25; 
cf.  further  Jacob  Beduinleben  148  and  Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter 
176-177.  Al-ki5bighah's  phraseology  is  very  reminiscent  of 
'AýId's:  ramigat  =  ratia--mis,  qýffim  (?  ),  saw9nil;  al-Nabighah  and 
'Alqamah  use  the  substantive  qadIm  (?  )  and  the  roots  s-n-I  and 
n-m-q.  'Alqamah  alone  refers  to  rain,  with  'Abld  and  al-Nabighah 
referring  to  dust  and  sand  kicked  up  by  the  wind. 
2.  Weaving. 
Group  3  --  The  Oppidans. 
(iii)  mecca. 
AbE  1-Tamahan  (M)  al-jUbUi  p.  212,  v.  3. 
Abu  1-TamalFan  belonged  to  the  Bariu-  I-Qayn,  a  subsect  of  Quda'ah. 
-51- have  classifted  him  as  Meccan.  by  virtue  oE  his  Iffe-long  association 
with  al-Zubayr  b.  'Abd  al-muttalib,  the  uncle  of  the  Prophet:  cf. 
0. 
Sezgin  282. 
3.  Wa-Iarra  «alay-hi  1-saylu  dhaylan  ka-anna-hu 
idha  ltaffa  fi  1-maythali  isfbu  sahili 
3.  And  the  torrent  has  dragged  over  it  (i.  e.  a  remnant)  a  hem  /of 
its  gown/,  resembling,  when  it  wraps  itself  in  the  soft 
ground,  the  plaiting  of  a  weaver  (who  ensures  his  warp 
remains  without  a  twist). 
it  is  not  clear  whether  the  pronominal  suffix  and  the  second 
hemistich  refer  to  sayl,  dhayl  or  talal:  one  would  expect  the 
latter  to  be  the  case,  although  the  subject  of  iltaffa  must  be 
al-sayl.  It  is  also  not  clear  whether  the  weaver  is  fabricating  a 
garment,  a  palm-fibre  rope  or  a  palm-leaf  mat. 
3.  Damascened  Scabbards. 
Group  4  --  Bakr  b.  Za'il. 
The  Descendants  of  Qays  b.  Thallabah. 
Tarafah  b.  al-'Abd  (E/M-J)  Ahl  13.1  (=  Sel  16.1). 
1.  A-talrifu  rasma  1-d;  ri  qafran  manazilu-h 
ka-lafni  1-yaffFaniyyi  zakhrafa  I-washya  mathilu-h 
1.  Do  you  recognise  the  trace  of  the  abode  where  the  dwellings  are 
desolate,  like  the  Yemeni  scabbard  which  the  patterner  has 
decorated  with  ornamental  designs? 
-52- For  the  construction  of  ka-lafni  al-yarýaniyyi,  cf.  Chapter  2  no.  7 
v.  25,  ka-karri  1-andariyyi,  and  comment. 
'AýIid  b.  al-Abras  (E)  11.3. 
3.  Dýru  hayyin  as;  ba-hum  s-alifu  I-dah 
ri  fa-adhat  diiaru-hum  ka-l-khilali 
3.  The  abode  of  a  tribe  who  have  been  smitten  by  Time  past  and 
whose  abodes  have  become  like  scabbards.  /worked  in 
patterned  filigree/. 
4.  The  Sword. 
Group  1  --  The  Inter-tribal  Chain  of  Ruwg't. 
Tufayl  b.  'AWf  alnhanaii  (E)  6.2. 
2.  Taia  iulla  ma  abqa  1-sawari  ka-anna-hu 
bulayda  1-sawafi  athru  sayfin  mufallali 
2.  you  would  imagine  that  the  bulk  of  what  the  nocturnal 
/cloudbursts/  had  allowed  to  remain  was,  just  after  the 
sand-spouts  /had  blown/,  the  lustre  of  a  notched  sword. 
5.  The  Animal  Kingdom. 
Group  4  --  Bakr  b.  ialil. 
(i)  The  Descendants  of  Qays  b.  Thallabah. 
Muraqqish  al-Akbar  (E)  Muf  47.1. 
-53- A-min-ali  asma'a  1-tululu  I-dawarisu 
yukhattitu  fi'-ha  I-tayru  qafrun  bas;  -bisu 
Are  the  faded  remnants  --  desolate,  arid  wastes  --  where  the 
birds  draw  lines,  among  /those/  left  by  Asmal's  folk? 
Group  8  --  Asad. 
2.  Bishr  b.  Aýi  Khazim  (M-J/L)  38.1  (=  Muf  99.1). 
Li-mani  1-diia-ru  qhash-itu-ha  bi-l-an'ami 
tabdu  malalimu-ha  [*]  ka-lami  1-arqami 
1.  To  whom  belong  the  abodes  which  I  chanced  upon  in  al-An'am,  its 
cairn-stones  conspicuous,  like  the  colour  of  the  speckled 
snake? 
[*].  Muf:  malarifu-ha. 
Cf.  al-BakiTi-  106  and  )EaqUit  1.271  for  a  discussion  as  to  whether 
al-AnIam.  or  al-AnIum  should  be  read.  Ma'Wlim  and  'al-ami-t  may 
designate  piles  of  stones,  perhaps  even  with  an  inscription  of  some 
sort,  erected  by  a  tribe,  either  for  guidance,  or  as  a  sign  whereby 
they  could  recognise  the  place,  or  as  territorial  markers.  (361 
A  general  overview  of  Section  A  reveals  that  of  the  43 
comparisons  with  writing,  25  can  be  said  approximately  to  belong  to 
the  Early/Middle  Ja-hiliyyah  and  18  to  the  Late  Jahiliyyah 
Mukhadraýi  period  (the  catchment  area  for  the  Mukhadrard  poets  was, 
-54- for  all  sections  somewhat  more  restricted  than  that  of  the 
Jýihiliyyah);  of  Section  B,  that  of  the  13  comparisons  with  figured 
garments,  5  belong  to  the  Early/Middle  Jahiliyyah,  8  to  the  ensuing 
eras;  of  Section  C,  that  of  the  19  comparisons  with  tattooing,  1 
belongs  to  the  Early  jahiliyyah,  11  to  the  Middle  period  and  7  to 
the  ensuing  eras.  In  Section  B,  the  earliest  poet  to  treat  of  the 
comparison  is  'Abid,  in  Section  C,  Tufayl. 
The  popularity  of  the  comparison  with  writing  remains  constant 
throughout  all  periods.  There  is  discernible,  however,  by  the  Late 
Jahilivyah,  a  diminution  of  references  to  foreign  cultures  and 
foreign  writing-materials,  although  they  still  occur  from  time  to 
time.  The  comparison  with  f  igured  garments  does  not  attain  to  the 
level  of  popularity  enjoyed  by  that  of  A  and  C,  although  it  seems  to 
be  something  of  a  favourite  of  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr  and  al-Hutaylah:  it 
is  markworthy  that  this  topos  does  not  occur  in  the  d1wan  of  Zuhayr, 
their  poetic  mentor.  This  comparison  also  features  the  emergence 
of  Bedouin  cultural  items,  very  much  overshadowed,  however,  by  the 
textile  industry  of  the  Yemen.  section  C  seems  originally  to  have 
been  the  preserve  of  Group  I  --  The  Inter-tribal  chain  of  Ruwat, 
developing  into  a  Ileitmotifl  of  sorts  in  zuhayr's  verse. 
significantly,  the  comparison  enjoyed  a  measure  of  popularity  among 
the  Hudhall  poets,  whose  tribal  dLia-n  [371  contains  what  is,  in 
effect,  some  of  the  most  Bedouin  poetry  to  have  survived.  The 
vogue  of  this  topos  is  in  evidence  when  it  is  remarked  that  the 
urban  'Adi  b.  zayd  treats  of  this  distinctly  Bedouin  motif. 
-55- In  a  series  of  articles,  M.  J.  Kister  has  investigated  the 
"social,  political,  cultural  and  religious  aspects  of  the  life  of 
the  tribal  groups  in  the  Arabian  peninsula  during  the  period  of 
transition  from  i-a-hiliyyah  to  Islam",  paying  particular  attention  to 
their  relations  with  Mecca  and  al-Hirah.  (381  His  views  on  the 
political  and  military  demise  of  al-Hirah  and  the  emergence  of  Mecca 
as  an  economic  and  religious  centre  provide  an  important  insight 
into  the  social  and  political  circumstances  which  may  have  actuated 
the  burgeoning  awareness,  from  the  Middle  Jahiliyyah  onwards,  of 
Bedouin  culture  as  viable  poetic  material: 
The  second  half  of  the  6th  century  was  a  period  of  fundamental 
changes  in  the  relations  between  the  tribes  of  North-East  Arabia 
and  al-Hirah.  The  defeat  of  the  forces  of  al-IFirah,  who  took 
part  in  the  raids  against  tribes  and  fought  in  the  inter-tribal 
encounters  --  undermined  the  prestige  of  the'  rulers  in  the 
opinions  of  the  tribes  ...  Discontented  tribes  rose  in  rebellion 
against  al-IFirah.  Raids  on  caravans  of  the  rulers  occurred 
frequently  ...  the  rulers  of  al-Hirah  began  to  lose  control  of 
the  commercial  roads  and  their  prestige  dwindled.  The  weakness 
of  the  rulers  of  al-Hirah  and  their  Persian  masters  was 
apparent;  troops  of  the  Persian  garrisons  who  took  part  in  some 
battles  on  the  side  of  the  loyal  tribe  were  defeated.  (Mecca  and 
TamIm  113-114.  ) 
In  addition  to  this,  "al-NuIrri5n,  the  last  ruler  of  al-Iff-rah,  seems 
to  have  sympathised  with  the  Arabs  and  it  is  plausible  that  he  might 
have  come  in  tou6h  with  some  leaders  of  tribes,  attempting  to  make 
common  cause  with  the  strong  tribes  ... 
(he)  must  have  been  aware  of 
chaos  in  the  Persian  Empire  and  of  the  rise  of  the  power  of  the  Arab 
-56- tribes  and  might  have  planned  a  new  line  in  his  policy  which  did  not 
accord  with  Persian  interests  ...  it  seems  that  the  dynasty  of  Lakhm. 
was  abolished  because  it  could  not  be  trusted"  (loc.  cit.  114-115). 
In  Mecca,  on  the  other  hand,  where  the  tribal  chiefs  "were 
welcomed  ...  and  could  enter  ...  without  fear"  (121),  negotiating 
with  the  merchants  as  equals,  Kister  argues  that  Hashim  b.  'Abd 
Maýaf  adopted  from  the  Bedouin  the  tribal  ideal  of  "'mixing  of  the 
poor'  (or  inferior  people)  with  rich  and  wealthy"  and  made  of  it  a 
mercantile  practice,  involving  both  rich  and  poor  in  caravans  which 
thereby  became  joint  enterprises.  Hashim  seems  also  "to  have 
expanded  the  tendency  of  the  care  for  the  needy'  into  a  social 
principle"  (124-125). 
These  three  factors  seem  to  me,  when  taken  in  conjunction  with 
the  emergence  of  comparisons  with  tattoos  and,  to  a  lesser  degree, 
Bedouin  garments,  to  point  to  a  waxing  awareness  of  Bedouin 
self-identity  which  developed  into  and  beyond  a  vogue  for  the 
Bedouin.  If  their  cause  was  espoused,  even  clandestinely,  by 
al-Nulman,  then  this  would  be  reflected  in  his  court  and  in  the 
poetry  which  was  delivered  at  his  court:  there  is  some  evidence  of 
this.  [391 
I  do  not  mean  to  imply  that  poetry  anterior  to  this  is 
completely  un-Bedouin  in  form  and  spirit.  The  anbandoned 
encampment,  the  danger-fraught  traversal  of  deadly  wastes  and  storm 
-57- descriptions  are  a  feature  of  the  earliest  pre-Islamic  verse  and  I 
should  signal  them  out.  as-tteing  distinctly  bedouin  in  origin  and 
character.  what  is  significant  is  the  shift,  the  development  of 
emphasis,  from  fascination  with  foreign  cultures  and  foreign 
luxuries  to  an  awareness  of  and  pride  in  the  nobility  of  the 
desert.  This  is  nowhere  better  exemplified  than  in  the  demise  of 
the  horse  and  the  issuance  of  the  camel  within  the  confines  of  the 
qasidah.  The  horse,  so  beloved  of  Abu  Du'ad,  Imrul  al-gays, 
'Alqamah  and  Tufayl,  lapses  into  comparative  obscurity,  featuring 
only  sporadically  as  a  descriptive  topos  in  narratives  of  raids, 
until  its  cause  is  championed  by  the  MukhadraiA  al-lia-bighah  al-Jald-i 
and,  later,  al-Kumayt  b.  Zayd.  The  substitution  of  horse  with 
camel  is  further  indicative  of  a  change  in  the  concept  of  'the 
hero'.  C.  M.  Bowra,  Heroic  Poetry,  London  1952,157,  has  observed 
of  the  horse  and  its  role  in  the  heroic  epic  that 
no  animal  invites  so  technical  or  so  discriminating  a  knowledge 
or  excites  stronger  affection  and  admiration.  Heroic  poets 
know  about  horses  and  study  them  with  professional 
appreciation.  In  heroic  societies  the  horse  has  more  than  one 
function.  It  is  in  the  first  place  an  article  of  wealth.  A 
man  is  known  by  the  quantity  and  quality  of  his  horses  and  is 
naturally  proud  of  them.  If  raiding  is  still  an  honourable 
pursuit,  horses  are  among  the  first  objects  of  loot.  In  the 
second  place,  the  horse  is  invaluable  in  war  --  the  hero's  most 
trusted  friend,  which  may  often  save  him  in  dangerous  situations 
and  provide  inestimable  service  in  overcoming  his  enemies. 
when  war  gives  place  to  games  or  other  tests  of  prowess, 
horse-racing  is  one  of  the  most  favoured  ways  for  heroes  to 
compete  against  each  other.  In  the  third  place,  a  knowledge  of 
-58- horses  is  one  of  the  most  prized  branches  of  knowledge.  The 
man  who  really  knows  about  them  is  respected  as  few  other  men 
are,  and,  conversely,  ignorance  of  them  invites  contempt. 
These  elements  are  constant  in  heroic  poetry.  [401 
Much  of  what  Bowra  says  can  of  course  be  applied  to  the  camel  and 
its  status  as  a  fit  mount  for  the  hero.  Pre-Islamic  poetry, 
however,  represents  an  anomalous  situation  in  which  the  horse  is 
replaced  with  the  camel  as  the  hero's  riding  beast  par  excellence. 
This,  I  should  argue,  is  a  symptom  of  the  emergence  of  what  can  be 
termed  the  concept  of  the  Poet  as  Bedouin  Hero,  itself  allied  to  the 
growth  of  confidence  and  power  of  the  Arab  tribes  in  their  relations 
with  the  regal  dynasties  which  hemmed  them  in  to  the  east  and  the 
west.  [411 
-59- NOTES 
1.  This  is  Sir  William's  introductory  analysis  of  the  argument  of 
the  Mulallagah  of  Imrul  al-Qays,  quoted  in  A.  Arberry  Zhe  Seven 
odes,  London  1952,49-50.  For  Jonson's  translation  of  Horace's  Ars 
Poetica,  cf.  Ben  Jonson  edited  by  C.  H.  Herford  Percy  and  E.  Simpson, 
oxford  1947,8  304-337.  Swift's  On  Poetry:  A  Rapsody  was 
published  in  London  "as  a  folio  pamphlet,  31  Dec.,  1733  (The  Daily 
Journal)":  The  Poems  of  Jonathan  Swift,  edited  by  H.  Williams, 
oxford  1958,2  639-659. 
2.  G.  E.  von  Grunebaum,  "Zur  Chronologie  der  frUharabischen 
Dichtung",  Orientalia  NS  8  (1939),  328-345;  "Pre-Islamic  Poetry", 
Muslim  world  32  (1942),  147-153;  "AtFu  DU'5d  al-Iy5df:  collection 
of  Fragments"  WZKM  51  (1948-1952),  83-105,  especially  100-105. 
3.  R.  Jacobi  "The  Camel-Section  of  the  Panegyrical  Ode",  JAL  13 
(1982),  1-22.. 
4.  This  substantive  is  vocalised  by  Blachire  88  as  arim,  by  Bevan 
Muf  3  159  as  iram;  it  properly  signifies  a  'cairn-stone'. 
5.  'Adi  was,  of  course,  a  native  of  al-Hirah  although  belonging  to 
"a  branch  of  the  BarM  Imril  al-Qays  b.  zayd  manat,  which  counts  as  a 
branch  of  Tardim":  J.  Horovitz,  "Adi  b.  zayd,  The  Poet  of  Hira",  IC 
4  (1930),  31-69. 
6.  Lyall  Muf  2  161. 
Von  Grunebaum  1948-52  98-99. 
8.  Cf.  F.  Gabrieli  "'Adi  b.  Zayd"  E12  1  196:  "Arab 
historico-literary  tradition  ...  regards  him  (i.  e.  'AJ)  as  being  on 
the  fringe  of  the  mainstream  of  the  poetry  of  the  iihiliyyah, 
because  of  his  lun-Najdil  language".  Von  Grunebaum  1948-52  96-97, 
-60- dismisses  the  validity  of  this  attitude  as  regards  ACu  Du'ad.  This 
curious  form  of  linguistic  arrogance  has  entailed,  more  or  less,  the 
loss  of  two  of  the  potentially  most  interesting  pre-Islamic  ýiwans: 
cf.  C.  Pellat  "At;  u-  Du'id"  E12  1  115-116. 
9.  Lyall  Translations  of  Ancient  Arabian  Poetry,  London  1930, 
xxxv-xxxvi:  "Imru'  al-Qays,  man  of  al-Yaman  and  prince  of  Kindah, 
was  the  rawl  of  Ab7u  DU'Ed  of  al-HIrah  and  is  believed  to  have  gained 
from  him  his  skill  in  describing  the  horse,  in  which  he  is  reckoned 
a  master". 
10.  cf.  Sezgin  211.  Krenkow  1927  xvi  and  Von  Grunebaum 
Chronologie  338  consider  the  tradition  that  Aws  was  the  ia-wli  of 
Tufayl,  now  supposed  to  be  a  confusion  of  the  connection  between 
zuhayr  and  both  poets. 
11.  Comparisons  made  by  European  poets  have  not  infrequently 
exploited  points  of  resemblance  between  "the  letters  of  the  alphabet 
and  natural  phenomena.  The  Greek  poet  Aiskhron  described  the 
crescent  moon  as  'the  sky's  fair  letter  C1.  Dante  saw  a  man's 
eyebrows,  eyes  and  nose,  in  the  medieval  lettering  of  the  Italian 
word  for  a  man,  OMO,  and  identified  an  inverted  M  with  the  head  and 
neck  of  an  eagle.  The  French  poet  Alfred  de  Musset  described  the 
sight  of  a  full  moon  over  a  church  spire  as  'like  the  dot  over  an 
il.  Paul  Maurice  grandiloquently  apostrophized  Victor  Hugo  in  the 
celebrated  alexandrine: 
Les  tours  de  Notre  Dame  6taient  11H  de  ton  nom'". 
W.  B.  Stanford,  The  Enemies  of  Poetry,  London  1980,101-102. 
12.  Geyer  mistakenly  reads  tabayyana. 
13.  Lyall  ME  2  104  and  196  respectively. 
-6].  - 14.  Sezgin  165. 
15.  For  the  narrative,  cf.  Arberry  Seven  odes  67-68  and  Seligsohn 
14,  who  interprets  the  handing  of  the  letter  to  another  to  read,  not 
as  an  admission  of  illiteracy,  but  of  an  unwillingness  to  break  the 
royal  seal.  A.  F.  L.  Beeston,  "Background  Topics",  CHALUP  22,  deems 
it  a  "worldwide  folk-tale  theme". 
16.  M.  M.  Willcok,  The  Iliad  of  Homer:  Books  I-XII,  London  1978, 
245;  cf.  J.  A.  Davison,  From  Archilochus  to  Pindar,  London  1968,90. 
17.  L.  H.  JeEfery,  "Writing",  in  A.  J.  B.  Wace  and  F.  H.  Stubbings 
(edd.  ),  A  companion  to  Homer,  London  1962,555. 
I 
18.  He  was  an  uncle  of  Laý'iid;  gf.  Lyall  Muf  2  293  and  Lyall  (1980) 
73. 
19.  This  poem  has  been  justly  signaled  out  for  its  "overripe 
classicism"  by  J.  Stetkevytch,  "Name  and  Epithet:  the  Philology  and 
Semiotics  of  Animal  Nomenclature  in  Early  Arabic  Poetry",  JNES  45 
(1986),  106.  Scholars  should  be  most  cautious  in  using  it  as  a 
starting-point  on  which  to  base  their  views  of  early  verse.  A 
distinct  lack  of  caution  in  this  respect  is  shown  by  K.  Abu-Deeb, 
"Towards  A  Structural  Analysis  of  Pre-Islamic  Poetry",  IJMES 
'6 
(1975),  148-184,  and  G.  MÜller,  Ich  bin  Laiid  und  das  ist  mein  Ziel, 
Wiesbaden  1981.  A.  Hamori  evinces  a  similar  tendency  with  regard 
to  this  methodologically  unsound  principle:  cf.  especially  his 
remarks  concerning  the  OryX  Bull  vignette,  in  The  *Art  of  Medieval 
Arabic  Literature,  Princeton  1974,19-20. 
20.  It  may  be  of  interest  to  compare  the  relevant  lines  of  A.  F.  L. 
Beeston's  'experimental'  translation  of  LaCid's  Mulallaqah  ("An 
Experiment  with  La6lid,  JAL  7  (1976),  1-6: 
Vanished  are  the  tenting-spots  (places  of  but  a  week's  or  month's 
-62- stay)  in  Mina;  the  wilderness  has  reclaimed  Ghawl  and  Rijam; 
runnels  of  Rayyan,  stripped  of  all  trace  (one  may  entrust  writings 
to  unyielding  rocks); 
Now  stand  revealed  by  flood  waters  the  camp  sites,  like  books  with 
texts  new  traced  by  pens. 
I  have  tried  to  retain  the  ambiguity  of  the  pronominal  suffix  in  the 
phrase  lurriya  rasmu-ýa  with  can  be  construed  as  referring  to  the 
toponyms  of  both  lines  1  and  2. 
21.  Jeffery  Writing  555. 
22.  The  ban  is  said  by  Lyall  Muf  2  47  to  be  the  Morinqa  aptera. 
23.  on  the  meaning  of  waf-id  and  the  synonymous  qhulWrn, 
-cf. 
Zuhayr 
Ahl  10.18,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.46,  Mulallagah  57,  Qur'Wn  12.19, 
52.24. 
24.  Many  of  those  who  have  written  on  the  relation  of  the  Qur'ýin 
with  the  pre-Islamic  epoch  seem  to  suffer  from  what  can  be  termed 
the  ante  hoc  erqo  post  hoc  chain  of  reasoning.  This  is  no  more 
clearly  evident  than  in  the  traditional  view  of  the  Arabian 
Peninsula  in  the  d-ahiliyyah  as  barren  terrain  inhabited  by  the  rude 
Bedouin:  the  mission  of  Muhammad  brought  the  religion  of  Islam  to 
the  heathen,  therefore  the  heathen  must  have,  prior  to  that,  been 
entirely  irreligious!  As  R.  B.  Serjeant  points  out,  "The  Arabian 
civilisation  into  which  the  Prophet  Muhammad  was  born  had  long  been 
a  literate  and  highly  organized  society.  For  some  time  before 
Islam  Arabians  were  writing  in  the  Arabic  language  ...  very  early 
Arabic  rock  inscriptions  or  graffiti  are  to  be  found  in  many  parts 
of  western  Arabia.  The  people  who  scribbled  on  these  rocks  cannot 
but  have  belonged  to  a  society  with  a  high  degree  of  literacy" 
("Early  Arabic  Prose",  CHALUP,  114). 
-63- 250  A.  Hartigan,  "Bishr  b.  Abi  Khazim",  MFOB  1  (1906),  285-302. 
i 
26.  Jeffery  vocabulary  193  translates  this  line  as  "Like  a  message 
on  pages  from  the  time  of  Chosroes,  which  I  sent  to  a  tongue-tied 
foreigner". 
27.  Cf.  U.  Thilo,  Die  Ortsnamen  in  der  Altarabischen  Poesie, 
Wiesbaden  1958,49:  Ghamrah  (II). 
28.  The  text  is  that  of  Geyer  al-Alstia  275. 
29.  F.  Wüstenfeld,  Genealoqischen  Tabellen  der  arabischen  Stämme 
und  Familien,  GÖttingen  1852,  Register  zu  den  qenealoqischen 
Tabellen  der  arabischen  Stämme  und  Familien,  GÖttingen  1853,162. 
30.  R.  Dozy  Dictionnaire  DkailI6  des  Noms  des  Vitements  chez  les 
Arabes,  Amsterdam  1843,292-297. 
31.  Cf.  Lane  1072  and  also  Jacob  Beduinleben  44. 
32.  The  metre,  w9fir,  also  permits  the  vocalisation  rusughi. 
33.  Cf.  Lyall  1980  23:  "the  word  gadim  properly  indicates  the 
painting,  or  perhaps  the  embroidery,  in  the  parchment,  rather  than 
the  parchment  itself".  However  the  lexica  also  record  the  meaning 
'silver'  for  qadim,  which  may  be  a  substantival  epithet,  with  a 
signification  akin  to  another  meaning  borne  by  the  word,  viz. 
'notched'  of  a  sword:  the  silver  inlay,  whether  sewn  onto  the 
leather  or  punched  in,  resembles  the  dented  edge  of  a  sword-blade. 
34.  Cf.  the  description  of  the  manufacture  of  a  haJir  by 
al-Muzarrid  Muf  17.24. 
35.  It  is  the  reading  given  in  Ahlwardt's  MSS  s  and  z:  cf. 
Ahlwardt  The  Six  Divans  103-104. 
-64- 36.  This  is  the  proposal  of  Beeston  LaCid  2:  "the  rendering  of 
alfam  as  'bound-marks'  in  preference  to  'mountains'  or  'pennants'". 
37.  on  the  tribal  diwans  in  general,  cf.  I.  Goldziher,  "Some  Notes 
on  the  E%Zns  of  the  Arabic  Tribes",  JRAS  (1897),  325-334  and  Sezgin 
32-46.  An  interesting  study  of  the  poetry  of  the  Taghlib  was 
submitted  as  a  Ph.  D.  thesis  in  the  University  of  Edinburgh  in  1984 
by  F.  A.  S.  al-Ammary  ad-Dousary.  Entitled  The  Poetry  of  Taqhlib, 
the  author's  object  "is  to  study  the  poetry  of  Taghlib  from  the 
earliest  times  until  the  end  of  the  Umayyad  period  ...  to  establish 
what  common  features  this  work  displays,  and  to  discover  how  much 
continuity  of  themes  and  language  there  has  been  throughout  the 
history  of  this  tribe". 
38.  M.  J.  Kister,  Studies  in  JahillyYa  and  Early  Islam,  London 
1980.  Especially  relevant  are  "Mecca  and  TarrIm  (Aspects  oE  their 
Relations)",  "Some  Reports  concerning  Mecca.  From  Jýhiliyya  to 
Islam"  and  "Al-Arah.  Some  Notes  on  its  Relations  with  Arabia". 
39.  It  would  be  beyond  the  parameters  of  this  introductory  study  to 
examine  in  detail  the  phenomenon  of  "Bedouinisation"  at  the  Lakhmid 
court.  One  of  the  progenitors  of  this  culling  of  poetry  from 
things  Bedouin,  'Abld  b.  al-Abras,  it  will  be  remembered,  was 
associated  with  the  metropolis  long  before  al-Hulman.  it  is 
possible  that  the  espousal  of  the  Arab  tribes,  as  a  means  of 
securing  independence  from  Persia,  of  mustering  military  support  and 
defence  (in  the  form  of  'buffer'  territories)  against  the  house  of 
Jafnah,  and  of  exploiting  "intertribal  feuds  and  hostilies"  Mister 
al-fdrah  155),  antedates  al-Nu'man's  reign  and  is  reflected  in 
'A6id's  Jwan. 
40.  The  concept  of  the  Heroic  Age  formulated  by  W.  P.  Ker,  Epic  and 
Romance,  London  1908,  and  H.  M.  Chadwick,  The  Heroic  Age,  Cambridge 
1912,  has  subsequently  undergone  one  fundamental  qualification: 
Chadwick  ...  believed  that  the  ideals,  way  of  life  and  materDil 
-65- surroundings  envisaged  in  the  early  Teutonic  epic  had  much  in 
common  with  Homer,  and  also  that  the  Norse  sagas  and  the 
Anglo-Saxon  and  Celtic  traditions  revealed  surprisingly  similar 
characteristics.  He  concluded  that  social,  material  and 
political  factors  could  coalesce  in  the  development  of  separate 
cultures  to  produce  for  a  time  aristocratic  and  militaristic 
societies  of  remarkable  consistency.  An  important  by-product 
of  these  societies  was  the  oral  narrative  poetry  (or, 
occasionally,  formalized  prose  saga)  through  which  their  memory 
had  survived.  Further  reflection  has  suggested  that  the 
poetical  picture  is  usually  developed,  in  something  like  its 
surviving  fullness,  in  a  subsequent  period  of  decline. 
Therefore  certain  heroic  characteristics  --  for  example 
superhuman  strength,  exaggerated  sense  of  honour,  sublime 
resignation  to  fate  --  may  owe  their  prominence  as  much  to  the 
universal  effects  of  nostalgic  memory  in  an  age  of  decay  as  to 
any  precise  and  historical  similarity  of  feelings  in  different 
martial  epochs  ...  the  idea  of  a  Heroic  Age  may  be  to  an 
important  extent  a  'literary'  crystallization  rather  than  a 
direct  and  lifelike  reflection  of  an  actual  historical  period" 
(G.  S.  Kirk,  Homer  and  the  oral  Tradition,  Cambridge  1976,45-46). 
Cf.  G.  S.  Kirk,  The  Songs  of  Homer,  Cambridge  1962,132-38. 
scholars  who  wish  primarily  to  reckon  i-ahill  verse  as  'heroic'  would 
do  well  to  bear  this  fact  in  mind.  Jahif-i  verse  may  represent  the 
emergence  of  a  society  from  this  nostalgic,  epic-oriented  state,  and 
shares  more  similarities  with  the  Early  Greek  Lyric  than  it  does 
with  the  Homeric  Epics;  its  world  is  that  of  "the  warrior  poet 
whose  medium  4  the  shorter  lyric  poem.  The  archaic  Greek  lyric 
poet  speaks  almost  invariably  in  the  the  first  person  ..  his  world 
of  aristocratic  pursuits  ...  suggests  parallels  with  Arabic 
aristocratic,  chivalrous  and  courlty  poetry  from  pre-Islamic  times 
to  al-Mutanabbi"  W.  stetkevytch,  "The  Arabic  Lyrical  Phenomenon  In 
Context",  JAL  6  [19751,66).  Cf.  also  M.  V.  McDonald,  "Orally 
Transmitted  Poetry  in  Pre-Islamic  Arabia  and  other  Pre-Literate 
Societies".  JAL  9  (1978),  14-31. 
41.  CE.  Eurther  Appendix  1  post. 
-66- Chapter  2  --  The  Wild  Ass 
Hear  me,  0  elders  [and  give  earl  unto  me! 
It  is.  for  Enkidu,  my  friend  that  I  weep, 
Moaning  bitterly  like  a  wailing  woman. 
The  axe  at  my  side,  my  hand's  trust, 
The  dirk  in  my  belt,  the  shield  in  front  of  me, 
My  festal  robe,  my  richest  trimming  -- 
An  evil  demon  rose  up  and  robbed  me! 
0  my  younger  friend,  thou  chasedst 
The  wild  ass  of  the  hills,  the  panther  of  the  steppe! 
Enkidu,  my  younger  friend,  thou  who  chasedst 
The  wild  ass  of  the  hills,  the  panther  of  the  steppe! 
We  who  [have  conquIered  all  things,  scaled  the  mountains, 
Who  seized  the  Bull  [and  slew  him], 
Brought  affliction  on  Hubaba,  who  [dwelled]  in  the  Cedar 
Forest! 
What,  now,  is  this  sleep  that  has  laid  hold  on  thee? 
Gilgamesh's  lament  for  Enkidu  before  the  elders 
of  Uruk.  (1] Group  One 
1.  Aws  b.  Uajar  Geyer  23.29-59;  Fischer  p.  100-108. 
Translation:  Ceyer  56-66. 
29.  Ka-an-ji  kasawtu  1-rahla  ahqaba  q;  riban 
la-hu  bi-iunubi  1-shayyitayni  masawifu 
30.  Yuqallibu  qayd;  dan  ka-anna  sarata-ha 
sata  mudhunin  qad  zahlafat-hu  [1]  1-zahalifu 
31.  Yusarrifu  haqýala  1-laiizati  samhaian 
bi-týa-  nadabun  min  zarri-hi  wa-manasifu 
32.  Wa-akhlafa-hu  min  kulli  waqtin  wa-mudhunin 
nit7afun  fa-mashrabun  [21  yababun  wa-nashiEu 
33.  Wa-hallala-ha  hatta  ldha  hiya  ahnaqat 
wa-ashrafa  fawqa  1-halibayni  I-sharasifu 
34.  Wa-khabba  saCa  guryani-hi  wa-tawaqqadat 
lalay-hi  mina  1-sammanatayni  1-asalifu 
35.  Fa-adtýa'  bi-giriti  1-sitari  ka-anna-hu 
rabilatu  layshin  fa-hwa  zamlanu  [3]  kha'ifu 
36.  Yaqulu  la-hu  I-raluna  hadhaka  rakibun 
yulabbinu  shakhsan  fawqa  laly7a'a  w-aqifun 
37.  ldha  staqbalat-hu  1-shamsu  sadda  bi-walhi-hi 
ka-ma  sadda  'an  nari  1-muhawwili  týalifu 
38.  Tadhakkara  laynan  min  qhumazata  malu-ha 
la-hu  hababun  tastannu  ii-hi  1-zakharifu 
39.  La-hu  thaldun  yahtazzu  JaIdan  ka-anna-hu 
mukhalita  [4]  ariali  I-Iuyuni  l-qaratifu 
-68- 40.  Fa-awrada-ha  1-tagilba  wa-l-shadda  [51  manhalan 
qata-hu  mulidu  karrati  1-wirdi  latifu 
41.  Fa-lýýa  -alay-hi  min  subaha  mudammiran 
ii-namusi-hi  mina  1-safihi  saqalifu 
42.  sadin  [61  qýaliru  I-laynayni  shaqqaqa  lahma-hu 
sarýa-limu  qayzin  fa-hwa  aswadu  shasifu 
43.  Azabbu  zuhuri  1-salidayni  lizamu-hu 
lalT  qadarin  shatnu  1-banani  iunadifu 
44.  Akhu  quturatin  qad  tayaqqana  anna-hu 
idt7a  lam  yusib  lahman  mina  I-wahshi  khasifu 
45.  mulawidu  qatli  -týadiýati-shiwalu-hu 
mina  I-lahmi  qusra  rakhsatun  wa-tatatifu 
46.  oasiyyu  mabiti  1-layli  li-l-saydi  mutamun 
li-ashumi-hi  qharin  wa-barin  wa-rasifu 
47.  Fa-yursilu  sahman  rasha-hu  bi-manakibin 
zutýarin  lulamin  fa-hwa  aliafu  sharifu 
48.  'Ala  dilatin  farlin  ka-anna  nadhl'ra4-a 
idtýa  lam  tukhaffid-hu  lani  1-wahshi  lazifu 
49.  Fa-amhala-hu  [71  hatCa  idha  fa-ka-anna-hu 
mulati  yadin  min  jammati  I-mali  qharifu 
50.  Wa-arsala-hu  mustayqina  1-zanni  anna-hu 
mukhalitu  ma  tahta  1-sharasiEi  jalifu 
T- 
51.  Fa-marra  1-nadiyyu  li-l-dhir7e  i  wa-nahri-hi 
wa-la-l-hatfu  ahy;  Tnan  'ani  1-nafsi  sadifu  [81 
52.  Fa-ladda  bi-ibýami  1-yaml'ni  nadamatan 
wa-lahhafa  sirran  amma-hu  wa-hwa  37ahifu 
-69- 53.  Wa-jýla  wa-lam  yalkim  wa-shayyala  ilfa-hu 
bi-mungatali  I-qhadra'i  shaddun  mulalifu 
54.  Fa-ma  zala  yafri  I-bida  [9]  hatta  ka-anna-ma 
qawalimu-hu  Ei  ianibay-hi  I-za'anifu  [101 
55.  Ka-anna  bi-janbay-hi  jatý-abayni  min  hasa 
jimarin  lala-ha  1-naqlu  bahrun  yuqadhifu 
56.  Tuw;  "hiqu  riil;  --ti-a  yaýa-hu  wa-ra'su-hu 
la-ha  gatabun  khalfa  1-hagibati  radifu  [11] 
57.  Yusarrifu  li-l-aswati  wa-l-rihi  hadiyan 
, 
tamimi  [12]  1-nadiyyi  kaddahat-hu  I-manasifu 
58.  Wa-ralsan  ka-danni  1-tairi  lalban  ka-anna-ma 
rama  haiibay-hi  bi-l-hilarati  qadhifu 
59.  Kifa  mankharay-hi  salifan  [13]  wa-mulashshiran 
birda-  nfadda  min  mali  1-khayashimi  ralifu 
Variant  Readinqs 
[1].  ME  1  729:  zallagat-hu. 
[2].  Geyer:  fa-mashi-ubun. 
[3].  Geyer:  taml;  na. 
[4].  Geyer:  mukhalatu;  Fischer:  mukhalitu. 
[5].  MuE  1  218  &  521:  al-taqrIbu  wa-l-shaddu. 
[6].  Fischer:  sadan. 
(7].  Muf  1  866:  fa-khada  ilay-hi  I-mala. 
[8].  Geyer:  wa-li-l-hatfi  ahyanan  lani  1-nafsi  s'arifu. 
(9].  Geyer:  yaqt7i  1-shadda. 
[101.  Geyer:  za'Wnifu. 
(111.  Geyer:  tuwaqhidu  rijl'al-fCa  Yaday-hi  wa-ra'su-hu 
la4a  gatadun  fawqa  1-hao-ibati  radifu. 
-70- [121.  Geyer:  natýlmu. 
[13].  Geyer:  sialiqan. 
Translation 
29.  As  if  I  had  clothed  my  saddle  upon  a  white-girded  /ass/  on  a 
night-journey  to  water,  having  trails  marked  with  his  scent 
on  the  slopes  of  al-shayyit"in, 
30.  Who  turns  this  way  and  that  a  long-backed  /female/,  whose 
back  bone  resembles  the  rocks  in  a  torrent-channel  which 
smooth  dunes  have  impelled  downwards, 
31.  Pushing  here  and  there  a  long-legged  /female/,  white-girded  in 
the  rump,  bearing  scars  and  bites  inflicted  by  his  snapping; 
32.  Disappointed  by  /dried  up/  puddles  in  every  pool  and 
torrent-channel,  and  by  a  watering-hole,  desolate  and 
drained, 
33.  He  kept  her  away  /fr(xn  water/  until,  when  she  had  grown 
meagre  and  the  lower  parts  of  her  ribs  had  risen  above  her 
mammae, 
34.  When  the  beards  /of  the  grass  growing  in/  his  channels  had 
grown  tall  and  the  hard  earth  of  -  both  /sides  of/ 
al-Sammanatan  had  been  set  ablaze  against  him, 
35.  He  rose  in  the  morning  heat  upon  the  peaks  of  al-Sitar,  like 
the  scout  of  an  army,  thirsty  and  afraid, 
57.  Turning  this  way  and  that,  in  response  to  noises  and  the  sound 
of  the  wind,  a  neck  thoroughly  emaciated,  bitten  by  the 
muzzles  /of  other  asses/. 
-71- 58.  A  bulky  head,  like  the  vintners'  amphora,  its  the  eyebrows 
seem  to  have  been  pelted  with  stones, 
59.  Both  of  his  nostrils  sniffing  and  snorting  incessantly,  as  if 
bleeding  with  the  water  that  streams  from  their  ducts; 
36.  Onlookers  would  say  "There  is  a  rider,  following  someone's 
trail,  standing  on  an  elevated  outcrop!  " 
37.  When  the  sun  stood  opposite  him,  he  averted  his  face,  just  as 
a  covenanter  turns  away  from  the  fire  of  the  terrifier: 
38.  He  remembered  a  spring  in  Ghumazah  where  the  water  bubbled  and 
/streaks  like/  embroidery  pranced  on  its  surface, 
39.  Where  the  thick  damp  /moss/  quivered,  like  coarse,  nappy 
qaratif,  as  it  blended  with  the  banks  of  the  springs, 
40.  so  he  took  her  to  drink,  through  speeding  and  galloping,  at  a 
watering-hole  where  the  waddling  sand-grouse  were  on  their 
return  journey  to  water, 
41.  And  encountered  there  a  destructive  /hunter/  of  Subah, 
his  den  roofed  over  with  broad  stones, 
42.  slender,  with  sunken  eyes,  his  flesh  withered  by  blistering 
summer  siroccos  so  that  he  was  black  and  thin, 
43.  The  backs  of  his  forearms  hairy,  his  bones  well-proportioned, 
his  fingers  thick  and  rough,  squat 
44.  The  brother  of  wattlings,  assured  that  he  would  starve  in 
disgrace  if  he  did  not  hit  on  animal  flesh'. 
45.  /Though/  time  after  time  he  had  killed  the  front-runners, 
cooking,  of  the  flesh,  the  soft,  lowermost  ribs  and  offal. 
46.  /A  hunter  who/  passed  the  night  in  a  distant  place,  relying  on 
-72- hunting  for  sustenance,  glueing  /feathers/  to  the  arrows 
and  fastening  /their  heads/  with  ligaments,  paring  and 
smoothing  /their  shafts/. 
49.  He  allowed  the  ass  time  until,  when  he  seemed  to  be  stretching. 
forth  his  fore-leg  to  scoop  water  from  the  pool, 
47.  He  shot  an  arrow  which  he  had  properly  fletched  with 
secondaries  taken  from  the  dorsal  side,  so  that  it  was 
slender  and  long, 
48.  /Fitting  it  to/  a  dal  branch  --  its  warning,  when  you  do  not 
lower  it  /to  escape  the  notice/  of  the  beasts,  is  like  a 
singing  /Jinn/ 
50.  He  fired  it,  certain  in  his  thoughts  that  it  would  pierce  the 
abdomen,  plunging  into  what  lay  under  the  ribs 
51.  But  the  arrowshaft  swerved  towards  the  leg  and  sternum. 
Truly,  sometimes  death  turns  aside  from  the  soul! 
52.  He  bit  his  right  thumb  in  anguished  regret  and,  distraught, 
secretly  lamented  his  aim. 
53.  He  wheeled  without  turning  back.  An  appropriate  gallop 
escorted  his  companion  through  the  isolated  stretch  of 
fertile  terrain 
54.  And  he  cut  through  the  deserts  so  that  his  legs  were  like  hems 
attached  to  his  sides: 
55.  As  if  on  either  side  of  him  were  two  rows  of  small  pebbles 
covered  with  billowing  dust  --  a  raging  sea  tossing  its 
waves, 
56.  His  fore-legs  vying  with  her  hind-legs,  his  head  like  a 
pack-saddle  fixed  upon  her  girth. 
-73- Commentary 
29.  Al-Shayyitin  is  a  valley  to  the  north  of  al-Baýrayn,  in  the 
territory  of  the  'Abd  al-Qays  of  'ArJirah.  As  Thilo  Ortsnamen  93 
notes,  it  is  used  twice  by  al-Hutay'ah,  3.12  (of  a  wild  ass)  and 
16.6  (of  an  ostrich)  and  also  occurs  in  a  wild  ass  vignette  by 
Lablid  'Abl;  a-s  11.31  (=  C6al  p.  108,  v.  31,  Brock  1  17.31). 
The  adjective  ahqab  is  a  common  designation  of  the  wild  ass, 
refering  to  the  white  patch  on  its  pelage  where  one  would  normally 
attach  the  hind-girth  (haqab)  to  a  camel;  cf.,  for  example,  Bishr 
7.6,39.7,  al-A'shi'15.9,30.8. 
masWwif  probably  designates  dung  piles:  "in  both  species  (i.  e  Equus 
africanus  and  Equus  hemionus)  the  stallions  defecate  preferentially 
onto  their  own  dung  (or  on  the  dung  of  conspecifics)  thereby 
producing  conspicuous  dung  piles.  The  function  of  dung  piles  (is) 
for  orientation  in  territorial  equids  ...  In  these  two  species  and 
especially  in  E.  africanus  the  argument  seems  to  be  even  stronger: 
in  an  area  as  uniform  as  parts  of  the  Danakil  desert,  it  is 
absolutely  essential  for  a  territorial  individual  to  make  his  own 
marks  in  order  to  know  and  recognise  the  boundaries  of  his 
territory"  (H.  Klingel,  "Observations  on  social  organization  and 
Behaviour  of  African  and  Asiatic  Wild  Asses  [Equus  africanus  and  E. 
hemionus]",  IT  44  (1977],  328). 
30.  Oaydlid  is  a  rare  word,  usually  explained  as  a  synonym  of 
samhai,  a  somewhat  more  frequent  appellation  of  the  she  ass  meaning 
'long'  either  in  the  legs  or  in  the  back;  Al-kibighah  Ahl  21.8 
Der  24.8),  IA(fi-  90.1,  al-A'sýa  65.31,  Ab7u  Dhulayb  Hell  1.17 
Muf  126.16),  Mutammim  Muf  9.13,  RaCilah  Muf  39.23.  Al-TirirmTah 
in  a  wild  ass  vignette  (4.59-79)  imaginatively  applies  this 
adjective  to  the  hunter's  bow  (72);  this  metaphor,  when  taken  in 
conjunction  with  Kalb  Kow  13.37  (=  Cairo  p.  153,  v.  37),  samhaii 
-74- 1-qaýia-'Imi,  suggests  that  for  these  later  poets  the  epithet  samhaj 
refers  to  the  legs. 
The  second  hemistich  is  an  elaboration  of  an  image  used  by  other 
poets  and  it  has  been  variously  explained,  as  Lane's  entry  sub 
z-h-l-f  attests  (1220)  The  relevant  passages  (Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl 
48.48b  [=  Ibr  1.50b,  Mulallaqah  53b],  ka-julmudi  sakhrin  hatta-hu 
I-saylu  min  Iali,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  19.28  Ibr  29.30],  la-ha 
aiuzun  ka-safati  I-mail//li  abraza  'an-ha  Juhafun  mudirr,  'Alqamah 
Ahl  1.25  Qab  3.251,  wa-lawfun  hawalun  tahta  matnin 
ka-anna-hu//mina  1-hadbati  1-khalq'gli  zuhlUqu  mallabi  [or  mullibil, 
'Uqba  b.  Sabiq  Asm  9.12,  wa-mattia-ni  khazitini//ka-zuhlufin  mina 
1-hadbi)  reveal  that  the  rocks,  lying  in  a  mudhun,  properly, 
according  to  Lane,  "any  place  excavated  by  a  torrent"  (21,  are  swept 
along  by  the  rush  of  the  torrent  and  slide  down  the  smooth,  steep 
slopes  of  the  dunes:  the  references  to  children  playing  in  the 
commentaries  and  lexica  presumably  derive  from  'Alqamah's  casting  of 
the  trope,  similar  to  Tufayl  1.28  (ka-anna  mutuna-ýa//zahalifu 
wildanin  lafat  balda  mal:  abi).  [3].  The  vertebrae  and  muscles  of 
the  mares's  back  are  compared  with  rocks,  tumbling  down  a  steep 
incline,  which  is  as  smooth  as  the  ass's  pelage. 
31.  There  is  some  uncertainty  concerning  the  meaning  of  the 
rhyme-word  man;  -sifu.  It  may  be  a  plural  of  the  Passive  Participle, 
analogous  to  maz;  -r-fr  as  used  by  al-Tirimaiah  4.66,  meaning  'marks 
left  by  biting'  (cf.  nusUuf:  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  KOS  18.26),  thereby 
balancing  nadab.  It  recurs  as  the  rhyme-word  in  line  57;  in  Bishr 
31.9  an  ostrich  is  referred  to  as  dhu  manasif,  presumably  referring 
to  its  beak.  Furthermore  Kazimirski  1251  gives  minsaf  as  'the 
muzzle  of  the  ass',  which  reading  would  involve  the  prosodical  faux 
pas  of  iqwal,  altering  the  nominative  man"asifu  to  the  genitive 
manasifa  [4]  and  understanding  min  zarri-hi  wa-manasifa  as 
hendiadys,  with  mari-asif  as  plural  for  singular:  I  should  translate 
'bearing  scars  inflicted  by  his  snapping  muzzle'. 
-75- 32.  Cf.  Kalb  Cairo  p.  99,  v.  11,  where  wa-akhlafa-hunna  thimýdu 
l-qhid-ari  should  be  read. 
33.  For  halla'a,  cf.  Imru'  al-Qays  Ahl  50.4  (=  Ibr  10.4)  (she 
ass),  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  56.2  (ass  ?  ),  Ka'b  Cairo  p.  99,  v.  10, 
Rabilah  MuE  38.9  (ass),  'Awf  b.  'Atiyyah  Muf  94.3  (camel),  Hajib 
b.  ýablb  Muf  111.4  (ass),  Usamah  He  11  4.20  &  24  (oryx  bull):  the 
stallion  ass  keeps  the  female  away  from  water  until  he  is  absolutely 
certain  that  there  is  no  danger. 
Ahnaqa  is  used  of  an  emaciated  she-camel  by  Labi'd  Mulallagah  22 
Abb5s  48.22)  (cf.  Mulayý  Well  270.2,  of  a  stallion  camel); 
sharasif:  of  the  ribs  of  a  man,  A'stia-  EFahilah  Asm  24.18  (=  Geyer 
4.32)  and  'j6ir  21.9;  of  a  horse:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  60.14.1 
have  adopted  the  immediately  obvious  signification  of  al-lialibayn, 
given  that  the  she  ass  has  two  mammae  located  under  the  groin. 
However,  halib  also  refers  to  a  vein  of  the  inner  thigh  of  a 
she-camel  (al-Muthaqqib  Muf  76.25),  and  of  a  horse  ('Amr  b. 
Mald_ikaý_ib  Asm  61.17  and  ACu  Dulýd  Asm  66.8),  and  this  would  fit 
Aws's  rigorous  use  of  'technical'  language  on  display  in  this  poem. 
34.  On  saf;  and  the  summer  heat  in  a  wild  ass-setting  cf.  Zuhayr 
(7)  Qab  24.17  post,  Kalb  Cairo  p.  101,  v-10  (wa-khabba  1-safa). 
Aws  31.31  likens  the  parings  from  a  piece  of  wood,  which  is  being 
fashioned  into  a  bow,  to  safa  I-buhiiia.  [5] 
I  construe  the  pronominal  suffixes  to  refer  to  the  wild  ass  --  'his 
channels'  [61,  i.  e.  the  places  of  browsing  on  which  the  ass  has  been 
relying  for  subsistence.  otherwise  some  such  indeterminate 
referent  as  ma'  has  to  be  supplied,  as  Fischer  does.  It  has, 
however,  been  observed  of  Equus  hemionus  khur  ("the  Indian  wild  ass 
or  ghor-khar")  that,  during  the  dry  season,  "they  can  tolerate 
temperatures  of  up  to  44  0  C,  quenching  their  thirst  by  eating  shrubby 
seablite  Suaeda  fruticosa,  which  contains  plenty  of  saline  water" 
(J.  M.  Smielowski  and  P.  P.  Raval,  "The  Indian  wild  Ass  --  Wild  and 
-76- captive  Populations",  Oryx  22  (19881,86.  ).  This  has  also  been 
observed  of  the  Oryx  leucoryx:  "it  is  independent  of  free  water  for 
months  at  a  time  ,  deriving  all  necessary  moisture  from  succulent 
plants  and  occasionally  from  dew,  but  it  will  use  free  water  when 
available  ...  one  animal,  tracked  for  about  eighteen  hours  urinated 
at  least  twice  during  that  period  and  again  about  an  hour  after 
capture;  it  is  unlikely  that  this  beast  had  any  access  to  free 
water  for  many  weeks"  (D.  L.  Harrison,  The  Mammals  of  Arabia,  London 
1968,2  348).  The  wild  ass  can  derive  sufficient  moisture  from 
herbage  until,  as  this  line  suggsets,  the  herbage  is  itself  withered 
by  the  heat  in  the  dry  season:  the  visit  to  the  watering-hole  is 
the  last  resort.  Clark  notes  of  the  African  wild  ass  that 
"livestock,  with  their  shepherds,  concentrate  at  available  watering 
areas,  and  the  human  presence  in  particular  makes  the  area 
unsuitable  for  the  prudently  wary  wild  ass"  (B.  Clark,  "African  Wild 
Ass",  Oryx  17  (1983),  29). 
Khabba  used  of  plant  growth  is  rare;  Zuhayr  Qab  50.15  (=  Th  p.  116, 
v.  15,  AM  Frag.  27),  idCa//khabba  I-saCiru.  It  is  a  favourite  of 
al-Alslia,  who  frequently  applies  it  to  a  mirage:  1.21  (khabba 
17amilatu  I-ali),  2.24a  =  B.  27a  =  21.13a  (Ldha//khabba 
ray'3'nu-hu),  33.25  (idfFa  khabb-a  alun).  gf.  Tarafah  AM  4.42  (= 
Mulallagah  43),  Bishr  25.11,34.7.  This  use  is  probably 
metaphorical,  the  streaks  of  the  mirage  being  visualized  as  plants 
and  grasses,  if  khabba  is  to  be  understood  as  'to  grow  tall'. 
However,  the  topical  references  to  buhr6a  and  siroccos  perhaps 
indicate  that  khabba  1-safa  refers  to  the  beards  being  swept  up  by 
the  wind,  in  which  case  khabba  would  mean  'to  rise  high  in  the  air' 
and  its  radical  designation  of  'swift  movement'  would  characterize 
the  brome  grass  borne  along  by  the  wind. 
Al-Sammanatan  (more  commonly  al-Samman)  lies  to  the  west  of 
al-shayyitý5n  and  is  "a  belt  of  steppe  with  rocky  subsoil  ... 
characterized  in  the  north-western  stretch  by  rocky  crevices  (duhul) 
in  which  water  is  to  be  found"  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  98). 
-77- 35,57-58,36.  Lines  57-58  are  somewhat  inappropriate  to  the 
depiction  of  the  escape  of  the  asses  narrated  in  54-56  and  seem  to 
belong  to  the  description  of  the  stallion's  'sentry  duty'  in  35-36. 
35.  Al-Sifar,  designated  III  by  Thilo  Ortsnamen  92,  lies  to  the 
south  of  al-Shayyitan,  on  the  eastern  ridge  of  al-ýamman:  the 
stallion  leads  his  mate  south.  The  wild  ass  has  been  observed 
frequently  to  keep  such  lookouts:  E.  P.  Gee  The  Wild  Life  of  India, 
London  1964  ,  81;  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.27b  (=  Ibr  3.24b), 
wa-sahwatu  layrin  q9limin  fawqa  marqabi,  Mutammim  Muf  9.11, 
wa-yazallu  murtabilan  'alay-ha  iadhilan//f  ralsi  marqabatin 
wa-lalyan  yartalu. 
57.  The  phrase  li-l-aswati  wa-l-rihi  may  be  a  hendiadys:  'in 
response  to  the  sounds  carried  on  the  wind';  hadin-(of  the  neck  of 
a  mare:  al-Mufaddal  al-Nukri  Asm  69.36)  is  given  by  Lewin  451  as 
the  "front  part  of  the  body,  the  breast"  which  is  ýnaccurate  as  it 
means  'neck'  in  the  places  he  cites:  Abu  Dhu'ayb  Hell  3.8  (hadiyi 
1-sadri  wa-l-katadu,  'the  neck  /that  lies  above/  his  chest  and 
withers'),  of  a  wild  ass;  Umayyah  b.  A61  'A-'idh  Kos  93.14  (tahfu 
bi-hýidin  la-6a  maylalin,  'a  swift  /she  camel/,  running  and  raising 
her  neck')  and  99.5  (li-lardi-hi//san;  mun  wa-h;  din  mutlalibbun 
wa-kalkalu,  its  [i.  e.  a  cloud's]  breadth  has  a  hump,  a  straight  neck 
and  a  chest).  [7]  The  n-d-w  root  means  'wearing  away, 
emaciation':  Mu'awiyah  Muf  105.2  (clothes),  Abu  l-FaOl  AEEm  20.2 
(ropes)  and  Bastiamah  Muf  122.7  (camels).  For  asses  biting  one 
another,  cf.  zuhayr  (?  )  Qab  24.15  post. 
58.  The  wild  asses  are  known  to  employ  three  methods  of  fighting; 
biting,  striking  with  the  fore  legs,  and  kicking  with  the  hind  legs 
(cf.  R.  M.  Nowak  and  J.  L.  Paradiso,  Walker's  Mammals  of  the  World, 
Baltimore  1983,1157).  The  wounds  were  probably  sustained  during 
the  contests  for  superiority  among  the  herd  engaged  in  by 
territorial  stallions  [81;  according  to  Klingel  1977  327,  among  the 
other  adults,  "there  was  no  indication  of  the  existence  of  a 
-78- dominance*  order  ...  they  all  seemed  to  be  of  equal  rank,  but 
dominant  with  respect  to  the  young.  No  indication  of  a  regular 
leadership  was  observed,  and  any  adult,  male  or  female,  could 
initiate  a  migration  and  be  the  leader  for  some  time.  -No 
antagonism  was  observed  when  another  individual  took  the  lead". 
The  poets  also 
' 
associate  this  behaviour  with  attempts  to  copulate 
with  a  mare  which  has  already  conceived.  This  behaviour  seems  not 
to  have  been  observed,  although  the  precopulatory  behaviour  of  E. 
africanus  does  involve  the  oestrous  mare  kicking  "in  a  ritualized 
manner"  at  the  stallion  (Klingel  1977  328). 
The  poet  is  presumably  thinking  of  the  shape  of  the  ass's  head  when 
he  compares  it  to  an  amphora;  the  ass  often  give!  i  the  impression  of 
being  'top  heavy'  because  of  the  preponderant  size  of  its  head. 
36.1  have  followed  Lyall's  translation  of  this  line  (Muf  1  527) 
in  not  construing  lalyý'  as  a  toponym:  cf.  the  note  to  Zuhayr  Ahl 
1.28  post. 
37.  Lane  2865  (sub  n;  -r)  explains  the  phrase  nar  al-muhawwil  as 
follows:  "a  fire  which  the  Arabs  used  to  kindle,  in  the  time  of 
ignorance,  on  the  occasion  of  entering  into  a  confederacy:  they 
threw  into  it  some  salt,  which  crackled  when  the  fire  burned  it: 
with  this  they  frightened  one  another  in  confirmation  of  the 
swearing".  I  have  found  no  other  ancient  poetic  reference  to  this 
and  no  comparable  use  of  hawwala,  apart  from  the  oath  contained  in 
the  couplet  attributed  to  al-Alsh6  quoted  in  the  Kitab  al-Aqhani  20 
p.  139:  halaftu  bi-l-milhi  wa-l-ramýadi  wa-bi-l-luzza  wa-bi-1-1ýýti, 
'I  swore  by  the  salt  and  the  ashes,  by  al-'Uzza  and  al-Lat'. 
Robertson  Smith  in  his  Lectures  on  the  Religion  of  the  Semites, 
London  1907,479-480,  as  an  additional  note  on  the  blood  covenant, 
discusses  the  possible  significance  of  this  "covenant  by  fire,  such 
as  al-jawhari  and  al-Nuwayri  speak  of  under  the  head  of  nar 
al-hulah.  It  does  not,  however,  seem  that  in  (this)  case  the  fire 
touched  the  parties;  what  we  are  told  is  that  every  tribe  had  a 
-79- sacred  f  ire,  and  that,  when  two  men  (obviously  two  tribesmen)  had  a 
dispute,  they  were  made  to  swear  beside  the  f  ire,  while  the  priests 
cast  salt  on  it".  Smith  seems  to  have  been  disquieted  by  the 
above-mentioned  verse  of  al-Alshýa`:  "as  the  ashes  of  the  cooking  pot 
(rarýa_d  al-qidr)  are  a  metonym  for  hospitality,  there  is  perhaps 
nothing  more  in  the  oath  by  fire  and  salt  than  an  appeal  to  the  bond 
of  common  food  that  unites  tribesmen.  This  does  not  indeed  fully 
account  for  the  fact  that  the  fire  is  called  "the  fire  of  terror", 
and  that  the  poetical  references  to  it  show  the  oath  to  have  been  a 
terrible  one,  i.  e.  dangerous  to  the  man  that  perjured  himself". 
When,  however,  Strabo'S  Geography  15.3.15  is  consulted,  where  the 
geognost  apprises  of  the  Magians  of  Cappadocia,  the  following  phrage 
looms  large:  bomos  en  hil  Rý  ýIe  te  spodos  kai  pyr  asbeston,  'an 
altar  containing  a  great  quantity  of  ashes  and  an  unquenchable 
fire'.  In  view  of  this  notice  and  of  Smith's  remark  that  the  fire 
seems  not  to  have  touched  the  covenanters;  in  view  of  Aws  b. 
Vajar's  and  al-A'strals  (that  most  Persianate  of  poets)  connections 
with  al-Hirah,  which,  although  the  seat  of  a  Nestorian  bishopric 
[91,  must  have  been  heavily  imbued  with  the  religious  practices  of 
its  Sasanid  overlords  (despite  their  extreme  tolerance  of  religions 
other  than  that  of  the  state);  in  view  of  the  probable  presence  of 
maius  [101  in  al-,  Iraq,  al-Bahrayn  and  lum5h  (111,  it  is  by  no  means 
implausible  that  Aws  is  alluding  to  a  Zoroastrian,  or,  perhaps  more 
correctly,  a  Mazdaean  fire  ritual,  the  cult  of  which  operated  on 
both  a  personal  and  a  public  level,  the  former  involving  "ceremonies 
at  the  hearth  fire",  the  latter  "food-offerings  at  fire  temples,  the 
veneration  of  sacred  trees,  and  public  seasonal  feasts 
...  and  dances" 
(Moroni  1110).  According  to  AN.  Williams  Jackson,  the  priests, 
who  cover  their  faces  with  linen  masks  [121,  feed  the  fire  "with 
clean  wood,  with  incense  ...  and  with  the  evergreen  sprout  of  the 
pomegranate  tree",  when  performing  their  ritual  observances.  [131 
I  have,  however,  found  no  reference  to  Magian  priests  using  salt  for 
this  purpose.  sprinkling  salt  on  the  flame  would,  of  course,  cause 
it  to  turn  blue.  I  am  by  no  means  suggesting  that  Aws  b.  Hajar  and 
al-A'sha  were  practising  adherents  of  Mazdaeism  --  both  were 
-80- prominent  examples  of.  Christian  poets  in  Cheikho's  grandiose  folly 
--  it  is  more  relevant  to  infrer  that  their  audiences  were  aware  of, 
if  not  connected  with,  this  form  of  worship.  Religious  practice 
and  membership  of  a  sect  are  quite  distinct  phenomena,  as  W.  C.  Smith 
has  so  plausibly  argued  in  The  Meaning  and  End  of  Religion,  London 
1978,  whose  comments  on  Baptism  are  instructive  in  this  context: 
"was  there  a  time  when  one  could  participate  in  these  ceremonies 
without  abjuring  'membership'  in  other  communities?  The  answer 
here  is  obviously  'yes',  since  the  crowds  mentioned  in  the  New 
Testament  who  went  to  the  Jordan  to  hear  John  and  to  be  baptized  by 
him  clearly  had  no  conception  that  to  do  this  was  to  choose  it  as  an 
alternative  to  membership  in  the  Jewish  community.  Further,  since 
Roman  soldiers  were  also  involved,  'being  a  Jew'  or  not  being  one 
was  also  irrelevant.  We  may  ask  further,  was  there  a  time  when 
this  was  no  longer  true.  Apparently  the  answer  here  is  again 
'yes',  since  by  the  seventh  century  in  Central  Asia,  it  seems  that  a 
man  might  be  either  a  Christian  or  a  Mandaean,  but  not  both*  ...  At 
an  earlier  moment,  however,  these  several  elements  are  to  be  found 
in  the  area  but  they  are  not  linked  in  (a)  systematic  way;  so  that 
some  persons  would  observe  some  and  others  others"  (283-284).  if 
al-jawhari  and  al-Nuwayri  are  veracious  and  are  not  basing  their 
glosses  purely  on  the  strength  of  the  poetic  evidence,  then  some 
Arabian  tribes  may  be  understood  at  least  as  participating  in  this 
Mazdaean  rite,  if  not  actually  worshipping  in  the  manner  of  the 
Magians.  That  the  allusion  would  have  been  understood  by  the 
poets'  audiences  is  beyond  dispute.  The  phrase  nar  al-muhawwil 
should  perhaps  be  construed  as  a  poeticism  for  al-nar  al-muhawwilah, 
viz.  'the  awe-inspiring  fire'. 
38.  From  al-sitýar  the  asses  head  in  a  north-easterly  direction, 
Ghamazah  being  a  watering-hole  near  Natali.  There  are  two 
possible  translations  of  the  second  hemistich:  the  one  given  above, 
which  I  prefer,  and  'where  the  water  bubbled  and  the  flies  flitted 
on  its  surface'.  [14] 
Istanna  is  used  predominantly  of  liquid  (al-Tirimmah  4.48,5.38, 
-81- 5.52,  al-Mu'attal  Kos  130.3);  it  Is  used  by  'Alqamah  Ahl  7.4 
Qab  7.4)  and  the  Hudhall  poets  of  the  mirage  (Abu  Dhu'ayb  Hell  10. 
20,  Abu  ýakhr  Well  251.7,  Mulayý  well  276.45)  and  of  the  wind 
(Umayyah  b.  Abi  'A'idh  Kos  99.4),  which  usages  seem  predominantly 
to  favour  the  translation  of  al-zakhiýrif  Clines  of  embroidery': 
Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  50.10,  Tha'labah  Muf  74.2,  Umayyah  b.  Abi 
'Wýidh  90.14)  as  'streaks  like  embroidery'.  In  Bishr  24.7, 
however,  the  verb  is  used  of  dafýýdi  frogs  and  this  may  support 
the  alternative  meaning  given  in  Lane  1223:  "small  flies,  having 
four  legs,  that  fly  upon  the  water",  although  I  can  offer  no 
parallel  of  any  such  meaning. 
39.  In  the  second  hemistich  mukhalita  should  be  read.  I 
understand  thalad  to  refer  to  tuhlub,  'duckweed',  on  which  cf. 
Zuhayr  (?  )  Qab  24.20;  it  can  mean  'damp  soil'  (al-Nabighah  Ahl  5. 
4=  Der  1.4),  or,  later,  'dew,  moisture'  (al-TirimriFah  5.56,  Mulayh 
Well  272.16);  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  applies  the  adjective  thalid  to 
vegetation  (Muf  54.4),  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr  to  the  roots  of  the  artE  trde 
(Kow  13.23  =  Cairo  p.  153,  v.  23). 
The  gartaf  seems  to  be  a  garment  made  of  a  kind  of  coarse,  nappy 
material  Bishr  31.10  (habashiyyu  hýziqatln  'alay-hi  l-qartafu), 
A6u-  Kablir  3.21  (=  Farraj  p.  1084,  v.  21)  (ka-jarri  I-gartafi),  Abu- 
l-'Iyal  Kos  66.13  (hudCabu  khamlati  qart_ýfin  mamh-uni).  It  is  not 
inconceivably  identical  with  qurtaq,  arabicised  from  Persian  kurtah 
(with  the  middle  Persian,  i.  e.  Pahlavi  pronunciation);  DoZy 
Vitements  362  and  Steingass  1021,  "a  long  loose-ýkirted  under-gown 
or  shirt".  The  point  of  the  simile  is  presumably  that  the  moss 
resembles  the  loose,  coarse  texture  and  the  colour  of  the  cloth,  if 
dyed. 
40.  Lyall  (Muf  1  218)  translates  the  line  as  follows: 
Galloping  and  strenuous  running  brought  them  to  a  watering-place 
(so  far  away  that)  the  sandgrouse  which  repaired  to  it  had  to 
start  twice  over  on  their  journey  (i.  e.  had  to  halt  on  the  way 
by  night  for  a  rest  and  make  a  second  start),  stretching  out 
their  necks  (through  weariness  or  eagerness  to  arrive). 
-82- I  preEer  to  retain  Geyer  and  Fischer's  accusatives,  thus  preserving 
the  emphasis,  commonýlace  in  these  vignettes,  on  the  leadership  and 
mastery  oE  the  stallion  ass.  - 
on  the  qata,  cf.  F.  Vir6  in  E12  IV  743-745.  The  poet's  depiction 
of  the  sandgrouse  is  problematic.  Lyall's  understanding  of  the 
second  hemistich  is  not  consonant  with  what  the  Arabic  seems  to 
imply,  viz.  that  the  birds  are  returning  to  water.  It  is  not 
impossible  that  they  return  to  the  same  watering-hole  twice  in  the 
one  night,  at  nightfall  and  just  before  dawn.  "Their  stop  at  the 
water  source  is  very  short  and  the  birds  hurry  to  get  back  to  their 
own  grounds"  (Vir6  744).  For  a  description  of  sandgrouse  watering 
their  chicks  in  the  manner  described  by  Vir6  --  cf.  Kalb  Kow  6. 
14-16  (=  Cairo  P.  89,  vv.  14-16).  The  line  probably  means  that  the 
sandgrouse  have  not  visited  the  watering-hole  since  the  previous 
night.  There  is  also  a  problem  posed  by  the  participle  latif  which 
should  properly  signify  'bending  or  inclining  the  neck'  and  so  would 
not  agree  with  the  gait  of  the  bird  as  described  by  Vir6  745:  "it 
walks,  waddling  along  with  measured  step,  head  and  tail  erect  and 
with  its  chest  thrown  out".  I  prefer  to  construe  it  as 
designating  the  waddle  of  the  bird  as  it  inclines  from  side  to  side, 
although  it  may  be  somewhat  less  precise  than  this,  perhaps  'leaning 
/into  the  paceP. 
The  asses  arrive  at  this  pool  at  night,  when  the  birds  are  on  their 
way  to  water  there.  It  is  difficult  to  decide  whether  the  poet 
intends  anything  more  by  the  second  hemistich  than  a  simple  temporal 
designation.  Perhaps  the  asses  race  with  the  sandgrouse,  as 
al-Shanfara  does  in  the  LWmiyyat  al-'Arab  36-42,  or  they  may,  use  the 
birds  as  a  sort  of  camouflage  or  decoy  whereby  they  can  render  their 
arrival  more  secure:  the  qaCa  "assemble  in  large  flocks  ...  and 
reach  the  watering  place  in  a  great  turmoil  of  cries  in  order  to 
keep  in  contact"  (Vir6  744).  although  I  do  not  think  this  very 
likely. 
41.  The  Subah  are  said  to  be  a  subset  of  the  tribe  Dabbah  which 
-83- itself  is  a  member  of  TarJm  and  part  of  the  "confederacy  called 
al-Riýab%  [15]  The  hunter  described  by  al-Muzarrid  (Muf  17. 
63-74)  belongs  to  the  Sýu6ah.  The  riam-us,  an  unusual  word  for  a 
hunter's  den,  occurs  in  Mutammim  Muf  9.15,  where,  as  is  the  norm, 
the  hunter  is  unsuccessful  as  he  shoots  at  the  she  ass. 
I  can  offer  no  parallel  use  of  dammara,  which,  it  is  claimed, 
represents  the  practice  whereby  the  hunter  conceals  his  scent  by 
burning  animal  hair  within  his  hut:  cf.,  however,  Kalb  Kow  13.57 
Cairo  p.  153,  v.  57),  of  a  hunter,  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  16.14  (a 
storm),  where  the  meaning  can  only  conceivably  be  'to  destroy'  -- 
there  is  no  possible  context  in  which  Kalb's  hunter  can  be  'burning 
hair  in  his  den'. 
42.  Geyer:  thirsty.  Thallab's  commentary  to  zuhayr  (?  )  Qab  24. 
22  gives  shýasib  as  a  synonym  of  shazib:  cf.  post. 
43.  Azabb:  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  25.7,  Abu  Muhammad  al-Faq'asl'  Asm 
57.1,  gakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  3.3  (in  which  it  has  a  somewhat 
pejorative  connotation,  denoting  either  old  men  or  those  in  search 
of  hospitality);  shathn:  Imru'  al-Qays  Ahl  48.36  (=  Ibr  1.38, 
Mu'allaqah  39),  §alidah  Hell  1.31  (a  hunter's  'claws',  barathin), 
and  3.2  (shathnu  1-bangni,  also  of  a  hunter),  AbZ-  Sakhr  Well  264.5 
(shuthnin  bar;  -thinu-ha: 
a  lioness);  cf.  Ka'b  Kowalski  7.15 
Cairo  P.  99,  v.  27)  Wasir-a 
. 
1-banani  daqlqa  1-shaýa).  The 
translation  of  iun;  dif  is  conjectural,  by  comparison  with  Jahna 
"short  of  stature"  (Lewin  49,  sub  JaInab),  in  Salidah  Hell  1.31. 
44.  outurat  are  wattlings  constructed  by  hunters  as  opposed  to 
natural  coverts;  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  10.10  (no.  6  post),  Kalb  Kow 
12.26  (=  Cairo  P.  136,  v.  26),  Usamah  Hell  4.21,  a  poet  of  the  Banu 
Khunalah  Well  230.2.  Khasf  among  the  early  poets  means  'ignominy' 
(e.  g.  Tufayl  1.11,  'Amr  b.  Kulthum  Mulallaqah  101,  'Adi  17.12, 
al-Aswad  Muf  125.2)  but  by  the  time  Of  D65'  I-Rummah  it  came  also  to 
mean  'hunger'  (e.  g.  24.17).  Both  meanings  are  appropriate  to  the 
context. 
-84- 45.  HWdiy;  -t  and  the  alternative  plural  hawWdin  are  commonly, 
though  not  exclusively,  used  of  the  she  ass:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  48. 
57  (=  Ibr  1.65,  Mulallagah  62)  (hadiy;  t);  Alqamah  Ahl  1.20  (= 
Qab  3.20:  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  3.21),  al-A'sha  15.17,16.30 
and  Rab-ilah  Muf  39.29  (hawadin);  'Amr  b.  Maldlkarlb  Asm  61.16 
(hadiyah).  In  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  48.60  Ibr  1.61,  Mdallaqah  65) 
(hadiyat)  and  Labid  Mulallagah  36  (=  'Abbas  48.36)  (hadiyah)  the 
reference  is  to  the  oryx  doe,  whereas  in  Imrul  al-Qays  AM  40.37 
Ibr  30.37)  it  is  indeterminate. 
Within  the  context  of  the  aristocratic  hunt  [161,  the  boasts  of  the 
ability  of  the  horses  to  run  down,  unaided,  the  wild  ass  is  a 
splendid  piece  of  hyperbole  as  Gee's  remarks  indicate:  "in  the 
olden  days,  horsemen  used  to  chase  them  and  spear  or  capture  them 
occasionally.  But  one  horseman  could  not  do  this  alone:  they  had 
to  chase  in  relays  of  fresh  horses,  and  thus  tire  out  the  speedier 
wild  asses"  (Gee  1964  80).  [17] 
C)usra,  'the  lowermost  ribs':  'Uqbah  Aým  9.11  (stallion);  for  the 
dual  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  AM  35.16  (=  Ibr  5.15)  (qusraya  layrin), 
'Alqamah  AM  2.15  (=  Qab  1.15,  Muf  119.12)  (a  she-camel),  Salina 
b.  al-Khurshub  Muf  6.6  (mare).  Taf;  tif,  that  part  of  the  belly 
which  lies  next  to  the  lowermost  ribs,  occurs  in  a  similar  context 
in  AbT  Dhulayb  Hell  22.2,  as  the  food  of  an  indigent 
honey-gatherer.  Lane  1858  says  that  "the  plural  is  used  by  DITu- 
1-Rummah  in  relation  to  the  liver",  whereas  Geyer  63  assumes  that 
these  foodstuffs  are  the  hunter's.  favourite  dishes 
("Lleblingsbraten").  In  view  of  Abu  Dhulayb  22.2,1  am  not 
certain  of  this  --  the  line  is  more  likely  to  imply  that  the 
hunter's  family,  which  is  proverbialýy  large,  eat  the  rest  of  the 
animal  and  leave  these  portions  for  him,  or  that  this  is  all  the 
food  which  he  has  lef  t  and  which  he  has  brought  with  him,  as 
nourishment  for  the  hunt. 
46.  The  phrase  mutlamun  li-l-saydi  occurs  of  a  hunter  in  Imrul 
-85- al-Qays  Ahl  29.8  (=  Ibr  17.8):  cf.  also  al-Dakhil  KOS  124.15. 
The  rasf,  plural  risaf/,  arsaf,  is  the  ligament  with  which  the 
arrowhead  is  bound  to  the  shaf  t:  Abu  Kab;  -ir  3.6,  al-Tirimmýh  4.74, 
RaCi'ah  Muf  38.18,  Dubay'ah  b.  al-Harith  in  'Amir  34a.  4,  Hassan  b. 
Thabit  Well  180.6  'Arafat  Frag.  269).  Cf.  further  Schwarzlose 
308-309,  J.  D.  Latham  and  W.  F.  Paterson,  Saracen  Archery,  London 
1970,164-166.  The  paring  of  the  arrow  (bar7a  can  be  applied  to  the 
paring  of  either  the  bow  [Schwarzlose  2691  or  the  arrow  (2951)  is 
discussed  in  N.  A.  Faris  and  R.  P.  Elmer,  Arab  Archery,  Princeton 
1945,106-107. 
For  the  glueing  of  the  fletchlings  to  the  shaftment,  cf.  Schwarzlose 
300.  "American  indians  use  sinew,  which  has  a  glue  content,  to 
bind  their  feathers,  but  no  attempt  is  made  to  glue  the  rib  of 
feather  to  the  shaft.  This  unstable  condition  of  the  feather 
permits  of  greater  irregularity  in  flight"  (S.  T.  Pope,  A  study  2f 
Bows  and  Arrows,  Berkeley  1923,46).  [181  Latham  speaks  of  glue 
being  used  to  treat  "bowstrings  ...  of  vegetable  fibre  ...  to  hold 
the  strands  together  and  keep  the  moisture  in  the  string" 
(xxix-xxxi)  although  wax  is  the  more  customary  bonding  agent.  it 
is  probable  that  Aws's  hunter  glues  the  fletchlings  to  the  shaftment 
and  then  affixes  them  with  the  ligaments,  thereby  augmenting  the 
trueness  of  their  course.  one  would  not  expect  the  hunter  in  the 
field  to  glue  his  bow  (Schwarzlose  279  records  that  when  a  bow 
shivered,  it  was  glued  together  again  --  a  composite  bow  is  meant) 
unless  an  accident  had  befallen  it  en  route.  The  string  would  have 
been  treated  prior  to  departure. 
49,47-48,50.  The  order  of  these  lines  as  they  stand  in  Geyer's 
text  is  clumsy.  [191  The  imperfective  yursilu  anticipates  line  50 
--  the  hunter  fires  his  arrow  in  47  only  to  delay  it  in  49!  It  is 
possible  to  vocalise  it  fa-yursila  and  interpret  47-48  as 
representing  the  hunter's  wish  or  ambition  while  carefully  preparing 
his  arrows  (cf.  Wright  2  30  [rem.  d]),  although  the  pronominal 
-86- suffixes  of  49  remain  problematical:  the  first  would  presumably 
ref  er  to  the  arrow,  the  second  to  the  ass.  With  the  proposed 
transcription  fa-yursilu  becomes  the  apodosis  of  the  idh-a  clause  in 
49  and  the  Imperfective  is  to  be  understood  as  dr  amatic,  providing  a 
sharp  contrast  with  the  string  of  perfectives  in  49-54.  Further, 
the  antecedent  of  the  pronominal  suffixes  of  49  is  the  wild  ass,  the 
subject  of  laga  in  41,  whereas  the  arrow  of  47  becomes  the 
antecedent  of  the  pronouns  of  50. 
49.  MUE:  he  waded  through  the  water  to  him  (the  hunter)  until, 
when  he  seemed  to  be  scooping  up  water  from  the  pool  and  offering 
him  a  handful.  In  this  instance  I  have  followed  Bevan's  rendering 
of  the  phrase  mulýd  yadin.  In  the  translation,  however,  I  have 
construed  Yadin  as  an  objective  genitive,  with  the  verb  being  used 
in  a  manner  similar  to  J'Wbir  b.  al-Hunayy  MuE  42.19  (nuliidi 
1-muluka  1-silma)  and  to  Form  I  in  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  48.36  (=  Ibr 
1.38,  Mu'allaqah  39)  (talt7u  bi-rakhsin):  cf.,  further,  Bishr  29. 
6,  al-Uuýaylah  10.4-5,  al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell  3.9  (where  it  is  a 
designation  of  the  oryx-doe).  In  the  text  as  offered  in  the 
Mufaddaliyyg't,  the  tension  is  heightened  to  the  point  that  the  ass 
comes  within  reach  of  the  hunter. 
47.  There  is  some  disagreement  as  to  what  the  manakib  are.  Lane 
2846  glosses:  "the  feathers  of  the  wing  of  a  vulture  or  an  eagle 
that  are  next  after  the  qaw;  dim  ...  the  strongest  and  most  excellent 
of  the  feathers  ...  the  four  secondary  feathers  of  the  wing". 
According  to  al-jawhari  (Schwarziose  302),  there  are  four  manakib, 
"die  hinteren  Oberfedern",  followed  by  the  kha4a-fl,  "die 
Unterfedern,  welche  von  den  Oberfedern  bedeckt  werden".  According 
to  Lane's  discussion,  the  Arabs  reckoned  there  to  be  twenty  feathers 
on  the  wing  of  a  bird.  Van  Tyne  and  Berger's  diagram  of  the 
"ventral  view  of  the  wing  bones  and  flight  feathers"  [201  displays 
eleven  Primaries  and  eighteen  secondaries.  From  this  diagram  it 
becomes  apparent  that,  if  Schwarzlose's  paraphrase  of  al-jawharl  is 
correct,  nos.  7-10  (the  four  uppermost  Primaries,  i.  e.  digits  II  afid 
-87- III)  are  designated  by  manakib.  This  is  the  opinion  of  J.  N. 
mattock,  whom  I  have  consulted  on  this  problem  [21]  and  Schwarzlose 
294  who  reads  and  translates  the  verse  as  follows: 
yuqallibu  sahman  rasha-hu  bi-manakibin 
zuharin  lulamin  fa-hwa  aliafu  sfiarifu 
Er  dreht  der  Pfeil  wohl  hin  und  her,  Der,  mit  Oberfedern 
geschmückt,  --  Die  kurze  Seite  wohlgefügt,  --  Durch 
Schlankheit  und  Länge  entzückt. 
It  is  perhaps  not  very  likely  that  Aws,  whose  technical  expertise  in 
the  matter  of  bowyery  is  quite  considerable,  should  advocate  that 
Primaries  be  used  as  the  Eletchings:  his  poetical  scion  Ka'b  b. 
Zuhayr  rejects  the  Primaries  in  Kow  12.27.  It  is  the  view  of 
later  experts  that  "secondaries  are  better  than  tail-feathers 
because  they  are  more  pliable"  (Latham  &  Paterson  26),  and  indeed  in 
the  poem  of  Jamil  Buthaynah  discussed  by  Latham  the  poet  specifies 
the  quality  -arrow  as  fletched  with  the  vulture's  khawaf-i,  which  are, 
beyond  a  doubt,  secondaries:  cf.  J.  D.  Latham,  "The  Interpretation 
of  some  Verses  by  Jamil",  iss  15  (1970),  220  and  223.  [221  In  the 
translation  I  have  acquiesced  in  acceptance  of  the  meaning  given  in 
the  lexica,  being  wary  of  imputing  a  technical  fault  to  the  poet. 
[231 
The  lalm  is,  according  to  the  WKAS,  an  "arrow  with  feathers  fitted 
into  one  another,  set  on  top  of  one  another".  It  is  not  in  the 
least  clear  what  this  definiton  actually  means  when  the  process  of 
fletching  an  arrow  is  borne  in  mind.  In  fact,  the  word  refers  to 
arrows  the  fletchings  of  which  are  well  trimmed  and  tightly  fastened 
to  the  shaftment,  the  meaning  recorded  by  Kazimirski  953, 
Schwarzlose  303,  Faris  &  Elmer  111,  Latham  &  Paterson  26  and  198: 
"see  to  it  that  fletchings  are  put  belly  to  back.  For  when  they 
clash  and  are  belly  to  belly,  the  arrow  is  ruined";  "when  the 
fletchings  are  back  to  back  or  belly  to  belly,  the  arrow  is  termed 
-88- in  Arabic  luqtýa-b.  If  they  are  correctly  arranged,  it  is  termed 
lulam":  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  51.6  (=  Ibr  16.6,  Asm  40.1), 
al-A'sha  30.19. 
A'Jaf  (SchwarzIose  313)  is  used  of  an  arrow  by  Iýabi'ah  Muf  38.18; 
cf.  Umayyah  b.  Abi  'A'idh  Kos  92.55,  Iijafi  1-nisali.  Sharif 
(Schwarzlose  294  and  295)  means  both  slender  and  old,  with  perhaps 
the  nuance  that  this  particular  arrow  has  long  been  kept  safe  by  the 
hunter  for  an  occasion  such  as  this. 
The  precise  designation  of  zuhýr  (Schwarzlose  294,302-303,  Latham  & 
Paterson  194)  is  the  uppermost  part  of  a  feather,  that  is  the 
dorsal,  i.  e.  outer  side,  the  feathers  of  which  are  less  likely  to  be 
damaged  or  ruffled:  Tufayl  1.59,  kusTna  zuhara  1-rishi  min  kulli 
nahidin,  al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell  3.36,  kuJina  zuti-ara  ashara 
ka-l-khiyati.  zuhran,  a  plural  of  zahr,  when  applied  to  feathers 
also  carries  this  meaning:  al-Marrir  Muf  16.24,  hashsha-hu  1-riýf 
bi-zuhr-'-anin  hushur,  al-bikhil  Kos  124.13,  'alay-hi  min  abahira 
layYinatin//Yazinnu  I-qidha  zuhranun  dumuiu.  What  is  clear  f  rom 
the  above  descriptions  of  these  feathers  ig  that  they  are 
particularly  f  ine  and  slender.  The  hunter  uses  only  the  dorsal 
sides,  which  he  has  trimmed  close,  for  his  arrow,  producing  thereby 
the  impression  that  the  arrow  thus  fletched  is  long  and  slender.  (24] 
48.  For  self-bows  constructed  from  dal  branches  cf.  Zuhayr  M  Qab 
24.26  post;  for  nadhir  of  a  bowstring,  cf.  Kalb  Kow  13.56 
Cairo  p.  153,  v.  56),  Salidah  Hell  10.21.1  have  found  no  reference 
to  the  practice  of  muffling  the  resonating  twang  of  the  bowstring  in 
any  other  early  poem  or  indeed  in  any  of  the  manuals  on  Arabic 
archery.  Pope  B&A  78  Plate  8  (f  ig.  2)  is  a  "Northern  Wintun  bow 
... 
(which)  at  the  nocks  ...  is  bound  with  fur,  apparently  weasel. 
This  device  is  used  to  act  as  a  damper  to  the  string  so  that  it 
makes  no  noise  when  the  bow  is  shot.  It  is  said  that  Geronimo 
could  shoot  an  arrow  with  absolute  silence.  Probably  some  similar 
method  was  employed". 
-89- 'Azif  could  conceivably  be  translated  as  "Just  as  a  singer  strums 
the  lute".  For  lazafa  referring  to  the  noise  made  in  the  desert  by 
the  Jinn  --  the  noise  is  in  fact  caused  by  the  release  of  heat  from 
the  sand:  Bishr  41.9  (=  Muf  97.9)  [251,  al-A'sti-a'  4.15,  Asm;  '  b. 
Khýarijah  Asm  11.16,  Umayyah  b.  Ab!  'K'idh  Kos  99.28,  Mulayý  Well 
276.57.  on  two  occasions  it  refers  to  singing-girls;  'Abid  2.11 
[261,  Ab7u  Sakhr  Well  265.3  (ka-lazfi  quyani  1-farisiyyi  lada 
I-sharbi).  Bishr  31.15  applies  the  verb  to  their  instruments 
(bi-aydi-ha  1-mazahiru  talzifu)  and  'Abid  15.3,  perhaps 
metaphorically,  in  view  of  the  topical  comparison  of  women  with 
gazelles,  to  the  noise  made  by  gazelles.  Reference  should  also  be 
made  to  I.  Goldziher,  Abhandlunqen  zur  Arabischen  Philologie,  Leiden 
1896,11  205-212,  especially  210-212. 
51.  The  nadi  is  the  shaft,  properly  the  foreshaft,  of  an  arrow 
(Schwarzlose  308-309):  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  40.36  (=  Ibr  30.36) 
[271,  Mutammim  Muf  9.16,  al-Als6a  15.21,  fa-marra  nadiyyu  1-sahmi 
tahta  labani-hi  (a  Wild  Ass  Vignette),  SiPidah  Hell  2.16,  Abu 
Khirish  Hell  1.18,  RbU  ShitCab  Well  148.12,  Mulayý  Well  277.13  and 
280.12.  It  -is  also  synonymous  with  the  sadr  of  a  spear 
(Schwarzlose  228-229,293):  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.37  (=  Qab  3.37), 
bi-l-nadiyyi  1-mulallabi,  viz.  'with  a  /spear/shaft,  its  handle 
bound  with  a  tendon'.  [271 
That  Fischer's  emendation  of  Geyer's  text  is  correct  is  proved  by 
the  parallel  hemistich  in  Kalb  Kow  12.34  (Cairo  p.  136,  v.  34) 
(wa-la-l-hatfu  ahy;  nan  -ani  1-nafsi  lalimu). 
52.  Similar  lines  by  Kalb  (Kow  7.25  =  Cairo  p.  105,  v.  37,  Kow  12. 
35  =  Cairo  p.  136,  v.  35)  and  Rabi'ah  (Muf  39.31)  are  vocalised  by 
the  editors  wa-lahhafa  umma-hu,  viz.  and  he  secretly  lamented  his 
mother,  i.  e.  having  been  born,  though  amma-hu  is  perhaps  more 
consonant  with  the  context.  Biting  the  fingers  is  indicative  of 
fear  (Kalb  Kow  6.17  =  Cairo  p.  89,  v.  17)  or  regret  (Kalb  Kow  12.35 
Cairo  P.  136,  v.  35,  yuliddu  bi-ibhIni  I-Yadayni). 
-90- 53.  Tischer  correctly  maintains  that  al-ghadial  is  a  descriptive 
epithet  and  not  a  toponym:  cf.  N.  Groom,  A  Dictionary  2f  Arabic 
ToPoqraphy  and  Placenames,  Beirut  1983,91,  "good  fertile  land  or 
soil".  Shayya'a,  in  addition  to  meaning  'to  escort  or  accompany' 
('Alqamah  Ahl  13.44  [=  gab  2.44,  Muf  120.46],  al-JanFuh  Well  232. 
6)  can  also  mean  'to  add  fresh  fuel  to  the  fire'  (Rabilah  Muf  113. 
10  [=  Asm  84.91),  whence  derives  the  figurative  use  of  the  Passive 
Participle  mushayyal,  'inflamed',  in  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  78.5  and 
Zuhayr  Qab  34.2  (=  Th  p.  330,  v.  2):  both  connotations  may  be 
intended  by  Aws. 
55.1  should  vocalise  the  second  hemistich  bahran  yuqadhifu,  an 
Accusative  of  Hal.  The  hyperbolic  combination  of  hasa  and  limar  is 
interesting. 
56.  Geyer:  her  hind-legs  race  with  his  fore-legs  and  his  head  is 
like  the  rear  saddle-arch  fixed  upon  her  girth.  For  wahaqa  cf. 
Tufayl.  l.  19,  taZ-hagat  (of  horses). 
59.  Mulashshir  is  literally  'braying':  'Adi  4.22,  Umayyah  b.  Abi 
lilift  Kos  92.35,  al-Tirimria-h  62.  [291  For  a  metaphorical 
application  of  khaysh-um,  "the  upper  part  of  the  interior  of  the 
nose,  the  part  that  is  above...  the  end,  or  tip,  or  flexible  part  of 
the  nose"  (Lane  744),  to  a  troop  of  horse,  cf.  ITUAr  8.11.  Ralif: 
fialik  b.  HaAm  Asm  15.29. 
structure 
29-31:  The  wild  ass  and  his  mate  on  the  way  to  water. 
32-34:  The  summer  drought. 
35,57-58,36-39:  The,  quest  for  water. 
40:  The  arrival  at  the  watering-hole. 
41-52:  The  encounter  with  the  hunter  (41);  description  of 
-91- the  hunter  (41-46);  his  weaponry:  arrows  (46b  &  47);  bow 
(48);  his  faulty  aim  (50-52). 
53-56,59:  The  escape  of  the  asses. 
context  and  interpretation 
Context:  This  is  by  far  the  longest  poem  by  Aws  b.  Hajar  to  have 
survived.  It  is  a  curious  and  somewhat  unusual  qas1dah  which  opeps 
with  a  dhikr  al-atl;  l,  constituted  of  the  themes  of  the  deserted 
encampments  (1-4),  the  perfidy  of  the  habib  and  the  departure  of  the 
womenfolk  in  their  litters  (5-8),  the  pernicious  calumniators  (9). 
Gnomic  reflections  on  the  inevitability  of  death  follow  in  10-12, 
leading  abruptly  --  there  is  no  transition  save  a  waw  plus  genitive 
construction  --  to  the  wasf,  which,  structurally  at  least,  occupies 
the  body  of  the  work  (13-59);  thematically,  however,  the  wasf  is 
bipartite:  the  wasf  al-ni*qah  (13-28)  and  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette 
(29-59),  this  latter  being,  in  terms  of  verses,  longer  than  the  sum 
of  the  other  three  movements. 
Interpretation:  this  poem  seems  to  be  a  reflection  on  death  and 
desolation,  on  the  precarious  vagaries  of  existence,  and  the  theme 
of  the  inevitability  of  death  provides  an  undercurrent  to  the  whole 
poem;  thus  the  poet  dwells  on  the  desolation  of  the  abandoned 
encampments  (1-3,5),  despite  their  rejuvenescence  in  the  form  of 
the  gazelles  and  -  antelopes  with  their  young,  on  the  advent  of 
decrepitude  (6),  on  the  inexorability  of  fate  (10-11),  the  poet's 
experience  of  which  seems  to  be  unmitigated  by  his  faith  in  Allah 
-92- (12),  on  hardship  and  the  exigencies  of  life  as  represented  by  the 
indigent  hunter,  for  whom  this  hunt  means  life  or  death  (44),  and  on 
the  unpredictability  of  death  (51).  This  may  further  be  witnessed 
in  the  theme  of  the  transcience  of  humanity  when  contrasted  with  the 
permanence  of  nature  (i.  e.  the  fauna  of  3b  and  A  and  the  wild  ass 
and  his  mate):  the  hunter  for  all  his  skill  and  his  adept  fletching 
of  arrows  fails  to  kill  the  ass. 
The  other  major  theme  of  the  piece  is  to  be  found  in  the 
repeated  allusions  to  searching;  the  poet  is  implicitly  searching 
for  the  tribe  in  lines  1-3  and  the  sequence  of  toponyms  represents 
three  distinct  stages  in  his  quest:  (i)  Birk,  Tawlab,  al-Makhalif 
[30],  al-Sulay  and  al-Sikhal  are  situated  on  the  mountain  range 
between  Wadi  Dab-il  and  ýFadl  Bayad  in  south  eastern  Najd  and 
nothern  Yamamah;  in  their  enumeration  the  poet  starts  in  the  south 
and  heads  north;  (ii)  Ma'4-ulah,  Matiri,  Wi4if  are  to  be  found  on 
the  eastern  slope  of  al-Samman  (cf.  note  to  line  34  ante),  with 
Maf'Sri  and  Wahif  lying  to  the  south  of  Malqulah:  if  the  poet  were  o 
to  start  from  al-Siktial,  his  last  port  of  call  in  sequence  (i),  then 
he  would  have  to  cross  both  Dah6a'  and  al-Samman  in  order  to  reach 
Malýullah;  (iii)  in  the  sequence  Qaww,  Rahýa,  al-safi-1  and  'Adhib 
the  first  lies  to  the  east  of  Ma'qulah,  and  from  Qaww  the  sequence 
proceeds  south  ending  on  the  western  slope  of  al-Samman.  In 
sequences  (ii)  and  (iii),  then,  the  poet  takes  his  bearings  from 
Malqulah,  first  heading  south,  then  due  east,  then  south  again. 
This  search  is  unsuccessful  and  culminates  in  the  nostalgic  and 
despondent  reminiscences  of  8-9. 
-93- The  theme  of  the  quest  recurs  in  10-11  in  the  form  of  the 
tracker  of  Fate  who  would  seek  out  the  poet  even  if  he  were  to  hole 
himself  up  in  the  fortress  of  Rayman,  guarded  by  squadrons  of 
Abyssinian  troops  and  a  watchdog,  and  further  in  29-35,57-58,  and 
36,  initially  in  the  motif  of  the  asses'  search  for  water  and 
expressly  in  the  splendidly  evocative  comparison  of  the  sentinel 
stallion  ass  with  the  reconnoiterer  of  an  army.  It  is  of  course 
also  present  in  the  camel  section  of  14-28,  the  night  journey  of 
which  presumably  represents  the  poet's  attempts  to  follow  the  tribe 
as  outlined  in  1-3,  and  in  the  hunter's  desperate  but  doomed  search 
for  sustenance.  The  Wild  Ass  Vignette,  therefore,  represents 
conceptually  the  culmination  and  summation  of  the  thematic  concerns 
of  1-29. 
This  piece  is  also  remarkable  for  the  profusion  of  repetitions, 
both  radical,  i.  e.  acoustic,  and  semantic,  sometimes  within  the 
space  of  one  line,  sometimes  spanning  its  entire  compass: 
kh-l-f  (1  &  15),  s-kh-I  (2  &  4),  f-t-m  (4),  h-l-f  (5  &  37), 
I-h-d  (5  &  6),  Y-m-n  (5  &  52),  1-h-w  (7,8  &  20),  n-h-y  (7 
&  24),  a-l-f  (10,20  &  53),  kh-b-b  (11  &  34),  h-d-w  (11,45 
&  57),  r-h-1  (13,16,18,21  &  29),  q-dh-f  (13,19,55  & 
58),  w-s-E  (14),  a-m-n  (14  &  18),  s-r-Y  (15  &  22),  1-h-m 
(16,44  &  45),  1-1-w  (16,17,23  &  55),  sh-r-f  (17  &  47), 
r-d-f  (18  &  56),  sh-y-'  (19  &  53),  q-w-m  (19  &  54),  r-l-s 
(21,23,58,56),  d-h-w  (24  &  35),  kh-l-t  (25,39  &  50), 
h-w-1  (24  &  28),  m-w-h  (28,49  &  59),  J-n-b  (29,54  &  55), 
h-q-b  (29  &  31),  q-r-b  (29  &  40),  d-h-n  (30  &  32),  s-r-f 
(31  &  57),  n-s-f  (31  &  57),  sh-r-s-f  (33  &  50),  I-y-n  (38, 
-94- 39  &  42),  w-r-d  (40),  sh-d-d  (40  &  53),  w-h-sh  (44  &  48), 
r-s-I  (47  &  50),  n-d-y  (51  &  57). 
some  of  these  are  repetitions  of  words,  many  of  which  occupy 
identical  metrical  positions,  some  of  jjnýa]s,  especially  those  which 
occur  within  one  line,  and  some  extend  no  further  than  the  acoustic, 
although  perhaps  on  a  closer  reading  some  of  these  would  be  seen  to 
be  semantic:  the  sound  of  the  poem  is  almost  on  a  par  with  its 
thematic  concerns. 
Repetition  as  a  Ofahiff  poetic  device  is  the  subject  of  M.  C. 
Bateson's  Structural  continuity  in  Poetry,  Paris  1970  [311,  who  is 
primarily  interested  in  "the  passage  as  a  possible  frame  for  the 
meshing  of  the  external  relationships,  including  those  of  sense, 
with  the  internal  relationships  traced  in  the  linguistic  forms" 
(15).  There  is  another  possible  function  oE  repetition,  which,  to 
my  knowledge,  has  not  been  commented  upon  in  the  context  of 
pre-Islamic  verse,  viz.  repetition  as  a  structural  principle.  This 
is  a  device  which  features  prominently  in  primitive,  oral  song 
[32]:  "repetition,  in  one  form  or  another,  is  common  to  primitive 
song.  Indeed  it  is  more  than  common,  it  is  fundamental.  The 
theme  is  thought  to  be  of  such  importance  that  it  is  stressed  by 
repetition  in  a  way  that  might  seem  to  us  to  be  unnecessary"  (C.  M. 
Bowra,  Primitive  Song,  London  1962,77).  Bowra  discusses  various 
stages  of  repetition,  such  as  are  to  be  discerned  in  a  communal  song 
of  the  Bushmen,  addressed  to  the  constellation  Canopus  (77),  the 
Aranda  "song  of  the  season  when  the  blood-wood  trees  are  in  blossom 
-95- and  ringneck  and  shell-parrots  circle  above  them  and  pick  the 
flowers"  (78-79),  and  the  Dama  ostrich  hunting  song  (79),  stressing 
throughout  that  "once  repetition  and  variation  have  found  a  place  in 
composition  they  can  be  developed  in  more  than  one  way  to  bind 
various  elements  together  and  almost  imperceptibly  to  move  from  one 
effect  to  another"  (78).  A  systematic  discussion  of  the  forms  of 
repetition  is  given  by  R.  Finnegan,  oral  Poetry,  Cambridge  1977, 
88-133,  and  especially  102-109,  who  speaks  of  "the  repetition  -- 
familiar  in  written  poetry  --  of  one  or  more  key  words  throughout  a 
poem"  (102).  Furthermore,  "Patterns  of  repetition  can  provide 
structure  and  coherence  to  an  oral  poem  --  a  necessary  aspect  in  a 
medium  as  ephemeral  as  the  spoken  or  sung  word  --  but  need  not  lead 
to  monotony.  Repetition  in  itself  can  lead  to  variation  both  in 
the  intervening  non-repeated  units,  and  --  very  effectively  --  in 
strategic  variation  within  the  repeated  element  itself.  This 
variation  and  development  through  the  use  of  repetition  is  a  widely 
used  device  in  oral  poetry"  (103).  "Repetition  ...  has  great 
literary  and  aesthetic  effect"  (131).  It  is  my  contention  that  the 
phenomneon  of  repetition  as  evinced  in  this  poem  by  Aws  b.  Hajar  is 
to  be  explained  as  one  of  the  means  at  the  poet's  disposal  of 
Interlacing  the  disparate  strands  of  his  qasrdah,  functioning  as  an 
organizational  device,  and  possibly  deriving  from  an  earlier  stage 
of  Arabian  song.  (331 
-96- 2.  zuhayr  Q)  Qab  24.13-28;  Th  p.  368,  v.  13-28. 
13.  Wa-ka-anna-ýa  sahilu  I-shaldii  mutarradun 
akhl7a  la-hu  huqbu  [1]  I-sawari  wa-midhnabu 
14.  Akala  1-rabila  bi-ha  yufazzilu  sam'a-hu 
bi-makani-hi  haziiu  I-lashiyyati  ashabu 
15.  Wahadan  ka-miqlýli  I-wall'di  mukaddamun 
la'bun  afa'a  la-hu  I-iardmu  muhannabu 
16.  sulbu  1-nusuri  lala  I-suklýu-ri  muraiimun 
lalbun  hazibiyatun  aqabbu  mulaqrabu 
17.  Hatta  idha  lawhu  1-kawakibi  shaffa-hu 
min-hu  1-haraliru  wa-l-safa  1-mutanassibu 
18.  Irt;  la  yadhkuru  mashraban  bi-thimWdi-hi 
min  duni-hi  khushuun  danawna  wa-anqubu 
19.  'Azama  I-wuriýda  fa-Wba  -adhban  baridan 
min  fawqi-hi  suddun  (2]  yasilu  wa-alhubu 
20.  Jufarun  taffdu  wa-l*ý  taqhldu  tawamiyan 
yazkharna  fawqa  limami-hinna  I-tuhlubu 
21.  Fa-lt'a&ma-hu  linda_l-zaliaimni  fa-Esi-ama-hu 
thumma  ntaha  hadhara-l-maniyyati  yarqubu 
22.  Wa-lala  1-shar:  -ilati  r7a-bilun  mutahallisun 
ramin  bi-laynay-hi  I-hazirata  sh6yzabu 
23.  Mala-hu  mut7abilatun  16a  huwa  shadda-ha 
bi-l-shirli  yastash2ýi-  la-hu  wa-tahaddabu 
24.  Malsilu  muhdalatun  ka-anna  lataia-ha  (31 
nawwahatun  nalati  1-kirýima  mushabbibu 
-97- 25.  oanwZ;  u  hassalu  [4]  1-muqawwasi  nablatun 
mithlu  1-sab7ikati  idia  tumallu  wa-tushsabu  [5] 
26.  *Urshun  ka-h7shiyati  1-iziri  sharliatin 
safralu  la  sidrun  wa-la  hlya  tallabu 
27.  Wa-muthaqqafun  mim-ma  bara  mutamalikun 
bi-l-sayri  diu  uturin  Ialay-hi  wa-mankibu 
28.  Fa-rarja  fa-akhtala-hu  wa-lila  ka-anna-hu 
alimun  Iala  barzi  1-amalizi  yalhabu 
Variant  Readinqs 
[1].  Th:  hiqbu. 
[2].  Th: 
; 
addun. 
(3].  Th:  'id;  da-h;.  [341 
[4].  Th:  ka-ýqýia'i  khalia'i. 
[5].  Th:  tashsabu/tashsubu. 
Translation 
13.  And  she  is  like  a  banished  /Wild  ass/,  hoarse  in  his  braying 
--  the  knolls  and  torrent-bed  of  al-Sawar  are  desolate  save 
for  him; 
14.  He  ate  the  spring  herbage  there,  scared,  his  hearing  alerted 
by  a  tawny  /cat/  in  his  territory,  screeching  in  the 
evening, 
15.  Alone;  like  a  boy's  bat,  well  bitten,  vigorous,  his 
legs  curved  and  well  spaced.  He  found  the  lush  vegetation 
ripe  and  compliant  -- 
-98- 16.  Hard  were  the  frogs  of  his  hooves  as  he  pelted  /them/  against 
the  rocks  bulky,  thick-set,  lean-bellied,  compact  and 
strong 
17.  Until,  when  the  shining  of  the  constellations  emaciated 
him,  as  did  the  attendant  siroccos,  raising  the  beards  /of 
buhm;  /  into  the  air, 
18.  He  returned  to  thinking  of  a  drinking  place  with  its 
pools  before  which  lay  hummocks  and  defiles. 
19.  He  resolved  on  drinking  there  and  so  set  out  by  night  to 
return  to  fresh,  cold  /water/  above  which  rose  a  natural 
dam  and  its  clefts,  all  awash  -- 
20.  Wide  overflowing  wells,  abundant,  never  running  dry,  swollen 
and  seething;  over  their  plentiful  depths  spread  tuhlub  -- 
21.  He  tended  and  sped  there  in  the  darkness  and  arrived,  watchful 
and  cautious,  fearing  fate, 
22.  while  looking  down  on  the  way  to  water  was  a  lean,  destitute, 
scout  who  did  not  budge,  conning  the  enclosure, 
23.  Accompanied  by  a  constant  companion;  when  he  braced  it  with 
the  string,  it  would  rise  towards  him  and  become 
hump-backed  -- 
24.  Smooth  and  free  from  cracks,  curved  and  bulky  /at  the  necks/, 
its  twang  like  a  wailing  woman  heralding  the  death  of 
magnanimous  /heroes/,  exciting  thereby  the  fire  of  yearning; 
25.  /shaped  like  a/  hooked-nose;  barkless  is  the  limb  where  it 
curves,  of  nab',  like  a  gold  ingot  when  it  was  scorched  and 
dried, 
-99- 26.  Long,  like  the  hem  oE  a  waist-wrapper,  pale  yellow, 
a  partner  --  not  sidr  or  ta'lab; 
27.  And  by  a  straightened  /arrow/,  one  pared  by  his  own  hands, 
reinforced  with  the  leathern  thong,  /its  nock  wound/  with 
sinews  and  /Eletched/  with  a  secondary. 
28.  He  shot  and  missed  him  and  he  wheeled,  as  if  in  pain, 
speeding  over  the  open,  rocky  highland. 
Commentary 
13.  jjgqb  is  something  of  a  surprise  in  this  context:  one  would 
expect  it  to  refer  to  'white-girded  asses'  (cf.  Aws  23.29  and  31 
ante)  .A  topographical  designation  is  needed  to  balance  midhnab, 
since  al-sa4ir  is  a  part  of  the  territory  of  the  'Abd  al-Qays  of 
'AiJ-rah  in  the  vicinity  of  al-Baýrayn  (cf.  YiiqUt  3  180).  1  have 
found  no  other  mention  of  al-Sa4iair  in  the  ancient  poets.  Two 
reasons  militate  against  adopting  the  suggestion  proposed  by 
al-'Adaýli  here,  viz.  that  instead  of  huqb  hiqf  should  be  read: 
hiqf,  "a  curving  or  winding  tract  of  sand,  a  large,  round  or  high 
oblong  of  sand,  the  lowest  part  of  a  tract  of  sand  or  a  mountain" 
(Groom  Topography  112).  is,  for  whatever  reason,  confined  largely  to 
descriptions  of  the  oryx;  Lane  611,  on  the  authority  of  the  Qýini7s 
and  the  lij  al-'ArGs,  records  that  haqb;  '  designates  "a  small 
isolated  mountain"  of  a  variety  of  types.  [351 
If  al-saia-r  is  to  situated  in  the  vicinity  of  al-Bahrayn,  then  this 
description  is  unlike  the  other  wild  ass  similes  to  be  found  in  the 
Jw-an  of  Zuhayr,  which  are  all  to  be  located  in  the  Najd. 
14.  Bi-makani-hi,  "in  his  territory",  refers  of  course  to  the  wild 
-100- ass.  The  last  three  words  of  this  line  pose  a  problem  to  which  I 
can  only  offer  a  tentative  solution.  The  substantive  is,  as  so 
often,  ommitted  and  QaCawah  and  al-'Ada;  i-  presume  the  referent  to  be 
'insects',  apparently  deriving  this  from  the  word  hazii:  this 
suggestion  seems  ultimately  to  derive  from  al-Asmal-T  who,  in  a 
comment  on  al-Muthaqqib  Muf  76.28,  compares  al-Muthaqqib's  line 
with  an  image  from  the  Mulallagah  of  'Antarah  (Ahl  21.23-24 
Mawlawl  23-24).  They  are,  respectively: 
28.  Wa-tasmalu  li-l-dhubabi  idha  taqhanna 
ka-taqhridi  1-hamami  'ala  1-wukuni 
28.  And  you  may  hear  the  insects,  when  they  hum,  /produce  a  noise/ 
like  the  cooing  of  pigeons  in  their  nests. 
23.  Fa-tarý  1-dhubaba  bi-ha  yuqhanni  wahda-hu 
hazijan  ka-filli  1-shYribi  1-mutarannimi 
24.  Gharidan  yasunnu  dhirila-hu  bi-dhiiali-hi 
filli  I-mukibbi  'ala  1-zing'di  1-aidhami 
23.  And  you  may  hear  the  insect  there  singing  on  its  own,  humming 
like  a  crooning  reveller, 
24.  Trilling,  cleaning  one  leg  upon  the  other,  like  a  one-armed 
man  bent  over  the  fire-sticks.  [36] 
It  is,  I  think,  clear  that  the  poet  intends  comparison  with  the 
cicada.  [371  Whatever  the  value  of  al-Aýmallls  explanations  (cf. 
further  Muf  2  232),  it  is  clear  that  one  of  the  possibl:  e  sounds  that 
the  h-z-j  root  may  designate  is  of  the  'humming,  or  'chirruping'  of 
the  cicada.  other  designations  are  recorded  by  N61deke  FM  11  29: 
a  neighing  horse,  (Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  20.47  [=  Ibr  4.41,  where 
jallad  is  read]),  a  braying  ass  (al-Akhtal),  a  whistling  wind  and 
the  falling  rain.  [381  It  seems  principally  to  denote  a  loud, 
high-pitched  noise. 
There  exists  an  alternative  to  lines  34-35  of  'Antarah's  Mulallagah 
which  suggests  a  referent,  quite  different  from  the  foregoing,  for 
-101- Zuhayrls  usage: 
The  standard  reading  is  as  follows  (Ahl  21.34-35  =  Mawlawi  1.34-35) 
34.  Wa-ka-anna-ýa  yanla  bi-ianibi  daffi-ha 
1-wahshiyyi  ba'da  makhTlatin  wa-taraqhqhumi  [39] 
35.  Hirrun  janibun  kulla-ma  latafat  la-hu 
9hadba  ttaqa-ha  bi-1-yadayni  wa-bi-l-fami 
34.  And  it  is  as  though  there  distances  itself  by  her  savage  side, 
after  /her/  haughtiness  and  reluctance, 
35.  A  cat,  led  by  her  side:  whenever  she  leans  toward  it  in 
anger,  it  defends  itself  against  her  with  paws  and  mouth. 
The  alternative  given  in  the  recensions  of  al-Anbýarl,  al-Tibr`12ý1, 
al-ZawzaCi  and  Arnold  as  lines  29-30,  and.  read  by  N61deke  FM  II, 
Arberry  seven  odes  180,  and  recorded  in  the  commentary  of  Muf  1  423, 
is: 
29.  Wa-ka-anna-m!  tanlýi  bi-1;  nibi  daffi-týa_  1- 
wahshiyyi  min  haziii  1-lashiyyi  mulawwami 
30.  Hirrin  janibin  kulla-ma  latafat  la-hu 
qhadba*  ttagY-ha  bi-1-yadayni  wa-bi-l-fami 
29.  And  it  is  as  though  she  distances  herself,  on  her  savage  side, 
from  a  thick-set,  evening-screeching 
30.  cat,  led  by  her  side;  whenever  she  leans  toward  it  in  anger, 
it  defends  itself  against  her  with  paws  and  mouth. 
The  similarity  in  the  phraseology,  haziju  1-lashiyyati  =  hazili 
I-'ashiyyi,  in  addition  to  the  occurence  in  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  76.43 
of  ashab  as  an  epithet  for  the  lion,  suggests  that,  the  undesignated 
referent  in  this  line  is  not  the  cicada  but  a  big  cat.  if, 
however,  the  cicada  is  intended,  and  I  do  not  discount  this 
possibility,  then  I  should  offer  the  following  translation: 
14.  He  ate  the  spring  herbage  there,  scared,  his  hearing  alerted 
-102- 4 
by  a  light  brown  /insect/  in  his  territory,  chirruping  in 
the  evening, 
Moreover  the  poet  al-Tirirrviah  (18.11)  describes  janadib  as  suhb. 
The  extreme  caution  and  alertness  of  the  wild  ass  which  this  line 
implies  would  be  suitably  enhanced  by  taking  dhuCab  as  the  implied 
substantive. 
15.  It  is  possible  to  understand  the  phrase  ka-miql;  li  1-wal'fdi  in 
two  ways:  that  the  ass  is  as  lean  and  as  hard  as  such  a  stick; 
Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  34.23  (=  Ibr  31.23),  aqabbu  ka-miql;  li  1-walidi, 
and  the  similar  comparison  with  a  spear  in  v.  171  of  no.  3  post;  that 
it  anticipates  and  is  explained  by  the  passive  participle  mukaddam, 
i.  e.  it  is  bitten  and  scarred  like  the  notchings  and  markings  on  one 
of  these  sticks.  The  miql'i'  is  a  'bat',  or  perhaps  even  a  mallet, 
with  which  the  gulah,  a  small  stick,  is  struck:  cf.  'Amr  b.  Kulthum. 
Mulallaqah  89,  N61deke  FM  1  47. 
mukaddam  refers  to  the  bites  inflicted  upon  a  territorial  male  by 
other  stallions  in  their  bouts  of  fighting  for  supremacy  of  the  herd 
or  harem,  or  upon  a  stallion  rejected  by  females  which  are  pregnant 
and  uninclined;  !;  E.  no.  1,  v.  31  ante,  TUfayl  7.19  and  9.12,  where 
mukdam  refers  to  bites  inflicted  upon  the  stallion  camel  by  the 
females  which  reject  his  advances.  It  is  not  synonymous  with 
qhaliz,  as  suggested  in  the  sharh  to  Tufayl  7.19  and  as  glossed  by 
de  Goeje  in  his  glossary  to  Ibn  gutaybah's  Kitiýb  al-Shi'r 
wa-l-Shularil,  Leiden  1902,  x1ii.  [401 
jamim  --  I  presume  that  the  reading  al-ham-imu  giVen  in  the  text  of 
Th  is  a  misprint  --  is  used  twice  in  the  context  of  wild  asses  in 
the  Hudhall  d1wan:  Ab-u  Dhulayb  Hell  1.17  and  Aý-U  KatIr 
BajraktareviC'  4.5  (=  Farraj  p.  1090,  v.  5). 
muhannab  is  an  epithet  more  commonly  associated  with  stallions: 
Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.23  and  46  (=  Ibr  3.37),  Tufayj  1.36,  Tarafah 
-103- AM  4.58  (=  Mulallaqah  60):  cf.  Geiger  WZKM  20  53.  Haj  ib  b. 
Habib  Muf  111.6  applies  it  to  a  she  ass. 
16.  Hmýabiyatun  is  a  rare  adjective  apparently  peculiar  in  early 
verse 
ýo 
the  wild  ass:  al-Nibighah  Ahl  21.7  (=  Der  24.7),  Umayyah 
b.  'Al;  i-  'i'idh  Kos  92.27,  as  is  mulagrab:  al-lia-bighah  Ahl  Frag.  B. 
lb  (misakkun  yutýarl  1-lawna  ialbun  mulaqrabun). 
17.1  take  the  referent  in  min-hu  to  be  lawh  in  the  preceding 
hemistich.  This  latter  is  explained  by  the  commentators  as 
'thirst',  a  meaning  of  the  root  recorded  by  Lane,  in  which  case  the 
line  would  read  "the  thirst  brought  by  the  constellations";  cf. 
Ka'b  Kow  13.18  (-  Cairo  p.  153,  v.  18)  (Yawma  hirlirin  yulaww1hu 
1-y  fdia).  The  line  is  similar  to  the  following  verse  of 
al-Farazdaq  (Nagilid  58.12)  which  Blachire  2389  partially  cites; 
Tahayyara  dhmii-fia  idha  ttarada  I-saf;  i 
wa-hiiat  li-ayy'5mi  1-thurayyi  hardru-hýi 
Its  scorched  /herbage/  is  whirled  /by  the  wind/  when  the  beard 
/oE  the  brome-grass/  is  driven  away  and  the  sirocco  is 
aroused.  by  the  advent  of  the  days  of  al-Thurayya. 
on  saCa  and  the  summer  winds  in  a  wild  ass  setting  Ef.  no.  1,  v.  34 
and  Labid  Mulallagah  30  (=  'Abbas  48.30)  with  N61deke's  comments 
thereon  (FM  11  75). 
18.  Thirýad,  'pool  or  water-hole'  [41]  occurs  in  a  wild  ass  context 
in  Kalb  Cairo  P.  99,  v.  11,  al-marrar  Muf  16.31.  There  is  a  curious 
correspondence  between  the  latter  context  and  the  use  of  the 
singular  thamad  by  al-Nabighah  Ahl  5.32  and  Bishr  41.38  (=  Muf  97. 
32),  in  reference  to  sand-grouse  (hamam)  going  to  water:  cf.  also 
'Ablid  14.7.  [421 
19.  Sadd,  or  sudd,  means  a  "valley  with  stones  and  rocks  which 
temporarily  hold  back  Elood-water"  (Groom  Topography  278). 
-104- 20.  Tuhlub  is  probably,  as  Lewin  259  suggests,  duckweed,  i.  e. 
plants  of  the  genus  Lemna,  lying  on  the  surface  of  water  as  in 
Tufayl  1.70,  Salidah  b.  Julayyah  1.22:  cf.  Mulayq  Well  277.3, 
Umayyah  b.  Abi  'A'idh  Kos  92.46. 
21.  For  iltama  compare  Tarafah  Ahl  4.65  (=  Mulallagah  66)  (ari 
1-mawta  yalta  u  1-kirima);  si»ma:  pf.  T.  Seidensticker  Das  Verbum 
sawwama.  Ein  Beitraq  zum  Problem  der,  Homonymenscheidung  im 
Arabischen,  Munich  1986,45-47. 
22.1  have  found  no  parallel  use  of  either  shayzab,  which  I  take 
to  be  a  rare  poeticism  for  shg*zib.  or  of  tahallasa.  The  use  of 
haArah,  properly  a  cattle  enclosure  or  sheep  pen,  is  imaginative, 
heightening  the  auditors'  sense  of  foreboding  by  suggesting  that  the 
wild  ass  is  as  good  as  penned  in. 
23.  As  al-'Adaw-i  points  out,  one  should  read  tashtaz-i  in  place  of 
yashtazi,  a  somewhat  unusual  word:  tahaddabu  certainly  refers  to 
the  limb  of  the  bow  and  not  to  the  string  --  I  presume  that  shirl  is 
a  poetic  plural  for  singular  although  the  application  of  amlas, 
,  smooth'  ,  to  a  bow-string  by  Abu  Qilabah  or  al-Mulattal  well  154.9 
is  apparently  to  be  understood  as  implying  that  it  has  no  knots, 
i.  e.  that  it  has  been  fashioned  as  one  continuous  string.  This  is 
also  the  meaning  of  the  epithet  mahis  found  in  Umayyah  b.  AI  Widh  T_. 
b-  - 
92.58.  Hence,  the  plural  would  Imply  that  the  string  was  formed 
of  various  strands  of  sinew. 
The  verbs  of  the  second  hemistich  suggest  that  the  bow  is  reflexed, 
i.  e.  that  the  limb  has  a  "curvature  in  the  opposite  direction  to 
that  to  which  the  bow  is  flexed  for  bracing.  it  is  seen  in  the 
unstrung  bow"  (Latham  &  Paterson  176).  A.  Boudot-Lamotte  "Qaws" 
E12  IV  799  observes,  concerning  the.  nomenclature  of  the  composite 
bow,  that  "the  sources  frequently  liken  the  composite  bow  to  the 
human  body,  and  most  parts  of  it  tke  their  name  from  parts  of  this 
last".  It  is  a  curious  feature  of  this  bow  description  that  several 
-105- of  the  epithets  employed  compare  the  bow  to  physical  deformities  or 
peculiarities:  cf.  muhdalah  (24)  and  the  restored  qan,,  ial  (25). 
The  shirlah  is  "a  bow  string  which  is  taken  from  the  dorsal  sinews" 
(Schwarzlose  271).  "The  idea  ...  that  strings  of  dorsal  sinew  are 
stronger  and  give  better  cast  cannot  be  discounted.  such  material 
is  acceptable,  but  camel  hide  is  likely  to  have  first  choice. 
sinew  seems  not  to  have  been  thought  suitable  for  either  hot 
climates  or  strong  bows"  (Latham  Jarjil  225).  Furthermore,  "sinew 
strings  do  not  hold  their  length  under  tension,  but  stretch 
perceptibly,  and  are  very  susceptible  to  moisture"  (Pope  B&A  35-37). 
24.  katim  (Schwarzlose  258,  and,  for  example,  AbU  1-Muthallam  Kos 
9.4)  and  far'  (Shwarzlose  254  and  256,  Aws  23.48  ante, 
al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell  3.33  =  al-Dakhil  b.  Haram-Kos  124.18  =  Abu- 
Qilýibah  Well  157.3)  refer  to  self-bows  fabricated  from  limbs  which 
have  no  cracks.  [43]  Amlas  also  designates  a  smooth  bow,  i.  e.  the 
bark  has  been  removed  from  the  limb  and  the  wood  has  no  knots  or 
burls:  cf.  Schwarzlose  269. 
24.  Parallels  from  the  Hudhall  poets  show  that  lid;  -da-ý-a  (cf. 
Schwarzlose  277)  should  most  definitely  be  read  for 
-Iatida-lia, 
which 
is  meaningless  in  the  context.  The  comparison  of  the  twanging  of  a 
bow  with  a  grieving  woman  is  to  be  found  in  al-Cakhil  Kos  124.16 
(ka-anna  Ii  did  a-  hýa  irngnu  thakl;  i//khilila  dulii'i-ha  waidun 
wahijun);  cf.  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  3.13-14,  '  ididg-ha-  qharidu,  and 
6a,  idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  7.14  where  it  is  likened  to  the  noise  that 
is  Produced  by  a  violent  gale  that  whips  away  one's  clothes. 
I  am  unable  satisfactorily  to  explain  mushabbibu.  It  may  be 
synonymous  with  the  metaphorical  use  of  shabba,  'to  kindle  the 
flames  of  war'  and  the  like.  In  later  usage,  shabbaba  comes  to 
mean  'to  compose  love  poetry',  but  it  is  unlikely  that  its  use  here 
has  this  developed  sense  which  would  then  have  to  be  interpreted  as 
metaphorical,  i.  e.  that  the  grieving  woman  expressed  her  love  for 
-106- those  who  have  died,  presumably  in  a  ritI;  a-',  a  threnody. 
Muhdalah  is  'a  term  of  frequent  occurence  among  the  Hudhali  poets, 
concerning  which  there  is  a  variety  of  theories  and  much  (unavowed) 
incertitude;  Schwarzlose  268-269: 
was  das  Verhältniss  der  beiden  Hälften  der  Bogenwölbung 
anbelangt,  'so  durften  dieselben  einander  nicht  völlig 
entsprechen.  Es  musste  eine  der  beiden  Ausschweifungen 
(abharan  oder  mankib7an)  vollkommener  sein,  d.  h.  höher  stehen 
(ashr:  a-f),  so  dass  der  Bogen  nach  einer  Seite  geneigt  war  und  das 
eine  Horn  tiefer  stand.  Aus  diesem  Grunde  heisst  der  Bogen 
auch  mulawwaiat  al-tarfayn,  'dessen 
. 
seiten  schief  sind'. 
Tropisch  wurde  er  dann  schiefschultrig,  d.  h.  dessen  Horn  schief 
ist,  muhdalah  oder  hudal  oder  hadlil  genannt,  eig.  Bez.  des 
schiefschultrigen  Mannes  ahdal,  pl.  hudl. 
This  is  the  explanation  of  al-jawhari  and  I  know  of  no  other 
authority  who  advocates  that  one  of  the  necks  of  the  bow  be  fuller 
than  the  other.  By  a  curious  coincidence,  al-jawhaýi's  description 
seems  to  depict  a  bow  which,  in  several  features,  is  not  dissimilar 
from  the  Andamanese  S-shaped  bow.  [44] 
Lewin  78  proffers  the  somewhat  vague  gloss  "having.  one  end  longer 
than  the  other",  whereas  Blach6re  2274  (sub  hudal)  favours  a  "bow 
that  is  incurved  at  one  of  the  two  ends"  or  (2275  sub  muhdalah)  "at 
both  ends".  I  can  make  very  little  sense  of  these  explications. 
The  epithet  ahdal,  as  al-Jawharýli  notes,  means  "lopsided,  with 
shoulders  of  unequal  height,  neck  awry,  curved  spine"  (Blach6re 
2273).  The  poet  presumably  has  a  clear  picture  in  his  mind  which 
he  means  to  convey  by  this  epithet,  and  it  is,  I  think,  a  case  of 
examining  the  possible  shapes  of  the  reflexed  bow  to  see  which  might 
best  fit  this  picture:  (i)  Pope  B&A  70  Plate  4  (Fig.  13)  is  an 
"Apache  bow,  hickory,  backed  with  sinew"  which  is  reflexed  at  the 
grip-handle,  having  the  "classic  cupid  shape  ...  apparently  meant 
-107- for  killing  only  rabbits  and  small  game"  (16-17);  (11)  Pope  68  Plate 
3  (Fig.  8)  is  a  "Yurok  bow,  made  of  yew  wood"  --  "thick  sinew  covers 
the  back  and  extends  up  over  the  nocks  which  are  bent  in  a  reverse 
position  ... 
in  action  this  bow  is  soft,  springy,  bends  in  the  hand, 
is  flabby  in  cast,  and  kicks"  (12-13);  (111)  Pope  68  Plate  3  (Fig. 
9),  a  "powerful  Alaskan  bow,  probably  Eskimo,  made  of  fir,  backed 
with  bone  and  open  sinew  lashing.  A  weapon  suitable  for  killing 
big  game",  it  is  "a  well  made,  powerful  bow  of  the  elementary 
composite  type  ... 
it  is  well  balanced,  rigid  in  its  draw,  is 
exceedingly  strong,  and  has  a  musical  twang  to  the  plucked  string. 
The  action  is  sharp  and  there  is  no  kick  in  the  hand 
...  When  not 
braced  the  bow  is  practically  straight;  when  braced 
... 
(it)  is 
what  archers  would  term  a  low-strung  bow  ...  (which)  is  better  for 
hunting  becuase  it  strains  the  bow  less  during  the  long  hours  of 
anticipation"  (13-14);  (iv)  the  Indo-Persian  composite  bow. 
The  three  instances  of  this  epithet  recorded  by  Lewin  offer  little 
further  insight:  sa'idah  b.  Ju'ayyah  2.12,  ramin 
bi-muhdalatin//Jashlin  [451,  Ab7u  I-Muthallam  Kos  9.10,  la-hu 
bi-l-kaffi  muhdýlatun,  Malik  b.  Khalid  Kos  77.7  ramin 
bi-muhdalatin,  Amr  Dtiu  l-Kalb  Kos  107.19,  wa-qad  abtantu 
muhdalatan  shirýa_l-!  _.  (461  This  latter  might  be  construed  as 
implying  that  the  shape  of  the  grip-handle  is  described  by  muhdalah, 
i.  e.  that  it  is  of  the  hour-glass  figure  (2f.  Latham  &  Pate;  son  9, 
Fig.  6),  although  I  do  not  suppose  this  to  be  very  probable. 
The  synonymous  hudal  occurs  twice  in  conjunction  with  the 
substantive  wark,  which  is  itself  problematic.  In  a  verse  by 
Umayyah  b.  AbI  'Klidh,  Kos  92.58  (idha  mAL)ý_a  hanna  bi-warkin 
hudWli,  'when  it  [i.  e.  the  bow-string]  is  drawn,  it  produces  a  sigh 
from  a  lop-sided  limb'),  wark  probably  designates  the  siyah  (Latham 
&  Paterson  191:  "of  the  limb  of  a  bow,  the  relatively  inflexible 
extremity  which  serves  as  a  lever  during  the  draw")  and  the  nock: 
cf.  Schwarzlose  270  and  Kazimirski  1524.  In  a  verse  by  'Amr  DhU 
1-Kalb,  Kos  107.18  (wa-safi-ala  1-buiayati  'Gda  nablin//ka-waqfi 
-108- 1-'Wii  fi  warkin  hudýli),  it  probably  indicates  a  "bow  made  of  the 
thick  part  of  a  branch"  (Lewin  468:  cf.  Schwarzlose  256  and  Aws  b. 
Hajar  31.17a,  wa-mabdUlatin  min  ralsi  farlin  sti-aziyyatin)  although 
I  am  unclear  as  to  the  precise  significance  of  the  preposition  Ci. 
[471 
It  is  particularly  interesting  concerning  Zuhayr's  use  of  this 
epithet  that  I  have  been  able  to  find  no  other  attestation  of  its 
use  by  early  poets  outwith  the  tribe  of  Hudhayl. 
25.  The  first  two  words  of  this  line  are  inintelligible  and  I  have 
adopted  Qabawah's  emendation.  Qab5wahIs  gan4alu  would  be  a 
continuation  of  the  application  to  the  bow  of  roots  denoting 
physical  peculiarities.  Al-'Ada;;  i-  suggests  kabdalu,  (Schwarzlose 
264:  "the  grip-handle  was  not  larger  than  the  hand  would  allow"). 
A  further  possibility  is  zawiatu,  'curved'  (cf.  Schwarzlose  247): 
"the  reference  is  not  to  the  strung  or  unstrung  weapon,  but  to  the 
fully  drawn  bow"  (Latham  JarJ-1  225). 
According  to  the  information  given  by  Schwarzlose  159  and  227, 
ahass,  'hair-less',  is  used  of  either  a  sword  or  a  lance,  as 
Antarah  Ahl  11.6,  but  not  a  bow,  although  this  would  be  a  natural 
extension.  Al-'Adaa  suggests  khalialu,  'reddish  white  with  black 
intermixed',  which  may  contradict  safralu  in  verse  26.  The  colour 
of  a  bow  is  also  likened  to  a  gold  ingot  by  AbU  I-Muthallam  Kos  9. 
4.  seasoning  of  the  wood  is  of  extreme  importance:  "all  bow  woods 
must  be  well  seasoned  (usually  for  not  less  than  three  years), 
otherwise  the  wood  will  'quickly  follow  the  string',  i.  e.  take  a  set 
that  will  diminish  resilience  and  efficiency"  (Latham  JarýTl  225). 
schwarzlose's  translation  of  shaýib  and  shisb  as  a  "thin  bow"  (261) 
may  be  inaccurate:  "dried,  with  the  sap  removed"  would  be  more 
apposite. 
26.  Ursh  seems  to  be  a  hapax  leqomenon.  Salidah  b.  Julayyah 
Hell  7.14-15  also  compares  a  bow  made  of  nab'  wood  to  the  border  of 
-109- a  waist-wrapper.  [481 
on  sharijah  (Schwarzlose  292:  "wood  split  into  two  parts"), 
-cf. 
Ab-U 
Dhulayb  Hell  11.34  and  Abu  Qilabah  or  al-Mulattal  Well  154.9: 
"probably  the  sharij  is  a  bow  made  of  two  half-filqs  spliced  at  the 
grip,  although  we  advance  that  hypothesis  with  diffidence  because  of 
the  fact  that  the  text  gives  no  suggestion  of  transverse 
discontinuity  ... 
it  might  mean  a  laminated  wooden  bow,  which  is  a 
bow  of  at  least  three  layers  glued  together.  such  bows  are  common 
in  many  countries,  notably  Japan,  Belgium,  France  and  America,  and 
they  may  be  so  constructed  as  to  have  many  of  the  characteristics  of 
the  composite  bow"  (Faris  &  Elmer  11). 
Nab,  ,  Grewia  poplifolia  (cf.  Latham  &  Paterson  188,  idem  Jamil 
224-225,  "a  tough,  resilient,  semi-hardwood  found  in  several 
varieties  from  the  Mediterranean  to  the  Himalayas"),  is  a  wood  that 
was  commonly  used  in  the  manufacture  of  bows  and  arrows  and  it  is 
interesting  that  it  should  here  be  distinctly  preferred  to  the  sidr 
(Zizyphus  sp  na  Christi),  which  seems  to  be  prized  in  verses  of 
muraqqish  al-Asghar  (Muf  56.2),  ramat-ka  bnatu  1-bakriyyi  'an  far'i 
dilatin,  (if,  as  Lyall  Muf  2  190  claims,  the  dal  is  a  type  of  sidr), 
and  in  Aws  31.17-36  [491  and  to  the  tallab  (cf.  Schwarzlose  255). 
Lewin  hesitantly  identifies  the  tallab  as  the  Tamarix  articulata, 
described  by  Sa'idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  1.36  as  growing  beside  water 
in  a  mountainous  area.  The  same  poet  (Hell  5.1)  likens  a  woman  to 
a  bow  made  of  ta'lab  and  a  hunter  is  pictured  by  Imrul  al-Qays  (Ibr 
40.3)  as  firing  an  arrow  from  one  such  bow. 
in  the  light  of  the  preceding,  it  is  obvious  that  the  poet  is  not 
describing  a  genuine  composite  bow,  but  a  modified  version  of  the 
sqlf-bow.  The  point  is  that  the  latter  is  "made  by  reducing  the 
size  of  a  stave  of  wood  by  shaving  down  its  sides",  whereas  the 
former  is  "built  up  of  substances  of  various  origin"  (Faris  &  Elmer 
10)  ;  in  other  words,  the  old  Arab  bow  described  by  Zuhayr  is 
essentially  a  self-bow  which  has  been  modified,  presumably  by  the 
-110- addition  of  one  or  more  staves  of  wood. 
27.  The  syntax  of  this  line  presents  some  difficulties  and  the  use 
of  the  participle  mutaria-lik  is  individual  and  rare.  The  problem 
lies  with  the  phrase  mim-ma  bara,  in  that  its  subject  has  not  been 
expressed  for  the  space  of  two  lines,  in  effect  since  lines  23  and 
24,  although  the  problem  could  easily  have  been  obviated  through 
the  delivery  and  pausal  intonation  of  the  reciter.  It  is  perhaps 
poetically  a  more  satisfactory  postulate  than  reading  the  rather 
trite  mim-rrFa-  buriya,  'such  as  has  been  pared'. 
Utur  (Schwarzlose  298,  Latham  165)  are  gut  or  sinews  "wrapped  round 
the  nock  of  an  'arrow"  (Blachire  145),  as  in  TUfayl  1.58.  on  the 
manakib,,  cf.  no.  1,  v.  47.  The  mention  of  the  sayr  is  unusual:  I 
can  find  no  reference  to  it  in  the  relevant  authorities.  It  is 
unlikely  that  the  shaft  is  fortified  with  the  leather  thong. 
Perhaps  it  is  used  to  reinforce  the  utur  or  even  in.  the  stead  of  the 
ligaments  (ris;  Tf)  used  to  secure  the  arrow-head. 
'Antarah  Ahl  15.8b  (=  Mawla;;  -i  3.8b), 
1-himyariyyi  1-mulannafi,  land  an  arrow  like  thi 
Himyarite  leather',  and  Rashid  b.  shiliab  muf 
(nabl)  with  leathern  thongs  (suyur)  as  does  Abu 
bi-sahmin  ka-sayri  1-iabiriyyati  lahwaqi,  'a 
thong  of  Sabiritic  leather'. 
wa-sahmin  ka-sayri 
evenly  cut  thong  of 
86.6  liken  arrows 
Dhulayb  Hell  21.3b, 
sharp  arrow  like  a 
28.  Barz  is  quite  a  rare  word  (2f.  Aý_u  Khirash  Hell  1.9  =  6.5), 
as  is  the  verb  lahaba,  which  is  used  by  Tufayl  3.21  of  a  wolf  and 
by  DIZ  1-Rummah  1.94  of  wild  she-asses. 
Structure 
13-16:  Inrtoductory  description:  the  solitary  wild  ass, 
driven  from  the  herd  (13);  the  spring  grazing-ground 
(14-16). 
-111- 17:  the  summer  drought. 
18-21:  the  search  for  water  and  cautious  arrival. 
22:  the  encounter  with  the  hunter;  his  pertinacity 
(22a)  and  destitution  (22b);  23-27:  his  weaponry;  the 
bow  (23-26)  and  the  arrow  (27). 
28:  the  hunter's  failure  and  the  ass's  escape. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
context:  This  difficult  poem,  included  by  both  Sa'Uda'  and  Thallab 
on  the  authority  of  Abu  'Ubaydah,  is  comprised  of  a  nas-ib  (1-4), 
introduced  by  a  departure  motif  (1)  which  is  followed  by  a  visit  of 
the  khayal  (3-4)  (501,  and  of  a  camel  description  (5-33)  which  falls 
into  three  distinct  sections:  the  camel  itself  (5-12)  and  two 
extended  similes  --  the  wild  ass  and  the  hunter  (13-28)  and  the  oryx 
bull  and  the  hunter  and  hounds. 
Interpretation:  this  -  Wild  Ass  Vignette  does  not  present  any  grave 
problems  of  structural  or  contextual  interpretation  --  its  problems 
are  almost  exclusively  philological.  As  intimated  above,  if  'ia4u-t 
is  correct  in  locating  al-Sawar  in  the  territory  of  al-Bahrayn,  the 
scene  of  the  action  is  unusual  for  Zuhayr.  The  emphasis  on  the 
hunter's  weaponry  --  I  am  unable  to  explain  why  the  elucidation  of 
the  technical  terms  used  of  the  bow  should  be  so  heavily  dependent 
on  parallels  ftom  the  Hudhali  poets,  unless  it  be  simply  that  there 
is  such  a  volume  of  extant  Hudhal7i  poetry  --  and  the  solitariness  of 
the  stallion  ass  concomitant  with  the  absence  of  his  mate  or  harem 
also  mark  this  passage  as  distinct  from  Zuhayrls  other 
-112- descriptions.  If  Jacobi's  analysis  of  the  development  of  the 
khayal  motif  is  valid,  then  this  poem  should  be  designated  as 
occuring  in  the  first  half  of  the  Jahiliyyah  (Early/Middle),  at 
which  stage  the  khay;  l  is  an  external,  negative  apparition,  or  at 
least  as  an  imitation  of  such  an  early  poetic  style.  Although  the 
poetry  of  Aws  b.  Hajar  is  much  disputed  of  authorship  and  is 
textually  in  a  deplorable  condition,  it  seems  at  least  most  probable 
that  zuhayr  was  his  iawl.  Ibn  Qutaybah,  in  his  KiCab  al-Shilr 
wa-l-Shularýl  99-101,  describes  Aws  as  being  very  fond  of  describing 
asses  and  bows.  what  there  is  recoverable  of  his  verse  points  to 
his  fondness  for  bow  descriptions,  although  there  is  sadly  little 
concerning  the  wild  ass.  Aws  belonged  to  the  tribe  of  TarZm  b. 
Murr  which,  together  with  the  'Abd  al-Qays  and  Kalb  b.  Rabilah, 
inhabited  the  area  around  al-Bahrayn  on  the  eastern  seaboard  (cf. 
Geyer  2-3,  S.  A.  Bonebakker  "Aws  b.  Hajar"  E12  1  772).  His  date  of 
birth  is  generally  given  as  circa  530,  and  this  points  to  the  dating 
of  the  poem  as  approximately  middle  jahill,  i.  e.  approximately 
550-570  A.  D.  It  is  a  very  tenuous  link,  and  one  in  -  which,  on 
methodological  and  theoretical  grounds,  I  do  not  place  much 
confidence,  but  -it  is  just  conceivable  that  this  poem  is  to  be 
ascribed  to  Aws,  having  been  transmitted  by  zuhayr,  although  it  may 
even  represent  an  essay  by  Zuhayr  in  the  style  of  his  mentor,  a 
style  which  he  did  not  overmuch  espouse  or  find  appropriate  to  his 
professional  demands.  The  poem  is,  again  primarily  on  the  basis  of 
topographical  considerations,  unlikely  to  be  the  work  of  Kalb  b. 
Zuhayr. 
-113- I  am  not  in  agreement  with  von  Grunebaum  Chronologie  337  ff.  In 
his  classification  of  Aws  b.  Hajar  as  exclusively  early  --  a  portion 
of  his  verse  represents  the  codification  and  conglutination  of 
developments,  and  indeed  on  occasion  a  sophisticated  toying  with 
these  developments,  effected  by  the  earlier  poets,  such  as  'Amr  b. 
Qam-i'ah  and  'Ablid,  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  and  al-Asghar. 
-114-- 3.  Zuhayr  Ahl  1.17-30;  Qab  11.17-30;  Th  p.  55,  v.  17-31. 
17.  A-dhalika  am  shatimu  1-waihi  jalbun  (1] 
'alay-hi  min  lagigati-hi  lifalu 
18.  [2]  Tarabbala  saratan  hatt7a_idfýa--ma 
fana  1-duhlg'nu  an-hu  wa-1--idalu 
19.  Taraffa'a  li-l-qanEni  [31  wa-kulli  faiiin 
ta6a-hu  I-rilyu  [41  min-hu  wa-l-khaialu 
20.  Fa-awrada-ha  hiyada  sunaybilatin 
fa-alfa-hunna  laysa  bi-hinna  malu 
21.  Fa-shaiia  bi-fýa-  I-amWliza  fa-hya  tahýil 
huwiyya  I-dalwi  aslama-ýa  1-rishalu 
22.  Fa-laysa  lahaqu-hu  ka-lahaqi  ilfin 
wa-la  ka-naiali-ha  min-hu  nai;  lu 
23.  Wa-in  mala  li-walthin  khazamat-hu  [5] 
bi-al%;  a-hin  mafasilu-týa-  zimalu 
24.  Yakhirru  nab!  -dhu-ha  [6] 
-'an 
hajibay-hi 
fa-laysa  li-waihi-hi  min-hu  qhita'u 
25.  Yuqharridu  bayna  khurmin  mufdiy7atin  (71 
sawafin  lam  tukaddir-h'ý  [81  1-dilalu 
26.  Yufaddilu-hu  idýa  Itahada  (9]  'alay-hi 
tamamu  1-sinni  min-hu  wa-l-dhakalu 
27.  Ka-anna  sahila-hu  fi  kulli  fairin 
lala  ahsali  yamludin  du'alu 
28.  Fa-Eda  ka-anna-hu  rajulun  salibun 
lala  lalyii'a  laysa  la-hu  riCalu 
-115- 29.  Ka-anna  barlga-hu  baraqinu  sahlin 
iala  an  matni-hi  hurudun  wa-malu 
30.  Fa-laysa  bi-qhafilin  an-fia  muJilin 
raliyyata-hu  idha  qhafala  I-ri'a'u 
Variant  Readinqs 
Th:  aqabbu  1-batni. 
[2].  At  this  point  Th  has  the  following  line: 
171  Aq  abbu  ka-sadri  asmara  dý-i  kulýbln 
la-hu  min  kulli  mulmilatin  ibgýu. 
I  refer  to  this  as  Th  171  and  retain  the  numbering  of  Ahl  and  Qab. 
(3].  Th:  Tarabba'a  bi-l-qanýjni. 
[4].  Th:  1-ra'yu. 
(5].  Qab  and  Th:  khadhamat-hu. 
[6].  Th:  nabithu-ha. 
[7].  Th:  mufratTtin. 
Th:  ma  tukaddiru-ha 
[9].  Th:  1tahadat. 
p 
Translation 
17.  Is  it  that  or  an  ugly-faced,  bulky  /wild  ass/, 
covered  with  abundant  tufts  of  his  natal  pelage, 
18.  Which  in,  the  spring,  pastured  on  Sarah  until 
when  the  crevices  and  pools  had  dried  up 
19.  He  climbed  to  al-gari-an  and  every  mountain  way  where  the 
pasturage  and  the  solitude  summoned  him, 
20.  And  he  brought  her  down  to  the  troughs  of  Sunaybilat  which 
-116- he  found  to  contain  no  water  -- 
21.  so  he  crossed  the  pebbly  plains  with  her  and  she  sped  as 
quickly  as  falls  a  bucket  betrayed  by  the  well-rope. 
22.  His  persistence  was  not  like  the  persistence  of  a  friend  and 
no  flight  was  like  her  flight  from  him: 
23.  Even  if  they  turned  into  a  sandy  basin  she  would  swerve  away 
from  him  with  limbs,  whose  joints  were  dry  and  withered; 
24.  The  soil  which  she  cast  up  would  fall  from  his  eyebrows 
and  his  face  had  no  covering  protection  against  it  -- 
26.  He  would  prove  superior  to  her,  when  they  struggled  through 
it,  by  virtue  of  fulness  of  age  and  shrewdness. 
25.  He  groans  amid  overflowing  water-pockets,  pure, 
unsullied  by  any  buckets, 
27.  As  if  his  braying,  at  every  daybreak,  on  the  marshy  sands  of 
Yam"Ud  is  a  shout. 
28.  And  he  repeats  it,  like  a  naked  man  on  'Alyal,  wearing 
no  garment: 
29.  His  lustre  resembles  the  fulgence  of  white  Yemeni  sahl  as 
hurud  and  water  gleam  on  its  surface. 
30.  He  is  not  unmindful  of  her  so  as  to  lose  his  charge  when 
the  Herdsmen  are  unmindful. 
Commentary 
17.  Th:  lean  of  belly.  Shatim:  Lablid  'Abbas  38.4  (=  Brock  II 
44.4).  The  meaning  of  the  second  hemistich  is  that  the  wild  ass 
has  not  yet  come  of  age  so  as  to  shed  the  pelage  of  nonage. 
-117- 'Aqiqah*  d6signates  'the  fledgeling  feathers'  of  an  owl,  (Imrul 
al-Qays  AM  3.1  [=  Ibr  18.1),  of  an  ostrich,  (al-jamuh  Well  232. 
9).  'Ad!  '  uses  the  root  twice  of  a  wild  ass;  4.22  (nasilun 
liqqata-hu)  and  117.1  (fa-nigbat  laql'qatu-hu),  Rulbah  of  a  camel 
(40.51).  'Ifal,  'feathers':  al-Tirimma4  1.4,  of  a  cockerel; 
'Pelage':  al-Mukhabbal  Muf  21.37,  of  a  moulting  camel;  Salidah  b. 
julayyah  Hell  4.16,  of  a  hyena;  'hair':  al-Shamrakh  5.8,  of  a 
man.  _-iCal 
is  used  of  the  hair  of  moulting  she  asses  by  Imru' 
al-Qays  Ahl  34.17,  q.  v.  post.  I  have  found  no  reference  among  the 
relevant  authorities  as  to  whether  the  wild  ass  colt  moults  and 
sheds  its  coat  when  it  attains  adulthood  at  the  age  of  3  to  4  years. 
171.  Lean,  like  the  fore-part  of  a  brown,  knotted  /spear/,  rejected 
by  every  pregnant  female 
on  asmar,  Cf.  Boudot-Lamotte  LPG  33. 
18.  Sirah  is,  according  to  Thilo  Ortsnamen  98,  a  landmass 
interlaced  with  rocky  ridges  to  the  south  of  al-QarFan.  on  duhlgh. 
cf.  Thilo  Ortsnamen  22  and  Groom  Topography  68:  "hollow  or  cavity 
in  the  ground  wider  in  the  lower  part  ...  a  rock  crevice  which 
retains  rain  water". 
19.  Th:  It  pastured  during  the  spring  on  al-gangn  and  every 
mountain  way  where  pasturing  and  solitude  summoned  it. 
In  his  commentary  Th  records  the  variant  taqayyaza,  'it  passed  the 
summer',  in  place  of  tarabbala.  This  reading  helps  to  clarify  the 
temporal  sequence  of  the  description.  Al-Qaria-n  is,  according  to 
Thilo,  Ortsnamen  79,  a  low-lying  mountainous  plateau  to  the 
north-west  of  Aban  al-Aswad.  It  is  said  to  have  been  in  the 
territory  of  the  Barffi  Asad  and  it  is  not  very  far  from  Sirah.  The 
two  place-names  are,  on  occasion,  Juxtaposed,  as  in  Tufayl  1.43 
(fa-lamma  bada  hazmu  1-ganani  wa-siratin)  and  Lab-Ed  'Abbas  16.2 
ChiiI  p.  61,  v-2,  Brock  1  13.2)  (fa-nilifu  sirata  fa-l-qanani), 
-118- frequently  being  mentioned  in  conjunction:  Zuhayr  Ahl  15.6-7,  AWS 
17.9  &  13,  Labld  'Abbas  35.14,18  (=  Brock  11  40.14  &  18)  .  In 
this  last  instance,  they  occur  in  a  wild  ass  description,  as  does 
al-QarFan  in  a  poem  composed  by  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr  13.35  (cf.  post). 
20.  The  she-ass  is  introduced  by  a  simple  pronominal  suf  f  ix,  a 
technique  which  is  occasionally  used  in  the  OryX  Bull  Vignette,  to 
introduce  the  gazehounds.  I  have  been  unable  to  f  ind  any  other 
reference  to  Sunaybilit  (al-Bakr7i  606,  Yaqut  3  43)  except  for  some 
lines  attributed  to  a  certain  'Usum  b.  al-Nulman  known  as  Abu 
Hanash,  the  brother  of  Kulayb  and  Muhalhil,  given  as  part  of  an 
account  of  the  First  Day  of  al-Kiiib  in  the  commentary  to  Jýbir  b. 
Hunayy  Muf  42.22:  cf.  Muf  1  431. 
23.  Th:  she  competed  with  him  in  pace.  I  have  translated  alwah 
as  'limbs'  although  strictly  it  means  'broad  and  wide  bones'  --  the 
joints,  it  is  implied,  have  lost  their  lubricants  by  reason  of  the 
summer  heat  and  the  dearth  of  water. 
24.  Th:  The  soil  which  she  dug  up.  As  he  explains  in  his 
commentary,  Thallab  interprets  the  verse  as  depicting  the  arrival  of 
the  asses  at  a  watering  hole.  In  the  texts  of  Ahl  and  Qab,  the 
substantive  nab-idh  refers  to  the  pebbly  soil  cast  up  by  the  she-ass 
as  she  flees  from  the  male. 
26.  Th:  when  she  struggled  against  him.  In  Ahl  and  Qab  the 
pronominal  suffix  in  lalay-hi  refers  to  walth  (line  23),  whereas  Th 
by  reading  the  feminine  singular  clarifies  this:  the  pronoun,  given 
the  context,  should  strictly  refer  to  the  male  ass. 
25.  This  verse  refers  to  the  successful  arrival  of  the  ass  at 
water  and  makes  little  sense  between  24  and  26,  both  of  which  lines 
are  full  of  motion,  detailing  the  progress  of  the  ass  and  his  mate 
through  'the  pebbly  plains'  and  the  'sandy  basin'.  This  verse  has 
been  rendered  by  the  present  tense:  it  represents  a  break  with 
-119- the  narrative  of  lines  17-26:  the  poet  portrays  the  wild  ass's 
triumph  over  adversity  in  the  form  of  its  arrival  at  water. 
27.  YamIud  (al-Bakii-  856,  Yaq-ut  4  1038)  occurs  in  an  opening  verse 
of  al-Shammakh  4  (týila  1-thaýFa_lu  'ala  rasmin  bi-yam'Udin)  and  Ya-qilt 
designates  it  as  a  wadi  in  the  territory  of  Ghatafin,  to  the  north 
of  Medina.  The  asses  seem,  then,  to  travel  in  an  approximately 
north-easterly  direction  and  the  sequence  of  place-names  is,  insofar 
as  I  have  been  able  to  chart  them,  consistent. 
28.  Sallb  could  also  mean  'crazed',  a  signification  which  would 
fit  the  context  well  and  would  avoid  the  tautology  in  the  second 
hemistich.  'Aly7a'  is  an  elevated  area  in  the  same  region  as  the 
other  places  mentioned  in  the  foregoing  lines.  I  follow  Thilo 
Ortsnamen  10  and  28,  in  construing  it  in  this  context  as  a  toponym 
and  not  an  epithet,  which  latter  remains,  however,  a  distinct 
possibility.  This  image,  which  echoes  ALZ  Dulýid  5.6  and  8.12  and 
occurs  twice  in  the  cFiwIn  of  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr'(Kow  12.11  &  39  =  Cairo 
p.  136,  vv.  11  &  39),  finds  a  striking  corroboration  in  the 
photograph  of  a  "group  of  Equus  africanus  retreating  along  the  lava 
slope  of  Mt  -  Kurup"  in  the  central  Danakil  desert  of  Ethiopia, 
reproduced  in  Klingel  1977  327. 
29.  As  al-Shantamarl  and  Thal  lab  both  make  clear  in  their 
commentaries  the  wild  ass  has  shed  the  hair  that  is  a  sign  of 
immaturity  and  is  resplendent  in  his  adulthood. 
sahl  is  a  white  garment  manuEactured  in  the  -Yemen;  cE.  Imrul 
al-Qays  Ibr  100.4  lahibin  yAL1:  u  I-ahizzata  ka-l-sahli)  and 
al-Tirimmaý  4.58  (wa-mada  tahsibu  aqrana-hu//thawba  sahlin  Eawqa 
a'vFadi  4-am). 
Hurud  is  "salt-wort,  glass-wort,  salsola  (grass  or  shrub  which  grows 
in  saline  ground  and  which  one  burns  in  order  to  extract  the  soýa, 
-120- gily,  from  its  ash)"  (Blach6re  2451).  It  was  used  for  washing 
clothes  and  Lane  (548  sub  hurd)  appends  the  following  comment  of  an 
AbU  Ziyiid  "we  have  not  seen  any  hurd  purer  or  whiter  than  some  which 
grows  in  EI-YarTamah". 
30.  The  Commentators  are  somewhat  unclear  at  this  point,  in  that 
they  interpret  the  pronominal  suffix  in  'an-ha,  inconsistently  with 
the  previous  feminine  singular  pronouns,  as  plural,  without  any 
further  explanation.  It  is  possible  that  the  pronoun  anticipates 
the  noun  raliyyah,  which  can  also  have  a  plural  referent:  I  have, 
however,  translated  the  noun  as  singular  --  the  wild  ass  is  faithful 
and  mindful  of  his  mate  at  all  times. 
structure 
17  (+  171)  :  The  introductory  description;  the  ass  is 
vigorous  and  bulky,  but  immature. 
18-26:  The  quest  for  water;  the  contest  with  the  she-ass 
(20-26). 
25-27:  The  arrival  at  water  and  lush  grazing  ground. 
28-30:  The  coming  of  age  of  the  ass  and  his  execution  of 
his  duties. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  a  long  minatory  qasfdah  concerning  perfidy  and 
inhospitality.  The  description  is  preceded  by  a  rthlah  of  the 
exhortative  type  (13-14)  [511  and  a  comparison  of  the  camel  with  an 
ostrich  (15-16).  It  is  immediately  followed  by  a  wine  drinking 
scene  (31-34)  and  then  by  vituperation  (35-39),  gnomic  wisdom 
(40-43),  narration  of  the  injustice  of  the  poet's  addressees  in  the 
-121- form  of  a  rhetorical  question  and  apostrophe  (44-50),  further 
narration  and  comment  (51-58),  concluding  with  tribal  and  personal 
vaunting  and  admonishment  (59-63). 
Interpretation:  as  intimated  above,  I  understand  this  vignette  to 
represent  a  paradigm  of  the  triumph  over  adversity  and  of  the 
observance  of  one's  duties  to  those  who  are  in  one's  charge. 
The  ass  undergoes  the  trial  that  every  summer  poses  --  except 
that  in  this  case,  the  ass  has  also  to  pass  from  unfledged 
"to 
fledged,  from  immature  to  mature.  It  is  quite  possible  that  the 
variant  readings  of  Th  17  and  171  represent  an  over-emphasis  of  this 
feature,  the  result  of  a  misunderstanding  of  the  temporal  sequence 
of  the  section.  [521  The  ass  is  not  emaciated  before  the  onset  of 
the  summer,  having  passed  the  spring  grazing,  hence  it  is  Jalb, 
'bulky  and  vigorous',  but  hardly  aqabbu  I-batn,  if  this  epithetical 
phrase  actually  has  a  precise  'temporal'  reference,  and  does  not 
merely  mean  'in  prime  condition'. 
The  uncertainty  of  the  precise  meaning  of  line  30  may  perhaps 
be  intentional  on  the  part  of  the  poet,  the  extension  of  the 
reference  to  include  other  asses,  now  part  of  the  ass's  herd, 
serving  to  point  the  contrast  with  the  neglectful  'Herdsmen'  ,  whose 
presence  comes  as  something  of  a  surprise  in  that  they  are 
unheralded:  they  are,  of  course,  the  'clan  of  Hisn  addressed  in  line 
35,  viz.  the  BarFu  lulaym  b.  Janab,  a  subsect  of  Kalb  [531,  of  wh  om 
-122- the  poem  as  a  whole  is  a  harangue.  The  wild  ass  description,  and 
its  attendant  notion  of  fidelity,  is,  then,  in  this  poem,  used  as  an 
antithetical  foil,  an  anticipatory  moral  and  didactic  exemplar. 
-123- 4.  zuhayr  Qab  32.5-11;  Th  p.  268,  v.  5-11.  [541 
5.  '  Dal-li-a  wa-salli  I-hamma  'an-ka  bi-jasratin 
taniu  naiala  1-akhdariyyi  1-mufradi 
6.  Ka-musalsilin  yaldu  lala  bayd;  natin 
haqbala  min  humuri  I-qanani  musharradi 
Sif7a  yatýýfu  bi-tFa  lala  gulali  1-smia- 
wa-shati  ka-dhalqi  1-zuiii  qhayra  muqahhadi 
8.  Kfiafý  -amlrata  an  Yuiadifa  wirda-tia- 
wa-bnu  I-bulaydati  galidun  bi-l-marsadi 
9.  Fa-ajWza-týa-  tanf"f  sanibiku-hu  1-hasi 
mutahalliba  1-washalayni  qariba  darqhadi 
10.  Cata  wa-batat  laylatun  sammaratun 
hatýa-idha  tala'a  1-nahiru  mina  l-qhadi 
ii.  Wa-rali  I-IuyUna  wa-qad  wana  taqribu-ha 
zamalan  fa-khashsha  bi-ha  khilala  l-qharqadi 
Translation 
5.  Leave  her  and  dispel  care  from  yourself  with  a  sturdy 
/she-camel/  which  speeds  with  the  pace  of  a  solitary,  dusky 
/wild  ass/, 
6.  Like  an  /ass/  which  grumbles  repeatedly  as  he  runs  and  attacks 
a  fat,  white-girded  /she  ass/,  having  been  driven  away  from 
the  asses  of  al-Qanah; 
7.  In  the  summer  he  roamed  with  her  over  the  crests  of  the 
-124- rugged  uplands  where  the  cairns  stand  and  in  the  winter  he 
became  like  the  edge  of  the  spear's  iron  foot  --  lean  and 
emaciated. 
They  dreaded  lest  'ArJrah  should  chance  upon  her  when 
she  went  to  water,  though  Ibn  al-Bulaydah  was  lurking  in 
his  look-out, 
9.  So  he  took  her  past,  his  hooves  scattering  the  pebbles,  drops 
of  water  falling  from  his  nostrils,  seeking  by  night  the 
water  of  Darghad: 
10.  All  night  they  continued  --  it  was  a  sleepless  night  --  until 
the  morrow's  day  rose 
11.  And  he  saw  the  wells;  her  gallop  had  waned  through  thirst, 
and  so  he  led  her  into  the  midst  of  the  qharqad  trees. 
Commentary 
5.  It  is  possible  to  construe  the  phrase.  wa-salli  1-hamma  an-ka 
as  'render  care  unmindful  of  you',  involving  a  personification  quite 
common  in  cases  of  such  abstractions  as  folly,  infatuation,  desire 
and  anxiety. 
The  epithet  akhdar7i-  is  usually  explained  as  signifying  'one  who 
claims  descent  from  Akhdarl,  presumably  a  wild  ass,  although  some 
authorities  assert  that  it  was  a  "horse,  belonging  to  Ardasheer, 
that  became  wild"  (Lane  708).  The  fact  that  this  epithet  is  used 
by  al-Tirimmah  4.39  Cansalin  tulw!  idtýa`  absharat//bi-khawaCi 
akhdariyyin  sukham)  of  an  eagle  and  that  the  epýthet  khudiTriyyatun 
is  also  used  of  an  eagle  (Salamah  b.  al-Khurshub  Muf  5.9  and 
al-IFarith  b.  Wallah  Muf  32.3)  with  the  meaning  of  'dusky,  dark', 
suggests  that  a  more  likely  explanation  of  akhdar'!  is  that  it 
-125- refers  to  the  dusky  hue  of  the  wild  asses  before  they  moult:  Cf. 
Laý_id  'Abbas  38.4  (=  Brock  11  44.4)  and  the  representation  of  the 
Indian  wild  ass  in  Smielowski  &  Raval  88  and  B.  Clark,  "Israel 
restores  Asiatic  Wild  Ass",  Oryx  17  (1983)  113.  Unfortunately,  for 
the  purposes  of  identification,  it  is  not  possible  to  conclude  that, 
whenever  moulting  is  mentioned,  Equus  hemionus  onager  is  meant,  for 
the  pelage  of  the  mare  of  the  species  Equus  africanus  together  with 
its  new-born  foal,  as  represented  in  Clark  1983  1  30,  also  appears 
to  show  signs  of  moulting. 
6.  Musalsil:  cf.  salsal  in  Laýlid  'Abbýas  38.4  (=  Brock  11  44. 
4).  1  have  translated  the  phrase  yald  lai7a  as  'runs  and 
attacks':  both  meanings  are  indispensable  here.  It  is  also 
possible  that  it  ýalso  implies  the  notion  of  'leaping  upon  an 
adversary'  --  so  intense  are  the  attentions  of  the  stallion  ass  for 
his  mate  that  he  treats  her  with  hostility.  Baydanah  is  a  common 
designation  of  the  she-ass,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.69  (wa-yawman 
lala  baydanat  n  ummi  tawlabi).  If  akhdar-f  means  'dark,  dusky'  then 
the  white  patch  described  by  the  epithet  haqb-al  would  be  all  the 
more  remarkable. 
In  zuhayr  Ahl  1.18  &  19  the  asses  start  on  their  journey  from 
Sarah,  in  the  vicinity  of  al-Qanan,  whereas  this  latter  is  the  point 
of  departure  in  this  instance.  For  suwwah, 
-Cf. 
Groom  Topography 
281:  "stones  set  up  to  guide  the  way  ...  rugged  elevated  ground". 
Musharrad  is  synonymous  with  mutarrad. 
7.  The  iron  foot  of  the  spear  was  pointed:  cf.  Abil  Duliid  23.5, 
labli  1-shawý  latidin  ka-dahl//_qi  1-zuiji,  of  a  horse.  Muqahhad  is 
a  rare  word  apparently  meaning  'fattened'.  It  is  strange  that  the 
ass  should  receive  no  sustenance  during  the  winter  season:  the  poet 
is  presumably  referring  to  a  year  of  drought. 
8.  The  commentators  are  in  dispute  over  the  identity  of  the 
hunters  named.  Al-Asmall,  Cf.  Th  p.  271,  understood  al-Bulaydah  to 
-126- be  the  name  of  the  hunter's  mother  and  to  refer  to  a  hunter  other 
than  that  designated  by  the  name  'Am-irah.  The  consensus  of  opinion 
seems  to  be  that  Ibn  al-Bulaydah  is  a  phrase  which  designates 
'Amirah's  acquaintance  with  the  lay  of  the  land:  this  is  quite  in 
keepýng  with  the  fondness  poets  evince  for  giving  'nicknames,  to 
hunters.  Whatever  the  solution,  marsad  does  not  refer  to  the  lair 
of  the  asses  but  to  the  hunter's  covert;  2E.  Umayyah  b.  A6-i  'Rlidh 
Kos  92.52.  (marsadan  tFafizan//bi-hi  bnu  1-duia  latilan 
ka-l-tihali).  The  asses  make  a  false  conjecture  at  this  stage  in 
their  search  for  water  which  almost  proves  fatal  for  the  female, 
believing  the  hunter  to  be  where  he  is  not. 
9.  Darghad  is  presumably  identical  with  the  watering-hole  known 
as  Dhu  parghad  referred  to  by  Thilo  Ortsnamen  42.  parghad  itself 
lies  to  the  east  of  the  Harrat  Layla  in  the  territory  of  Ghatafin. 
The  Harrat  Layia  is  situated  to  the  west  of  al-Qariain. 
11.  Ghargad  (Jacob  Beduinleben  14)  is  a  species  of  thorny  tree 
that  gives  off  a  thick  smoke  when  burned:  cf.  Zuhayr  Ahl  3.26  (= 
Qab  19.26,  Th  p.  219,  v.  27),  fa-alqat  bayna-hunna 
wa-bayna-ha  /qhubiran  ka-ma  farat  dawiikhInu  qharqadi.  The  asses 
presumably  use  these  copses  as  a  lair.  Smielowski  &  Raval  86 
observe  of  the  Equus  hemionus  khur  that  "after  dark  they  gather  in 
clumps  of  mesquite  bushes,  or  on  stony  hills". 
Structure 
5-11:  The  quest  for  water  and  the  safe  arrival:  the 
stallion  ass,  driven  from  al-ganan  and  accompanied  by  his 
mate,  goes  in  search  of  water  (6); 
. 
the  summer  and  winter 
hardship  (7);  fear  of  the  hunter  keeps  them  from  the 
nearest  watering-hole  (8);  the  punishing  journey  through 
the  night  (9-10);  the  exhaustion  of  the  mare  (11). 
Context  and  Interpretation 
-127- 0 
Context:  This  Vignette  is  part  of  a  panegyric  dedicated  to  the 
glory  of  Sinan  b.  Abli  Harithah  al-Murri.  It  is  preceded  by  a  one 
line  dhikr  al-atlal  movement,  by  a  brief  nasib  in  which  the 
unfairness  of  the  poet's  beloved  Salma  is  featured  (2).  In  lines 
12-17  the  poet  likens  the  pace  of  his  camel  to  that  of  a 
panic-stricken  oryx-doe  which  has  lost  its  y  oung  one.  The 
laudation  ensues  in  lines  18-27,  in  which  the  patron's  generosity 
and  affability-  (19-21),  his  virtuous  piety  to  his  people  and  to 
Allah  (22-23  &  25b)  and  his  martial  prowess  (24-27)  are  praised. 
Interpretation:  the  poet  presents  his  audience  with  the  wild  asses 
as  it  were  in  medias  res,  having  undetaken  their  quest  for  water 
(5-6),  under  great  stress  as  represented  by  the  male's  relentless 
and  ruthless  treatment  of  the  female  (6).  The  poet  then  turns  to 
the  sequence  of  events  which  lead  to  the  quest  (7-8),  emphasizing 
their  mistaken  appraisal  of  the  situation  (8)  which  causes  the 
exhaustion  of  the  female  and  necessitates  their  night-journey 
(10a).  The  quest  is  successful,  however,  and  the  ass  leads  the 
female  into  a  place  of  safety  and  repose  (10b-11). 
As  is  customary  in  some  panegyrics,  the  beloved  in  the  nasib  is 
represented  as  the  antithesis  of  the  patron  --  she  has  forsworn  her 
promise  (2)  whereas  the  mamd-uh  is  mindful  of  the  needs  of  his  people 
(20  &  22).  The  wild  ass  description  represents  a  triumph  over 
adversity:  in  time  of  hardship  the  male  does  not  spare  the  female 
to  bring  her  to,  safety.  However  Zuhayr  introduces  an  unusual 
-128- element  into  his  depiction  --  the  hardship  caused  to  the  female  by 
their  fear  of  the  hunter,  a  fear  which,  presumably,  perverts  their 
ability  to  assess  the  situation  correctly.  It  is  not,  therefore, 
an  anticipatory  simile,  providing  from  the.  animal  kingdom  a 
transcendent  paradigm  parallel  to  the  patron's'  magnificence,  but 
rather  represents  a  stage  on  the  way  to  the  embodiment  of  this 
magnificence:  Sinan's  wisdom  and  experience  surpasses  that  of  the 
male  ass.  Similarly  the  oryx-doe  brings  catastrophe  upon  herself 
through  her  negligent  care  of  her  fawn  --  this  simile  ends  in 
disaster  and  functions  as  an  antithetical  foil  to  Sinan.  In  terms 
of  the  dramatic  demands  of  the  panegyric,  the  juxtaposition  of 
catastrophe  in  lines  12-17  and  majestic  splendour  in  lines  19-27 
heightens  the  impact  of  the  eulogy,  rendering  it  more  sharply 
limned.  The  Wild  Ass  tableau  functions  as  a  complement  to  this 
encomiastic  purpose. 
-129- Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr,  Kowalski  13.33-57;  Caito  p.  153,  v.  33-57. 
33.  Fa-ka-ann-i  kasawtu  dhalika  rahl-i 
aw  mumarra  1-sai-ati  ialban  darira 
34.  Aw  aqabban  [11  tasayyafa  1-baqla  hatta 
tara  'an-hu  1-nasilu  yarla  qarira 
35.  [21  tYarta«i  bi-1-q  näni  yaqrÜ  aridan 
fa-ntaha  atunan  ladgl-ida-nu-rat 
36.  Alsaga  1-Iadhma  wa-l-ladhaba  bi-qabba 
la  tara  Ci  sarati-Iia  tahsirii 
37.  samhatin  samhaii  1-qawýlimi  haqba 
la  mina  1-lUni  tummirat  tatjr-a  [31 
38.  Fawqa  lUlin  mulsi  1-qawalimi  unlil 
na  lalamida  aw  hudhina  sukhura  [4] 
39.  Dalba  shahrayni  thumma  nisfan  darjikan 
bi-arikayni  yakdumani  qhamira 
40.  Fa-hya  malsalu  ka-l-Iajibi  wa-qad  ba 
na  najilun  -an  matni-ja  li-Yatira 
41.  oad  naha-ha  bi  shirratin  [51  duna  tislin 
kana  ma  rama  'inda-hunna  lasira  [6] 
42.  Ka-1-qisiyyi  1-althi  afrada  1-an-ha 
atunan  qurrahan  [7]  wa-wahshan  dhukUia  [81 
43.  murtilýtin  IalLdalamisa  qharq 
shumusin  qad  tawayna  «an-hu  1-hulura 
44.  Taraka  1-darbu  bi-l-sanabiki  min-hu 
nna  bi-dahi  labini-hi  tawqira 
-130- 45.  'Aligat  mukhlifan  iaý-inan  wa-kanat 
munihat  qabla-hu  1-hiyala  nazura 
46.  Mithla  dirsi  1-yarb;  -u'i  lam  yarbu  'an-h-u 
qhariqan 
Ci 
suwani-hi  [91  aqhý-ura 
47.  Fa-idha  ma  dana  la-ha  manahat-hu 
mudmaran  [101  yafrisu  [11]  1-saflha  [121  dhak-ira 
48.  Dhakara  I-wirda  fa-stamarra  ilay-hi 
bi-lashiyyin  muhaiiiran  tahil*ra 
49.  Jalala  I-salda  wa-l-qaýana  yaminan 
wa-l-marawrata  shalmatan  wa-hafira 
50.  l«Ämidan  li-1-qaýani  yandii  riyädan 
wa-tiradan  [13]  mina  1-dhinabi  wa-dura 
51.  Wa-Yakhafani  lamiran  lamira  1-khud 
ri-wa-kana  1-dhinabu  min-hu  majira 
52.  R;  miyan  akhshana  1-manakibi  la  yush 
khisu  [141  qad  harra-hu  1-hawadT  harira 
53.  Thawiyan  mýthilan  yuqallibu  zurqan 
ramma-ha  1-qaynu  bi-I-Iuyuni  hushura 
54.  sharigatin  bi-l-sammi  min_sullabiyyin 
wa-rakudan  mina  1-sarali  tahura 
55.  Dhata  hinwin  [151  malsala  [16]  tasmalu  min-ha 
tahta  ma  taqbidu  [17]  1-shimalu  zafira 
56.  Yablathu  1-Iazfa  wa-l-tarannuma  [181  min-ja 
wa-nadjiran--ila  1-hajirl  [191  Dadjira 
57.  Lasigun  yaklalu  1-sharilata  la  yuqh 
Ci  fuwjqan  mudammiran  tadilra 
-131- variant  Readinqs 
Ill. 
[2]. 
[3]. 
[4]. 
[5]. 
[6]. 
[7]. 
[8]. 
[9]. 
(10). 
Ull. 
[121. 
[131. 
[141. 
(151. 
[161. 
Sharh:  akýdariyyan;  dha-kud-umin. 
Sharh:  Yantatd-  bi-l-qanini  yaqr:  -u  riy;  -dan 
alifan  atunan  iadalida  n5rý 
Cairo  (Editor):  dummirat  tadmira. 
KOW,  Cairo:  nus-ura. 
KOW,  Cairo:  bi-sharri-hi. 
Kow:  man;  KOW,  Cairo:  yasira. 
Sharh:  qazaman. 
AI-Ahwal:  nakUra. 
Al-Asmali:.  siyani-hi. 
Cairo  (Editor):  musmadan. 
sharh:  mudmalan  yaqridu. 
Sharh:  al-sallkha. 
AI-Aýma  I  i:  wa-s  ird'adan. 
Al-Ahwal:  yashkhasu. 
Sharh:  larsin. 
Sharh:  kabdalu. 
Cairo:  tanbidu. 
Cairo:  yablathu  I-lazfu  wa-l-tarannumu. 
Cairo:  wa-na6lrun  ili  I-kharýlsi. 
Translation 
33. 
34. 
Thus  it  is  as  if  I  have  clothed  my  saddle  upon  an  /oryx  such 
as/  that  or  a  bulky,  swift  /wild  ass/,  its  back  a  tightly 
twisted  rope, 
or  a  lean-bellied  /wild  ass/  that  has  passed  the  summer  among 
vegetation  until  the  pelage  fell  from  him  as  he  grazed  at 
ease; 
-132- 35.  Grazing  on  al-Qanan,  speeding  through  luxuriant  terrain. 
tHe  attacked  timid  females,  devoid  of  milk,  t 
36.  He  fastened  with  biting  chastisement  on  a  1'ean-bellied 
female  --  the  hair  on  her  back  was  clearly  falling  off  in 
clumps; 
37.  compliant,  long-legged,  white-girded,  sandy-brown,  fashioned 
like  a  scroll, 
38.  Above  curved,  smooth  legs,  shod  with  boulders  or  shoed  with 
rocks. 
39.  For  two  and  a  half  months  continually,  in  ArIkan  they  had  been 
browsing  on  dried  brome-grass, 
40.  so  that  she  was  smooth  like  palm-phloem  and  her  dorsal  pelage 
was  on  the  point  of  moulting. 
41.  He,  in  his  vehement  lust,  had  turned  her  away  from  nine  others 
what  he  wanted  from  them  was  difficult  to  obtain, 
42.  Like  unstrung  bows.  He  separated  her  from  pregnant  females 
and  ferocious  stallions, 
43.  Females  that  closed  their  wombs  upon  submerged,  gnat-like 
embryos,  recalcitrantly  opposed  to  being  covered,  having 
folded  their  ostia  against  him: 
44.  Kicking  with  their  hooves  had  left  gashes  on  his  forehead. 
45.  Though  past  her  prime  she  conceived  a  foetus  --  previously 
she,  in  her  barrenness,  had  been  given  up  as  sterile, 
46.  A  foetus  like  the  young  of  a  jerboa,  no  larger,  drowning  and 
submerged  in  its  strongbox. 
47.  so  whenever  he  drew  close  to  her  she  bestowed  on  him  a  compact 
-133- /hoof/  as  hard  as  a  male's,  a  shatterer  of  rocks. 
48.  He  bethought  himself  of  going  to  water  and  he  proceeded 
thereto  one  evening,  travelling  through  the  midday  heat. 
49.  He  placed  al-SaId  and  tal-Qanant  to  his  right,  al-Marawrah  and 
Hafir  to  his  left, 
50.  Heading  for  al-Qarian,  passing  through  meadows,  through 
watering-holes  and  sandy  tracts  at  al-Dhinab, 
51.  They  both  feared  'Aii-ir,  'AuFir  of  al-Khudr,  for  al-Dhinib  was 
one  of  his  haunts, 
57.  Persistently  sticking  to  the  spot,  watching  intently  the 
water-trail,  without  closing  his  eyes  for  any  length  of 
time,  a  inflictor  of  much  destruction. 
52.  A  firer  of  an  /arrow/  roughly  fletched  with  secondaries,  never 
missing  the  target  --  the  front-runners  shrink  from  him  in 
terror 
53.  stationary,  motionless,  turning  round  and  round  blue-grey, 
streamlined  /arrows/  which  the  smith  had  mended  in  his 
presence, 
54.  saturated  with  poison,  sharpened  on  a  whetstone,  /readying/  a 
spurring  swift-shooter  made  of  saral, 
55.  Curved,  smooth,  you  hear  it  soughing  at  the  point  where  the 
left  hand  grips  it; 
56.  From  it  he  sends  forth  a  thrumming  and  a  trilling  together 
with  a  warning-that  alerts  the  asses. 
-134- Comnentary 
33.  '  This  line  echoes  the  celebrated  comparison  of  a  horse's  speed 
with  a  spinning-top  in  Imru'  al-Qays's  Mulalllaqah  58  (=  Ahl  48.53, 
Ibr  1.55): 
58.  daiýlrin  ka-khudhr-ufi  I-walldi  amarra-hu 
tatabulu  [551  kaffay-hi  bi-khaytin  muwassali 
Dar-ir,  'swift',  is  by  no  means  a  common  word:  Mulayý  Well  276.21, 
of  a  whip.  The  comparison  of  an  animal  whose  muscles  and  sinews 
are  well-knit  with  a  tightly  twisted  rope  is  a  commonplace  (see  no. 
7  v.  25  post),  mumarr  being  of  frequent  occurence;  e.  g.  Imru  I 
al-Qays  AM  18.8  (=  Ibr  27.8),  'Alqamah  AM  1.23  (=  Qab  3.23) 
(of  horses). 
34.  Sharh:  dusky;  the  bearer  of  bite-marks.  For  qharlr,  cf. 
Kalb  Kow  6.8  (=  Cairo  p.  89,  v.  8)  (wa-layshu-ni  qhar-irun);  for 
moulting,  cf.  nos.  3  v.  17  and  7.17. 
35.  For  reasons  given  below,  cf.  the  notes  to  39  and  49-50,1 
should  like  to  remove  the  second  hemistich  of  this  verse  from  the 
poem.  If  the  line  is  retained  entire,  the  hemistichs  of  this  line 
must  refer  temporally  to  two  distinct  stages  in  the  Vignette.  The 
first  hemistich  completes  the  introductory  description  of  the  wild 
ass  browsing  on  what  remains  of  the  spring  herbage.  The  second 
hemistich  and  the  subsequent  narrative  will  then  have  taken  place  in 
the  course  of  the  previous  year.  If  the  verse  is  removed,  the 
Vignette  begins  with  the  passage  of  summer  and  continues  with  the 
topic  of  the  stallion  ass  electing  his  mate,  verses  34-47.  Line  34 
and  the  first  hemistich  of  35  represent  the  conclusion  of  the 
Vignette.  The  reference  to  the  summer  season  makes  this 
construction  of  events  somewhat  unlikely.  A  further  problem 
consists  in  harmonizing  the  reference  to  al-QarCan  (cf.  no.  3  v.  19) 
-135- 0! 
with  the  following  itinerary.  If,  however,  the  variant  of  the  line 
Q21  above)  is  read,  "Persistently  attacking,  in  al-Qan5n,  as  he 
speeds  to  meadows,  females,  devoid  of  milk  and  barren",  the  sharp 
temporal  disjunction  is  removed  and  the  mares  represent  the  harem 
from  which  he  elects  a  compliant  mate  as  they  scatter  and  flee  from 
him. 
For  arld,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  5.5  (Ahl  35.5  reads  yarld); 
nawar,  the  name  given  to  the  hab7ib  in  Labld's  Mulallagah  16  &  55 
'Abbas  48.16  &  55)  and  Ka'b  Kow  27.1  Cairo  p.  233,  v.  1),  is  used 
epithetically  of  a  girl  (IAdi  17.16,  Abu  1-Hannan  Well  244.9),  of 
a  camel  (Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  41.1)  and  of  an  gryx-doe  ('Awf  Muf  124. 
35,  AbU  DU'id  Asm  66.13). 
36.1  have  found  no  parallels  for  the  meaning  of  tahsir  attested 
by  the  Commentaries  which  al-Ahwal  qualifies,  by  adding  that  the 
ass's  pelage  has  been  torn  off  by  the  assiduous  snapping  of  the 
male.  Al-Aýmallls  explanation,  however,  proves  to  be  more  cautious 
and  quite  plausible,  viz.  that  she  Is  lean  through  exhaustion;  Cf. 
Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  60.4,  'Urwah  b.  al-Ward  Asm  10.17  and  La6lid 
4 
Mulallagah  23  (=  'Abbas  48.23).  1  should  offer  the  following: 
'you  could  plainly  see  the  signs  of  exhaustion  on  her  back'. 
37.  Samh,  'compliant,  affable',  used  of  human  beings:  'Antarah 
Mulallagah  41  (=  Ahl  21.35,  Mawlaw!  1.41),  LaEd  Mulallagah  80 
'Abbas  48.80),  Su'da  bint  al-Shamardal  Asm  27.27,  Abu  Khirash  Hell 
15.8;  used  of  the  bow,  a  linguistic  peculiarity  of  the  Hudhali 
poets,  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  3.13,  Aý_u  1-Muthallam  Kos  9.4,  'Amr  DO 
l-Kalb  Kos  109.8  (this  latter  is  an  uriiizah  and  the  verse  is 
numbered  4  by  Kos).  A  she-camel  is  described  by  the  phrase  samhatu. 
1-mash-i  in  IAwf  Muf  125.10.  The  first  and  the  last  applications 
are  appropriate.  [561 
The  phrase  tummirat  tatmiran  is  explained  by  Lane  1879  as:  "she 
was,  or  they  were,  rendered  compact  in  make,  or  rolled  up  like  as 
-136- are  tawam1r,  or  scrolls".  [571  The  poet  Is  obviously  punning  on 
the  common  -equestrial  epithet  timirr,  'prancing,  curveting',  which 
conveys  a  conjoined  notion  of  slenderness;  'Alqamah  Ahl  2.35 
gab  1.35),  al-A'sti-a  55.38  (cf.  Umayyah  b.  *Aýi_  'i'idh  Kos  92.45, 
where  it  Is  used  of  a  she-ass).  I  have  approximated  Lane's 
rendering  in  the  absence  of  a  sufficiently  viable  alternative  --  the 
variant,  'thoroughly  emaciated',  is  somewhat  feeble  when  compared 
with  this  striking  phrase. 
38.  Nusýr,  If  rogs  (of  the  hooves)  gives  no  sense  in  the  context 
of  this,  ultimately,  rather  pleonastic  verse.  Julmud  denotes  an 
especially  large  rock,  with  which  a  horse  (Thallabah  Muf  24.21)  and 
camels  (al-Muzarrid  Muf  15.9)  are  compared. 
39.  The  AýIikan  are  two  mountains,  one  designated  al-Aswad,  the 
other  al-Abyad,  lying  to  the  south-west  of  al-Qanan  and  north-east 
of  Medina  (Thi10  Ortsnamen  31). 
Ghamir, 
-cf. 
Zuhayr  Ahl  15.15  (=  Qab  3.15,  Th  p.  124,  V.  15),  lassi 
L-_qhamiri,  and  al-Muzarrid  Muf  15.38,  lassu  l-qhamiri,  (581,  is 
variously  explained.  If  Bevan's  suggestion  is  right,  "grass  wetted 
by  rain  U)"  (Muf  3  287),  then  the  interpretation  of  these  lines  as 
the  antecedent  of  lines  34  and  35a  is  corroborated  --  the  asses 
graze  at  Ailik  during  the  rainy  season.  If  a  rendering  offered  by 
Lane  2293  is  adopted,  "the  grain  of  the  buhnia  that  falls  from  the 
ears  thereof  when  it  dries",  then  temporally  the  line  refers  to  the 
beginning  of  the  dry  season,  echoing  line  34a,  in  which  case  line 
35b  is  difficult  to  adapt  to  the  narrative:  it  anticipates  41-47 
and  distorts  the  narrative  context  of  the  tenses  of  the  verbs  in  34 
and  36.1  am  almost  certain  that  line  35  should  be  removed  from 
the  text,  thereby  rendering  the  course  of  the  narrative  less 
contrived;  it  also  poses  an  insoluble  problem  with  respect  to  the 
geographical  setting  of  the  Vignette,  on  which  cf.  49-50. 
-137- 40.  The  lasib  is  palm-phloem,  a  common  writing  material:  cf.  'Adi 
3.13,  al-A'sha  21.5,  Chapter  1,  passim.  The  point  of  the 
comparison  is  made  clear  when  reference  is  had  to  the  following: 
Muraqqish  al-Asghar  Muf  55.12,  bi-sWfin  ka-l-lasibi,  'with  a 
/horse/  as  pure  in  colour  as  palm-phloem';  'Abd  al-Mas-ih  Muf  83.7, 
airada.  ka-l-las-ibi  mushadhdhab  'a  short-haired  /steed/,  like  the 
palm-phloem,  excoriated'.  The  f  emale  is  as  smooth  and  of  the  same 
hue  as  palm-phloem;  cf.  Tarafah's  celebrated  image,  wa-khaddun 
ka-qirtýsi  1-sha'clj,  land  a  cheek  like  ShihT  papyrus'  (Mulallaqah 
31  =  Ahl  4.32).  There  is  a  slight  anacolouthon  with  what  follows, 
when  it  becomes  clear  that  the  ass  is  at  the  incipient  stage  of 
moulting:  perhaps  Cana  is  to  be  translated  as  'begun  to'. 
41.  Kow,  Cairo:  in  his  malice;  Cairo:  what  he  wanted  from  them 
had  /in  the  past/  been  easy;  Kow;  the  one  that  he  wanted  f  rom. 
among  them  was  yielding.  The  phrase  min  sharri-hi  occurs  in  Ka'b 
Cairo  p.  99,  v.  18b  (fa-bi-l-shaddi  min  sharri-hi  yattaqrna),  despite 
which  I  have  opted  for  bi-sharratin.  The  two  contexts  are  quite 
different;  the  context  in  question  is  pre-copul:  atory,  whereas  the 
other  occurs  in  the  topic  of  the  passage  of  asses  to  water.  The 
variant  lasir  provides  the  best  sense,  as  verse  43  indicates,  and  it 
also  reiterates.  the  notion  of  compliance  expressed  in  samhah  (37), 
anticipating  the  explication  contained  in  45  --  the  othe;  females 
are  pregnant  and  therefore  resist  the  stallion's  advances. 
42.  Sharh:  short,  bad  tempered.  The  comparison  of  females  with 
unbraced  bows  Qutl:  cf.  Ab-u  1-Muthallam  Kos  9.4)  involves  the 
following  notions;  the  smoothness  and  hardness  of  the  bow 
corresponding  to  the  moulted  pelage  under  which  the  muscles  and 
bones  are  evident;  the  colour,  although  not  referred  to,  of  the 
bow,  viz.  pale  yellow,  if  it  has  been  seasoned,  corresponding  to  the 
sandy-brown  hue  of  the  pelage;  the  slenderness  of  the  bows 
corresponding  to  the  leanness  of  the  females;  the  limbs  of  the  bows 
corresponding  to  the  legs  of  the  mares. 
-138- For  siLih,  'having  cut  the  tooth  of  the  sixth  year',  applied  to  the 
stallion  ass,  cf.  no.  7,  v.  25;  note  also  qurrah  of  horses  in  Imrul 
al-gays  Ibr  21.6.  In  Ka'b  Kow  29.20,  idti-a  stifa  min-hi  4-arihan, 
it  is  also  used  of  a  pregnant  she  ass,  which  must  be  the  designation 
intended  in  this  context.  The  variant  gazam,  'stunted  and  mean', 
would  spoil  the  sense  somewhat:  the  poet  emphasizes  the  pregnancy 
of  the  other  females,  not  their  niggardliness  with  respect  to  the 
dominant  male. 
Wahsh  is  a  collective  singular;  dhukUr  designates  wild  asses  in 
Mulayq  Well  271.6  and  279.40,  in  which  latter  context  the  Hudhad 
poet  describes  the  ostracism  of  a  stallion  ass  by  'squadrons  of 
full-grown  stallions'  (afrada-hu  an-lia  wa-gad  k;  na  alifan//la-hunna 
mina  l-qurhi  1-dhukuri  qanabilu).  In  my  translation  I  have 
reversed  the  syntax  of  the  original,  rendering  the  indirect  object 
as  the  object. 
43.  Compare  al-Tirimmah  4.62  for  a  similar  sentiment  (aqhlaqat 
min  duni  aqhrasi-ha//halaqan  urtiina  balda  'tiqam).  Shamus,  when 
used  of  a  horse,  means  'restive'  (e.  g.  Ca'idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  11. 
9),  when  used  of  a  woman  it  means  'obstinate,  coy',  implying  that 
she  is  unwilling  to  have  sexual  intercourse  (e.  g.  Imru'  al-Qays  AM 
45.10  [=  ibr  50.101).  Lane  883  explains  du'mu-s  as  "the  embryo  in 
the  belly  of  a  mare  until  the  fortieth  day:  then  its  make  becomes 
apparent,  and  it  is  called  d-Gdah,  until  three  months  old:  when  it 
is  called  salil".  This  is  not  its  primary  signification,  which  is 
metaphorical:  da'Inis,  'gnats',  is  a  metaphor  for  the  embryos  which 
are  9harga,  'submerged';  for  a  literal  use  of  the  primary 
signification  of  dalcýlmls,  cf.  al-Alshi  19.13. 
44.  The  syntax  of  this  line  is  far  from  clear  and  the  meaning  of 
mukhlif  has  occasioned  much  comment.  I  construe  mukhlif  as 
masculine  for  feminine,  being  an  Accusative  of  H"91  referring  to  the 
now  pregnant  female;  for  the  meaning  of  akhlafa, 
_cf. 
'Abid  1.29 
(of  a  she-camel  in  its  ninth  year)  and  13.6  (of  the  decrepit  poet). 
-139- Hiyal  may  be  a  plural,  as  in  no.  6  v.  7  post,  and  Bishr  39.8  (Ei 
lanatin  hiYalin),  or  a  Gerund,  as  in  Imru'  al-Qays  AM  55.11  (=  Ibr 
33.11),  al-A'stia  1.19,  al-tCarith  b.  'Ubad  Asm  17.1. 
Nazur:  'Adi  9.6  (of  water);  cf.  al-Tirimmah  12.16  (nazr,  dearth 
of  children). 
46.  This  line  is  a  distinct  allusion  to  Imrul  al-gays  AM  34.12, 
on  which  see  post.  The  aural  homophony  in  al-yarbU,  and  yarbu 
,  an-hu  may  be  paronomasial.  For  suwan  --  its  metaphorical  use  here 
is  quite  unparalleled  --  cf.  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.22  (=  Qab  3.22), 
kumaytin  ka-lawni  1-vrju4a"-ni  nasharta-hu//Ii-bayli  1-rida'i  Ci 
1-suwani  1-muka"abi,  Abu  Qilabah  Well  154.3,  raytun  litagun  Ei 
I-suw,  ini. 
47.  Sharh:  a  well  rounded  /hoof/,  sealed  over,  that  cuts  through 
stones;  that  cuts  through  the  flesh  /of  the  ear/;  Cairo  (Editor): 
hard  as  rock.  As  the  editor  of  the  Cairene  dliwih  indicates,  there 
is  a  slight  problem  with  mudmar,  which  can  only  imply  that  the  hoof 
is  'concealed'  by  hair,  which  is  not  the  case  with-  the  feral  ass. 
[591  Mudmaj,  the  variant  offered  in  the  Commentary,  is  not  perhaps 
wholly  applicable,  although  it  is  superior  to  mudmar.  The  epithet 
is  applied  to  a  stallion  ('Adi  125.3,  when  compared  with  a  qidh,  an 
unfeathered  arrow),  a  mare  (al-jumayh  Muf  109.10),  a  she-camel  (Abu 
ýakhr  Well  256.52),  the  back  of  a  camel  (Mulayý  well  274.14  and 
45),  designating  a  solid,  compact  and  smooth  physique;  it  is  used 
to  describe  a  well-sealed  amphora  by  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.40  (=  Qab  3. 
.  40,  Muf  120.42)  and  al-Musayyab  Muf  11.5  (=  Geyer  11.5),  and  a 
smooth,  balanced,  well-rounded  maysir  arrow  by  al-tia-rith  b.  Hillizah 
muf  62.10  (=  Krenkow  9.10).  [60]  The  emendation  proposed  by  the 
Editor  of  the  Cairene  dWa_n,  musmad,  can  perhaps  be  paralleled  by 
Tarafah  Ahl  4.35,  ka-mirdati  sakhrin  min  safihin  musammadi;  gf. 
also  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  12.10,  Iala  I-samdi.  [61). 
Dhakir  indicates  both  that  it  is  as  large  and  as  hard  as  a  male's, 
but  also,  perhaps,  that  it  is,  like  iron,  "of  the  toughest  and  best 
-140- quality  and  strongest"  (Lane  970,  sub  dhakar).  If  al-sal7ikh,  a 
rare  word,  is  adopted  for  al-safih,  then  yaqridu  would  seem  to  be 
more  germane  to  the  context  than  yafrisu. 
49-50:  Al-Asma'!:  and  f  linty  tracts.  The  geography  of  these 
lines  is  confused  and  obscure  --  there  is  not  much  evidence  for  some 
of  the  places.  Al-Qarýa-n  (49)  does  not  accord  with  the  location  of 
the  other  toponyms  mentioned.  The  asses  pass  by  al-SaId  (al-Bakr-i 
602  (sub  al-saialim)  and  787,  Yicfu-t  3  91:  it  is  three  miles  distant 
from  Medina)#  which  is  to  the  north  of  their  passage,  and  MarawFa-h 
(al-Bakri  520,  Yaqut  4  505-506)  and  Hafir,  to  the  south:  this  means 
that  they  travel  directly  south  from  Arik  (39).  The  Editor  of  the 
cairene  d-iwan  suggests  that  Hafi-r  (Ya(jut  2  187  and  5  732)  is 
situated  between  Mecca  and  Medina,  but  this  is  scarcely 
informative.  The  migration  route  contained  in  Ab7u  DU"5d  34.1-3  is 
instructive: 
1.  Awhashat  min  surilbi  qawm-T  tilaru 
fa-arMnun  fa-stiabatun  fa-l-sit7aru 
2.  Balda  rýa  kina  sirbun  qawrn-7i  hinan 
la-humu  1-nakhlu  kullu-ha  wa-l-biharu 
3.  Fa-il7a  I-duri  fa-l-marawrati  min-hum 
fa-haeirun  fa-nallmun  fa-l-diyaru 
Al-Dhinab, 
-cf. 
Sinan  b.  Abi  Harithah  muf  100.4  and  5,  lying  in  the 
territory  of  Ghatafan,  is  in  the  vicinity  of  Harrat  Layfa  to  the 
north  of  Khaybar.  Al-Qari-an  (50)  is  due  east  from  the  Harrat 
Layla.  Even  for  such  territorial,  magnificent  running  machines  as 
the  feral  asses,  this  is  an  extraordinary  route.  It  does  not, 
however,  defy  credence:  the  developmental  stage  of  the  tradition  at 
which  Kalb  composed  his  poems  is  to  be  conceived  of  as  more  prone  to 
hyperbole  than  that  of  his  predecessors,  and  he  endows  this  vignette 
with  a  majestic  sweep,  displaying  the  depth  of  his  antiquarian 
learning.  By  the  time  the  asses  reach  al-Dhiriab,  where  the  hunter 
is  firmly  esconsed,  awaiting  the  arrival  of  his  prey,  they  are 
-141- nearing  a  state  of  exhaustion.  In  order  to  reach  al-Qanan,  it  is 
imperative  for  them  to  go  to  water  there.  If  al-Qanan  in  verse  35 
signals  the  depiction  of  the  ass,  safe  and  secure  after  the 
harrowing  journey  narrated  here,  then  the  sophistication  of  the 
poet's  structuiing  of  the  vignette  is  admirable. 
In  terms  of  the  inner  logic  of  the  poem,  introduced  as  it  is  by  the 
topic  of  the  shrewish  wife  whose  reproaches  of  her  husband  are 
unfounded  but  deeply  injurious  all  the  same,  then  this  tableau 
resembles  the  description  of  the  master  stallion  in  Imrul  al-Qays 
Ahl  10,  no.  6  post. 
I  have  found  no  parallel  for  tiriid:  mal  t,  arid  is  -  "water  in  which 
beasts  have  waded  and  in  which  they  have  voided  their  urine  and 
dung"  (Lane  1839). 
51.  For  the  name  'Amir,  cf.  no.  4  v.  8  ante.  It  is  interesting 
to  note  the  recurrence  of  a  similar  phenomenon  with  regard  to  a 
famous  hunter  in  a  Zulu  panegyric  extolling  Senzangakhona,  one  of 
the  most  celebrated  Zulu  ancestors: 
Buffalo  that  goes  overlooking  the  fords, 
He  is  like  Mzingeli  of  the  Mfekana  people. 
Senzangakhona  is  said  always  to  be  on  the  move,  like  the  famous 
hunter  Mzingeli.  (62] 
it  is  possible  to  construe  al-khudr  as  an  epithet,  similar  to  ibnu 
1-bulaydah  in  the  above-mentioned  poem  of  Zuhayr,  designating  the 
hunter  as  someone  well  acquainted  with  the  lay  of  the  land,  although 
al-Khudr  is  a  wdll-attested  proper  name,  being  a  fractional  group  of 
the  Muharib  b.  KhasaEah,  a  sub-sect  of  the  Qays  'Aylan,  a 
subdivision  of  Mudar.  [631  This  appellation  of  a  hunter  recurs  in 
al-shamm-akh  8.18  H.  H.  Br5u,  "Die  Bogen-Oasidah  von  al-Shammakh", 
wZKM  33  (1926),  v.  17:  p.  79  &  88)  (641;  cf.  also.  al-Shammakh  1.16, 
-142- 'Amiri  of  a  hunter,  and  Rabilah  Muf  38.16,  where  the  hunter  is 
identified  as  Qays  Abu  ITMir. 
57.  This  line  is  devoid  of  any  sense  as  a  conclusion  to  the  poem 
and  is  of  no  relevance  to  the  depiction  of  the  hunter  after  he  has 
fired  his  arrow.  Line  56,  with  its  repetition  of  nadhir  implies 
that  the  asses  escape,  as  comparison  with  no.  1  v.  48  ante  reveals, 
whereas  line  57  is  more  appropriate  to  the  picture  of  the  anticipant 
hunter,  in  which  the  topos  of  his  prowess  in  killing  animals  is 
common  (e.  g.  no.  1  vv.  41  &  45)  as  is  the  expectant  scouring  of  the 
trail  to  water  (e.  g.  no.  2  v.  22):  compare  further  Kalb  Kow  7. 
14-25,  discussed  in  Appendix  Three.  Accordingly,  I  have  transposed 
this  verse  to  between  51  and  52,  in  order  not  to  disrupt  Kalb's 
description  of  the  hunter's  bow  and  arrows. 
lasig,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  40.20  (=  Ibr  30.20),  tarfa-  1-turba 
min-hu  lisigan  kulla  malsagi  (of  the  soil  through  which  a  scout 
crawls  to  espy  a  herd  of  wild  asses);  Ka'b  Kowalski  7.14  (=  Cairo 
p.  99,  v.  26),  1ýsiqan  lusUqa  1-bueami,  (a  hunter)  'persistently 
sticking  /to  his  Spot/  like  a  tick'. 
kalala,  'to  watch  closely.  guard,:  cf.  Zuhayr  Ahl  18.15  (=  gab  12. 
15,  Th  p.  206,  v  10),  Qab  21.5  (=  Th  338,  v.  5),  makla,  ,  Abu-  Kablir 
BajraktareviC5  1.46  (-2  Farraj  p.  1069,  v.  44),  al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell  6. 
6,  Mil,  al-Mulattal  Kos  129.7,  kil;  1.  [661  By  extension  the 
root  comes  to  mean  'pasture-ground'  (as  in  Zuhayr  Mulallagah  41 
Ahl  16.401).  As  with  the  use  of  hazirah  in  no.  2  v.  22,  the  verb 
kala'a  bears  various  nuances  in  this  context:  the  hunter  watches 
the  trail  as  closely  as  he  would  if  he  were  guarding  a  much  valued 
possesslon;  the  trail  is  the  hunter's  'pasture'  which  he  guards 
carefully;  the  hunter's  wakeful  scrutiny  is  akin  to  the  tormented, 
sleepless  lover  beset  by  anxiety:  as  Muraqqish  al-Asghar's  use  of 
the  verb,  discussed  in  note  66,  suggests,  there  may  be  a  semantic 
connection  with  the  phrase  yuqhf!  fuw'gqan. 
it  is  difficult  to  determine  whether  the  temporal  designator  fu  ZaA, 
-143- 'the  time  between  two  milkings  of  a  camel'  (cf.  al-A'st;  a-  32.14, 
al-Tirimmah  34.21,  of  an  oryx  doe  feeding  her  calf)  indicates  a 
long  or  a  short  period  of  time,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  "some  camel 
owning  people  milk  six  times  a  day,  some  only  once  every  2-3  days" 
(Wilson  Camel  155),  depending  on  the  lactational  yield  of  the 
camel.  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  88,  although  he  does  not  explicitly 
state  the  frequency  of  the  milkings,  seems  to  suggest  that  the  Rwala 
milk  their  camels  at  least  once  a  day,  milk  being  their  chief  form 
of  nourishment:  "from  one  female  camel  the  amount  of  milk  which  can 
be  obtained  each  day  is  from  one  to  seven  liters".  Fuwaq,  then, 
may  designate.  a  duration  of  two  to  three  days  or,  if  the  camel  is 
milked  'six  times  a  day,  approximately  two  to  three  hours.  If  aqhfa 
means  to  close  the  eyes  in  sleep,  then  it  is  natural  to  assume  that 
the  hunter  has  gone  for  a  long  period  without  any  sleep  --  the 
phrase  would  be  nonsensical  otherwise.  However,  aqhf  may  also 
mean  simply  'to  close  the  eyes'  and  Lane  2463  profers  a  somewhat 
more  scientific  definition  of  fuwýq,  viz.  "the  time  between  the 
opening  of  one's  hand  and  the  grasping  with  it  the  udder  of  the 
camel:  or  when  the  milker  grasps  the  udder  and  then  lets  it  go,  in 
milking".  The  phrase  would  then  mean  that  the  hunter  does  not 
close  his  eyes,  not  even  to  blink,  which  would  then  accord  with  the 
intensity  of  his  gaze,  as  expressed  in  yaklalu. 
52.  Al-Ahwal:  though  he  never  shows  himself.  Akhshan  is 
unusual,  the  fletched  feathers  elsewhere  being  commended  for  their 
sleekness  (cf.  hushur  in  53);  it  seems  to  imply  that  they  are 
ruffled,  perhaps  indicating  that  the  arrow  has  been  used  often.  if 
the  poet  intends  to  suggest  that  the  arrow  is  of  inferior 
craftsmanship,  it  is  difficult  to  reconcile  with  the  reading  of 
Cairo  and  Kowalski,  viz.  'never  missing  the  tairget',  unless  the 
hunter's  aim  is  so  true  that  he  always  hits  the  mark,  despite  the 
limitations  imposed  upon  him  by  inferior  equipment.  Al-Ahwalls 
vocalisation  renders  this  unnecessary:  cf.  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  16. 
9,  where  the  hunter  is  described  as  khafiyyu  I-shakhsi. 
-144- Harra  is  common  in  an  armigerous  context:  Zuhayr  Ahl  14.16  (=  Qab 
2.16,  Th  p.  96,  v.  16),  'Amir  5.7,  al-Alsha  15.33  (of 
vituperation).  It  describes  the  master  stallion's  fear  of  the 
sirocco  (sarZum)  in  Ra6i'ah  Muf  38.10. 
53.  the  description  of  the  hunter's  nervous  fingering  of  his 
arrows,  compare  Ka'b  12.27,  yuqallibu  hashr;  tin  wa-yakht7aru 
r;  -abilun//mina  I-r7ishi  ma  Itaffat  lalay-hi  I-qawadimu.  For  azr2_q  of 
an  arrow  or  spear-head,  cf.  Schwarzlose  313,  'Antarah  Ahl  Frag  18.3 
Mawlaýii  30.3). 
Mathil:  al-Tirimmah  4.15,  of  the  dead  fawn  of  a  gazelle; 
bi-l-'uyuni:  Imrul  al-Qays  Mulallaqah  69  (=  Ahl  48.64,  Ibr  1.58), 
bi-layn-i,  al-Harith  Mulallaqah  6,  bi-laynay-ka;  ramma:  'Aýi  125. 
4,  ramma-hu  1-bari,  of  an  unfeathered  arrow;  Abu  Dhu'ayb  Hell  24. 
10,  the  mending  of  a  well  and,  metaphorically,  ramm  in  'Abdah  Muf 
26.48. 
on  hashr,  'slender',  'evenly,  closely  trimmed  feathers'  (671,  cf. 
Schwarzlose  183  &  304,  Ka'b  12.27  (=  Cairo  p.  136,  v.  27)  (hashr5t), 
Dhu  1-Isbal  Muf  29.8  (mahshUrah),  Ab-u  Kabir  Bajraktarevic'  1.43 
Farrij  p.  1069,  v.  43)  (hasri  l-qaw3dimi),  Umayyah  b.  Abli  'iý'idh  Kos 
93.43,  Mulayh  Well  275.5. 
The  activities  of  the  gayn  are  multifarious,  as  is  amply  attested  in 
the  dlýian  of  Salidah  b.  Julayyah:  the  forging  of  spear-heads  (1. 
57),  the  vending  of  iron  spear-heads  and  feet  (5.2),  the  burnishing 
of  blades  (10.21);  cf.  Schwarzlose  157  and  further  Abu  Shihab  Kos 
21.15,  the  replacement  of  frayed  damascened  scabbards.  It  is 
clear  that  the  8mith  has  repaired,  i.  e.  restored,  the  arrows  by 
sharpening  them  on  a  whetstone  (sullabi,  54):  one  might  perhaps 
have  expected  the  hunter  to  mend  his  own  equipment,  as  is  described 
in  no.  1,  vv.  46  &  47  and  no.  2,  v.  27.  As  Ka'b  12.37  Cairo 
p.  136,  v-37)  (wa-asbaha  Yabq  nasla-hu  wa-nadiyyaýhu//fariqayni 
shatta  wa-hwa  asfanu  wajimu)  illustrates,  the  shaft  would  need 
-145- mending  more  of  ten  than  the  head. 
54.  This  line  should  be  compared  with  Ka'b  Kow  12.28  (=  Cairo 
p.  136,  v.  28):  sadarna  riwalan  'an  asinnati  sullabin//yaqilna 
wa-  aqturna  1-sImama  sal-aiimu.  Sharig  ('saturated,  overflowing': 
AITu  Khirash  Hell  10.2,  of  the  eyes):  as  is  clear  from  'Awf  b. 
'Atiyyah  Aým  60.8,  of  raw  camel  flesh  dripping  with  blood,  and 
al-Abahh  b.  Murrah  Kos  137.5,  Udha  shariqa  1-ma4atilu 
bi-l-kulumi),  the  root  is  often  used  in  conjunction  with  its 
concomitant  notion  of  'vivid  redness':  it  may  be  that  the  poison  on 
the  arrowheads  is  red,  or  that  the  iron,  soaked  in  it,  gleams  as  if 
it  were  red. 
Poisoned  arrows  are  used  by  hunting  peoples  because  they  enable  them 
"to  shoot  relatively  large  and  swift  arrows  at  short  range  with 
small,  weak  bows,  and  reduces  the  distance  the  hunter  has  to  walk  in 
following  the  animal  until  it  drops"  (Coon  HP  80).  [681  As  the 
second  hemistich  shows,  this  is  probably  not  the  case  here:  the 
poet  alludes  to  no  defect  in  the  bow,  although  the  arrows  may 
themselves  be  suspect,  as  52  and  53b  seem  to  suggest.  I  know  of  no 
earlier  reference  to  poisoned  arrows  than  those  contained  in  the 
divig-n  of  Kalb:  cf.  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  16.9,  where  simam  is  a 
metonymy  for  poisoned  arrows  and  not  a  metaphorical  prolepsis  as 
Lewin  200  claims  ("met.  of  piercing  points,  deadly  wounds")  --  it 
is,  furthermore,  quite  possible  that  the  heads  of  the  yaza  spears 
(SE.  Schwarzlose  220)  of  line  22  of  this  poem,  also  claimed  by  Lewin 
to  be  a  metaphorical  usage,  have  actually  been  daubed  with  poison. 
[691  The  most  common  form  of  poison  used  by  hunting  peoples  is 
vegetable,  although  the  Maidu  of  Central  California,  "poison  their 
deer-arrows  with  rattlesnake  venom"  (Coon  HP  80).  The  hunter 
described  in  Kalb  Kow  12  19-20,25-38,  (=  Cairo  P.  136,  v.  19-20, 
25-38)  delays  firing  until  the  asses  have  entered  the 
watering-hole:  cf.  no.  1,  vv.  41-52. 
sullabi,  or  sullab:  Cf.  TUfayl  1.58,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  35.13 
-146- Ibr  5.12),  Schwarzlose  233,239  &  312;  rakýd,  'spurring  on':  cf. 
Ab_u  Dhulayb  Hell  5.35  (wa-talnin  ka-rakdi  1-khayli),  Schwarzlose 
275;  a  bow  is  designated  tahur  because  it  "shoots  the  arrow  far" 
(Schwarzlose  275),  and  a  similar  usage  of  the  adjective  is  to  -be 
found  in  Tarafah  Mulallagah  33  (=  Ahl  4.31),  of  the  eyes  of  his 
camel.  However,  it  also  denotes  swiftness:  Bishr  18.10,  of  a 
mare,  Abu-  Dhu'ayb  Hell  4.13,  of  a  cloud,  and  I  have  given  this 
signification  priority,  given  that  Schwarzlose's  gloss  is  based  on  a 
late  explanation  afforded  by  al-Tha';  libli.  The  saral  ,a  type  of 
wood  commonly  used  for  bows,  is  often  singled  out  as  being  curved  or 
bent,  hence  suitable  for  reflexed  bows:  Tufayl  1.17,  'Awf  b. 
al-Ahwas  Muf  35.8,  AbE  Sakhr  Well  257.25.  cf.  further  Zuhayr  Ahl 
15.15  Qab  3.15,  Th  p.  124,  v.  15),  al-A'sffi  2.  -  72,  AbG  Sakhr  Well 
252.21,  Schwarzlose  255. 
55.  Sharh:  /resounding  like/  a  bell;  wide  in  the  grip  (so  that 
it  fills 
; 
he  hand).  Hinw,  'the  arc  of  a  bowl:  TUf  ayl  1.17, 
further  suggesting  that  the  bow  is  reflexed. 
The  second  hemistich  is  somewhat  obscure.  I  have  translated 
Kowalski's  reading  which  has  also  been  restored  from  al-Aýwalls 
corrupt  taqnisu.  The  reading  given  in  the  MS  and  offered  in  Cairo 
is  tanbidu.  Nabada,  according  to  schwarzlose  250,  means  to  guage 
the  resilience  of  a  bow  from  the  creaking  of  the  wood;  Kazimirski 
1185  glosses  it  as  meaning  "to  cause  a  bow  to  groan  by  forcefully 
drawing  the  string  and  suddenly  letting  it  go";  anbada  is, 
according  to  Bevan  Muf  3  325,  "to  let  an  arrow  fly",  as  in  Aws  31. 
35:  this  is  also  Br5uls  rendering  of  the  verb  in  al-shammýkh  8.37 
(Bg  p.  82  and  92,  v.  36);  according  to  Kazimirski  1185  it  means  the 
same  as  Form  I;  Schwarzlose  250  translates  the  proverbial  inbýdun 
bi-qhayri  tawCirin  as  "er  lässt  den  gespannten  Bogen  los,  ohne  dass 
er  mit  einer  Sehne  versehen  istw. 
There  seem  to  be  two  possibilities:  M  the  bow  is  so  tightly 
braced  that  when  grasped  with  the  left  hand  the  wood  creaks 
-147- (taqbid6)  (ii)  as  the  drawn  bow-string  is  released,  it  twangs  and 
the  wood,  held  by  the  left  hand,  creaks  upon  the  release  of  the 
pressure  (tanbidu/tunbidu). 
Aws  31.35,  idha-rýa_  talataw-ha  samilta  li-sawti-ha//idha  anbadu 
an-ha.  na  I  Iman  wa-azmala,  and  al-Shammakh  8.37,  idha  anbada 
1-ramuna.  'an-ha  tarannamat//taranumma  thakla  awlalat-ýa  1-ian;  lizu, 
seem  to  support  (ii).  A  factor  against  the  likelihood  of  this  Is 
that,  unless  the  hunter  is  left-handed  he  would  draw  the  bow-string 
with  his  right  hand,  holding  the  grip  in  his  left.  Moreover  tahta 
would  have  to  be  construed  as  meaning  ba'da  or  linda  and  this  as  far 
as  I  am  aware  would  be  unparalleled. 
If  taqbidu  is  read,  (with  the  left-hand  grasping  -  the  grip-handle  of 
the  bow)f  then  several  rajaz  couplets  from  a  poem  by  the  Hudha  i  17 
'Amr  DIFU  l-Kalb  (Kos  109.0-8  =  Fariaj  p.  575,  vv.  8-12)  may  be 
adduced  in  support  of  M: 
wa  Ci  1-shimWli  samhatun  mina  1-nasham 
9.  safr:  -alu  min  aqwiisi  shaybiTna  I-qudum 
10.  talillu  f!  1-kaffi  idlia  I-ri'mFItazam. 
11.  tarannuma  I-shgrifi  El  ukhia  1-nalami 
12.  fa-qultu  khudh-ha  la  shawan  wa-la  sharam 
9.  And  in.  my  left  hand  I  held  a  compliant  /bow/  made  of  nasham, 
10.  Pale-yellow,  of  the  suprior,  seasoned  bows  of  Shayban, 
11.  Yelping  in  the  hand  when  the  archer  strains  /with  the 
string/, 
12.  Like  the  faucial  quavering  of  the  aged  she-camel  among 
other  beasts. 
13.  Then  I  said  "Take  that!  It's  neither  a  scratch  nor  a 
prick!  ". 
The  poet  is  addressing  a  wolf  (dhilb). 
option  (ii)  is  attractive,  though  perhaps  its  attractiveness  is 
-148- diminished  by  the  consequently  tautologous  56a.  The  tautology  may, 
of  course,  be  intentional,  further  implying  that  the  noise  made  by 
the  bow  alerts  the  asses  and  warns  them  of  the  presence  of  the 
hunter. 
56.  Cairo:  the  f  ive-fold  array.  The  emendation  of  al-Ahwal, 
al-handr,  for  al-kham-is,  I  take  to  be  a  poetic  plural  for  dual.  In 
light  of  the  preceding  discussions  as  to  the  development  of  the 
narrative,  it  is  unlikely  that  more  than  two  asses  are  involved  at 
this  stage.  Al-khamis  would  imply  that  the  asses  were  deployed 
around  the  watering  hole  so  as  to  resemble  a  five-part  army. 
The  noise  produced  by  the  bow  in  the  previous  line  and  the  thrumming 
of  the  string  in  this  warn  the  asses  in  time  for  them  to  make  good 
their  escape.  on  IazE  and  nadhir,  cf.  no.  1  v.  48;  for  tarannum 
of  a  bow-string,  cf.  Ab-u  Dhulayb  Hell  22.10  (tarannuma  naqhmi  dh-i 
1-shirali  1-latiqi).  The  root  designates  a  high-pitched  sound  made 
by  a  number  of  animals:  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.28  (=  Qab  2.28,  Muf  120. 
30),  a  female  ostrich,  Zuhayr  Qab  51.15  (=  Th  p.  346,  v.  15),  the 
grinding  of  a  camel's  molars  is  said  to  be  like  the  trilling  of  two 
striped  birds  (if  Thallab  is  correct  in  identifying  the  referent  of 
akhtat;  an  as  the  surad)  [70]  --,  and  'Amr  DhU  1-Kalb  109.11;  by 
musical  instruments:  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.37  (=  Qab  2.37,  Muf  120. 
39),  the  mizhar,  al-Alsti-a  55.11,  the  sani;  by  the  human  voice: 
Abu  Kabir  Bajraktarevic'  4.8  (=  Farraj  p.  1090,  v.  8),  the  buzzing  of 
insects  compared  with  a  group  of  riders  chanting  in  the  desert 
wastes. 
Structure 
33-t35t:  Introductory  description;  the  swift,  compact 
stallion  ass  grazing  at  the  onset  of  summer  (33  &  t35t); 
his  moulting  (33). 
36-47:  The  selection  of  a  mate;  the  exhausted  she-ass  is 
driven  relentlessly  onward  (36);  description  of  the  female 
(37-38);  the  grazing  of  the  pair  (39);  her  moulting 
-149- (40);  the  separation  of  the  female  from  the  herd  --  the 
other  she-asses  are  pregnant  and  are  vigorous  in  their 
rejection  of  his  advances  (41-44);  the  impregnation  of  the 
female  (45-46);  her  consequent  rejection  of  his  advances 
(47). 
48-51:  The  journey  to  water;  travelling  by  night  and  at 
midday  (48);  the  itinerary  (49-50);  f  ear  of  the  hunter 
(51). 
57,52-56:  Description  of  the  hunter;  his  dogged 
vigilance  (57,53);  hunting  prowess  (57,52);  the 
weaponry  --  arrows  (53-54a);  bow  (50-56). 
56b:  The  escape  of  the  asses. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  The  poem  opens  with  the  poet's  railing  wife  and  the 
declaration  of  her  intention  to  be  parted  from  the  poet.  He 
ponders  her  motives  (1-2)  and  proceeds  to  impart  to  her  some  sage 
advice,  exhorting  her  to  fortitude,  but  she  remains  adamant 
(6-7a).  in  7b-10  there  follows  a  delineation  of  a  hen-pecked 
carouser,  whose  wife,  in  the  haughtiness  of  her  temper,  is  described 
as  walking  like  a  hocked  camel.  A  spirted  injunction  ordering  his 
wife  to  cease  in  her  reproof  brings  the  section  to  a  close  (Ila). 
in  the  second  hemistich  of  this  line,  the  poet  essays  self-vaunting 
by  depicting  his  boldspirited  sorties  in  a  rihlah  section  comprising 
a  description  of  the  terrain  traversed  by  his  camel  (Ilb-15)  and  a 
somewhat  cursory  description  of  it:  the  emphasis  is  on  its 
imperviousness  to  the  rigours  of  travelling  (16-19).  In  line  19  an 
original  transition  is  effected:  the  incipient  Oryx  Bull  Vignette 
is  not  introduced  by  a  standard  formula  of  similitude,  but  rather, 
the  poet  portrays  his  camel,  at  sunrise  --  presumably  they  have  been 
-150- journe:  king  throughout  the  night  --  as  startling  the  oryx,  of  which 
he  next  proceeds  to  treat  (20-32).  In  line  33,  however,  the  poet 
reverts  to  a  formulaic  and  conventional  introduction  for  the  wild 
Ass  Vignette,  which  concludes  the  piece. 
interpretation:  This  gasidah  is  of  an  experimental  type  which  is 
Increasingly  encountered  among  poets  of  the  second  half  of  the 
J;  ihiliyyah.  The  poet  toys  with  the  constellation  of  various 
themes,  juxtaposing  some  In  a  manner  which  is  intended  to  surprise, 
In  view  of  their  apparently  irreconcilable  subject  matter  --  such 
as,  for  example,  nasib  and  til:  aL  [71]  --,  treating  others  in  a 
traditional  manner,  but  with  greater  attention  paid  to  the 
transitions,  with  an  added  emphasis  on  the  transitional  section,  and 
a  marked  increase  in  allusions  to  earlier  verse.  Thus,  the  Oryx 
Buck  vignette  is  introduced  in  the  novel  manner  outlined  above, 
whereas  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  commences  in  a  stereotypical 
fashion.  However,  Kalb  extends  his  experimentation  with  this 
qasidah  form  further.  The  Wild  Ass  tableau  is  itself  original  in 
its  combination  of  themes.  I  have  found  only  one  other  treatment 
of  the  stallion  ass's  selection  of  a  mate,  viz.  al-NiWbighah 
al-Dhubyanils  threnody  for  the  Ghassanid  king  al-Nulman  b.  al-Harith 
b.  AE  Shammir  (Ahl  21),  q.  v.  post.  Given  the  -  late  date  of  this 
poem,  composed  at  some  time  in  the  first  decade  of  the  seventh 
century,  it  is  quite  conceivable  that  these  two  poems  are 
contemporaneous  or  even  that  Kalb's  poem  antedates  al-Nabighah's. 
It  is  significant  that  Kalb  lived  amongst  the  Dhubjan:  the  topic  of 
-151- the  ass's  selection  of  a  mate  may  represent  a  tribal  poetic 
Idiosyncrasy.  The  encounter  with  the  hunter  is  also  somewhat 
unusual:  the  escape  of  the  asses  is  implied  in  the  final  verse  of 
the  poem  (as  I  have  restored  it),  drawing  on  the  traditional 
development  of  the  simile  --  it  is  quite  standard  practice  for  the 
poet  to  describe  the  faulty  flight-path  of  the  arrow  and  the  hasty 
retreat  of  the  asses. 
In  lines  1-11  of  this  poem,  the  poet  depicts  a  wife  whom  he  can 
noý  longer  influence  or  control,  stubborn  in  her  resistance  to  his 
advice.  In  the  wasf  al-naqah,  the  she-camel  is  lauded  for  its 
fortitude  and  endurance.  In  the  Wild  ASS  Vignette,  the  poet 
depicts  the  stallion  ass's  choice  of  a  suitable  mate  who  complies 
with  his  desires  until  she  conceives  a  foal;  she  is  led  by  the 
stallion  to  water,  whence  they  are  fortunate  to  escape.  It  is 
difficult  to  deny  that  the  latter  should  be  understood  in  terms  of 
the  former  and  that  Kalb  attempts  a  comprehensive  reworking  of  these 
traditional  components,  playing  one  off  against  the  other, 
subordinating  the  Oryx  Bull  Vignette  to  the  rihlah,  only  to  turn,  'in 
retrospect,  his'earlier  transition  on  its  head  by  means  of  a  blatant 
contradiction,  pointing  up  its  'artificiality'.  [721 
-152- Group  Two 
6.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  10.6-12;  Ibr  6.6-12;  de  Slane  p.  29, 
v.  6-12;  Cheikho  p.  38,  v.  6-12. 
Translation:  de  Slane  45-46. 
6.  Ka-ann-i-wa-rahl-!  [11  wa-1-qiriba  wa-numruq-i 
Iala  zahri  layrin  waridi  1-khabirati 
7.  Aranna  Iala  hugbin  hiyalin  taruqatin 
ka-dhawdi  1-allri  1-arbali  1-naliräti  [2] 
8.  'Ajifin  bi-taijili  1-daraliri  fahishin 
shatfmin  ka-dhalqi  1-zulii  dhi"dhamarati 
9.  Wa-yalkulna  bulija  qhaddatan  [3]  habashiyyatan 
wa-yashrabna  barda  1-nFa'i  f1.1-sabarati 
10.  Fa-awrada-ja  mglan  galllan  anisu-hu 
yuhadhirna  lamran  sahlba  1-quturati 
11.  Yaluttu  [41  1-hasa  lattan  bi-sumrin  razi'natin 
mawä»rina  la  kuzmin  wa-la  malirati 
12.  Wa-Yurkhfna  adhniban  ka-anna  furiýa-ha 
dura  khilalin  mashhiiratin  dafiriti  [5] 
Variant  Readinqs 
Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  wa-ridf-1. 
Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  l-ashiCati. 
ibr,  de  Slane,  cheikho:  JaIdatan. 
Ahl,  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  taluttu. 
Ahl:  safirati. 
-153- Translation 
6.  As  if  I,  my  saddle,  my  scabbard  and  my  saddle-pad  were 
/mounted/  on  the  back  of  a  wild  ass  going  to  water  in  the 
stone  reservoirs; 
7.  Loudly  he  cried  to  white-girded,  barren  /females/  of  an  age  to 
be  covered,  like  a  group  of  four  spiritedly  frisky 
she-camels  under  the  care  of  a  hireling  -- 
8.  Brutal  in  the  mustering  of  his  consorts,  grossly  foul, 
ugly-faced,  like  the  edge  of  the  spear's  iron  foot,  full  of 
braying  threats  -- 
9.  Though  they  were  eating  sappy  buhrrFa,  as  dark  as  an  Abyssinian, 
and  drinking  cold  water  In  the  chilly  mornings. 
10.  so  he  brought  them  to  water,  scarcely  visited  by  people,  on 
their  guard  against  'Amr,  the  master  of  the  wattlings; 
11.  He  crushed  the  pebbles  vigorously  with  heavy  brown  /hooves/ 
worn  smooth,  hard  and  resilient,  neither  short  nor  hairless, 
12.  And  they  let  fly  tails,  the  branches  of  which  resembled  the 
coils*of  celebrated  scabbards,  interwoven  and  braided. 
Commentary 
6.  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  and  my  postern  pack.  I  have  not 
found  any  other  early  use  of  the  noun  khabrah,  which,  according  to 
Groom  Topography  138,  means  "a  stone  reservoir";  khabar  is  sof  t 
ground,  with  stony  patches,  where  the  going  is  arduous;  'Antaeah 
Mulallagah  71  (=  Ahl  21.77,  Mawlaýli  1.77),  'Amr  b  al-Aswad  Asm  21. 
12,  al-Husayn  b.  al-Humam  Muf  12.13,  used  graphically  of  a 
-154- battle-field  strewn  with  corpses  and  shattered  lances. 
7.  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  nimble.  TarUgah  is  used  of 
she-camels  that  are  old  enough  and  of  good  enough*quality  to  be  used 
for  breeding:  'Amlirah  b.  Ju'al  Muf  63.2.  similarly,  the  plural 
of  the  Active  Particple  turrýiq  is  used  by  al-Tirimmah  4.38,  of  stud 
stallion-camels-  It  may  be  used  here  as  a  transferred  epithet, 
semantically  anticipating  the  simile  in  the  second  hemistich,  just 
as  hiYil  is  more  commonly,  though  not  exclusively,  used  of  camels 
than  any  other  animal. 
Ashir  is  used  of  a  nimble  oryx  by  al-Marrar  b.  Munqidh  Muf  16.21. 
A  cognate,  ashra',  occurs  in  the  Mulallaqah  of  al-Harith  b. 
Hillizah,  45,  of  umniyyah,  'desire'.  The  simile  expresses  two 
basic  notions:  the  maturity  of  the  mares  and  the  colour  of  their 
pelage;  the  male  is  likened  to  the  drover,  calling  the  camels 
together. 
8.  Some  of  the  qualities  ascribed  to  the  asses  in  this  line  are 
generally  associated  with  humans;  'a  rd-f  :  Imru'  al-Qays  Mulallaqah 
57*  (=  Ahl  48.52,  Ibr  1.54),  of  an  unskilful,  heavy-handed  rider; 
subayl  b.  al-Khaýlm  Muf  112.3,  of  a  wealthy  man's  treatment  of  a 
pauper;  al-Burayq  Well  169.6,  of  a  brave's  treatment  of  his 
opponent;  qakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  18.15,  of  a  speech;  fihish:  Tarafah 
mulallagah  66  (=-Ahl  4.65),  of  a  niggard;  Imru'  al-Qays  Mulallagah 
34  (=  Ahl  48.31,  Ibr  1.34),  of  the  neck  of  a  beloved;  Ab7u  Dhulayb 
Hell  5.24,  of  women's  envy  (tafihasha);  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  50. 
15,  of  cursing  and  swearing  during  a  maysir  game;  daf-alir:  a  rare 
word  in  early  verse  --  cf.  Abu  Dhulayb  5.24,  of  the  envious  wives 
of  a  harami,  and  a  verse  ascribed  to  a  certain  Khidash  (presumably 
b.  zuýayr  al-jimirli)  quoted  in  Muf  1  403,  of  the  envy  of  women,  very 
similar  in  tone  to  AbZU  Dhulaybls  line. 
The  root  dh-m-r  occurs  (in  the  sixth  form)  in  an  oft-quoted  verse  of 
'Antarah's  Mulallagah  (65  =  Ahl  21.72,  Mawla4l  1.72),  of  two 
-155- advancing  forces  hurling  abuse  and  threats  at  one  another,  and  of  a 
thundering  cloud  bank  in  AbZu  Sakhr  Well  250.48  .  (dhamir:  -a-t).  F;  hish 
and  dh-i  dhamarit  refer  primarily  to  the  ass's  braying,  with  an  added 
tone  of  moral  disapproval.  For  the  sentiment,  cf.  Qur'5'n  31.19: 
wa-qsid  fl  mashyi-ka  wa-qhdud  min  sawti-ka  inna  ankara  I-asvrati 
la-sawtu  1-harjri,  'be  direct  in  your  walk  and  restrain  your  Voice, 
for  surely  the  most  abhorrent  of  voices  is  the  voice  of  the  ass'. 
[731 
9.  Ibr,  de  Slane, 
i  prefer,  given  it 
habashiyyah.  Ja'd 
al-QayS  Ahl  4.51 
lilift  KOS  90.17. 
picturesque. 
Cheikho:  'thick,  curly-haired',  which  reading 
s  metaphorical  consonance  with  the  epithet 
is  occasionally  used  of  vegetation  (Imrul 
Ibr  3.38),  al-Tirimniiý  19.1,  Umayyah  b.  Atil 
Imrul  al-Qays's  image  is  quite  individual  and 
10.  Outufat,  cf.  no.  1.  v.  44  ante. 
11.  Ahl,  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  they  crushed.  I  have  emended 
the  text  to  read  yaluttu  with  Ahlwardt's  ms  IGI  (cod.  Goth.  547) 
[741,  for  reasons  which  will  become  apparent  in  my  interpretation  of 
the  piece. 
imrul  al-Qays  endows  the  adjectives  in  this  verse  with  a  semantic 
resonance  that  is  consonant  with  other  notions  prevalent  in  the 
description;  razin,  used  of  hilM  by  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  7.13  and  of 
dall,  'coquetry',  by  Iyas  b.  Sahm  Kos  102.4,  is  a  residual  of  the 
personification  of  line  8,  as  is,  more  tenuously,  mawar,  the 
masculine  singular  of  which  is  used  of  the  persevering  man,  sab5,  r, 
who  is  flexible  in  the  face  of  adversity:  ga-lik  b.  Khýalid  Kos  78. 
17.  This  epithet,  however,  has,  for  the  context,  two  other 
important  significations:  marn,  used  of  the  smearing  of  a  camel;  s 
pads  to  render  them  more  supple  and  durable  'Abdah  b.  al-Tabib  Muf 
26.52  (cf.  Ya2ýld  b.  al-Sa'iq  Aým  45.1  [tamrin]  and  Ca'ida  b. 
julayyah  Hell  10.28  [marin],  of  whips  and  leather  sandals, 
-156- respectively,  which  have  been  so  treated);  M:  arin  and  its  plural 
murr5jh  are  designations  of  the  shaft  of  a  spear  ('AbId  12.19,  H5,  jib 
b.  Ijablb  Muf  110.7).  This  latter  application  continues  the 
metaphor  contained  in  sumr,  wherein  the  ass's  legs,  in  their  colour 
and  slenderness,  are  said  to  be  lances,  fashioned  from  brown  reeds. 
12.  Ahl:  empty  /of  their  swords/.  The  'urg  are  the  coiled 
arabesques  of  the  filigree  embroided  upon  a  leather  scabbard  [75]. 
DaEir:  a-t  ostensibly  refers  to  the  braided  scabbards  but  is  also 
connected  semantically  with  the  hair  --  the  fur-ul,  'branches',  of 
this  line  --  of  the  asses'  tails,  as  the  use  of  daf7alir,  'plaits  of 
a  woman's  hair',  in  Tufayl  6.5  indicates. 
Structure 
6-9:  Introductory  description;  the  wild  ass  and  his  harem 
grazing  in  a  fertile  region  of  luxuriant  vegetation  (6b  & 
9);  his  brutal  dominance  (7b-8). 
10-12:  The  journey  to  water;  its  remoteness  (10a);  their 
fear  of  the  hunter  (10b);  the  itinerary  described  (11-12). 
Context  and  Interpretation 
tontext:  A  15  line  poem  in  which  the  wild  Ass  vignette 
predominates.  The  dhikr  al-atlal  is  conspicuous  for  being  devoid 
of  any  explicit  association  with  a  beloved  or  a  tribe.  Instead  the 
poet's  devastating  grief  (3-5)  is  emphasized  and  solace  is  sought  by 
further  pursuance  of  the  desert  journey:  the  stark  juxtaposition  of 
these  two  movements  renders  the  abruptness  of  the  poet's  resolve 
extremely  dramatic,  pointing  up  the  nihilism  of  the  last  five 
lines.  The  Tableau  is  capped  with  a  two  line  camel  description  -- 
-157- the  poet's  journey  is  at  an  end,  hence  the  emaciation  of  the 
she-camel  is  brought  to  the  fore  --  and  with  the  topic  of  the  poet's 
martial  prowess  as  represented  by  his  notched  and  dented  sword,  the 
consequence  of  much  hewing  of  limbs. 
Interpretation:  This  condensed  poem  is  a  masterpiece  of  semantic 
polysemasy  in  which  the  picture  drawn  of  the  asses.  is  vital  to  any 
appreciation  of  the  work.  As  Thilo  Ortsnamen  34,  remarks,  the 
catalogue  of  place-names  given  in  lines  1-2  is  forced  slightly  out 
of  sequence  by  the  constraints  of  the  rhyme-word,  since  the  Hard 
Plain  of  the  Wild  Asses  (Burqat  al-'Iyaiat)  lies  before  lirimah  if 
one  is  travelling  from  the  south,  as  the  poet  indubitably  is.  From 
al-Bakar:  -at,  he  moves  north  to  al-'Iyarat  and  thence  to  lirimah, 
whence  further  north  to  Ghawl,  south-east  to  Hillit  and  then 
continuing  north  as  far  as  'Aqil  and  the  Lowland  Where  the  waymarks 
Stand  (khabt  da  1-amarat)  [76].  It  is  clear  however  that  burgat 
al-liyaiat  anticipates  layr  in  line  6  and  the  ensuing  description, 
in  which  al-haia  (11)  connects  with  al-hasi  (3).  These  connectors 
are  off-set  by  the  antithesis  implicit  in  the  contents  of  the 
desolate  camp-side  movement  and  the  Wild  Ass  vignette.  In  this 
latter  the  stallion  is  not  portrayed  as  losing  control  for  a  single 
instant  of  his  harem  or  of  their  destiny  (represented  by  the  hunter 
'Amr),  as  he  drives  his  four  mates  from  lush  pastures  to  a  watering 
hole.  This  is  unusual,  given  that  the  quest  for  water  is  generally 
portrayed  as  beginning  in  the  summer  season,  when  the  asses  can  no 
longer  subsist  on  the  withered  vegetation:  unlike  the  first 
movement,  this  movement  is  full  of  lush  fertility. 
-158- The  syntactic  structure  of  the  episode  . 
is  markworthy:  the 
master  stallion  is  first  described  and  his  harem  follow  his  lead  -- 
he  calls  to  them  and  musters  them  (7-8);  they  have  been  pasturing 
(9)  but  he  leads  them  to  water  (10a);  they  fear-the  hunter  --  but 
the  male  does  not;  he,  in  the  lead,  crushes  the.  rocks  with  his 
hooves  (11).  whereas  they  run  behind  him,  their  tails  streaming. 
This  alternation,  syntactically  giving  precedence  to  the  master 
stallion  throughout,  is  quite  rigorous  and  for  that  reason  I  should 
prefer  to  read  yaluttu  for  taluttu.  The  male  is  personified  to  an 
exceptional  extent  and  the  images  used  of  his  physique  and  behaviour 
also  derive  from  the  martial  domain. 
The  initial  description  refers  to  the  ass  on  the  way  to  water 
(6b),  after  which  the  poet  turns  to  the  events  preparatory  to  their 
departure  in  search  of  water  (7-8).  The  master  stallion  functions 
as  an  antithetical  foil  to  the  disconsolate  poet  of  lines  1-5;  the 
poet  is  unlike  the  stallion  ass  in  that  he  has,  it  transpires,  been 
unsuccessful  in  the  management  of  his  relations  with  a  beloved,  or 
in  his  attempts  to  locate  a  tribe.  The  poet,  rather  feebly 
perhaps,  tries  to  derive  comfort  from  the  fact  that  he  has 
sucessfully  completed  his  journey  and  has  proved  indomitable  in 
combat.  The  extended  simile  is  a  paradigm,  emblematic  of  male 
domination,  perhaps  an  instance  of  wishful  thinking  on  the  part  of  a 
poet  not  renowned  for  his  respect  for  women. 
*A* 
-159- 7.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  34.12-25;  Ibr  31.12-25;  de  Slane  p.  46, 
12-25. 
Translation:  de-Slane  p.  67-68. 
12.  A-dhalika  am  lawnun  [11  yutYridu  itunan 
hamalna  fa-adni[21  hamli-hinna  dur5su 
13.  Tawa-hu  dtiTia-ru  1-shaddi  fa-l-batnu  sti-azibun 
mulalan-ila  (3]  1-matnayni  fa-hwa  kharrisu 
14.  Bi-hilibi-hi  kadhun  mina  1-darbi  jalibun 
wa-hariku-hu  mina  I-kidami  hasisu 
15.  Ka-anna  saiata-hu  wa-iuddata  zahri-hi 
karialing  yairi  fawqa-hunna  [41  dallsu 
16.  Wa-yalkulna  min  qawwin  lu  glan  wa-ribbatan 
talabbara  balda  I-akli  fa-hwa  naý-isu 
17.  TUtlru  [51  lifalan  min  nasilin  ka-anna-hu 
sudusun-atarat-hu  I-riiahu  wa-kti-usu 
18.  Tasayyafa-ha  hatta  idtia  lam  yasugh  la-hu  [6] 
nasiyyun  [71  bi-alli  hililin  wa-qaJisu 
19.  Yuqt7alIna  [81  Ci-hi  1-iazla  law  la  hmia-lirun 
lanadibu-tia  sarli  la-hunna  na!  ýIsu  (9] 
20.  Aranna  lalay-Ca  q-ariban  wa-ntahat  la-hu 
tuwalatu  arsgqhi  1-yadayni  nah-usu 
21.  Fa-awrada-tia  min  akhiri  I-layli  mashraban 
bi-lathiqa  khudran  da-lu-hunna  qalisu 
22.  Fa-yashrabna  anfisan  wa-hunna  khawglifun 
wa-turladu  min-hunna  I-kul7a  wa-l-far7isu 
23.  Fa-asdara-ha'  tallu  I-nijada  lashiyyatan 
-160- aqabbu  ka-miqlili  I-walldi  kham-isu  [10] 
24.  Fa-iahshun  Iýmfi  RhWri-hinna  (11]  mukhallafun 
wa-lahshun  lada-  makr-u-hi-hinna  [12]  waq'fsu 
25.  Wa-asdara-hý  bidl  1-nawilidhi  4arihun 
aqabbu  ka-karri  1-andariyyi  matd-su 
Variant  Readinqs 
Ibr  (the.  sharh):  jalbun. 
[2].  Ibr,  de  Slane:  fa-arb7a. 
[3].  Ibr:  'al7a. 
[4].  Ibr,  de  Slane:  bayna-hunna. 
[5].  Ibr:  Yut7iru. 
[6].  Ibr,  de  Slane:  la-tia. 
Ibr,  de  Slane:  halliyyun. 
(a].  Ibr:  taqti-alabna;  de  Slane:  taghilayna. 
[9].  Ibr,  de  Slane:  fasUsu. 
[101.  Ibr,  de  Slane:  ghakhisu. 
[11].  ibr,  de  Slane:  adblri-hinna. 
[121.  Ibr,  de  Slane:  makarri-hinna. 
Translation 
12.  Is  it  that  or  a  sandy-brown  /ass/,  driving  on  females  who 
have  conceived  (small  /foetuses/  are  the  nearest  /to 
parturition/  of  their  pregnancies)? 
13.  Rendered  lean  by  the  emaciation  of  galloping,  so  that  his 
belly  is  spare,  is  raised  high  on  his  sides  and  and  is 
hungering; 
14.  on  his  brow  is  a  scratch,  forming  a  scab,  from  a  blow  /with 
-161- the  hooves/  and  the  fur  on  his  withers  has  been  torn  out 
through  biting, 
15.  His  back  and  its  dorsal  stripe  resemble.  quivers  on 
which  flows  shimmering  /metal/. 
18.  He  passed  the  summer  with  them  until  when  the  dried  nas-i  in 
the  upper  reaches  of  Va'il  and  gasis  became  difficult  for 
him  to  swallow 
16.  They  were  browsing  on  fresh,  tender  greenery  in  Qaww  (when 
browsed  it  sprouted  afresh  only  to  be  torn  up  again) 
19.  And  would  have  continued  competing  there  for  the  succulent 
roots,  were  it  not  for  blazing  noontided  when  the  droning 
cicadas  were  prostrated  -- 
20.  He  called  to  them  on  his  night  journey  to  water  and  they 
turned  to  him,  long  in  the  pastern,  without  offspring, 
17.  Moulting,  their  pelage  flew  from  them,  like  a  sadu's  /hood/ 
tossed  by  the  wind  and  /woven/  leaves. 
21.  So  he  brought  them  to  a  watering  hole  at  the  end  of  the  night 
--  plentiful  green  springs,  their  waters  swollen. 
22.  And  they  drunk  in  draughts,  in  a  state  of  fear,  their  kidneys 
and  the  muscles  below  their  shoulder-blades  /heaving/, 
stricken  with  terror. 
23.  He  brought  them  out  climbing  the  Najd  --,  lean  like  a  boy's 
bat,  large  and  bulky. 
24.  An  /aborted/  foal  was  left  behind  in  their  tracks  and  another, 
in  their  affliction,  its  neck  broken  and  twisted. 
25.  He  brought  them  out,  displaying  his  molars,  in  his  sixth  year, 
lean,  like  a  twisted  andar:  L  rope,  smooth. 
-162- Commentary 
12.  C,  de  Slane:  the  most  developed  of  their  pregnancies.  Dur-us 
is  a  difficult  word.  The  commentary  as  edited  by  Ibr-WIm  suggests 
that  it  is  a  metaphorical  use  of  dirs,  normal  plural  adr"5s,  'a  young 
jerboal  --  cf.  al-Tirimnii4  41,  Ab-u  Dharrah  Kos  125.4  [771.  The 
foetuses  are  as  small  as  Jerboas,  resembling  them  in  appearance. 
This  is  corroborated  by  Kalb  Kowalski  12.46,  where  the  occurence  of 
yarbd'supports  the  reading  of  Ibr  and  de  Slane. 
13.  Shadd  denotes  a  particularly  vehement  pace  and,  like  stFazib 
and  idtamara,  is  commonly  used  in  the  context  of  a  horse.  For 
khim5*s  plural  of  khami-Es,  of  she-asses  cf.  'Uqba  b.  dabiq  Asm  9.20. 
14.  The  wounds  were  presumably  incurred  during  the  mating  alluded 
to  in  line  12. 
15.  Ibr,  de  Slane:  between  which.  Juddah,  'a  streak,  stripe'  , 
refers  to  the  ass's  dark  chestnut  dorsal  stripe.  Dalls  I  construe 
as  an  adjectival  substantive  describing  the  shimmering  metal-work 
with  which  the  quivers  are  adorned. 
16-19.1  have  rearranged  the  order  of  these  verses:  the  temporal 
and  narrative  sequence  of  the  text,  although  well  established  in  the 
mss,  is  confused.  I  have  used  the  structural  sequence  of  Imrul 
al-Qays  Ahl  10,  discussed  above,  as  a  model,  and  have  paid 
particular  attention  to  Rablilah  b.  Maqiu-m  Muf  39.20-31,  a  passage 
which,  in  several  of  its  aspects,  may  have  been  modelled  on  the 
vignette  under  discussion. 
Lines  16  &  19  treat  of  the  reluctance  of  the  mares  to  move  from 
their  grazing  ground  because  it  is  a  place  of  safety.  The  summer 
drought  primarily  affects  the  stallion  but  not  the  females  --  theirs 
is  the  fresh  herbage  and  they  fight  for  it  --  and  it  is  his  decision 
-163- to  tAe  the  risk  of  going  to  water,  necessitated  by  his  surfeit  of 
herbage  to  the  exclusion  of  water:  line  19  suggests  that  the 
blazing  midday  sun  proves  too  much  even  for  the  females.  Line  17 
should  be  transposed  to  after  line  20,  by  analogy  with  line  23  of 
Rabilah's  poem. 
18.  Ibr,  de  Slane:  for  them.  The  toponyms  tialil  and  Qaww  are 
problematic.  The  most  plausible  identification  of  Qaww  is  as  Thilo 
gaww  M  (Ortsnamen  53,80-81):  this  is  supported  by  the  contiguity 
of  'Unayzah  (line  3)  to  Uthal  and  Nibaj,  both  peaks  in  the  vicinity 
of  Qaww  M-  Contrary  to  Thilo  who  asserts  that  the  Qaww  (II) 
which  occurs  in  a  wild  ass  context  in  the  aforementioned  poem  of 
Ra6i-lah  b.  Maqi-um,  line  25,  lies  to  the  east  of  Ma1qdlah  in  the 
vicinity  of  al-Bahrayn,  I  should  be  inclined,  on  the  basis  of 
Ra6l'ah's  juxtaposition  of  Qaww  and  UthiTl,  to  identify  it  as  Qaww 
W.  Thilo's  lFalil  M  and  (II)  are  more  or  less  equidistant  from 
Qaww,  although  I  should  favour  the  northernmost  of  the  two,  Ha'il 
(1),  in  view  of  Doughty's  remarks  on  the  type  of  vegetation  known  as 
nas!  referred  to  below.  There  is  still  some  difficulty,  however, 
in  that  Qaww,  in  the  region  of  Qaqlm,  is  no  small  distance  from 
Halil,  situated  to  the  south  of  Ajil  [781,  and  this  is  arguably 
unlike  jahiff  poetic  practice.  Halil  may,  however,  be  used 
primarily  as  a  descriptive  toponym,  chosen  for  its  semantic 
resonance  --  the  notion  of  'barrenness'  which  it.  would  then  convey 
is  consonant  with  the  references  to  pregnancy,  child  bearing  and 
abortion  of  lines  12,20  and  24  respectively  (it  is  probably  not 
over  imaginative  to  bring  into  this  context  the  affinity  between 
Qaww  and  the  notion  of  desolation  expressed  by  the  root  q-w-y).  I 
am  Inclined  to  suspect  that  the  poet  has  chosen  Iralil  for  this 
reason,  despite  the  implausibility  involved  in  the  geographical 
context  of  the  panel.  The  possible  word-play  between  this  noun  and 
the  variant  hali  (Ibr,  de  Slane),  which,  according  to  Lane,  is  "what 
has  become  dry  and  white  of  the  plant  called  nasi",  tends  to 
corroborate  this  suggestion. 
-164- NasF,  a  grass  of  the  Aristida  species  (used  as  camel  fodder: 
al-Khasafi  Muf  91.14;  the  down  of  sand-grouse  compared  therewith: 
al-Tirimma4  1.48;  its  heads  compared  to  the  colour  of  an  oryx  kid: 
al-Tirimria4  4.16),  is  "mentioned  by  Doughty  under  this  name  as 
abundant  on  the  high  plateaus  of  Najd  bordering  on  the  Hijaz  on  the 
east"  (Lyall  Muf  2  260).  [791  'Ad-i  11.3  furnishes  some 
information  concerning  qasis,  associating  it  with  the  kam,  which  is 
said  to  grow  at  its  roots. 
16.  For  lu*l  "tender,  sprouting  plants,  fresh  succulent 
greeneryw  (WKAS),  11f.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  3.18,  Dabil  b.  al-farith 
Asm  63.23.1  understand  taiabbara  as  metaphorical,  the  sprouting 
shoot  imagined  as  a  bone  which  has  been  set  after  breaking;  I  can 
find  no  ancient  parallel  for  namTs  but  it  is  clear  that  the  herbage 
is  grazed  immediately  after  sprouting.  Appropriate  too  is  ribbah 
which  Lane  1005  explains  as  "a  number  of  plants  which  do  not  dry  up 
in  the  summer,  remaining  green  in  the  winter  and  the  summer".  This 
is,  then,  admirable  browsing  land  which  should  render  a  visit  to  the 
water-hole  unnecessary. 
19.  Ahl:  and  would  have  continued  delaying  there  (over  the 
succulent  roots);  de  Slane:  and  would  have  delayed  there.  As  the 
application  of  the  participle  jai'  to  animals  by  Umayyah  b.  Abli 
;  A'  idh  Kos  90.22  (an  antelope)  and  Dhu  I-Rumma  16.13  (of  wild 
beasts)  suggests,  browsing  on  JaV  should  in  itself  provide 
sufficient  moisture. 
20.1  have  presumed  the  singular  adjectives  of  the  second 
hemistich  to  have  a  plural  signification.  However,  with  a  slight 
modification  nah7u-s  can  become  the  plural  nuhus  with  the  second 
dammah  lengthened  on  account  of  the  metre.  The  more  usual  form  of 
the  plural  is  naha"is  (cf.  al-A'sha  34.15;  al-Hutay'ah  84.4) 
although  nuhus  is  encountered  in  'Uqbah  b.  Sabiq  Asm  9.20.  Nah-us 
is  a  common  designation  of  the  she  ass  (al-Nibighah  Ahl  23.18, 
Chapter  4  post,  Bishr  39.7,  A615  Dhu'ayb  Hell  1.31,  al-Alshýa-4.43 
-165- &  31.9)  and  is  glossed  as  "animal  that  has  not  recently  conceived" 
(Bevan  MuE  3  327),  a  gloss  which  is  incompatib  le  with  line  12  of 
this  poem  and  which  is  further  contradicted  by  'Adl-  90.  lb, 
wa-nahusan  samhalan  fi-ha  laqaq,  'a  long-legged.  she  ass  with  a 
foetus  in  her  womb'.  It  is  likely,.  therefore,  that  the  epithet 
designates  an  animal  that  has  not  recently  given  birth:  the  mare 
conceives  every  two  years. 
17.  The  sadiTs  is  a  Persian  hood  dyed  with  indigo  (Dozy  Vitements 
201),  whereas  khZis,  as  in  'Ad-i  11.15,  are  leaves,  of  palm  trees  and 
the  like,  woven  to  form  baskets  and  mats.  The  two  elements  of  the 
simile  capture  two  aspects  of  the  moulting  hair  --  its  colour  is 
compared  with  a  sadus,  and  its  texture  and  shape  with  the 
palm-leaves. 
21.  Oalls:  used  of  sweat  by  Mulayý  Well  271..  20;  qallis:  of 
rising  water  by  an  anonymous  rajaz  poet,  quoted  in  Muf  1  283.1 
have  found  no  other  occurrences  of  balthaq.  The  pools  are  green 
because  they  are  covered  with  tuhlub,  'duckweed'. 
22.  The  faralis  (singular  farisah)  are  the  muscles  and  cartilages 
that  lie  just  below  the  shoulder-blades  of  an  animal  or  a  man  (cf. 
AtFU  DUI-id  26.8).  They  are  singled  out  as  especially  vulnerable  to 
attack,  being  the  target  for  a  hunter's  arrows  and  a  warrior's 
spear-thrust:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  29.4  (=  Ibr  17.4),  'Antarah 
Mulallagah  41  (-  Ahl  21.47,  Mawlaýffi  1.47),  al-Nýibighah  Ahl  5.15, 
q.  v.  Chapter  3  post,  of  an  oryx  piercing  a  dog  with  its  horn, 
al-Alstia  19.19,  Umayyah  b.  Aýi_  'W'idh  Kos  92.60.  It  is  also, 
mostly  among  somewhat  later  poets,  regularly  associated  with  terror, 
often  in  a  rather  formulaic  combination  with  turladu:  Tarafah 
mulallaqah  101  (-  Ahl  4.100)  (al-faialisu  turladu),  al-A'sha  80.7 
(lam  tudh1ar  faralisu-hi),  Sa'idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  8.20 
(faialisu-hu  min  khTfýti  1-mawti  turladu),  al-Tirimmý_ah  18.14  (bi-h 
1-faralisu  turladu),  A65-  Dabb  Well  151.5  (wa-l-faralisu  turlad). 
The  reference  to  the  the  kidneys  is  exceptional. 
-166- 23.  It  is  difficult  to  reconcile  the  temporal  sequence  of  this 
line  with  that  of  line  21  --  it  would  seem  that  the  asses  depart 
f  rom,  the  watering  hole  before  they  have  even  entered  it! 
Ashiyyatan  can  only  mean  "in  the  evening"  and  this  is  wholly 
incompatible  with  min  akhiri  1-layli  (21).  It  is  possible  that 
this  word  has  been  used  as  a  filler,  a  stop-gap,  by  a  transmitter  or 
that  it  has  ousted  some  epithet  applicable  to  the  master  stallion  or 
the  pace  at  which  he  leads  them  to  safety.  The  formular  nature  of 
the  second  hemistich  (aqabbu 
_ka-miql7ali 
1-wal"Idi)  may  confirm  the 
suspicion  of  the  presence  of  padding,  although  this  is  by  no  means  a 
necessary  assumption.  The  rather  inappropriate  repetition  of 
kharj-s  --  I  have  elected  to  translate  the  variant  shaktdis  given  by 
Ibrahim  and  de  Slane  (used  of  a  stallion  by  ImruP  al-Qays  Ibr  79. 
21)  --,  taken  in  conjunction  with  the  identical  syntax  and  similar 
wording  of  line  25,  further  suggests  corruption.  I  do  not  f  avour 
obelizing  the  line:  the  somewhat  repetitious  nature  of  23  and  25 
can  be  justified  in  terms  of  the  dramatic  impact  of  the  sequence. 
24.  Ibr,  de  Slane:  at  their  rear;  Ibr,  de  Slane:  where  they 
returned.  W-q-s  means  'to  snap,  crush,  break':  'Amr  b.  Kulth-um 
Mulallaqah  66,  'Antarah  Mulallagah  24  (-2  Ahl  21.29,  Mawlaý_i  1.29) 
(the  camel-borne  poet  'crushes'  the  hummocks),  Muraqqish  al-Akbar 
muf  51.8  (the  eyelids  of  a  horse  crushes  the  flies  that  alight 
there),  'Atld  10.20,  of  a  slain  warrior,  al-Alsýa'  19.10,  of 
strangulated  animals.  I  understand  jahsh  to  mean  the  developed 
foetus  which,  when  aborted,  can  be  identified  as  a  foal.  It  seems 
that  the  terror  and  arduousness  of  the  journey  cause  them  to 
miscarry.  It  does  not  mean  that  a  foal  was  left  behind  or  that  one 
fell  and  broke  its  neck. 
25.  The  naZ_jidh  are  the  pre-molars  and  the  molars  of  the  ass. 
The  dental  formula  for  recent  equids  is,  with  respect  to  these 
teeth,  (pre-molar  3-4/3,  molar  3/3)  x  2,  i.  e.  24-26  teeth,  over  half 
of  the  total  number  of  teeth,  viz.  40-42.  (2f.  Nowak  &  Paradiso 
1157). 
-167- garih  is  a  designation  used  mostly  of  the  horse,  referring  to  one 
_that 
has  entered  its  sixth  year,  i.  e.  is  fully  developed.  Imru  I 
al-Qays  uses  it  again  of  the  stallion  ass  in  Ahl  31.3  (=  Ibr  12. 
3  Markworthy  are  Kalb  Kow  29.18  (=  Cairo  p.  239,  v.  18)  where  the. 
pc)et  applies  the  epithet  to  the  ass's  tooth:  bada  g1fthun  min-hu 
wa-lam  yabdu  qarihu,  'one  of  his  sexennial  /teeth/  has  appeared,  the 
c>ther  has  not',  and  Kalb  Kow  7.8  (=  Cairo  p.  99,  v.  8),  quwayriha 
lc:  ýinayni,  the  meaning  of  which  seems  to  be  Va  stallion/  ass  which 
has  recently  entered  upon  his  eighth  year'. 
Karr  al-andar!  and  its  synonym  I  agd  al-andar-I  are  quite  commonplace, 
whether  of  the  ass  or  the  horse:  al-N;  bighah  Ahl  21.7  no.  9 
post.  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.23  (=  Qab  3.23),  Labid  'Abbas  12.9  Chal 
p.  1,  V.  9,  Brock  1  1.9),  Kalb  Kow  29.18  (=  Cairo  p.  239,  v.  18). 
The  combination  of  the  comparison  with  an  Andari  rope  and  the 
Identification  of  the  stallion  as  in  his  sixth  year  in  this  last 
line  is  reminiscent  of  the  line  under  discussion. 
The  similarity  between  the  above-mentioned  verse  of  LaCid 
(fa-rawwaha-tFa  yaql  I-nii'gda,  lashiyyatan//aqabbu  ka-karri 
1-andariyyi  shatimu)  and  lines  23a  and  25b  of  Imrul  al-Qays's  poem 
-is  indicative  of  the  probable  provenance  of  the  corruption  contained 
in  line  23;  the  formulaic,  traditional  phraseology  has  ousted  a 
substantive  denoting  pace  or  a  more  appropriate  temporal  designator, 
or  has  been  ne4ligently  transmitted. 
contrary  to  the  commentators  and  to  the  reworking  of  this  simile  by 
Raý-i  I  ah  b.  maqr-um  Muf  39.22,  'Ea-ada  muhamlaian  ka-l-karri 
lammat//tafawuta-hu  sha,  "Wmiyyatun  sanalu,  I  understand  the  Ida-fah  to 
be  a  poeticism  for  al-karr  al-andar  i. 
Imrul  al-Qays  twice  uses  the  root  m-h-s  of  the  legs  of  a  horse  (Ibr 
00.20,  mahisat,  Ibr  72.18,  mamhusi  I-shaZa)  afid  the  meaning  is 
ikkin  to  the  application  of  mahis  by  Umayyah  b.  AIA  'Kýidh  Kos  92.58 
to  a  bow-string,  'smooth  and  slender':  Aýu`  Dhulayb  Hell  5.39  uses 
-168- the  '  Masdar,  mahs,  of  a  particularly  strenuous  pace.  I  have 
T. 
conflated  these  notions  in  my  translation. 
structure 
12:  The  journey  to  water; 
pregnint  harem. 
13-15:  Introductory  description; 
and  scarred.  ' 
the  stallion  drives  his 
the  male  is  lean,  bitten 
18,16  &  19:  The  summer  pasture;  the  restlessness  of  the 
master  stallion,  the  reluctance  of  the  harem. 
20  &  17:  The  journey  to  water. 
21-22:  The  arrival  at  the  watering-hole;  the  terror  of 
the  females. 
23-25:  The  safe  departure;  the  aborted  foetuses. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  A  bipartite  poem  consisting  of  a  nas-lb  (1-5)  and  wasf 
al-riagah  (6-25)..  The  topics  of  the  nailb  are:  the  perilous  quest 
for  the  beloved  who  has  gone  a  great  distance  away  (1-2);  the  day 
of  departure  (3)  when  she  smiles  to  the  poet,  displaying  her  hair 
(4a)  and  flashing  her  teeth  (4b-5).  The  transition  in  Ahlwardt's 
verse  6  is  of  the  abrupt,  assertive  type,  introduced  by  the 
imperative  dal,  a  traditional  mark  of  the  poet's  renewed  resolve, 
whereas  in  Ibrahim  and  de  Slane  6  it  takes  the  form  of  a  question, 
hence  accentuating  the  doubts  and  worries  expressed  in  line  2 
concerning  the  journey  to  the  beloved.  The  camel  description  falls 
into  three  distinct  segments:  the  camel  (6-8);  ostriches  (9-11); 
-169- -25).  asses  (12 
II  nterpretation:  as  this  poem  was  not  transmitted  by  al-Asmali  but 
only  by  Ab7u  'Amr  al-shay6anl'  and  the  MSS  contain  a  wide  variety  of 
variants,  it  would  appear  possible  that  Ahlwardt  34  represents  an 
imperfectly  remebered  or  transmitted  version  of  the  original.  The 
variants,  however,  do  not  affect  the  structure  of  the  work  and  a 
case  can  be  made  for  both  forms  of  the  transition  of  line  6.  As  to 
the  integrity  of  the  piece,  the  poet  deploys  several  devices  to  weld 
his  disparate  strands,  the  most  immediately  apparent  being  semantic 
repetition:  qulus  (3)  and  warid  (4),  of  the  beloved's  hair,  echoed 
acoustically,  though  not  semantically  by  awrada  and  qtEis  (21); 
nasTs  (8)  and  nasis  (Ahl  19)  (a  point  in  favour  of  preferring  this 
reading  to  faiis),  rthlah  (3)  and  rahl  (9),  a,  -ub  (8)  and  awb  (11) 
and  the  repetition  of  saduS  (5  &  17). 
As  noted  in  the  discussion  of  line  16,  the  topography  of  the  nasib 
and  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  is  complimentary  --  the  asses  seem  to  be 
grazing  in  the  vicinity  of  the  erstwhile  dwelling  of  the  beloved. 
The  chronometry*  of  lines  6-26  is  unisonous:  the  poet  travels  at 
night  Ob  &  9b),  the  ostriches  return  to  their  eggs  at  night  (11), 
the  stallion  master  leads  his  harem  to  and  from  water  at  night  (21). 
The  most  striking  complement  is  the  structural  deployment  of  the 
ostrich  and  ass  insets  as  metaphors  for  the  poet's  quest  for  the 
beloved:  the  ostriches  are  not  said  to  reach  their  goal  safely, 
-170- although  this  is  manifestly  the  implication;  the  asses,  despite  the 
loss  of  their  unborn  young,  are  not  ambushed  by  a  hunter  and  are 
successful  in  Oeir  journey  to  water.  In  this  ass  description  the 
master  stallion  is,  as  in  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  10,  associated  with 
weaponry  (notibly  the  quivers  of  line  15)  and  his  absolute 
domination  is  attested,  underscored  by  an  alternation  between  the 
master  and  his  mates,  similar  to  that  discussed  in  no.  6  (if  my 
restoration  of  the  textual  order  of  the  poems  is-  valid).  Although 
the  narrative  sequence  of  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  tends 
quint  essentially  to  be  formalised,  given  the  similar  structural 
function  common  to  both  these  poems  and  Imrul  al-Qays's  use  of 
phrases  which  are  at  least  potentially  formulaic  --  as  the  metre  of 
both  poems  is  the  taw-il,  there  are  syntactical  correspondences 
dictated  thereby  --  in  a  manner  and  for  a  purpose  distinct  from  no. 
6,  it  would  seem  to  be  foolhardy  to  deem  this  particular  panel 
autonomous.  The  ostrich  and  ass  descriptions  are  -  projected 
paradigms  of  the  poet's  hazardous  journey  to  the  beloved  as 
intimated  in  lines  1-2  and  8b  &  9b. 
-171- 8.  imru,  al-Qayý  AM  4.20-22;  Ibr  3.16-19;  de  Slane  p.  23, 
v.  16-19;  cheikho,  p.  23,  v.  8-11. 
Translation:  de  Slane  p.  56-40. 
20/16.  Bi-mUifaratin  harfin  [l]  ka-anna  qutuda-ha 
Iali  ablaqi  1-kashhayni  laysa  bi-muqhrabi 
21/17.  Yuqharridu  bi-l-ashäri  f.  17  kulli  martalin  [2] 
taqharruda  mirrihi  [31  1-nadama  1-mutarribi 
22/18.  Yuwaridu-maihulati  kulli  khamilatin  [41 
yamullu  luGaza  [5]  1-baqli  Fi  kulli  mashrabi 
Bi-mahniyatin  qad  azara  1-dalu  nabta-ha 
malarra  luyg'shin  qhgnimina  wa-khuyyabi  [61  j 
Variant  Readinqs 
Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  bi-adiala  huridlin. 
[2].  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  sudfatin. 
[3].  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  mayiiahi. 
(4].  Ibr:  ag  abbu  ratTa-lun  min  hamTri  lamayatin;  de  Slane, 
Cheikho:  aqabba  ra6glin  min  hamiTri  lam5'yatin. 
[5].  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  lu'5'a 
[61-  de  Slane  ,  cheikho:  I-diTla  nabtu-hi;  iuyUshi  1-ghiniij-na. 
Translation 
20/16.  Upon  a  rock-hard,  large-flanked  /she-camel/  whose 
saddle-arches  seem  to  be  /mounted/  on  a  /wild  ass/. 
skewbald  in  his  flanks  though  not  white-girded, 
-172- 21/17.  Which,  at  dawn,  sings  in  every  pasturage,  like  an 
ebulliently  lively  reveller  bawling  out  his  song, 
22/18.  Watering  at  uncharted  /springs/  in  every  copse, 
spitting  out  particles  of  greenery  in  every  watering 
hole. 
[19.  In  the  bend  /oE  a  valley/  where  the  dal  is  decked  in 
a.  waist-wrapper  oE  plants,  /as  dense/  as  armies,  both 
the  looters  and  the  empty-handed,  dragging  /their 
impedimenta/]. 
Commentary 
20/16.  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  upon  a  slender,  lively,  beige 
/she-camel/.  In  the  phrase  ablagi  1-kashhayni  there  is  a  precise 
reference  to  the  Equus  asinus  to  the  exclsuion  of  the  Equus 
hemionus.  I  have  not  seen  an  Equus  hemionus  with  parti-coloured 
stockings:  this  seems  specific  to  the  Equus  asinus,  and  the 
epithetical  phrase  designates  a  wild  ass  whose  stockings  extend  the 
length  of  his  legs. 
MMa-h-rab  is  used  by  Tufayl  3.12  as  an  epithet  of  choice  thoroughbred 
mares  in  a  phrase  which  bears  some  resemblance  to  this:  laysa 
f-f-hinna  mughrabu.  The  lexica  specify  that  the  groin  is  intended 
and  I  consequently  understand  laysa  bi-muqhrabi  as  equivalent  to 
LaY_sa  bi-ahqabi.  I  am  unsure  as  to  the  actual  significance  of  the 
epithet.  it  is  variously  applied  to  the  dawn  (Suwayd  Muf  40.15) 
and  to  a  cloudbank:  Umayyah  b.  AIýI-  "ilift  Kos  99.7,  A6-U  Sakhr  Well 
255.9. 
21/17:  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  which,  with  his  lungs,  sings  every 
dawn,  like  a  swaying  reveller  bawling  out  his  song.  The  reading 
-173- bi-sudfatin  may  derive  from  the  ambiguity  inherent  in  the  phrase 
bi-l-ashari  which  can,  according  to  the  lexica,  mean  'with  his 
lungs'  [80]:  a  temporal  fixer  is  then  supplied  in  the  variant. 
The  word  sudfah  designates  the  matutinal  twilight-  in  Ab-u  Dulid  Asm 
66.7,  as  does  its  cognate  sadaf  in  al-Muthaqqib  Muf  76.29  and 
al-Burayq  Well  169.5  (811;  however,  sadaf  probqbly  refers  to  the 
vespertine  twilight  in  gays  b.  al-Khatim  Asm  68.6  --  a  reworking  of 
the  topos.  that  the  beloved's  face  dispels  the  darkness.  On  analogy 
with  no.  3,  v.  . 
27  ante  and  Kalb  Kow  7.29  (=  Cairo  p.  99,  v.  41),  I 
should  prefer  Ahlwardt's  text. 
That  the  second  hemistich  refers  to  the  saqf,  the  wine-pourer  (hence 
the  reading  mayy7a-h,  'drawing  forth  /wine  from  a  craterP)  contains  a 
latent  implausibility.  The  point  of  the  comparison  is  surely 
similar  to  'Antarah  Mulallaqah  18  (=  Ahl  21.23,  Mawlaw'!  1.23)  -- 
the  braying  of  the  ass,  like  the  humming  of  the  cicada,  is  as 
jarring  on  the  ear  as  is  the  'singing'  of  a  drunken  reveller.  The 
chanting  of  the  wine-pourer,  on  the  other  hand,  is  generally 
referred  to  in  terms  of  approbation.  Further  corroboration  for 
this  interpretation  is  to  be  found  in  the  illuminating  use  of 
tarraba  as  a  designation  of  the  shouting  of  warriors  by  sal6a'  b. 
al-Maqlad  Well  189.7. 
If  mayy7ah  is  adopted,  it  would  best  be  rendered  as  'swaying  to  and 
fro',  as  glossed  in  the  sharh  and  as  in  Ab5'  l-'Ija-1  Kos  74.30, 
yam1hu  (although  the  cognate  iAlih  is  encountered  as  a  designation 
of  the  EFaq'l). 
22/18.  Ibr,  de  Slane,  Cheikho:  Lean-bellied,  his  canines  cut,  of 
the  asses  of  'Ania-yah;  succulent  greenery.  The  static  nature  of 
the  rest  of  this  description  is  somewhat  distorted  by  the  first 
hemistich  as  read  by  Ahlwardt.  The  aggregation  of  epithets  in  the 
verse  as  given  by  the  other  editors  seems  to  me  to  be  more  germane 
to  the  context,  although  there  is  precious  little  evidence  in  favour 
of  one  to  the  detriment  of  the  other.  Rab-al  designates  an  ass 
-174- 0 
which  has  cut  its  canine  teeth:  Kalb  Kow  12.9  (=  Cairo  p.  136, 
v.  9),  'Ad-i  12.13,  Ab7u  Dhulayb  Hell  3.1,  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  18.26, 
where  it  is  conjoined  with  aqabb;  'Amr  b.  MaldEkar-ib  Asm,  61.16 
applies  rabaliyyAh  to  she  asses,  among  whom  the  canines  are 
generally  absent  or  at  the  most  vestigial. 
'ArTayah  is  a  mountain  range  to  the  south  of  Yadhbul,  the  highest 
peak  in  the  Najd  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  28).  [82]  In  view  of  no.  7,  v.  16 
discussed  above,  it  is  perhaps  better,  although  not  imperative,  to 
read  lullil  for  lufg'z. 
19.  De  Slane,  Cheikho:  where  the  plants  equal  the  (fýl  trees  In 
height.  The  reading  of  Ibrah-im,  which  is  eminently  preferable, 
requires  that  the  verb  Tzara  be  understood  metaphorically,  as  in  the 
translation:  it  is  nonsensical  to  say  that  the  dal  trees  are  the 
same  height  as  the  plant  growth!  The  picture  drawn  is  of  trees  and 
shrubs  set  in  the  midst  of  lush  vegetation.  It  is  probable  that 
there  is  a  hyperbole  involved  --  the  plant.  growth  reaches  to  the 
middle  of  the  trees,  i.  e.  where  the  waist-wrapper  would  sit  if  thqy 
were  to  don  one.  The  conventional  interpretation  of  the  second 
hemistich,  that-the  valley  is  deserted  through  fear  of  these  armies, 
seems  implausible.  The  hemistich  is  not  at  all  clear,  however,  and 
I  am  inclined  to  suspect  that  two  separate  hemistichs  have  somehow 
been  confounded.  The  translation,  which  is  tentative  to  the 
extreme,  construes  maiarr  as  a  Masdar,  and  understands  the 
participles  to  mean  'divided  among  those  with  spoil  and  those 
without',  as  opposed  to  distinguishing  between  two  distinct 
forces.  The  resultant  image  is  that  the  plants  and  dal  are  as 
numerous  and  lie  as  thick  on  the  ground  and  obscure  it  from  view,  as 
do  heavily  laden  armies  returning  from  an  offensive. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
This  is  one  of  Imrul  al-Qays's  most  celebrated  and  indeed  most 
-175- important  odes,  ,  which,  like  'Alqamah  Ahl  13,  with  which  it  is 
generally  associated,  has  not  hitherto  been  accorded  the  attention 
it  demands.  The  two  versions  recorded  of  the  ode  are  much  at 
variance,  with  Ahlwardt's  recension  comprising  69  lines,  that  of 
Ibrahim  and  de  Slane  55  (Cheikho's  text  is  hopelessly  confused):  in 
the  camel  and  horse  descriptions  variant  readings  are  legion.  it 
is  outwith  the  scope  of  this  inquiry  to  provide  an  analysis  and  an 
interpretation  which  would  be  comprehensively  satisfactory. 
structurally,  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  follows  the  dhikr  al-atlal 
movement  [831;  in  Ahlwardt's  text  it  comes  after  four  lines  (16-19) 
depicting  desert  wastes  through  which  the  poet  rides,  in  the  other 
version  as  a  variation  of  the  standard  exhortative  transition.  In 
this  instance  the  poet  locates  his  momentous  deeds,  which  are  to 
stand  as  a  foil  to  his  current  despondency,  firmly  in  the  past.  In 
both  recensions  the  vignette  is  followed  by  a  lengthy  hunting  scene, 
which  primarily  consists  of  a  description  of  the  poet's  horse.  The 
aggregational  paratactic  structure  of  the  work  has  indubitably  led 
to  the  variation  in  length. 
-176- s  GroUp  Ten 
9.  Al-Wa-bighah  al-Dhubyin-i  Ithl  21.6-10;  Derenbourg  24.6-10. 
Translation:  Derenbourg  p.  339-342. 
6.  Ka-an-Ji  shadadtu  1-rahla  tii-na  tashadhdharat 
lali  qirihin  mim-ria-  tadammana  ;  'qilu 
7.  Agabba  ka-laqdi  I-andariyyi  musahhaiin 
ha27abiyatin  qad  kaddamat-hu  1-mas'ghilu 
8.  Adarra  bi-jardali  1-nusalati  samhaiin 
yuqallibu-ýa  idha  lwazat-hu  1-halililu 
9.16a  jih'adat-hu  1-shadda  jadda  wa-in  wanat 
taiaqata  17a  , 
i-a-nin  wa-la  mutakh;  dhilu 
10.  Wa-in  habata  sahlan  atharia  'ai;  iatan 
wa-in  lalawa  haznan  tashazzat  ia  idilu 
Translation 
AS  if  I  had  fastened  my  saddle,  when  she  (i.  e.  the  she-camel) 
switches  her  tall  in  angry  agitation,  upon  a  /wild  ass/  in 
his  sixth  year,  of  those  which  liqil  had  fostered, 
7.  Lean-bellied,  like  the  knot  of  an  Andari  /rope/,  scratched, 
thick-set,  bitten  by  braying  /asses/; 
8.  He  inflicted  damage  upon  a  long-legged  /female/,  whose  pelage, 
after  moulting,  was  sleek,  turning  her  this  way  and  that, 
since  his  wives  had  proved  impossible  to  him: 
-177- 9;  *  If  she  vied  with  him  at  a  gallop,  he  exerted  himself;  if  she  t, 
wearied,  he  fell  upon  /her/,  neither  wearied  nor  flagging. 
10.  If  they  descended  into  a  soft  plain,  they  kicked  up  a 
dust-cloud;  if  they  climbed  to  hard  ground,  boulders  were 
shattered. 
Variant  Readinq 
6.  )ý-aqG't  2  432:.  shadadtu  l4u-ra  haythu  shadadtu-hu. 
Commentary 
Yaqut:  I  fastened  the  saddle  where  I  fastened  it. 
tashadhdharat:  al-Nabighah  Ahl  App  26.28  Udha  I-rikabu  wanat 
'an-tFa  rakalibu-ha//tashadhdharat  bi-ba'Idi  1-fitri  khattiri,  'when 
the  riding  camels  weary,  she  agitatedly  switches  a  lashing  /tail/  of 
long  span'),  'Alqamah  AM  1.17  (=  Qab  3.17)  (ka-anna  bi-liadhay-fia 
idtia  6a-  tashadhdharat//Iatti-ak'fla  lidhqin  min  sumayhata  murtibi,  'as 
if  on  her  rear-thighs,  when  she  switches  her  tail,  were  clusters  of 
ripe  dates  from  Sumayhah')  [841.  LabIld  Mulallaqah  71  (=  'Abbas  48. 
71)  uses  this  verb  of  raving  warriors,  thirsting  for  vengeance#  a 
usage  which  N61deke  FM  11  88-89  suspects  as  inappropriate.  The 
camel's  switching  of  her  tail  is  reckoned  to  be  an  indication  of  her 
restive  disobedience:  cf.  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  583,  "camels  which 
have  been  ridden  only  for  a  short  time  ...  are  very  fast  and  veiy 
disobedient".  Disobedience  is  therefore,  in  this  context,  a 
laudable  trait,  as  it  implies  that  when  other  camels  weary,  and 
consequently  become  more  compliant,  the  poet's  she-camel  continues 
as  she  started,  with  her  strength  undiminished,  her  pace  unabated. 
The  warriors  depicted  by  Labid  are  agitated  in  their  motions  and 
their  speech,  and  their  anger  is  unlikely  to  be  mollified  by 
-178- anything  other  than  the  exacting  of  vengeance. 
'Aqil  is  in  the  Najd,  on  the  northern  rim  of  the  Uima  pariyyah 
(Thilo  Ortsnamen  29):  cf.  Kalb  Kow  6.25  (=  Cairo  p.  89,  v.  25),  a 
Wild  Ass  vignette  in  which  it  functions  as  a  q;  fiyyah  for  a  qasIdah 
in  Tawil. 
tadammana:  cf.  Kalb  Kow  12.9  (=  Cairo  p.  136,  v.  9)  (tadammana-hu 
viadl  1-ja  wa-l-sar'glimu)  and  29.17  Cairo  p.  239,  v.  17) 
(tadammana-hu  wadi  I-raia  fa-l-afalihu),  (of  a  stallion  ass). 
7.  musahhal:  Imru'  al-Qays  Ahl  4.69,  Labid  Mulallaclah  26 
'Abbýs  48.26)  [851,  Labl-d  'Abýas  38.4  (-2  Brock  11  44.4). 
masahil:  cf.  Zuhayr  Ahl  15.15  (=  Qab  3.15,  Th  p.  124,  v.  15), 
al-A'sfia  4.43,  Kalb  Kow  6.25  (=  Cairo  p.  89,  v.  25)  and  al-Tirimmah 
4.65  (mishal,  of  a  stallion  ass).  It  is  used  metaphorically  by 
'Abid  10.15,  of  his  tongue  [861  and  his  example  is  followed  by 
al-A'sha  who  styles  his  shaytan,  his  genius,  mishal:  15.43,20. 
27,33.32. 
8.  The  stallion's  harem,  having  been  impregnated,  reject  his 
advances  with  the  kicking  and  biting  refered  to  in  verse  7. 
Precopulatory  driving  is  a  feature  of  the  mating  habits  of  Equus 
africanus.  "The  estrous  mare  can  be  detected  from  her  typical 
posture:  hindlegs  apart  and  tail  held  out  obliquely.  The 
encounters  consisted  of  the  following  sequences:  the  stallion 
approaches  and  sniffs  the  female's  genitalia;  she  kicks  in  a 
ritualized  manner  at  him,  moves  forward  in  a  slow  canter,  he  follows 
and  drives  her  over  a  distance  of  approx.  20  m.  They  then  come  to 
a  halt  (four  observations)  ,  or  she  stays  put  and  presses  backward 
against  the  stallion.  He  mounts,  they  move  a  few  steps  forward, 
usually  in  a  circle,  while  she  displays  the  estrous  face 
However,  in  natural  or  semi-natural  situations  it  was  never  observed 
-179- that  ass  and/or  donkey  stallions  drove  their  females  until  these 
were  completely  exhausted  and  then  forcefully  copulated  with  them 
...  This  extraordinary  behaviour  can  only  be  6xplained  as  being 
caused  by  long  isolation  and/or  deprivation,  and  can  by  no  means  be 
regarded  as  typical"  (Klingel  1977  328-329).  The  principal 
authority  for  the  description  of  this  behavioural  pattern  is  H. 
Heck,  quoted  in  0.  Antonius,  "Uber  Herdenbildung  und 
PaarungseigentUmlichkeiten  der  Einhufer",  ZT  1  (1937),  268  & 
272.  With  respect  to  this  last  contention,  given  the  emphasis 
placed  by  the  Jahili  poets  on  the  ruthlessly  cruel  treatment  of  the 
f  emale  by  the  stallion  ass,  two  contingencies  are  possible:  M 
that  Klingel  has  underestimated  the  validity  of  the  observations  of 
Heck  and  Antonius,  having  witnessed  no  more  than  f  ive  copulations, 
only  one  of  which  was  complete;  (ii)  that  al-Nabighah  and  the 
relevant  poets  have  chosen  to  emphasize  the  stallion's  harsh 
treatment,  adapting  the  development  of  the  vignette  to  suit  their 
purpose  --  this  does,  of  course,  imply  that  the  poet  was  well 
acquainted  with  the  copulatory  behaviour  of  the  ass,  perhaps  even 
that  he  had  studied  such  behaviour  closely. 
9.1  have  supplied  lalay-tFa  to  complete  the  sense  of  tasaqata: 
cf.  Lane's  "he  threw  himself  upon  the  thing"  (1381).  This  meaning 
is  consonant  with  the  semantically  resonant  mutaktiadhil,  the  primary 
significance  of  which  is  'flagging':  Kalb  Kow  6.24  (=  Cairo  p.  89, 
v.  24),  wa-17a  mutakhYdhilu,  of  a  she-camel  --  this-  phrase  occupies 
the  same  metrical  position  in  Taýill  as  it  does  in  al-N5bighah  21.9 
al-Muzarrid  Muf  17.32  (the  Gerund  applied  to  the  pace  of  a 
stallion);  cf.  further  'Awf  b.  *al-Ahwas  Muf  108.8,  where  it  is 
used  of  a  tribe  'retreating  from  the  fray'  --  the  military 
connotation  fits  the  belligerent  context  of  the  Vignette  well. 
Structure 
6-7:  Introductory  description;  the  ostracized 
stallion  ass. 
-180- 8-10:  The  selection  of  a  mate;  the  traversed  terrain. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  a  majestic  threnody  lamenting  the  death  of  the  Ghassanid 
al-Nu'mWn  b.  al-Harith  b.  Abli  Shamir  [871,  performed  before  the 
overlords  of  the  house  of  Jafnah.  The  marthiyyah  opens  with  a 
dhikr  al-atlil,  comprising  the  motifs  of  the  decayed  remains  (la, 
2),  of  the  juvenile  infatuation  and  decrepitude  of  the  poet  (lb),  of 
the  quizzing  of  the  unrecognisable  vestiges  and  the  passage  of  time 
(seven  full  years  have  passed)  (3).  The  transition  to  the  wasf 
al-ri-aqah  (4-5)  is  effected  by  the  consolation  topos  (fa-sallaytu  Tra 
ind-i)  The  Wild  Ass  Vignette  ensues  in  verses  6-10.  The  ritti-al 
is  introduced  by  an  apostrophe  of  the  BarM  1-Barstial  ,  Dhuhl,  Qays 
(b.  Thallabah)  and  Shayb7an,  subdivisions  of  Bakr  b.  Wa'il  (11);  the 
physical  and  emotional  devastation  of  the  poet  (&q.  upon  learning  of 
the  calamity,  an  allusion  to  the  nali,  the  'Todesbotschafter')  and 
the  Schadenfreude  of  the  foe,  Tarýlm  and  ia-lil,  are  next  treated, 
conjoined  to  a  wish  for  their  continued  subservience  to  the  regal 
might  of  the  deceased  (12-13).  [881  The  panegyrical  topic  of  the 
mamd-uh  on  a  raid  (ribliyyatan:  14)  comes  in  lines  14-16  [891, 
followed  by  the  topic  of  the  Dedicator  and  the  Dedicatee  (17-20)  in 
the  last  verse  of  which  the  poet  addresses  the  deceased,  thereby 
prefacing  the  apostrophe  in  verses  21-24,  with  the  traditional  plea 
la  tabladan  coming  in  verse  22  [901.  The  dependence  of  the 
phylarch's  subjects  upon  his  continued  safety  is  treated  in  23  [911, 
and  the  poet's  asservation  that  life  is  profitless  after  the  death 
-181- of  the  King  in  24.  contextually,  this  is  a  dramatisation  of  the 
psychological  state  of  the  poet  and  his  audience  prior  to  the 
arrival  of  the  messengers  who  herald  the  death  of  the  King  (25). 
Al-NuIrrian  has  been  left  unburied.  The  wish  that  his  resting-place 
remain  fertle  comes  in  26-27a  and  the  poet  alludes  to  the  deceased's 
right  to  a  threnody  in  27b  (sa-utbilu-hu  min  khayri  Lna  q7ala  qililu). 
(921  The  ode  concludes  with  a  magnificent  sweep  of  universal 
despondency,  ranging  from  the  palaces  at  Jawl7an  and  Hawran  [931,  to 
the  Turks,  the  Persians  (rahtu  I-allamina)  and  )Cabul! 
Interpretation:  it  is  a  striking  feature  of  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette 
in  this  poem  that  it,  alone  of  the  other  pre-Islamic  poems  which  I 
have  collated,  is  devoted  exclusively  to  the  phenomenon  of 
pre-copulatory  driving,  as  has  been  observed  of  Equus  asinus  by 
Klingel.  In  the  poem  by  Kalb  b.  zuhayr  discussed  ante,  this  theme 
was  conjoined  with  that  of  the  quest  for  water.  Among  the  earlier 
poets,  it  seems  that  precopulatory  driving  was  confused  with,  or 
rather  interpreted  as,  a  quest  for  water.  This  feature  alone  marks 
the  Vignette  as  exceptional.  Within  the  wider  context  of  the 
threnody,  however,  it  is  even  more  conspicuous:  one  wonders  what 
bearing  this  paradigm  has  on  the  lament  for  the  Ghassanid  phylarch, 
if  it  is  in  fact  paradigmat;  c  at  all.  I  am  unable  satisfactorily 
to  answer  this  question.  I  can  only  suggest  that  it  may  be 
emblematic  of  the  deceased's  virility,  this  being  a.  laudable  trait 
in  both  chieftains  and  kings  of  most  nations  and  ages,  or  that  it 
may  be  an  idealization  of  al-Nu'ia-n  in  his  function  as  king. 
-182- in  the  late  L75hiliyyah  and  Early  Islamic  Period,  the  nasib  was 
logically  integrated  into  the  threnodic  gas  dah.  This  process  is 
discussed  by  Wagner  GrundzUge  1  129-131  with  regard  to  the  threnodic 
nasFib  in  the  CNa-n  of  AS-u  Dhulayb.  Al-liabighah's  poem  is  the 
earliest  extant  example  of  a  professional  tripartite  threnody: 
zuhayr's  marthiyyah  for  Harim  b.  Sinan  b.  Ab)-1  Hirithah  al-Murrl  (gab 
48  =  Th  pp.  382-386),  conspicuous  for  the  simple  dignity  of  its 
style  and  the  lucidity  of  its  diction,  is  essentially  a  bipartite, 
antithetical  panegyric  in  which  the  topos  of  T.  ime  the  Destroyer 
looms  large.  The  connection  between  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette,  the 
dhikr  al-atlýl  movement  and  the  threnody  proper  is,  howver,  somewhat 
more  elusive  and  less  obvious  in  this  qaJ-dah  than  Zuhayr's  sober 
contrapuntalism.  The  significance  of  the  Vignette  must  have  been 
obvious  to  the  poet's  audience.  It  is  possible  that  this  type  of 
Vignette  represents  current  poetic  taste,  that  it  is  consonant  with 
contemporary  aesthetic  standards.  It  may  be  indicative  of  a  tribal 
style  peculiar  to  Ghatafin:  the  fact  that  Kalb,  whose  poem 
discussed  ante  treats  of  the  same  behavioral  pattern,  is  reputed  to 
have  lived  among  the  Dhuby-an  lends  support  to  this. 
-183- NOTES 
1.  Lines  1-13  of  Tablet  VIII  (ii)  of  the  Epic  of  Gilgamesh, 
translated  by  E.  A.  Speiser  in  J.  B.  Pritchard,  Ancient  Near  Eastern 
Texts  Relating  to  the  old  Testament,  Princeton  1969,87. 
2.  Lane  927  also  gives  "a  small  hollow  or  cavity  in  a  mountain,  in 
which  water  remains  and  collects"  as  an  explanation;  this  would, 
for  example,  fit  al-Tirimmah  47.18  (waqaIna  thnatayni  wa-thnatayni 
wa-fardatan//yu6adirna  taqhlIsan  sinFala  I-madThini)  but  not  poem  52 
(yatimmani  fT  malin  ah'ilat-hu  muznatun//bulayda  1-kai-a  fT  mudhunin 
bayna  atluhi)  where  a  "place  excavated  by  a  torrent"  is  obviously 
intended. 
3.  The  variation  of  fal  and  qaf  in  these  verses  is  almost 
certainly  a  scribal  error  and  not  as  the  LisSh  al-'Arab  sub  zuhluf 
claims,  a  dialectal  variation,  with  the  qaf  being  Tamimi,  the  fal 
Najýi.  The  variation  is  also  found  in  al-Tirirraiaý  2.12,  fa-hya 
qawdalu  nuffiiat  alduda-hg//Ian  zahal7iqi  safsafin  dhT  dihadi,  where 
the  Jamharah  reads  zah;  l*lfi.  "In  the  Tam*&  dialect 
_q 
was  sounded 
intermediate  between  jaf  and  kaf,  articulated  against  the  uvula  and 
'thick!  (taqhlizu)"  (Rabin  West-Arabian  125). 
4.  If  however,  the  fathah  is  changed  to  a  kasrah,  the  iqwal  would 
be  palliated:  "though  this  fault  is  considered  a  serious  one,  the 
older  poets  not  unfrequently  allow  themselves  the  interchange  of 
kasra  and  dammah"  (Wright  2  357).  "The  final  vowel  was 
indistinctly  enunciated  in  simple  recital,  but  prolonged  in  singing" 
(De  Goeje,  ibid.  ). 
5.  It  is  probably  wrong  to  translate  al-safa  in  al-Tirimjýah  1.22 
as  "dust",  in  view  of  the  fact  that  in  al-Tirimda-ý  3. 
*4,5.2ý 
&  18. 
12  it  refers  to  the  stubble  of  the  buhrra  --  the  meaning  of  1.22  is 
that  the  beard  is  raised  by  the  wind  at  the  hottest  time  of  the 
year:  this  is  when  the  poet  imagines  his  body  as  lying  unburied, 
-184- hence  being  most  susceptible  to  decay.  The  phrase  bi-sifin 
munfaiir  in  al-Marr:  'a-r  Muf  16.55  can  be  translated  as  a  'wind  that 
raises  the  stubble,  blowing  it  down  /upon  the  traces/  from  every 
side'  as  well  as  "dust  swept  up  by  the  wind"  (Bevan  muf  3  234):  in 
Aws  12.8  the  root  refers  to  dust  swirling  and  swept  by  the  wind 
(Yasfi 
... 
1-md-ru). 
6.  For  guryan,  cf.  zuhayr  Ahl  15.14  (=  Qab  3.14,  Th  p.  124, 
v.  14),  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  55.10  (=  Ibr  33.10)  and  Umayyah  b.  Abli 
'Alidh  KOS  90.16, 
7.  For  the  comparison  of  clouds  with  camels, 
-cf. 
chapter  4, 
al-Nabighah  23.9-10  and  comment. 
8.  It  has  been  observed  of  the  Indian  wild  ass  that  the  herd  is 
larger  during  the  wet  season,  dispersing  into  smaller  bands  at  the 
onset  of  the  dry  season  (Smielowski  &  Raval  85-86).  The  wet  season 
is  also  the  time  for  mating. 
9.  J.  S.  Trimingham,  christianiLy  among  the  Arabs  in  Pre-Islamic 
Times,  London  1979,188-201. 
10.  On  the  Magi  and  Zoroastrianism,  Cf.  G  Gnoli  "Magi"  ER  9  79-81. 
11.  Muýammad  is  said  to  have  collected  lizyah  from  the  malis  of 
Halar,  the  ancient  capital  of  the  area  today  known  as  al-Haja-;  cf. 
M.  Morony  "Majus"  E12  V  1110-1118.  Jeffery  Vocabulary  14:  "we 
even  hear  of  Arabs  in  that  region  (i.  e.  al-j'rah)  becoming 
Zoroastrians",  and  Kister  al-IFirah  145:  "when  Qubidh  embraced  th  e 
faith  of  Mazdak  and  deposed  the  BarFu  Nas.  r  who  refused  to  accept  it, 
al-#arith  al-Kindii  followed  suit.  Qu6-adh,  the  story  relates, 
ordered  al-Harith  to  impose  this  faith  on  the  Arabs  of  Na  d  and 
Tihaah.  when  these  tidings  reached  mecca  some  people  embraced  the 
faith  of  Mazdak  (fa-min-hum  man  tazandaqa)  and  when  Islam  appeared 
there  was  a  group  (scil.  in  Mecca)  of  people  who  were  indicated  as 
-185- former  Mazdakites". 
12.  Cf.  Strabo  15.3.15. 
13.  A.  V.  Williams  Jackson,  Zoroastrian  Studies.  The  Iranian 
Religion  and  various  Monographa,  New  York  1928,194.  Cf.  further 
G.  Gnoli  "Zoroastrianism"  ER  9  579-591.  For  South  Arabian  incense 
burners,  Cf.  J.  B.  Pritchard,  The  Ancient  Near  East  in  Pictures 
Relating  to  the  Old  Testament,  Princeton  1954,193  &  319  (plates  579 
&  581).  Aws  b.  Hajar  Geyer  12  ,  discussed  in  Chapter  3,  contains 
many  examples  of  Persian  influence. 
14.  This  is 
. 
the  translation  adopted  by  Jacob  Beduinleben  26  aind 
Thilo  Ortsnamen  50. 
15.  W.  Caskei  "Dabbah"  E12  11  71-72,  who  does  not,  however,  mention 
Subah:  cf.  F.  Wilstenfeld,  Genealogische  Tabellen  der  Arabischen 
st9mme  und  Familien,  Gottingen  1852,  J,  line  17. 
16.1  prefer  this  term  to  J.  Stetkevytch's  "the  chivalrous  chase  on 
horseback"  (Stetkevytch  Nomenclature  100).  For  an  interesting 
discussion  of  the  royal  hunt,  cf.  J.  K.  Andersoh,  Hunting  in  the 
Ancient  World,  Berkeley  1985,57-81.  It  is  odd  that  pre-Islamic 
poetry  contains  no  instances  of  the  heroic  hunt. 
17.  Clark  1983  1  describes  the  difficulty  of  capturing  the  African 
wild  ass:  "the  1970  Hunt  expedition  for  International  Animal 
Exchange  ...  took  nearly  four  months,  employed  25  men,  six  trucks 
and  landrovers,  two  aircraft  'plus  great  supplies  of  food  and 
miscellaneous  items'  to  catch  five  African  wild  asses.  The  chase 
led  them  over  extremely  rugged  terrain,  where  the  animals  galloped 
upwards  of  70  km  per  hr  --  twice  the  speed  of  chased  zebras". 
18.  If  the  text  as  given  by  Schwarzlose  294  is  adopted,  then  the 
arguments  for  reordering  would  be  of  diminished  urgency.  The  verse 
-186- should  be  compared  with  Kalb  Kow  12.27  (=  Cairo  p.  136,  v.  27),  a 
poem  which  bears  many  similarities  with  Aws  23: 
27.  Yuqallibu  hashratin  wa-yak  t1ru  Ti-abilun 
mina  I-rishi  ma  ltaffat  lalay-hi  1-gawadimu 
and  with  no.  5,  v.  53,  Yuqallibu  zurgan. 
19.  Feathers  were  occasionally  glued  without  any  additional 
ligament  reinforcement,  even  amomng  sophisticated  bowyer  peoples: 
Pope  B&A  86  Plate  12,  Fig.  1  (a  Chinese  or  Tartar  war  arrow).  None 
of  the  aboriginal  arrows  displayed  on  p.  84  Plate  11  shows  signs  of 
the  feathers  having  been  glued;  some,  such  as  the  Yaqui  arrow  (Fig. 
4)  seem  not  to  have  been  fletched  at  all. 
20.  Reprinted  in  R.  I.  C.  Spearman  and  J.  A.  Hardy,  "Integument",  in 
A.  S.  King  and  J.  McLelland  (edd.  ),  Form  and  Function  in  Birds, 
London  1985,3  39. 
21.  Mattock  also  adduces  an  etymological  argument:  when  the  bird's 
wing  is  folded,  'the  first  four  Primaries  are  those  which  appear  to 
lie  next  the  mankib,  the  shoulder. 
22.  "The  best  and  most  serviceable  are  vulture  feathers,  after 
which  come  those  of  the  eagle"  (Latham  26). 
23.1  do  not  wish  to  be  guilty  of  'factualism',  or  to  be  numbered 
among  those  "who  believe  that  a  poem  should  be  scientifically 
accurate  and  are  prepared  to  emend  poems  to  achieve  that  ideal" 
(Stanford  Enemies  33):  it  is  much  more  plausible  that  there  is  a 
flaw  in  my  comprehension  of  the  data. 
24.  The  preparation  of  the  fletchings  is  important.  "The  centre 
portion  of  a  feather  gives  a  better  fletching  than  either  of  its  two 
extremities"  (Latham  &  Patterson  26  and  31).  "The  shipped  feather, 
-187- or  that  whose  rib  is  scraped  very  thin,  is  not  so  good  as  that  which 
has  been  carefully  cut  with  a  knife.  The  latter  stands  up 
straighter  and  endures  the  rough  usage"  (Pope  B&A  47).  It  is 
important  not  only  to  have  feathers  of  the  same  hand,  i.  e.  that  they 
be  either  right-handed  or  left-handed  (2f.  Latham  &  Paterson  31-32, 
Latham  Jamil  224),  but  that  they  also  derive  f  rom  the  same  wing  of  a 
bird:  "In  testing  many  aboriginal  arrows,  the  irregularity  of  their 
rotation  and  f  light  is  a  striking  expos6  of  the  crudity  of  their 
construction.  Arrows  having  feathers  all  from  one  wing  of  the  bird 
and  properly  placed  on  the  shaf  t  always  rotate  toward  the  convex 
side  of  the  feathers.  A  single  feather  from  the  opposite  wing  may 
prevent  this  rotation"  (Pope  B&A  50). 
1  25.  Lyall  Muf  2  276:  "The  phenomenon  here  mentioned,  the  sound 
heard  at  night  in  the  desert  sands  resembling  the  continuous  beating 
of  distant  drums,  was  ascribed  by  the  Arabs  to  the  Jinn.  The 
physical  explanation  of  it,  given  of  it  in  more  critical  times  by 
al-Asmali,  is  that  it  is  caused  by  the  friction,  or  falling,  of 
particles  of  sand  driven  by  the  wind  over  the  wrinkled  surface  of 
the  Desert".  In  view  of  my  collocation  of  the  uses  of  lazafa  I 
disagree  with  Lyall  concerning  the  identification  of  the  noise 
solely  as  "drumming". 
26.  This  is  a  grim  piece  of  irony:  the  wailing  women,  mourning  the 
death  of  the  victims  who  have  fallen  at  the  hands  of  the  poet's 
tribe,  are  metaphorically  spoken  of  as  singing-girls  who  provide 
entertainment  at  a  symposium. 
27.1  understand  ka-qidhi  1-nadiyyi  to  be  a  poeticism  for 
ka-nadiyyi  l-qidhi.  The  poet  is  r;  ferring  to  a  gaming  arrow: 
-cf 
Schwarzlose  293. 
28.  Socin  'Alqamah  12  translates  the  phrase  as  "with  an  arrowhead 
tightly  bound  with  sinew"  and  Schwarzlose  309  agrees.  While  this 
is  not  impossible,  it  seems  to  me  to  be  very  unlikely:  in  the 
-188- context  of  the  aristocratic  hunt,  the  animals  were  run  down  with 
spears  whereas  hunting  on  horseback  with  bows  and  arrows  appears  not 
to  be  featured. 
29.  This  fragment  may  equally  refer  to  the  wild  ass  as  to  the 
qhuiab  al-bayn,  'the  raven  of  the  morning  of  separation',  the 
identification  favoured  by  Krenkow. 
30.  Cf.,  however,  Thilo  Ortsnamen  37  who  would  obelize  the  verse. 
31.  "Pattern  is  a  fashionable  word  and  by  its  hints  of  intricacy  it 
makes  the  idea  of  dissecting  and  describing  poetry  less  offensive 
than  would  the  term  'regularity'.  Both  are  primarily  concerned 
with  relationships  between  objects  or  events  and  a  great  many  of  the 
possible  relationships  can  be  described,  on  the  simplest  level,  as 
different  kinds  of  repetition,  occurring  along  some  dimension  which 
may  or  may  not  be  temporal.  Regularity  is  a  more  abstract  concept 
than  repetition,  since  it  refers  to  the  repetition  of  a  relationship 
--  or  to  a  relationship  between  two  repetitions".  .  For  an 
qualification  of  Bateson's  approach,  cf.  E.  Wagner,  "War  die 
kontinuierliche  Vokalfrequenzabweichung  ein  Stilmittel  der 
altarabischen  Dichter?  ",  ZDMG  124  (1974),  15-32. 
32.1  use  'primitive'  in  the  sense  advocated  by  C.  R.  Hallpike,  The 
Foundations  of  Primitive  Thought,  oxford  1979,  v-ix:  "'primitive' 
...  means  ... 
'of  or  belonging  to  the  first  age,  period,  or  stage', 
and  as  such  has  no  derogatory  implications  whatsoever".  There  is 
more  than  a  fleeting  impression  that,  sporadically,  Bowra 
unwittingly  uses  'primitive'  in  this  retrogressive  manner.  Take, 
for  example,  the  following  statement:  "Repetition  leads  naturally 
to  parallelism  ...  By  the  time  that  it  reaches  parallelism, 
primitive  song  begins  to  connect  with  the  songs  of  more  highly 
developed  peoples"  (81).  It  would  be  unfair  to  castigate  so 
sympathetic  a  critic  as  Bowra  for  being  guilty,  of  the  fallacy  of 
'Primitive  Stupidity'  (Stanford  Enemies  116-117:  "believing  that 
-189- I 
i 
subtle  'thought  did  not  exist  in  'primitive  societies'  ...  as 
L6Vi-Strauss  ...  puts  it  ...  'Pre-history  is  nobody's  childhood'") 
but  he  does  on  occasion  approach  perilously  close  to  it. 
33.  A  hesitancy  similar  to  that  which  obtains  among  those 
interested  in  pre-Islamic  verse  concerning  the  question  of  the 
structure  of  the  clasidah  (2f.,  for  sober,  considered  discussions, 
G.  J.  H.  van  Gelder,  'The  Abstracted  self  in  Arabic  Poetry",  JAL  14 
(1982),  22-31,  idem,  Beyond  the  Line.  Classical  Arabic  Literary 
Critics  on  the  coherence  and  unity  S!  f  Lhe  Poem,  Leiden  1982,  passim, 
and  especially  14-22,  and  Wagner  GrundzUqe  1  145-160),  has  tended  in 
the  past  to  prevail  among  students  of  the  Early  Greek  Lyric. 
Indeed,  by  some  critics  the  Early  Lyrists  have  been  portrayed  as 
bearing  the  mentality  of  helpless  children,  easily  distracted  from 
more  logical  concerns  by  impulse  and  the  delight  of  the  moment. 
This  attitude  has  been  taken  to  task  by  R.  Fowler,  The  Nature  of 
Early  Greek  Lyric.  Three  Preliminary  Studies,  Toronto  1987,  an 
example  of  whose  argumentation  it  is  worth  quoting  at  some  little 
length: 
Organisational  devices  ...  argue  for  a  certain  degree  of  logical 
ability  in  early  poets,  and  show  that,  rather  than  having  mental 
operations  which  are  of  a  fundamentally  different  order  from 
those  of  later  Greeks,  they  have  fundamentally  the  same  ways  of 
thinking,  only  in  a  simpler,  less  developed  form 
...  Fr5nkel 
cannot  fail  to  notice  that  Sappho  Frag  1,  for  example,  is  a 
powerful  piece  of  writing.  The  repetition  of  the  prayer  at  the 
end  is  rendered  extremely  effective  by  the  intervening 
description  of  the  epiphany,  whose  function  is  to  show  the 
extraordinary  nature  of  Sappho's  relation  to  Aphrodite. 
Fr9nkel  says  that  the  cohesion  and  unity  of  this  poem  do  not 
arise  from  the  poet's  own  art.  It  is  the  traditional 
prayer-form,  demanding  as  it  does  the  repetition  of  the  prayer, 
which  gives  the  poem  such  unity  as  it  has;  Sappho  herself,  if 
unconstrained  by  the  demands  of  the  tradition,  would  have  been 
content  to  dwell  on  her  memory  of  the  epiphany,  getting  farther 
and  farther  away  from  the  original  point.  But  to  give  all  the 
credit  to  the  tradition  and  none  to  the  author,  is  surely  no 
satisfactory  account  of  the  poem.  The  picture  of  Sappho 
becoming  hopelessly  sidetracked,  and  wrenching  herdelf  back  to 
the  main  argument  by  a  sudden  recollection  of  the  demands  of  the 
tradition,  is  thoroughly  implausible.  We  may  ask,  moreover, 
-190- who  it  was  that  invented  and  perfected  the  traditional  forms  of 
hymns  and  prayers,  if  not  the  poets  (56). 
Especially  illuminating  is  Chapter  2,  "The  organization  of  a  Lyric 
Poem"  (63-85).  Cf.  also  C.  J.  Rowe,  "'Archaic  Thought'  in  Hesiod", 
JHS  103  (1983),  124-135. 
34.  This  variant  is  recorded  in  Thallab's  commentary. 
35.  Groom  Topography  103:  "a  small,  high,  slender,  isolated 
mountain  which  rises  out  oE  the  heat  haze  or  dust  haze". 
36.  The  text  of  al-Anbgr-i,  al-Tibrlz'i,  al-Zawzani  and  Arnold, 
verses  18-19,  is: 
18.  wa-khala  1-dhubabu  bi-ha  fa-laysa  bi-barihin 
qharidan  ka-filli  I-shiribi  1-mutarannimi 
19.  Hazilan  yahukku  dhirala-hu  bi-dhii-ali-hi 
qadha  I-mukibbi  'al7a  1-zinWdi  I-aldhami 
18.  And  the  insect  is  alone  there,  incessantly  trilling,  like  a 
crooning  reveller, 
19.  Humming,  rubbing  one  leg  aginst  the  other,  as  a  one-armed 
man,  bent  low,  strikes  the  fire-sticks. 
37.  The  Jundub  features  in  a  wild  Ass  Vignette  in  al-MarFa-r  16.34. 
38.1  have  been  unable  to  check  the  validity  of  these  last  three 
references. 
39.  Mawla;  i  reads  tazaqhqhumi,  'repeated  groaning'. 
40.  Cf.  Krenkow  1927  17,  it  "should  probably  mean  'bitten  by  other 
stallions'"  and  Lyall  Muf  2  285.  The  line  discussed  by  Lyall  from 
a  poem  by  Bishr  b.  RITi  KtFazim  (Muf  99.6  =  Hasan  38.6)  may  contain 
an  allusion  to  the  Mulallagah  of  'Antarah:  Mulallaqah  33  (=  Ahl  21. 
39,  Mawlawi  1.39)  iasratin//zayyafatin  mithli  1-faniqi  I-mukdami  is 
-191- modified  by  Bishr  *to  become  Jasratin//Iayranatin  mithli  1-faniqi 
1-mukdami  The  variant  rawi  1-muqrami  is  given  for  both  lines: 
Abel's  glossary,  137,  translates  mukdam  as  if  muqram,  was  read. 
41.  Ab-u  Sakhr  Well  256.51  implies  that  the  pool  is  meagre, 
contrasting  Athmad  with  fayd  al-khalli,  'the  overflowing  of  the 
canal 
42.  F.  Vir6  "Hamam"  E12  111  108-110:  "the  family  of  the 
Columbidae,  with  which  the  mediaeval  Muslim  naturalists  incorporated 
that  of  the  Pteroclidae,  the  sand-grouse,  morphologically  very 
closely  related  to  the  pigeons".  The  following  list  ("the  faraway 
water  hole  with  its  brackish  floods,  strewn  with  pigeon  [i.  e.  qatýal 
feathers")  is  given  by  von  Grunebaum,  "The  Response  to  Nature  in 
Arabic  Poetry",  JNES  4  (1945),  138  (=  idem,  Themes  in  Medieval 
Arabic  Literature,  London  1981):  'AbEd  1.25-27  (hamam),  Aws  34.1 
Qal7ailm,  'frogs')  =  Tufayl  8.14,  al-Alsha  1.9  (r1sh,  unspecified), 
'Abdah  b.  al-Tabib  Muf  26.45-46  (balar,  "dung  of  the  camel  family, 
of  Equidae,  of  the  oryx,  droppings  of  sheep  and  goats,  not  cow-dung" 
[Blach&re  7151),  Ra6-ilah  Muf  39.16  (frequented  by  feral  carnivores, 
sibil),  Subayl  b.  al-Khat-iM  Muf  112.19-21. 
43.  Boudot-Lamotte  0aws  798  records  an  implicit  distinction  between 
far'  and  kaCum,  the  latter  being  "a  bow  made  from  a  single  stave, 
hence  It,  does  not  vibrate  when  loosed".  The  two  seem  to  me  to  be 
synonymous,  with  the  gloss  being  etymologically  inspired. 
44.  Cf.  C.  S.  coon,  The  Huntinq  Peoples,  London  1972:  "It  takes  a 
man  about  f  our  days  to  make  one.  First  he  selects  ...  a  branch, 
0 
about  four  inches  in  diameter,  with  a  bend  in  it  of  160  The  bend 
is  the  critical  feature.  He  cuts  out  a  piece  of  this  wood  about 
four  and  a  half  feet  long,  with  the  bend  located  at  about  two-thirds 
of  the  way  down  from  what  is  to  be  the  upper  end  of  the  bow. 
...  The 
stave  of  the  bow  is  round  in  section  at  the  grip,  but  it  widens  out 
above  and  below,  like  an  hourglass,  narrowing  again  at  each  end. 
-192- The  broad  uppdr  and  lower  parts  of  the  stave  are  planed  quite  thin, 
and  the  lower  part  thinner  than  the  upper.  When  the  bow  is  strung, 
the  lower  third  of  the  stave  points  downward  and.  forward,  as  it  did 
in  the  first  place,  but  when  the  archer  draws  the  string,  the  stave 
becomes  a  single  arc,  as  in  an  ordinary  bow.  when  the  arrow  is 
released,  the'string  slaps  against  the  shaft  with  a  sharp  noise  ... 
owing  to  its  shape,  the  bow  has  one  special  merit.  It  does  not 
have  to  be  kept  unstrung  when  not  in  use,  because  the  bowstring  can 
be  slipped  past  the  lower  arm  and  the  tension  on  the  stave 
relieved.  Thus  the  bow  is  always  ready  at  a  moment's  notice. 
45.  The  radical  J-sh-I  means  'to  vomit  or  to  belch'  (Blach&re 
1531),  and  is  obviously  descriptive  of  the  casting  of  the  arrow. 
in  the  scholion  to  the  Hudhali  diwan,  seconded  by  Schwarzlose  279 
and  Lewin  57,  it  as  glossed  with  the  innocuous  khafif,  'light'. 
46.  For  the  use  of  the  left-hand  to  grasp  the  bow,  standard 
practice  among  right-handed  archers,  cf.  Ka'b  Kow  13.55  post. 
47.  Ibn  al-Sukkari  in  his  commentary  to  this  verse  records  that 
according  to  Ibn  PaCib,  the  wark  is  the  bow-string,  whereas 
al-Asmali  thought  that  it  was  the  strongest  section  of  the  bow,  by 
which  he  probably  meant  the  least  flexible  section,  i.  e.  the 
grýip-handle,  in  which  case  the  meaning  of  hudal  would  be  the  same  as 
that  tentatively  suggested  for  muhdalah  in  'Amr  Dli_ui  I-Kalb's  poem. 
48.  These  lines  provide  an  instructive  parallel  to  the  description 
in  question: 
14.  Wa-safiala  min  nablin  ka-anna  lid_ýda-ýa 
muzalzilatun  tul4i-  1-thiy7aba  hat7umu 
15.  Ka-hashiyati  1-mahdh-ufi  zayyana  11ta-ha 
mina  1-nabil  azrun  hashikun  wa-katumu 
14.  A  pale-yellow  /bow/  of  nab,,  its  twang  like  a  blustery, 
violent  /gale/  which  casts  the  clothes  aside, 
-193- 15.  Like  the  selvage  of  a  short-shorn  /garment/;  he  (the  archer  ' 
or  bowyer)  has  embellished  its  colour,  stout,  of  nab',  /its 
release/  unquenchable,  silent. 
I  understand  zayyana  lita-ha  to  refer  to  decorative  patterns  figured 
on  the  surface  of  the  bow  by  the  bowyer.  The  basic  signification 
of  h-sh-k  is  'abundance  of  milk  or  water':  cf.  Blach6re  2787-2789. 
49.  Lyall's  note  (Muf  2  190)  helps  to  place  Aws  31.17-36  in 
context:  "the  dalah  ... 
(is)  explained  as  that  kind  of  sidrah  or 
lote-tree  which  grows  wild  in  the  mountains,  without  artificial 
irrigation"  (cf.  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  707:  "a  species  of  acacia  with 
long  lean  boughs".  The  dal  is  further  qualified  by  Lyall  Muf  2  385 
as  the  "Rhamnus  nabeca").  The  picture  drawn  by  Aws  is  of  a  man  who 
risks  life  and  limb  to  acquire  what  is  presumably  sidr/dal  wood  for 
a  bow  and  in  several  respects  is  similar  to  the  descriptions  of  the 
gathering  of  wild  honey  which  are  to  be  found  in  the  Hudhali 
diwan.  Ri-shid  b.  Shihab  Muf  86.6b  is  interesting:  wa-far'un 
hatufun  19'  saqiyyun  wa-fa-  nashamu,  land  a  soughing  limb,  neither 
irrigated  nor  of  nasham'.  The  poet  seems  to  prize  the  dil,  perhaps 
implied  in  the  phrase  far,  hat7ufun,  to  the  wood  of  a  tree  which  has 
been  irrigated  (saý*I)  and  of  the  nasham,  the  Grewia  velutina 
For  bows  fashioned  from  this  latter,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  AM  29.2 
Ibr  17.2),  'Amr  DITuT  I-Kalb  Kos  109.8  (4b):  according  to  Sg'idah 
b.  Julayyah  Hell  2.9  it  grows  on  remote  mountainous  areas. 
50.  This  is  of  the  apparitional  type,  external  and  negative  --  cf. 
Jacobi  Khayal,  before  500  A.  D.  to  early  Jahili.  Note  the  heavy 
irony  in  the  use  of  the  root  n-w-l.  The  poet,  it  seems,  is  visited 
every  night  by  this  phantasm. 
51-r-  Zesignated  Al  by  Jacobi  camel  5. 
52.  Further  support  is  given  to  the  rejection  of  these  lines  by  the 
thesis  proposed  by  R.  Jacobi,  "Ibn  al-Mul  tazz:  Dair  'AbdGh.  A 
-194- structural  Analysis",  JAL  6  (1975),  37-38: 
there  are  others  (viz.  variant  readings)  which  tend  to 
exaggerate  poetic  devices  used  unobtrusively  in  a  different 
version,  and  one  variant  which  renders  a  subtle  allusion  less 
obscure.  This,  in  my  opinion,  is  strong  evidence  against  their 
genuineness  ...  It  is 
...  unlikely  that  in  the  process  of 
transmission  a  significant  or  striking  expression  is  replaced  by 
an  insignificant  one,  whereas  it  may  sometimes  happen  that  a 
poetic  effect  or  allusion  subconsciously  noticed  by  the 
transmitter  is  exaggerated  in  his  rendering  of  the  text.  If  we 
accept  this  hypothesis,  we  obtain  a  working  principle  with 
regard  to  poetic  texts  not  unlike  the  generally  applied  rule  of 
the  lectio  difficilior,  although  its  application  will  demand  the 
utmost  care.  For,  whereas  the  rule  of  lectio  difficilior  is 
based  on  the  natural  human  tendency  to  take  the  easier  road,  the 
above  mentioned  principle  presupposes  some  degree  of  sensibility 
to  the  aesthetic  qualities  of  language.  However  I  do  believe 
that  such  an  assumption  is  justified  regarding  medieval  Arab 
literati. 
should  add  that,  on  occasion,  I  have  entertained  the  distinct 
Impression  that  Tha'lab  has  'edited'  the  text  of  Zuhayr  and  that 
al-Tibrizi  has  'edited'  the  text  of  the  MulallaCat,  in  a  manner  that 
is  not  generally  expected  of  the  medieval  literati. 
53.  Cf.  J.  W.  FUck  "Kalb  b.  Wabara"  E12  IV  492:  "they  were  famous 
camel-breeders"  and  "the  grazing  grounds  of  the  Kalb  ...  were  in  the 
steppe  between  Syria  and  al-'Iriq". 
54.  Ahl  Fr.  4&  Cheikho  p.  591:  1=1,2=18,3=19,4=26. 
55.  Ibrahim  reads  tagallubu. 
56.  The  reading  given  in  the  Lisin,  samhajin  samhati  1-gawilimi, 
vitiates  the  ambivalency  of  the  epithet  which  foreshadows  verses 
41-47;  cf.  Jacobi's  principle  quoted  in  note  52  ante. 
57.  Cf.  Fraenkel  Fremdwo*rter  251. 
58.  The  verse  is  one  of  a  series  appended  to  poem  15  but  which  seem 
-195- to  bear  little  or  no  relation  to  it. 
59.  The  other  possible  meaning  of  mudmar,  'lean'  ,  as  in  'Ad7i  77.1 
T_ 
(mudmar  al-kashh,  of  a  stallion  ass)  is  not  quite  applicable  unless, 
with  a  stretch  of  the  imagination,  one  presumes  it  to  mean 
,  sharp-edged'. 
60.  Lyall's  note  is  instructive:  "the  word  mudmaj  for  the  gaming 
arrow  indicates  that  the  stem  is  well-rounded,  smooth  and  compact" 
(muf  2  199). 
61.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  31.10  reads  lal7a  l-gTri. 
62.  Quoted  from  T.  Cope,  Izibonqo,  Oxford  1968,  by  R.  Finnegan,  The 
Penquin  Book  of  oral  Poetry,  Harmondsworth  1982,129. 
63.  cf.  the  sharh,  followed  by  the  cairene  Editor;  Mudar  and 
Rabl'ah  were  "reckoned  as  constituting  the  sons  of  'Adri-an,  the 
so-called  Northern  Arabs"  (W.  Montgomery-Watt  "Qays  'Ayl7an"  E12  IV, 
833-834).  Raý_Pah  is  the  wider  tribal  affiliation  of  the  hunter  of 
sul;  a-h  in  Aws  23.41. 
64.  Al-Hidl  in  his  edition  of  al-Shammakh's  d1wan  183  explains 
al-Khudr  as  the  designation  of  "the  children  of  14ilik  b.  TarIf  b. 
Khalaf  b.  Mulia-rib  b.  Khasafah  b.  Qays  'Ayl9n,  so  called  because  they 
are  extremely  swarthy":  cf.  further  al-HUsayn  Muf  12.21,  which 
Lyall  translates  as  "the  Blacks". 
65.  A  member  of  the  Banu  'Knir  b.  Salsa'ah,  on  whom  cf.  W.  Caskel 
"'Amir  b.  salsa'ah"  E12  1  441-442  and  Lyall  1980  73-77. 
66.  The  use  of  aklalu  by  Muraqqish  al-Asghar  Muf  57.12  does  not 
mean,  as  Bevan  Muf  3  glosses,  "to  remain  awake  at  night",  but  rather 
'I  watch  it,  i.  e.  the  progress  of  it  stars,  carefully': 
-cf. 
WKAS. 
-196- 67.  As  S6hwarilose  remarks,  hashr  can  be  either  substantival  or 
adjectival. 
68.  "The  possession  of  poison  bears  with  it  a  sobering 
responsibility.  Its  use  requires  both  great  caution  and  firm 
self-discipline.  A  poisoned  arrow  must  not  be  discharged  until  the 
bowman  knows  where  his  companions  are.  He  must  handle  the  arrows 
with  great  care,  even  in  the  excitement  of  sighting  an  animal"  (Coon 
83).  In  a  chapter  entitled  "War  among  Savages"  in  Archery:  A 
military  Histor  ,  London  1980,  B.  G.  Heath  discusses  the  belligerent 
use-of  poisoned  arrows,  stressing  that  the  "bad  repute  of  the  deadly 
nature  of  the  arrow-heads"  was  at  least  as  important  as  the  poison 
itself  in  effecting  the  victim's  death:  "the  traditional  beliefs 
associated  with  the  use  of  'poisoned'  arrows  among  the  natives  are 
strong  enough  to  provide  a  substantial  psychological  weapon  amongst 
these  primitive  people"  (193).  Generally,  however,  poisoned  arrows 
are  intended  for  hunting. 
69.  cf.  the  verse  by  KtFalid  b.  Zuhayr  (R65  Dhulayb  Hell  27b.  17), 
bi-khamtatin//mina  I-sammi  madhrurin  Ialy-ha  dharuru-ha,  'with  an 
acidic  /poem/  doubly  sprinkled  with  poison'. 
70.  Lewin  237  hesitantly  identifies  the  surad  as  the  Lanius 
excubitor,  the  Great  grey  shrike:  cf.  F.  HUe  and  R.  D.  Etchecopar, 
Les  oiseaux  du  Proche  et  Moyen  Orient,  Paris  1970,781-83. 
71.  Cf.  G.  J.  H.  van  Gelder,  "Genres  in  Collision",  JAL  21.1  (March 
1990). 
72.  Cf.  Appendix  3. 
73.  By  a  curious  coincidence,  the  Greeks  Iisted  the  donkey  among 
the  animals  whose  high-spirits  led  them  to  act  hybristically:  cf. 
Herodotos  4.129.,  where  the  father  of  history  tells  how  the  donkeys 
of  the  Persian  army  led  by  Dareios  threw  the  Skythian  cavalry  into 
-197- great  disarray  by,  it  seems  braying  (hybrizontes  Bn  hoi  onoi 
etarasson  týn  hippon  t3v  Skythe6n);  Aristophanes,  Wasps  1300-1325, 
(ed.  by  D.  M.  MacDowell,  Oxford  1971),  where  Xanthias,  one  of 
Bdelykleon's  slaves,  describes  a  party  at  which  Bdelykleon's  father, 
Philokleon,  drunk  too  much  and  of  all  the  guests  "was  by  far  the 
most  hybristic",  comparing  the  old  man  with  a  barley-stuffed 
donkey;  D.  M.  MacDowell,  "Hybris  in  Athens",  Greece  and  Rome  23.1 
(April  1976),  14-31. 
74.  cf.  pages  59  &  104. 
75.  For  khillah,  cf.  Abu  Shihab  Well  148.12,  'Abid  3.6  &  11.3 
where,  as  Imru  I  al-Qays  Is  image  shows,,  the  meaning  is  not 
"sword-sheaths  painted  with  patterns"  (Lyall  1980  13)  but  rather 
'worked  with  patterned  filigree'.  Cf.  also  madhahib,  'gilt',  as  a 
designation  of  scabbards:  al-A'lam  Kos  21.15. 
76.1  construe  this  phrase,  as  with  burqat  al-liyarg't,  as  a 
descriptive  toponym  and  not  as  a  toponym  proper.  Khabt  itself  is 
an  oasis  on  the  north  edge  of  Ramlat  IWlij  --  this  may  be  too  far 
north,  given  the  precision  of  the  situational  context  of  these 
lines.  on  a  hyperbolic  level,  however,  it  is  possible  to  argue 
that  the  poet,  in  his  despondency,  deliberately  exaggerates  the 
extent  of  the  desolation  in  a  magnificent  topographical  sweep. 
77.  Kosegarten  has  numbered  the  lines  of  this  uriEzah  as 
hemistichs.  Therefore  his  line  2  should  in  fact  be  line  4:  cf. 
Farraj  p.  628. 
78.  Although  Thilo  does  not  mention  other  places  designated  as 
Qaww,  his  map  (A)  contains  a  Qaww  to  the  west  of  Harrat  Layli  and 
north  of  Khaybar  which  is  perhaps  a  possible  candidate,  without, 
however,  minimalising  in  any  respect  the  problems  under  dsicussion. 
79.  Cf.  further  Lyall  1980  76  (quoting  froM  Doughty's  description 
-198- of  his  journey  through  the  territory  of  the  'Amir  b.  Salsa'ah): 
"'This  high  wilderness  is  the  best  wild  pasture  land  that  I  have 
seen  in  Arabia:  the  bushes  are  few,  but  it  is  a  'white  country'  , 
overgrown  with  the  desert-grass,  nussy'".  It  is  also  one  of  the  - 
food-stuffs  of  the  oryx:  cf.  Harrison  Mammals  2  348. 
II 
80.1  have  found  this  root  as  referring  only  to  the  dawn:  Zuhayr 
Mulallagah  10  AM  16.10,  Qab  1.10,  Th  p-1,  V.  10),  LatýTd 
Mulallagah  61  'Abbas  48.61),  'Adi-  28.2,  Kalb  b.  Sald  al-Ghanaýi- 
Aqm  19.16. 
81.  Pace  Lewin  135,  the  epithet  adham  cannot  refer  to  nightfall, 
-but  rather  to  the  crepuscular  diffusion  of  the  first  rays  of  light. 
82.  It  is  conceivable  that  min  carries  the  force  of  'driven  from, 
in  this  context. 
83.  It  is  typical  of  the  poet's  genius  that  this  movement,  while 
containing  the  features  common  to  it  --  the  exhortation  of  the  two 
companions,  the  departure  of  the  beloved's  tribe,  the  poet's 
incertitude  as  to  her  continued  fidelity  --,  does  not  explicitly 
mention  the  desolate  vestiges,  thereby  confounding  a  topic  of  the 
dhikr  al-atlal  movement  with  a  (nocturnal)  visit  of  the  inamorata  by 
means  of  t  he  preposition  lali.  The  tone  and  content  of  these  two 
lines  may  be  fashioned  after  'Amr  b.  Qamllah  1.1-3,  rather  than 
being  a  version  of  a  less  specific,  'traditional'  topos. 
84.  Ahlwardt  reads  ginwin  for  lidhqin.  The  hadh  is  strictly  that 
part  of  the  rear  leg  which  extends  from  the  hip-bone  and  descends, 
through  the  femur  to  the  tibia,  above  the  hock.  Sumayhah  (al-BakA 
783-784)  is  an  oasis  in  the  vicinity  of  Medina:  cf.  Hass7an  b. 
Thabit  4.23  &  5.8.  The  poet  compares  the  bushy  extremity  of  the 
tail  with  the  date-clusters,  the  hairless  'caudal  extension  with  the 
supporting  branch. 
-199- 85-.  -  cf.  N61deke  FM  11  73-74. 
86.  Lyall  is  imprecise  when  he  translates  wa-ultitu  mishalan 
huscinan  as  "for  I  was  given  a  tongue  sharp  as  a  sword"  (33); 
rather,  'for  I  was  endowed  with  a  braying,  keen-edged  /tongue/". 
87.  For  a  discussion  of  the  chronology  of  the  Ghassanid  phylarchs 
and  the  Lakhmid  princes,  cf.  Lyall  Translations  97-102.  Sezgin  111 
mentions  a  rithi'  for  al-Nu'ffFa-n  IV,  who  is,  according  to  Lyall's 
table,  al-Nulman  III  and  is  in  fact  the  Lakhmid  al-Nulman  b. 
al-Mundhir  AbU  CabUs,  who  died  between  circa  602  and  612.  The  only 
other  poem  in  al-Nibighah's  d-iw9n,  apart  from  Ahlwardt  23,  that 
could  be  described  as  such  is  the  curious  piece,  Ahlwardt  18,  which 
is  manifestly  cognate  with  Ahlwardt  8,  supposedly  composed  on 
learning  that  al-Nulmýa-n  was  ill.  The  problem  with  trying  to  date 
Ahlwardt  23  resides  principally  with  the  dearth  of  reliable 
historical  detail  concerning  the  chronology  of  the  house  of 
Jafnah.  It  is  further  augmented  by  the  incertitude  concerning  the 
exact  designations  of  the  phylarchs.  The  object  of  the  poet's 
lament  (the  al-.  Nulman  of  verse  15)  seems  to  be  the  seventh  Ghassanid 
ruler,  al-Nuliian  b.  al-Harith  al-Alraj  b.  Jabalah  Abi-E  Shamir,  the 
fifth  and  sixth  kings  respectively;  al-Nulmin's  demise  is  to  be 
dated  no  later  than  570,  although  I  advance  this  hypothesis  with 
tempered  confidence,  given  the  distinct  possibility  that  al-Nulmsn 
("the  Beatified")  was  a  regal  title  and  not  a  proper  name.  M. 
ChemoUl  "Nabighah  al-Dhubyiril"  EIl  111  804-805  seems  to  identify  the 
prince  as  the  successor  of  'Amr  b.  al-Hiirith,  who  was  the  ninth 
king,  and  whose  successor  was,  according  to  Lyall's  genealogical 
tree,  al-Harith  b.  al-Harith,  who  was  himself  succeeded  circa  629. 
88.  CE.  N.  Rhodokanakis,  "Al-Khanial  und  ihre  Trauerlieder",  SBWA 
147  (1904),  56-58  ("die  Fiktion  des  Nali")  and  68-71  ("der  Trost"), 
for  Schadenfreude  as  a  threnodic  theme.  The  aged  decrepitude  of 
the  poet  in  verse  1  may  be  an  allusion  to  the  "Altersmotiv,  auch 
sonst  aus  QasidenanEingen  auBerhalb  des  Rithal  wohlbekannt"  (73). 
-200- I 
I  A.  Bloch,  "Qaý-idah",  Asiatische  Studien  2  (1948),  106-132,  advances 
the  hypothesis  that  the  marthiyyah  was  originally  a  response  to  the 
na'17:  cf.  Wagner  GrundzUge  68-69,116-134. 
89.  The  phrase  khadkhadat  afa-la  I-samali  1-gabalilu  needs  some 
clarification.  It  is  taken  by  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  116  as  a 
proverbial  reference  to  the  practice  of  scooping  up  rain  water  with 
buckets  at  a.  time  when  it  is  scarce;  this  is  seconded  by  Jacobi 
Studien  194.  Ab-u  1-Muthallam  Kos  9.14  (ja-  gakhru  khadkhada 
bi-l-sufni  1-sajikha  ka-ma//khada  l-qidaha  gam-irun  t7amilun  khasilun) 
and  gakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  18.22  (fa-khadkhatu  sufn-iya  f!  Jammi-hi 
khi]Ecýda  1-mudabiri  qidhan  latOfan)  provide  analogous  uses  of  the 
verb  and  the  image.  in  the  context  of  a  threnody  for  a  Ghassanid 
phy-larch  whose  enemies  are  explicitly  specified  as  Taaýim  and  Bakr  b. 
wiýil,  the  phrase  aFala  I-sar6ali  is  of  obvious  semantic  resonance, 
being  the  Arabic  sobriquet  of  al-Mundhir  III  b.  Imril  al-Qays,  known 
to  the  Greeks  as  Alamoundaros  ho  SakikFs.  This  is  of  course 
anachronistic,  al-Mundhir  having  been  killed  by  al-tiarith  al-Alraj 
in  the  year  554.  The  proverb  becomes  a  met;  phor  for  the 
petitioning  of  the  Lakhmid  kings  by  the  Arab  tribes  in  the  Euphrates 
valley  and  the  east  of  the  Arabian  Peninsula,  and  on  a  laudatory 
level,  It  also  associates  the  military  successes  of  the  deceased 
with  his  father's  greatest  triumph  on  the  field  of  battle. 
The  significance  of  the  phrase  bard  I-barsýali  in  verse  11  is  also 
relevant,  designating  their  fertile  territory,  the  plenitude  of 
which  has  rendered  its  inhabitants  independent  of  foreign  dominion 
(which  tends  to  contradict  Ahlwardt  and  Jacobi's  abovementioned 
explanation).  I  presume  that  the  phrase  haythu  stabhalat-hi 
1-mariahilu  to  be  ironic:  despite  their  'independence'  he  is  still 
their  king  (malki-him:  14)  and  they  still  stand  in  awe  of 
al-Nu'man's  predatory  expeditions  (wa-kanat  la;.:  hum  ribliyyatan 
yahdharuna-ha).  Of  course,  the  poet  is  purp;  sefully  confusing 
fiction  with  reality,  hyperbole  with  sober  fact.  M.  J.  Kister  has 
argued  in  some  detail  for  the  political  prominence  of  the  Tamim  at 
4  -201- this  time:  cf.  Chapter  1  ante. 
90.  For  a  discussion  of  this  phrase  Cf.  Rhodokanakis  1904  60-62, 
wagner  GrundzUge  1  120-121.1  have  been  unable  to  consult  T. 
Kowlaski,  "Ca  tab'ad",  Ungarische  JahrbUcher  15  (1935),  488-494. 
91.  This  is  an  allusion  to  the  traditional  theme  of  nights  of  grief 
without  sleep:  Rhodokanakis  1904  72-73. 
92.  The  occurence  in  threnody  of  the  verb  qhadara  is  extremely 
common.  cf.  i.  Goldziher,  "Bemerkungen  zur  arabischen 
Trauerpoesie",  WZKM  16  (1902),  307-309,  for  the  niYahah  as  "Uebung 
einer  religi6sen  Pflicht  (luctus  religio)",  and  Jacobi  Studien 
198-199  for  comments  on  verse  27:  it  is  presumably  the  style  of  the 
traditional  rithal  and  the  threnodic  function  of  the  listing 
principle  that  have  induced  al-Nabighah  to  this  so-called  'anomaly'. 
93.  Hawrin  was  built  in  578  by  Flavios  SCos:  *  cf.  I.  Shati-id, 
"Ghassin"  E12  11  1020-1021.  Verse  29b  is  an  interestingly  early 
example  of  what  S.  SPerl,  "Islamic  Kingship  and  Arabic  Panegyric 
Poetry",  JAL  8  (1977),  23-24,  calls  "Mythic  Power":  "when  the  King, 
as  secular  and  religious  pivot  of  society,  is  killed  or  harmed  the 
whole  world  order  may  collapse,  diseases  and  catastrophe  may  afflict 
the-land  ...  it  is  clear  from  panegyric  poetry  that  the  caliph  was 
held  to.  possess  a  power  not  unlike  the  mythic  reviving  power  of  the 
ancient  kings.  often  the  prosperity  of  the  realm  is  directly 
attributed  to  the  divinely  inspired  righteousness  of  the  caliph". 
-202- Chapter  3  --  The  Oryx  Bull 
I  dwell  on  the  misty  steppe. 
I  belong  to  Manakhan,  the  Lord  of  the  Beasts. 
In  the  deep  cold  of  winter, 
In  the  blinding  snow-storms, 
I  went  of  my  own  accord 
To  gentler,  warmer  pastures. 
With  the  changing  season 
I  went  frolicking  along 
With  my  myriad  companions, 
To  return  to  our  old  pastures. 
Through  the  power  of  former  deeds 
I  was  caught  in  a  snare. 
My  twenty  myriad  companions, 
Forming  a  wedge,  vanished  from  sight, 
And  Ij  bereft  of  my  heel-tendons, 
Fell  behind,  gazing  after  them. 
My  many  myriad  companions 
Went  off,  straight  in  line, 
And  I.  caught  in  the  toils, 
Fell  behind  to  await  death. 
To  be  hunted 
Is  the  way  of  the  world. 
May  I  find  a  peaceful  new  birth, 
Transcending  the  state  of  the  wild  beast. 
Sandag's  Uge  of  an  Antelope  Ell. Group  One 
1.  Aws  b.  Hajar  Geyer  2.3-10;  Fischer  p.  86. 
Translation:  Geyer  24-25. 
3.  Wa-ka-anna  aqý;  d--i  ramaytu  bi-ha 
ba'da  1-kal'ýli  mulammalan  shababa 
4.  Hatta  utiha  la-hu  akhýi  qanasin 
..  shahmun  yutir-ru  dawariyan  kuthaba 
5.  Fa-dhalawna-hu  sharafan  wa-kunna  la-hu 
hatCa  tuf7adila  bayna-ha  ialaba 
6.  Hatta  idha  1-kall7abu  4ala  la-ha 
ka-1-yawmi  matl7uban  wa-17a  talaýa 
7.  Fa-naýa  bi-shirrati-hi  li-ýabiqi-t;  a- 
hatýa  id6a  rýa-  rawqu-hu  khtadaba 
8.  Karihat  dawari-ha  I-lahaga  bi-hi 
mutabalidan  min-ha  wa-muqtariba 
9.  Fa-nqadda  ka-l-dirrill  yatbalu-hu 
naqlun  yath-uru  takhalu-hu  tunuba 
10.  Yakhf7i  wa-ahyanan  yal7uhu  ka-ma 
rafala  1-muýiru  bi-kaffi-hi  lahaba 
Translation 
3.  And  it  is  as  if  I  have  thrown  my  saddle-arches,  /even/  after 
fatigue,  upon  a  full  grown,  dazzlingly  variegated  /oryx 
bull/ 
-204- 4.  until  it  was  fated  to  encounter  a  canny,  masterful  /hunter/ 
urging  on  numerous  /dogs/  trained  to  the  chase; 
5.  They  drove  him  on  in  a  vigorous  heat  and  they  were  /so  keen  to 
catch/  him  that  they  even  competed  among  themselves  with 
shouts, 
6.  Until,  when  the  hunter  shouted  to  them,  "Never  before  has 
there  been  a  chase  like  this!  ", 
7.  He  turned,  in  his  wrath,  to  the  leader,  with  the  result  that, 
when  his  horn  was  dyed  /with  blood/, 
8.  The  /hounds/,  despite  being  trained  to  the  chase,  were 
unwilling  to  catch  up  with  him,  whether  he  distanced 
himself  from  them  or  drew  near, 
9.  And  he  darted  away  like  a  scintillant  /star/,  followed  by  a 
billowing  dust-cloud  --  you  would  imagine  it  /to  be  tied 
to/  a  tent-rope 
10.  Hidden  /by  it/,  on  occasion  blazing  forth,  just  like  a  flame 
raised  aloft  in  the  hand  of  the  caravan-guide. 
Commentary 
3.  Mulammal:  synonymous  with  muwallal  (on  which  cf.  no.  3  v.  29 
post);  Zuhayr  gab  48.2  (=  Th  p.  382,  v.  2),  Bishr  25.11,  Kalb  Kow 
20.21  (=  Cairo  p.  213,  v.  21),  mulamma'an//min-hu  1-qaZlimu  --  on 
the  striation  of  the  legs,  cf.  the  note  to  al-N;  bighah  Ahl  5.10, 
no.  4  post  --,  Khaiashah  Muf  121.3  (of  oryx  does).  Shabab:  I  Ab;  -id 
1.31,  AbU  Dhu'ayb  Hell  1.36  Muf  126.35);  cf.  its  synonyms 
shab-ub:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  55.6  Ibr  33.6),  IA6-id  19.9  (H-10, 
'Alqamah  Ahl  2.13  (=  gab  1.13,  Muf  119.14)  (of  an  oryx  doe)  (21, 
-205- Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  3.9,  and  mushibb:  (vocalised  by  Hell  and  Lewin  as 
mishabb:  Zuhayr  Th  p.  33,  v.  19  (-'0  Ahl  9,  gab  4)  [31,  AbU`  KhiCash 
Hell  6.4  &  7.2., 
4.1  have  paraphrased  akhu  qanas  as  'masterful',  interpreting  it 
as  designating  the  hunter's  succes;  in  running  down  his  prey  (ganas 
of  the  prey  of  a  falcon:  At;  U--  Khirash  Hell  4.5).  Shahm: 
al-ii7arith  b.  Hillizah  Muf  25.9  (=  Krenkow  3.9)  (Malikin//shahmi 
1-ma4adati),  al-Mukhabbal  Muf  21.29  (of  the  heart  of  a  she-camel, 
the  heart  being  considered  as  the  seat  of  intelligence).  Kuthab, 
which  Geyer  translates  "qekoppelte",  'on  -a  leash',  --  on  what 
authority  he  does  not  say  --,  seems  rather  to  be  a  shortened  from.  of 
kutti-ab  (cf.  Kazimirski  866). 
5.  This  line  can  also  be  translated  "they  drove  him  up  onto  an 
outcrop  and  were  /so  keen  to  catch/  him  that  they  competed  among 
themselves  to  drive  him".  Sharaf  is  standard  for  an  'eminence' 
(cf.  Zuhayr  Qab  30.3  [=  Th  p.  279,  v.  3],  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.42  Qab 
2.42,  Muf  120.441),  al-AlstCa  62.2,  Ab_u  Dhulayb  Hell  1.28  Muf 
126.271)  and  the  plural  occurs  in  a  depiction  of  the  oryxIs  escape 
by  Bishr  (21.20);  Jalab,  a  Gerund,  echoes  the  notion  of  dhalawna, 
viz.  the  vigorous  driving  of  camels:  cf.  Uhban  b.  Lu't  Well  159.5, 
ka-ma  anha  lala  1-1alabi  1-aiiru.  I  was  influenced,  however,  in  my 
translation  by  the  following  passage,  Mutammim.  Muf  9.22b-23: 
tammahu  ashrafin  id6a  ma-  yunzalu/wa-ka-anna-hu  fawta  1-Jawalibi 
.: 
La_rLiIan//riImun  tadiYafu-hu  kilabun  akhdalu,  where  ashfaf  designates 
'heats  in  a  race'  (cf.  Usýimah  b.  al-Hirith  Hell  2.10)  and  Jawalib 
the  supporters  who  urge  on  their  favourite  with  shouting  (gf. 
Blachire  1594,  sub  Jalab,  "yelling,  hallooing  to  excite,  to  frighten 
a  horse,  in  a  race").  TuCadila  may  also  be  vocalised  tafadala,  the 
apocopated  subjunctive  of  Form  VI.  The  poet  represents  the  dogs 
and  the  oryx  as  running  a  race  in  which,  owing  to  their  keen 
excitement,  the  barking  of  the  dogs  resembles  the  yells  of  competing 
factions  at  a  horse-race. 
-206- 9.  Ingadda  W.  al-Khasafli  Muf  91.24,  kulla-ma  inqadda  kawkabun) 
has  the  meaning  of  rapid  descent  from  a  height  and  may  support  the 
translation  of  sharaf  as  'outcrop'  in  line  5;  dirril,  used  of  the 
oryx:  *  IAýid  19.12,  RaOlah  Muf  38.15  (darýrilu)  [41;  naql,  often 
found  in  conjunction  with  the  root  th-w-r,  can  designate  either  the 
dust  raised  by  raiding  horses  (Bishr  10.11,  "imir  15.1)  or  the  dust 
kicked  up  in  the  mil6e  of  two  clashing  forces  (Bishr  5.10,36.7, 
11imir  5.8,27.5)  and  occurs  in  a  description  of  a  fleeing  oryx  by 
Bishr  (25.14). 
Tunub:  for  the  bold  image  intended  by  the  poet,  cf.  Rablilah  Asm  84. 
17  (-  Muf  113.18),  wa-in  ashalat  adhrat  qhubgran  mutannabi,  land  if 
she  (my  mare)  comes  to  level  terrain,  she  kicks  up  a  dust-cloud 
fitted  with  tent-ropes'  (cf.  Imrul  al-QayS  Ahl  4.56  [=  Ibr  3.401, 
burdin  mutannabi,  -  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.40  [=  gab  3.46]),  i.  e.  the 
swirling  dust-cloud  resembles  the  sheet  of  a  tent,  affixed  in  place 
with  tent-ropes,  blown  about  by  a  strong  wind. 
10.  The  meaning  of  al-munir  is  unclear:  in  my  translation  I  have 
relied  upon  a  meaning  recorded  in  Dozy  2  744.  In  'AwE  b.  al-Ahwas 
Muf  36.4  -  al-Alsh-a  Husayn  82.7,  the  verb  refers  to  a  servant-girl 
kindling  a  fire  under  a  cooking-pot:  al-Muhalhil  (Asm  53.1)  and 
'Ad'i  (16.34)  use  it  in  its  more  familiar,  intransitive  sense. 
MurFir  is  occasionally  applied  to  a  highway  that  is  clear  and 
visible,  (Zuhayr  Qab  42.4  [=  Th  p.  256,  v.  4],  murdrun  huda-hu,  Abu 
Sakhr  Well  263.22,  Mulayý  Well  270.17,  )  and  it  may  not  be  too 
fanciful  to  see  in  this  usage  reference  to  a  practice  of  lighting 
beacons  as  way-marks  during  the  night,  particularly  for  the  later 
poets  AbU  Sakhr  and  Mulayq,  although  it  is  not  clear  if  they  are 
describing  these  roads  at  night.  The  point  of  origin  of  the  simile 
as  coined  by  Aws  is  obviously  the  contrast  between  the  brilliant 
pelage  of  the  oryx  and  the  opaqueness  of  the  dust  (light  and  dark) 
and  I  have  chosen  the  meaning  which  I  think  best  captures  this  sense. 
Structure 
-207- 3:  introductory  description;  the  solitary  oryx  buck. 
4-6:  The  encounter  with  the  hunter  and  the  chase. 
7-8:  The  battle  with  the  hounds;  the  slaughter  of 
one  of  the  hounds. 
9-10:  The  escape  of  the  oryx;  blazing  like  a- 
shooting  star. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
context:  a  short  invective,  attributed  by  al-jahiz  to  Aws  b.  Hajr's 
son  Shurayq  (2f.  Geyer  p.  24),  against  the  Bariu`  Lubaynah.  who, 
according  to  Geyer,  were  a  clan  of  Asad  b.  Walilah.  This  hijal 
contains  an  adumbrated  naJb  --  the  departure  of  an  (unspecified) 
beloved  and  her  residence  in  hostile  territory  --  (1-2),  a  wasf, 
predominantly  an  Oryx  Bull  Vignette  (the  she-camel  description  as  a 
structural  requirement  is  but  alluded  to  in  the  introductory 
formula),  and  the  vituperation  itself  (11-13). 
Interpretation:  it  is  interesting  to  quote  Geyer's  remarks  on  this 
poem:  "in  the  form  in  which  we  have  it,  the  poem  contains,  leaving 
aside  the  absence  of  a  beginning  (only  one  or  two  verses)  and  of  a 
conclusion,  a  substantial  lacuna:  between  v.  2  and  3  the  camel 
description  is  wanting.  Perhaps  several  verses  are  missing  between 
v.  3  and  4"  (loc.  '  cit.  ).  This  represents  what  might  be  termed  the 
'orthodox  view',  viz.  that  if  a  poem  seems  in  any  way  defective  or 
incomplete,  then  faulty  transmission  must  be  blamed  and 
fragmentariness  postulated  --  a  useful  philological  method  to  have 
at  one's  disposal.  unlike  Geyer,  I  do  not  think  that  this  poem  is 
-208- incomplete.  Rather,  the  traditional  qasfdah  structure  of  nas-ib, 
wasf  and  gharad  is  present,  albeit  sketchily  at  times  and  there  is 
no  hard  evidence  that  the  poem  is  lacunose.  As  a  piece  of 
invective,  the  poem  is  very  effective,  and  -its  vituperative 
technique  is  similar  to  that  of  Zuhayr  Ahl  1  and  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr 
Kowalski  16  --  the  vignette  functions  as  a  moral  exemplar.  There 
is  an  air  of  breathless  excitement  about  the  piece,  as  if  it  were 
impelled  onward,  by  the  urgency  of  the  poet's  anger,  and  this  may  be 
reflected  in  the  absence  of  any  obscure  or  difficult  lexical  items 
and  of  involved  syntax:  the  whole  piece  is  an  admi  rable  example  of 
an  asyndetic,  paratactic  composition.  Although  the  narration  of 
the  chase  and  the  battle  occupies  five  lines  of  the  text,  the  Oryx 
Bull  Vignette  is  dominated  by  the  contrast  of  light  and  darkness 
which  the  poet  points  as  the  capping  motif  of  the  panel.  The 
invective  is  introduced  as  set  against  a  background  of  brilliance 
(there  are  four  words  in  lines  9-10  which  express  the  notion  of 
light)  and  the  moral  and  physical  worthlessness  of  the  Banu  Lubaynah 
stand  out  in  marked  contrast  with  what  has  preceded.  There  is  no 
evidence  of  anticipatory  techniques,  no  inklings  or  foreshadowings 
of  the  hjj:  a.  L  movement  in  either  the  nas-fb  or  the  wasf:  opposition 
of  disparate  elements  effects  expression. 
in  essence,  these  features,  when  taken  together  with  the  length 
of  the  piece,  mark  this  poem,  in  my  opinion,  as  an  extempore 
composition.  The  (adumbrated)  tripartite  structure  of  the  qasidah 
provides  the  poet  with  a  traditional  framework  within  which  his 
-209- improvised  vituperation  operates,  his  language  is  spontaneous  -- 
perhaps  even  colloquial  in  line  6  --,  the  images  are  unforced  yet 
forceful  in  their  directness,  the  invective  succinct  and  lucid.  it 
is  significant  that  the  elements  of  the  vituperation,  viz. 
ignobleness  of  descent,  physical  deformity,  military  insignificance, 
are  traditional  and  universal  In  their  abstraction  and  that  there  is 
a  marked  lack  of  reference  to  any  particular  event  or  bone  of 
contention  which  may  have  provided  occasion  for  the  attack. 
In-  a  discussion  of  Tatar  poetry,  H.  M.  Chadwick  and  N.  K. 
Chadwick,  The  Growth  of  Literature,  Cambridge  1986,3  213  make  the 
following  statement  on  the  nature  of  improvised  verse,  which,  to  a 
certain  extent,  provides  an  instructive  analogy: 
The  entire  performance  (of  a  shaman  or  a  baksha),  while 
following  a  traditional  outline,  or  a  traditional  channel  of 
thought  and  traditional  artistic  style,  is  nevertheless 
extempore  ...  the  shaman,  within  a  framework  prescribed  by 
traditional  theology,  extemporises  his  dramatic  songs,  varying 
his  motifs,  and  drawing  from  experience,  personal  or  borrowed. 
This  diction  is  identical  with  that  of  the  heroic  poems. 
Phrases  and  descriptions  and  groups  of  lines,  and  much  of  the 
imagery,  are  familiar  to  us  from  the  narrative  poems.  But  the 
actual  composition  takes  place  during  the  recital. 
it  is  the  poet's  ability  to  utilise  tradition  that  I  should  like  to 
stress  as  of  particular  relevance  to  early  Arabic  verse:  the 
tripartite  qasTdah  format  is  ideal  for  the  facilitation  of 
extemporaneous  composition.  Aws's  poem  is  one  such  ephemeral  poem, 
-210- which  may  belong  to  the  type  of  flyting  which  was  customary  in 
poetry  competitions:  the  tribal  nature  of  the  invective  perhaps 
militates  against  the  supposition  of  a  'personal'  competition. 
improvisation,  fecundity  of  wit  and  celerity  of  response  are  the 
criteria  by  which  such  flytings  tend,  in  other  societies,  to  be 
judged.  one  example  from  Polynesia  will  suffice: 
We  are  told  of  a  form  of  extempore  dialogue  known  as  the  'A'  1, 
which  consisted  of  the  matching  of  wits  of  two  tohunqas  (not 
necessarily  priests),  held  in  the  form  of  a  dialogue  during 
which  a  judge  would  sit  between  them  while  they 
'cross-questioned  and  recriminated  each  other'.  The 
contestants  were  tuhuna  olono,  'masters  of  myth,  legend  and 
genealogies'.  The  one  outwitted  was  considered  as  'defeated 
and  overthrown  by  the  victor'  and  it  is  even  said  that  'formerly 
a  tuhuna  was  defeated  and  killed'  (Chadwick  &  Chadwick  GL  3  462). 
This  does  not  exactly  match  the  context  which  I  have  posited  for 
Aws's  qasIdah  (the  Arabic  contest  seems  to  have  involved  the 
interchange  of  qasidahs  or  qitlahs  as  well  as  the  'capping 
challenge'),  but  it  is  an  interesting  example  of  how  such 
competitions  were  conducted.  It  may  come  as  something  of  a 
surprise  that  such  dialogues  are  attested  for  the  Jahiliyyah;  two 
interesting  examples  are  'ACid's  contest  with  Imrul  al-Qays, 
recorded  in  the  former's  Ciwan  (Fragment  10),  and  Imrul  al-Qays's 
contest  with  al-Tawlam  al-Yashkur7i  (Ahl  22).  whether  these  are 
mere  exercises  of  ingenuity  with  "no  pretensions  to  be  ancient",  as 
Lyall  1980  67  claims,  or  not,  it  is  significant  that  this  is  w6at 
later  writers  expected  of  the  da-hil-i  poets. 
-211- 2.  Aws  b.  Hajar  Geyer  12.17-26;  Fischer  92-95  =  al-Nabighah 
al-Dhuby; 
Ji  Ahl  14.10-13;  Derenbourg  31.10-13. 
Translations:  Geyer  37-44;  Derenbourg  358-359. 
17/10.  Ka-anna-ýa  dhu  wust;  u-min  bayna  malfiqatin 
wa-l-qutqutanati  wa-l-burlumi  madhluru  [11 
18.  Ahassa  dhikra  ganisin  min  bani  asadin 
fa-nsala  mustawliyan  wa-l-khatwu  maqsuru 
19/11.  ASikha  min  nablatin  aslb:  a  la-lý-a  udhunan 
sirrFakhu-6a-  bi-daktd-si  I-rawqi  mastdru 
20/12.  Min  hissi  atlasa  tasla  tahta-hu  shiralun 
ka-anna  ahrFaka-li-a  I-sufla  ma-astdru 
21/13.  YaqUlu  rikibu-tFa  I-liniyyu  murtafiqan 
hadtýa  la-kunna  wa-lahmu  1-sh;  -ti  mahiýiru 
22.  Fa-fata-hunna  wa-azmalna  I-lahiga  bi-hi 
ka-anna-hunna  bi-ianbay-hi  I-zar;  a-6iru 
23.  Hatt7a  16a  gulta  ýalat-hu_awalilu-ha 
wa-law  yastialu  la-naiiat-hu  tl-matýallrut 
24.  Karra  lalay-hi  wa-lam  yafshal  yumarisu-ha 
ka-anna-hu  bi-tawall-hinna  masr-uru 
25.  wa-shalla-ýa  bi-dhaliqin  haddu-hu  salibun 
ka-anna-hu  marzubanun  faza  mahburu 
Variant  Readinqs 
(1].  Al4abighah  Ahl  &  Derenbourg  10; 
-212- 10.  Ka-anna-ýa  khidibun  azl7afu-hu  lahigun 
qahru  1-ihabi  tarabbat-hu  1--zananiru 
[*].  Der:  qahdu. 
Translation 
17/10.  AS  if  she  was  a  tattooed  /oryx  bull/,  on  the  alert,  between 
Malfiqah,  al-Qutqutýinah  and  al-Bur'lim, 
19/11.  which  had  perceived  a  sound,  pricking  up  an  ear,  his  earhole 
concealed  by  the  compact  /base/  of  his  horn, 
20/12.  sensing  a  squalid  /hunter/  beneath  whom  run  /hounds  as  thin 
as/  bow-strings,  their  lower  jaws  like  saws, 
21/13.  Whose  manic  rider  says  to  them  coaxingly,  "This  one  is  for 
you,  though  the  flesh  of  the  oryx  is  /usually/  forbidden!  " 
18.  He  perceived  the  memory  of  a  hunter  of  the  Banu  Asad,  turned 
around,  surpassing  /them/,  though  his  steps  were  /still/ 
short, 
22.  And  outstripped  them  --  they  had  resolved  upon  overtaking 
him,  swarming  around  him  like  wasps  -- 
23.  Until  when  finally  you  would  have  said,  "The  front-runners 
have  caught  him!  "  (yet  if  he  had  wanted,  his  legs  M  would 
have  taken  him  to  safety), 
24.  He  wheeled  against  them  and  was  not  feeble  in  his  struggle 
with  them,  seemingly  overjoyed  to  meet  them,  as  they 
followed  on,  one  after  another, 
25.  And  scattered  them  with  a  razor-sharp  /horn/,  its  edge  quick 
-213- and  active,  like  a  braced  /bow/  when  it  tosses  them  on  high. 
26.  Then  he  continued  on  his  way,  racing  with  his  shadow,  his  head 
uplifted,  like  an  exultant  satrap  who  has  escaped  /from  the 
fray/. 
Commentary 
17/10.  Al-Nabighah:  as  if  she  was  a  white  /oryx  bull/  with  dark 
hooves  and  an  albescent  pelage,  reared  in  al-Zan7an'Ir. 
17.  This  may  be  the  earliest  occurrence  of  the  phrase  dtýu  wushum 
(Cf.  Kalb  Kow  13.20  [=  Cairo  p.  153,  v.  20],  dha  wush&)  which  is  not 
particularly  common  in  early  poetry.  It  refers,  as  do  the 
synonymous  mulammal  (cf.  no.  1,  v.  3),  muwallal,  (cf.  no.  3,  v.  29), 
and  the  cognate  mawsh-um  ('Alqamah  Ahl  13.16  [=  Qab  2.16,  Muf  120. 
171),  primarily  to  the  markings  on  the  oryxls  legs,  as  well  as  to 
the  brown  facial  and  ventral  markings,  the  intensity  of  which  varies 
from  individual  to  individual:  cf.  al-14abighah  Ahl  Frag.  26.32b, 
wa-El  I-qawalimi  mithlu  1-washmi  bi-l-qarit  and  Thallabah  b.  'Amr 
Muf  74.4,  lam  ý-usham  (of  the  stockinged  forelegs  of  a  mare). 
Thilo  Ortsnamen  83  obelizes  this  passage  because  of  the  difficulty 
of  reconciling  the  localities  of  the  toponyms.  Al-Qutqutanah  is  an 
oasis  to  the  west  of  al-iufah.  In  a  distich  of  al-Kumaytls  quoted 
by  al-Bakili  130,  al-Qutqufanah  is  conjoined  with  al-Awdah,  in  the 
territory  of  Kalb.  Al-Bur'um,  on  the  other  hand,  is  in  the 
territory  of  Asad:  cf.  Latd-d  'Abbas  35.25  (al-baiallm);  al-Bakr! 
150.  The  location  of  Malfiqah  is  not  specified.  It  is  difficult 
to  make  sense  of  these  toponyms  and  they  may  simply  have  been  chosen 
for  their  acoustic  resonances  --  In  the  context  of  hila,  the  element 
of  rhetorical  bombast  is  often  amplified  considerably.  It  is 
significant  that  al-Qutqutanah  is  not  far  from  al-Hirah;  al-Burlum, 
being  in  the  territory  of  the  Banu  Asad,  is  contextually  resumed  in 
-214- line  18,  qard-sin  min  bard  asadin.  The  noble  oryx  is  emblematic  of 
the  poet,  or  is,  at  least,  a  moral  exemplar  and  there  is  discernible 
an  opposition  between  the  poet's  connections  with  al-#-irah  and  the 
pastoral  lifestyle  of  the  victims  of  his  assault,  the  BanU  Burd. 
AI-Qutqutýnah  may  suggest  that  the  oryx/poet,  by  virtue  of  the 
vicinage  of  the  poet's  patron  (al-hum5m  of  line  12),  is  safe  from 
attack.  I  offer  this,  however,  as  only  a  partial  explanation  -- 
there  is  barely  enough  information  to  rely  on. 
10.  Khidib  is  an  adjective  more  commonly  found  as  a  designation  of 
the  male  ostrich:  Zuhayr  Qab  38.1  (=  Th  p.  316,  v.  1),  Qab  43.7 
Th  p.  245,  v.  7),  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.17  (=  Qab  2.17,  Muf  120.18), 
Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  40.29  (=  Ibr  30.29),  Murrah  b.  Hamm7am  Muf  82.4, 
'Uqbah  b.  dabiq  Asm  9.10.  It  is  also  used,  by  Group  8  --  Asad,  of 
the  ostrich  hen:  'Abid  11.6,  Bishr  7.14,31.8;  and  once  of  the 
juvenile:  Bishr  7.14.  It  is  variously  glossed:  Lyall  Muf  2  338 
notes  that  "'a  male  ostrich  with  legs  coloured  red',  is  explained  by 
some  as  meaning  'coloured  green  by  the  herbage'"  and  that  "the  legs, 
thighs  and  necks  of  the  male  ostrich  are  said  to  take  on  a  red  tinge 
when  he  desires  the  female";  A.  Benhamouda  "LlAutruche  dans  la 
Po6sie  de  Dti-u  1-Rummah",  in  M61anqes  Louis  Massignon,  Damsacus  1956, 
1  200  suggests  that  it  designates  a  male  ostrich  "of  which  the  skin 
of  the  hairless  parts,  thighs  and  neck,  is  red"  and  Lewin  "tinged 
with  red  of  the  male  ostrich".  In  the  adult  male  "the  skin  of  the 
head,  neck,  flanks  and  thighs  (is)  pink-flesh  ... 
(the)  neck  An 
breeding  season  (is)  fiery  red  and  rest  of  bare  skin  brighter" 
whereas  the  adult  female  has  "bare  skin  of  head,  neck,  flanks,  and 
thighs  (that  is)  pale-brown"  (Cramp  and  Simmons,  Handbook  of  the 
Birds  of  Edrope,  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa:  The  Birds  of  the 
Western  Palearctic,  oxford  1977,1  41).  This  lexical  peculiarity 
of  Asad  is  difficult  to  account  for,  unless  one  presumes  that  it  is 
a  somewhat  imprecise  epithetical  extension.  In  context  of  the  oryx 
description,  the  phrase  khidibun  azlafu-hu  may  refer  to  the 
distinctive  patterning  of  the  legs  (az]7af  'hooves'  being 
metonymical  for  legs)  although  the  outer  rim  of  the  hoof  of  the  oryx 
-215- is  overtopped  by  a  white  pastern  which  contrasts  with  the  darker 
marking  of  the  metapodials,  and  the  phrase  may  refer  to  this. 
Lahiq  (Usamah  b.  al-Harith  Hell  1.7)  and  qahd  al-ihab  (Labid 
Mulallagah  38  [=  'Abb-as  48.381,  zuhayr  Qab  32.17  [=  Th  p.  268, 
v.  17,  aghad  of  a  cloud])  are  pleonastic,  with  the  latter  explicating 
the  former.  Al-ZananIr  is  in  the  vicinity  of  al-Talif,  due  east 
from  the  township:  cf.  Laýid  'Abbas  12.3  Chal  p.  1,  v.  3,  Brock  I 
1.3). 
19/11.  Nablah  is  frequently  associated  with  the  hunter  and  his 
gazehounds:  Tufayl  1.26,  al-Hgr'ith  b.  Hillizah  Mulallagah  11,  AbU' 
Dhulayb  Hell  3.15).  The  second  hemistich  is  rather  obscure:  the 
simýkh  is  the  ear-hole  (cf.  Dh_u  1-Rummah  42.3);  dakhis  seems  to 
refer  to  anything  that  is  compact  and  hard  (cf.  al-Nýbighah  AM  S.  '8 
Der  1.81,  daktd-si  1-nahdi,  the  compact  flesh  of  the  hump)  or  to 
the  foundation  of  a  bulding,  as  in  al-Alshg  15.37b  (bang  1-Lahu 
bayt-J  f!  l-dakh1si  I-laramrami):  the  dakhIs  al-rawq  is  presumably 
the  gristle  and  bone  at  the  horn  core.  It  is  not  quite  clear  how 
the  base  of  the  oryx1s  horn  and  the  flesh  surrounding  the  cores  can 
be  said  to  cover  or  conceal  its  ear,  unless  the  poet  is  describing 
the  ear  as  being  tucked  tightly  against  the  beast's  neck;  when 
viewed  from  the  front,  the  uppermost  cranial  margins,  where  the  horn 
cores  are  located,  might  conceivably  be  said  to  conceal  the  ears,  if 
they  are  so  tucked  back.  The  singular  is  difficult  to  reconcile 
with  viewing  the  animal  from  the  front,  given  that  it  is  when  viewed 
from  the  side  that  it  appears  only  to  have  one  horn.  I  do  not  know 
whether  the  oryx  tucks  its  ears  back  in  this  manner. 
20.  Atlas:  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  47.12,  atlasu  1-lawni,  of  a 
Wolf  (cf.  'Abdah  b.  al-Tabib  Muf  26.30,  ashlatha  ka-l-sirhani,  of  a 
hunter);  the  metaphor,  of  bow-strings  for  lean  saluqi  hounds,  is 
noteworthy:  cf.  the  comparison  of  the  hounds  with  javelins 
(maz;  1'11)  in  'Abdah  Muf  26.33.  The  comparison  of  jaws,  with  their 
rows  of  sharp  teeth,  with  the  serrated  edges  of  saws  is  similar  to 
-216- the  comparison  of  the  jaws  of  wolves  with  splintered  sticks  found  in 
al-Shanfara  Liniyyat  al-'Arab  31.  Hanak  also  signifies  'beak': 
cf.  zuhayr  Th  p.  164,  V.  19,  Dubay'ah  al-'Abs-i  in  'Amir  34a.  3 
(mutaqaribu  1-hanakayni). 
21.  The  demented  'rider'  of  the  hounds  is,  of  course,  the  hunter. 
18.  This  line  is  obviously  the  culmination  of  the  preceding  four 
verses:  it  represents  the  moment  when  the  oryx  comprehends  the 
significance  of  the  sound  that  has  alerted  him.  The  stealthy 
hunter  and  his  hounds  have  almost  come  upon  their  prey  unawares. 
Inslila  is  used  of  the  oryx  wheeling  and  escaping  from  the  attacking 
hounds:  al-A'sýa  52.39  &  79.18,  Ab-u  Dhulayb  Hell  1.41  (=  Muf 
126.40,  as  a  v.  1.  ),  'Abdah  b.  al-Tab-ib  Muf  26.33,  of  the  parall"el 
movements  of  the  oryx  and  the  hounds,  analogous  to  Imrul  al-Qays 
application  of  it  to  the  hounds  swerving  aside  from  the  oryx  (Ibr 
74.44)  (cf.  Rabilah  b.  Maqrum  Muf  39.31:  a  wild  ass's  reaction  to 
the  botched  shot  of  a  hunter).  For  the  phrase  wa-l-khatwu  maqsuru, 
cf.  ACu  Sakhr  Well  250.6,  qisiri  1-khuCa,  of  a  herd  of  oryx;  in 
other  words,  the  oryx  is  not  running  at  full  tilt,  but  is  reserving 
his  strength. 
23.  As  Fischer  93-94  points  out,  there  is  a  textual  crux  in 
al-math5liru,  which  could  only  mean,  'then  the  dead  would  have 
allowed  him  to  escape',  and  not  Geyer's  improbable  "and  if  he  had 
wanted  to  flee  further,  then  the  murderers  would  have  caught  him". 
24.1  have  adopted  Fischer's  gloss  of  bi-taWa-II-hinna.  The 
following  also  is  possible:  'seemingly  overjoyed  to  meet  their 
rearguard'.  The  use  of  yurda-risu-hi  (cf.,  for  example,  ME  1-Khiraq 
asm  36.4,  Abu-  Dhu'ayb  13.12,  Ra6lilah  b.  al-Jahdar  Kos  131.21) 
points  to  the  personification  frequently  encountered  in  the  battle 
of  oryx  and  sal;  gI. 
25.  For  salib,  cf.  al-A'shi  52.40,  naha  saliban  of  the  oryx.  it 
-217- is  used  of  a  tall  woman  by  the  early  Islamic  Mulay4  well  273.20. 
This  suggests  the  vocalisation  salibin,  the  adjective  qualifying  the 
substantive  'horn',  implied  by  the  context:  cf.  Schwarzlose  234  for 
its  meaning  when  applied  to  a  lance.  The  second  hemistich  is  a 
remarkable  case  of  guttatim  style:  it  resumes  the  metaphor  of  verse 
20,  where  the  hounds  are  said  to  be  'bow-strings'  --  the  oryx1s  horn 
becomes  a  bow  braced  with  the  corpses  of  the  hounds  at  the  point  of 
piercing  and  tossing  them  (construing  ya'IU-hunna  as  poetic  for 
yallu  bi-hinna). 
26.  The  comparison  of  the  exultant  oryx  with  a  satrap  (LE.  'Ad-i  5. 
16,  marazib)  who  rejoices  in  his  good  fortune  on  escaping  from  the 
battlefield  occurs  only  in  this  context,  as  far  as  I  am  aware.  it 
continues  the  association  of  the  Persians  with  triumphal  nobility,  a 
constant  theme  pervading  the  whole  qajdah. 
Structure 
17/10:  Introductory  description;  the  alarmed  buck. 
19-21/11-13,18a:  The  encounter  with  the  hunter  and 
the  hounds. 
18b,  22-23:  The  chase. 
24-25:  The  battle  with  the  hounds;  the  slaughter. 
26:  The  escape  of  the  buck. 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  an  obscure,  difficult  and,  Indeed,  rather  baffling 
jeremiad  directed  against  the  Banu  Burd,  a  subsect  of  the  iyad, 
addressed  to  the  Tanilm.  The  basic  structure  of  the  poem  can  be 
schematized  as  follows: 
-218ý Nasib:.  1,5,2-4. 
Rihlah:  6-12. 
Wasf  al-naqah:  13-26  (OryX  BUll  Vignette:  17-26). 
HL-LaL:  27-34,36-37,35;  narration  of  the  affront  offered 
to  the  poet  (27-30),  lampooning  proper  (31-34  &  36-37); 
peroration  (?  )  (35). 
interpretation:  in  verses  1  and  5  of  this  poem  (verse  5,  a  possible 
variation  on  verse  2  of  'Alqamah  Ahl  13,  has  been  tranposed  to 
between  1  and  2)  the  poet  sets  forth  the  quandry  which  is  to  occupy 
his  attention  until  line  13.  Within  the  framing  motif  of  the 
departure  of  the  habib,  the  poet  poses  three  questions;  was  her 
departure  expected?,  is  he  to  follow  her  or  avoid  her,  having 
perhaps  been  repudiated  by  her  in  the  form  of  an  unannounced 
departure?,  should  he  not  cease  his  unpardonable  weeping?  He  and 
his  beloved  had  arranged  a  tryst  in  al-Nuria-rah,  in  the  vicinity  of 
al-tFirah  (cf.  W.  Caskel  "Asad"  E12  1  684),  but  it  was  his  good 
fortune  only  to  catch  the  merest  fleeting  glimpse  of  her,  no  more. 
Lines  3  and  4  are  a  variation  of  the  nostalgic  yearning  for  former 
days  of  happiness  topos.  Structurally  and  semantically,  the 
toponyms  enumerated  in  these  lines  fulfil  a  prospective  function: 
the  poet  catalogues  the  possible  migration  routes  which  the 
beloved's  tribe  might  follow,  basing  his  conjectures  on  his  past 
experience  (he  had  passed  idyllic  days  of  pleasure  in  these  places, 
in  good  favour  with  his  lady  friend).  These  places  are  not  well 
documented  and  some  appear  to  be  peculiar  to  this  poem.  As  far  as 
-219- I  can  determine,  there  are  three  possible  routes:  Firtaj  in  line  3a 
(al-Bakri  711)  and  al-Khalqal  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  58)  are  in  the 
vicinity  of  ShaJq  and  Dahnal;  Hanbal.  (al-Bakr17  288)  seems  to  be  in 
the  general  area  of  SJihah,  with  Sarral  (Yaqut  3  62)  being  near  the 
Wa(ili  Salma;  al-Unaylim  (the  diminutive  of  al-AnIam),  Khazaz  and  Kir 
(al-Bakrý_i  106,  Thilo  Ortsnamen  59  and  63  respectively)  lie  to  the 
south-east  of  the  chain  of  peaks  adjacent  to  Aban  al-Aswad  and  Aban 
al-Abyad.  The  tribe  Is  destination  lies  to  the  south  (6-na)  of 
Thah17an  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  103)  and  al-Nir  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  77),  i.  e.  & 
effectively  due  south  to  the  southernmost  members  of  the  toponyms 
catalogued  in  line  4.  The  return  (al-quful)  of  line  6  is  both  that 
of  the  poet  and  that  of  the  beloved's  tribe,  Aws  having  determined, 
by  means  of  a  review  of  the  migration  routes,  their  destination. 
The  transition  from  naýib  to  rihlah,  (hal  tuba  liqhqhu-n-i-him)  , 
Jacobi's  A2  --.  this  is  "an  allusion  to  the  motif  of  separation 
the  poet  either  reflects  on  the  bitterness  of  separation  and  on  the 
fact  that  the  tribe  of  his  beloved  is  camping  far  away,  or  he  is 
actually  watching  her  litter  disappear  in  the  distance"  [5] 
heralds  a  most  distinctive  and  individual  treatment  of  this 
segment.  Retrospectively,  it  now  becomes  apparent  that  the 
enumeration  of  the  topographical  catalogues  is,  in  traditional 
terms,  a  reworking  of  the  consuetude  referred  to  by  Jacobi,  viz.  the 
poet's  description  of  the  route  followed  by  his  beloved's  tribe  as 
he  watches  them  depart.  (61  Aws's  conjectural  migration  routes 
are,  then,  structurally  ambivalent  and  this  topojraphical  catalogue 
-220- derives  stylistically  and  topically  from  the  dhikr  al-atlal 
movement:  they  are,  on  the  one  hand,  reminiscences  of  time  past,  a 
convention  germane  to  the  reflection  on  the  bitterness  of  separation 
and,  on  the  other,  they  represen  this  musings  on  their  departure 
route. 
With  this  transition,  in  which  traditionally  the  poet  poses  the 
rhetorical  question  as  to  his  camel's  ability  to  complete  the 
Journey,  Aws  b.  HaJar  treats  the  rhetorical  demand  seriously,  by 
referring  to  the  inactivity  of  his  camel  --  left  in  the  stable, 
surrounded  by  geese,  a  prey  to  the  mange  (8,9,11)  --  and  to  his 
own  inactivity  --  he  is  now  unaccustomed  to  the  rigours  of  the  - 
desert,  inebriated  and  in  attendance  on  a  princeling  (10,12).  1 
am  aware  of  but  a  few  other  pre-Islamic  instances  of  such  a 
'Personal'  intrusion.  In  terms  of  its  function  within  the  tirade, 
the  purpose  of-this  motif  is  not  immediately  obvious,  and  the  result 
of  this  motival  excursus  is  that  the  wasf  al-ri7aqah  and  Oryx  Vignette 
are  introduced  after  the  fashion  of  the  'days  of  former  glory, 
technique;  the  poet,  who  portrays  himself  as  now  old  and  much 
enfeebled,  vaunts  his  erstwhile  prowess,  whether  it  be  on  the  field 
of  battle,  in  the  bedchamber  or  in  the  tavern  --  a  structural  and 
emotional  technique  much  in  vogue  among  the  early  da-hifi-  poets, 
particularly  'Ablid  and  Imru'  al-Qays  --  and  Aws.  having  cast  doubt 
on  both  his  and  his  camel's  ability  to  make  the  journey  (7-11), 
contrasts  his  present  inactivity  with  past  success: 
-221- 12.  Law-la  1-humamu  I-ladtTi  turi'ý  nawafilu-hu 
la-qila-rakibu-ha  fi'  lusbatin-s-Iru- 
13.  wa-qad  tuliql  bi-ya  1-1ýalata.  niiiyatun 
wainalu  lahiqatu  1-riilayni  laburu 
12.  Were  it  not  for  the  princeling  whose  benefactions  are 
expectantly  awaited,  then  her  rider  would  say  to  a  troop, 
"Advance!  " 
13.  Yet  often  a  swift  /she-camel/,  with  prominent  cheeks,  with 
securely  jointed  legs,  a  great  traverser  /of  desert 
wastes/,  has  assisted  me  in  encountering  my  needs  -- 
Both  the  might  and  stamina  of  the  she-camel  (again,  curiously, 
'domesticated'  in  line  16)  and  the  exultant,  noble  oryx  are,  by 
implication,  framed  structurally  by  the  poet's  present  state  of 
ineptitude. 
The  biparous  hijal  movement  is  introduced  abruptly  by  an 
apostrophe  of  the  Tanin,  which  is  somewhat  unusual:  in  abrupt 
transitions  to  hilal  it  is  customarily  the  victim  of  the  poet's 
invenctive  who  is  apostrophized  --  in  this  instance,  the  Banu 
Burd.  One 
'ýan 
perhaps  account  for  this  in  terms  of  the 
circumstances  attendant  upon  the  incident  which  the  poet  limns  in 
verses  27-30;  the  poet  tells  how  at  Baýwah  in  the  oasis  of  Dtiu-  Qar' 
(in  the  vicinity  of  al-ýIirah),  the  poet's  camel  was  hindered  from 
drinking  by  the  Banu  Burd,  whom  he  labels  suhb  al-silýa-l,  'red  of 
mustaches',  (presumably  Byzantine  sympathizers  or  perhaps 
mercenaries  in  their  employ:  cf.  Lane  1737),  holding  beetles  in 
their  hands  (bay7azlr,  cf.  Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter  259),  an  allusion 
perhaps  to  their  being  in  the  employ  of  others,  or  a  derogatory 
-222- metaphor  for  their  weapons.  The  social  worthlessness  and  depraved 
iniquity  of  the  BanU  Burd  are  then  detailed  in  less  particularised 
terms:  they  are  militarily  ineffective  as  their  spears  are  used  for 
tent-poles  and  they  are  never  generous  (31);  other  men  effect  their 
business  on  their  behalf,  for  they  are  dishonest,  untrustworthy  and 
bastards  to  a  man  (32);  they  brandish  Hindi  [71  swords  above  their 
heads,  while,  from  below  their  jock-straps  (daqiir!  r  (8]),  silent 
farts  are  expelled  (33);  they  bray  like  asses  when  their  lands 
become  fertile  (34a);  their  womenfolk  are  sordid  and  vexatious, 
kept  in  a  pen  (34b),  dressed  in  fine  clothes;  they  are  of  different 
racial  types  (i.  e.  some  are  slave-born)  but  they  are  in  fact 
gazelles  (36)  [91  --  therefore,  being  animals,  one  cannot  talk  to 
them  nor  can  they  gossip  (37).  In  line  35,  the  text  of  which  shows 
signs  of  some  corruption  [101,  Aws  seeks  to  conclude  his  qaJdah 
with  the  declaration  that  rumours  (concerning  the  incident  ?)  have 
brought  his  tribe,  the  'Abd  al-gays,  into  disrepute:  presumably  the 
poem  represents  an  attempt  to  vindicate  the  reputation  of  the  poet 
and  his  tribe. 
There  remain  several  anomalies  to  be  accounted  for,  the  f  irst 
being  the  tribal  context  of  the  poem.  Why  should  the  hija' 
movement  be  addressed  to  the  TalJm?  It  is  possible  that  Dh-U  Q;  r  at 
this  time  was  in  the  territory  of  the  Tam1m,  although  one  would  have 
thought  it  more  likely  to  belong  to  the  Bakr  b.  lFa'il.  It  was 
certainly  the  site  of  a  battle  between  Bakr  and  Taýlm  [111  and  they 
may  have  been  in  constant  conflict  over  its  proprietorship.  The 
-223- Banu  Burd  may  have  been  under  the  tutelage  of  the  Tamim  but  the 
claim  that  the  Banu  Burd  are  pro-Byzantine  (if,  of  course,  that  is 
what  suhb  1-sibal  means:  it  may  be  no  more  than  an  indeterminate 
expression  of  derogation)  would  seem  to  gainsay  this.  Aws 
throughout  this  poem  associates  himself  with  al-fdrah  and  an  urban 
lifestyle  (2,8-11,16),  contrasting  himself  by  implication  with  the 
rude  Bedouin  of  31-37. 
If  the  oryx  is  symbolic  of  the  poet,  one  may,  with  reason, 
wonder  why  the  disappointed  hunter  should  be  said.  to  be  a  member  of 
the  Banu  Asad;  i.  e.  why  should  the  poet  wish  to  allude  to  failure 
on  the  part  of  the  Banu  Asad?  (121  The  "Asad  had  emigrated  to  the 
Euphrates  line  before  the  middle  of  the  third  century.  They  appear 
in  the  inscription  on  the  grave  of  the  second  Lakhmid  of  al-Hirah 
(in  al-Numarah,.  328  A.  D.  ),  together  with  the  Tanukh,  as  al-Asadayn 
...  It  is  not  known  for  how  long  the  Asad  were  under  the  -  Lakhm" 
(Caskel  E12  1  684).  Moreover,  their  "relationship  both  with  their 
immediate  and  their  more  distant  neighbours,  the  Tamim  and  the 
tribes  beyond  the  4adi, 
varied"  (H.  Kindermanh  "Asad"  E12  I 
683-684).  it  will  be  remembered  that  the  Iyýid,  of  which  the  Banu 
Burd  were  a  clan,  "went  to  al-Bahrayn,  where  they  formed  with  other 
tribes  the  confederation  of  al-Tanukh.  They  then  moved  into 
al-11raq  (and)  some  Iyad  settled  at  al-IFirah"  O.  W.  Fack  "Iyad"  E12 
IV  289),  and  the  survivors  of  the  tribe,  pursuant  to  their  diaspora 
when  militarily  crushed  by  the  Persians,  went  variously  into  the 
desert,  into  Syria,  and  even  into  Byzantine  territory.  There  is, 
therefore,  historical  evidence  of  connections  between  the  Asad  and 
-224- Iyad.  The  Iyad  seem  also  to  have  been  divided  in  their  loyalties: 
some  pro-Lakhmid, 
. 
some  pro-Ghassanid.  Yet  the  Asad  were  also 
traditionally  associated  with  al-IFirah.  It  is  conceivable,  then, 
that  the  Asad  and  the  Iy'gd  were  politically  at  odds  with  the  Tam-im, 
under  whose  tutelage  the  poet  was  travelling,  although  it  is 
difficult,  perhaps  impossible,  given  the  lack  of  precise  information 
concerning  both  the  context  of  the  poem  and  the  then  prevalent 
tribal  allegiances  and  political  manoeuverings,  -to  untangle  this 
complicated  skein  of  contingencies.  I  have  tried  merely  to  suggest 
possible  constructs.  what  does  emerge,  however,  is  that  the  poet 
appeals  to  tribal  loyalties  within  a  wide  political  spectrum:  an 
incident  at  a  watering-hole  was  no  trifling  matter.  [131 
In  the  context  of  the  dramatic  demands  of  the  hijal  as  a  poetic 
type,  the  poet,  by  representing  himself  as  somewhat  ineffectual, 
either  through  age  (line  5)  or  through  his  exalted  social  position 
of  attendence  upon  a  princeling,  presumably  as  a  panegyrist  in  his 
employ,  (12),  surely  enhances  the  effectiveness  of  his  appeal  to  the 
TaLrZim:  he  is  a  venerable  and  exalted  traveller  who  should  be 
accorded  with  more  respect  than  was  shown  to  him  at  Baswah.  This 
may  account  for  the  structure  of  the  rihlah  and  wasf  movements. 
His  uncertainty  as  to  whether  he  should  follow  his  beloved  and  as  to 
which  route  she  has  taken  perhaps  casts  this  in  sharper  focus:  if 
the  poet's  relationship  with  his  beloved  is  an  anticipatory 
deliniation  of  his  standing  with  the  Tam1m  (the  hab-ib  is,  perhaps 
significantly,  unnamed),  then  the  quandry  of  lines  1  and  5  may  be 
-225- indicative  of  the  delicacy  and  political  volatility  of  the  poet's 
appeal  for  redress.  As  for  the  poetic  ingenuity  of  the-nasib  and 
rihiah  sections,  if  an  explanation  is  necessary  for  such  a  virtuoso 
display,  I  have  elsewhere  argued  that  poetic  flamboyance  is  integral 
to  the  more  bombastic  types  of  invective,  thereby  enhancing  the 
justness  of  the  poet's  claims  for  recompense  and  vindicating  his 
denunciations,  drawing  upon  the  respect  and  awe  felt  for  the  poet 
when  functioning  in  his  capacity  as  either  tribal  spokesman  or  as 
the  descendant  of  an  erstwhile  shamanistic  caste. 
-226- 3.  Zuhayr  (?  )  Qab  24.29-33;  Th  p.  368,  v.  29-33. 
29.  A-fa-dhaka  am  dtýu-  juddatayni  muwallalun 
lahaqun  tuial-i-hi  bi-hawinala  rabrabu 
30.  Bayna  yudihiku  ramlatan  wa-iiwala-ha 
yawman  utiha  la-hu  uqaydiru  iatnabu 
31.  oasdan  ilay-hi  fa-iala  thummata  radda-hu  - 
lizzun  wa-mushtaddu  I-nisali  mularrabu 
32.  Fa-tarakna-hu  khadila  I-Jabini  ka-anna-hu 
qarmun  bi-hi  kadmu  [1]  I-bikarati  muslabu 
33.  Fa-btazza-hunna  hutufa-hunna  fa-Calizun 
latibun  wa-kabin  li-l-labini  mutarrabu 
Variant  Readinqs 
Deest  in  MS  ij'm:  kadmu  proposed  by  Qab. 
Translation 
29.  Is  it  that  or  an  /oryx  bull/  with  two  flank  stripes, 
parti-coloured,  white,  grazing  in  Hawmal  together  with  a 
0 
herd? 
30.  While  he,  one  day,  gleamed  on  a  sand-bank  and  its  hollows,  he 
was  fated  to  encounter  a  squat,  stunted  /hunter/ 
31.  making  straight  for  him.  He  wheeled  but  then  the  proud  might 
and  oft-tested  strength  of  /his  horns,  as  sharp  as/ 
-227- spearheads  brought  him  back  /to  the  fray.  /: 
32.  They  left  his  forehead  reeking  --  he  was  like  an  indomitable 
stallion  camel  /bleeding  from/  the  bites  of  young  camels  -- 
33.  He  despoiled  them  of  their  destinies  --  one  perished, 
exhausted,  another  fell  prostrate  on  its  brow,  covered  in 
dust. 
Commentary 
29.  Juddah:  the  flank  stripes  of  the  oryx  lie  above  the  belly  at 
the  lowest  extremities  of  either  side  and  appear  to  meet  at  the  base 
of  the  pectus,  although  the  "dark  chocolate  brown  markings"  vary  "in 
intensity  from'one  individual  to  another"  (Harrison  Mammals  2  345): 
cf.  zuhayr  Qab  28.5  (=  Th  p.  321,  v.  5)  Qala  haddi  matnay-h;  mina 
1-khalq  Juddatun),  describing  an  oryx  doe,  and  Lyall  Muf  2  361, 
"the  oryx  has  a  long  dark-brown  streak  (turrah)  parallel  with  the 
spine  about  half-way  down  each  side,  the  back  being  white".  The 
oryx  does  have  a  mid-dorsal  ridge  (2f.  Juddah  of.  the  wild  ass  in 
imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  34.15  and  al-Alsti-a  34.15)  which  is  in  fact  a 
thin  line  of  hair,  extending  from  the  rump  to  the  occiput.  It  is 
unlikley  that  this  is  referred  to  here;  2f.  further  al-Als6a_  65.25 
(dhu  judad),  Salamah  b.  Jandal  Asm  42.3  (dtiu  iuddah:  the  habib  is 
likened  to  an  oryx  bull!  ). 
muwalla':  the  variegation  refers  to  the  colouring  of'  the  oryxIs 
legs  and  perhaps  the  facial  markings;  Aýu  Dhulayb  Hell  1.43  (=  Muf 
126.41),  'Alqamah  Ahl  2.13  (=  Qab  1.13,  Muf  119.14). 
lahAq:  Zuhayr  Th  p.  33,  v.  19,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  74..  40,  no.  2  v. 
17/10  ante,  Kalb  Kow  20.21  Cairo  p.  213,  v.  21)  (lahaqa 
I-sarati);  cf.  Umayyah  b.  Abi  'A'idh  Kos  92.24  (Iuhaqin 
taiallulu-hu  ka-l-hiiali.  The  epithet  is  used  by  'AOid  of  lightning 
-228- (23.6),  by  Bishr  of  a  highway  (10.15). 
Hawmal,  a  stretch  of  land  in  the  upper  Hazn  (cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl 
48.1  [=  Ibr  1.1,  Mulallaqah  1.1]),  is  commonly  associated  with 
the  oryx  or  the  gazelle:  Tarafah  Ahl  4.34  (=  Mulallagah  35) 
(shatin  bi-hawmala  mufradi)  [141,  Rabli'a  b.  Maqrum,  Muf  43.2, 
Kharashah  b.  'Amr  Muf  121.2  [151,  Dabý'  b.  al-Harith  Asm  63.22. 
H.  Jungius,  "Plan.  to  Restore  Arabian  Oryx  in  Oman",  Oryx  14 
(1977-78),  330,  observes  that  "the  oryx  habitat  consisted  of  flat 
and  undulating  gravel  plains  intersected  by  shallow  wadis  and 
depressions  and  the  dunes  edging  the  sand  deserts,  with  a  diverse 
vegetation  of  trees,  shrubs,  herbs  and  grasses.  Oryx  seem  never  to 
have  occurred  in  mountainous  country,  and  pure  sand  deserts".  This 
accords  with  the  references  to  habitat  contained  in  the  poems. 
[161  The  Hazn  of  the  Banu  Yarbu-I  is  a  gravelly  table-land  used  in 
the  spring  as  pasturage  for  camels.  The  oryx  are  gregarious,  the 
group  normally  numbering  ten  or  less,  although  there  are  reports  of 
herds  perhaps  a  hundred  strong  (Nowak  &  Paradiso  1265). 
30.  The  use  of  dahaka  in  this  verse  is  exceptional.  The 
commentators  and  editors  understand  it  to  be  similar  in  tone  to  Kalb 
Kow  13.34  (=.  Cairo  p.  153,  v.  34)  (X§,  ýa  qhar-fri,  of  the  wild 
ass).  Dahk  in  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  6.27  is  used  as  the  tertium 
compara  ionis  of  honey  it  is  as  bright  as  a  smile  --  and  Lane 
1771  records  the  proverb  al-nawru  yud;  hiku  1-shamsa,  rendering  it  as 
"the  flowers  vie  in  brightness  with  the  sun".  I-  have  assumed  some 
such  meaning  here,  with  perhaps  the  implication  that  the  hide  of  the 
oryx  and  the  sand  of  the  dune  vie  with  each  other  in  brilliance. 
jiwal  for  this  plural,  cf.  Qays  b.  'Ayzarah  Kos  116.12b  (baqarun 
bi-ri-asifati  1-iiwali  ruO-du).  Jaww,  properly  a  torrent-bed,  i.  e. 
the  wide,  depressed  part  of  a  wadi  [18],  is  often  associated  with 
the  oryx  or  gazelle:  Muraqqish  al-Asghar  Muf  55.2,  Rabilah  b. 
maqrum  Muf  43.2  (min  hawmalin  tala'atu  1-jawwi),  al-Mutanakhkhil 
Hell  6.14  (nalam),  MAU  Sakhr  Well  252.24  (oryx  does). 
-229- uqaydir:  Abu  Khirash  Hell  1.13,  Usamah  b.  al-Varith  Hell  4.28  (an 
epithet  of  a  hunter  of  wild  asses),  Sakhr  al-Ghayy  Kos  16.8  (utiha 
la4a  ugaydiru),  in  which  context  ibex  or  tahrs  are  destined  to 
encounter  the  hunter. 
lalnab:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.4  (=  Ibr  3.4),  of  khalg,  physique; 
Hudhayfah  b.  Anas  Kos  104.1,  as  a  vituperative  adjective. 
31.  For  the  sentiment  expressed  by  muJarrab  in  this  context,  a 
term  which  usually  designates  a  warrior  or  brave  who  has  witnessed 
much  combat,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  74.40  (alifun  li-l-qawdi 
multadhibun).  I  have  construed  lizz  in  the  second  hemistich  as 
dependent  on  a  referent  for  horns  to  be  supplied  from  the  context: 
it  may  however  be  more 
. 
abstract,  viz.  I  his  proud  might  the 
syntax  is  somewhat  laconic. 
mushtadd:  the  horn  is  tightly  twisted  or  securely  fastened,  as  in 
mushtaddi  . 
1-nawashiri  (a  v.  1.  of  mams7udi  1-na%Zshiri),  Zuhayr  Ahl 
15.9. 
32.  Oarm:  a  refractory  bull-camel,  often  during  the  rut.  The 
comparison  is  always  positive:  Imru'  al-Qays  Ahl  31.13  (=  Ibr  12. 
13),  an  oryx  compared  with  a  garm,  Ibr  77.1,  al-A'sCa  29.14, 
al-Mukhabbal  Muf  21.24,  Mulayý  Well  270.30. 
mus  I  ab:  Imrul  al-gays  Ibr  54.7  (a  metaphor  for  the  poet),  Salidah 
b.  Julayyah  Hell  1.16  (thunder  compared  with  a  bull-camel's 
bellowing).  The  bites  may  be  inflicted  by  young  stallions  or  young 
females  (bikarah  may  mean  both:  cf.  Blachire  768),  although  the 
fact  that  the  forcing  by  the  male  of  the  female  to  the  "couched 
position  ... 
is  not  difficult  since  most  oestrous  females  are  not 
unwilling"  (Wilson  Camel  93)  may  render  the  latter  unlikely.  if 
the  females  are  virginal  when  they  are  approached  by  a  rutting  male, 
their  reactions  may  be  more  extreme  than  those  of  other  females, 
although  I  have  found  no  corroboration  for  this.  "The 
-230- manifestation  of  rut  in  the  male  is  accompanied  by  many  of  the  signs 
which  would  be  normally  considered  masculine:  fighting  instincts 
are  aroused,  control  is  difficult  or  impossible,  bulls  in  rut  at  the 
same  time  are  hostile  to  each  other  and  noisy".  Furthermore,  "the 
hierarchical  structure  among  males"  which  leads  to  "suppression  of 
the  rut  in  weaker  and  younger  males"  (Wilson  Camel  93  &  94)  may 
sufficiently  account  for  the  bites:  cf.  Chapter  2,  no.  2  v.  15. 
33.  The  phrase  Ea-btazza-hunna  hut'Gfa-hunna  is  striking  --  one 
might  have  expected  nufusa-hunna,  'he  stripped  them  oE  their  souls' 
(ibtazza  in  an  erotic  context:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  52.16  [=  Ibr  2. 
171),  although  the  emphasis  on  the  death  oE  the  hounds  is  very 
expressive. 
Faliz  (2f.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  98.2  [fayz],  a  man  of  Ghani  Aým  12. 
32  [faza])  and  latib  are  rare  words.  Kabýa  is  common  in  a  martial 
context  and  in  descriptions  of  the  killing  of  the  oryx:  Imru 
al-Qays  Ahl  4.55  (=  Ibr  3.45)  and  Abu-  Dhu'ayb  Hell  1.48  (=  Muf 
126.48);  of  the  wild  ass:  ACu  Dhulayb  Hell  3.17  and  of  hounds 
transpierced  by  the  oryx:  Umayyah  b.  AýIi  'j'idh  Kos  92.64. 
Structure 
29:  Introductory  description:  the  oryx  grazing  wi-th 
a  herd. 
, 30-31:  The  encounter  with  the  hunter  and  the  chase. 
31-33:  The  battle  with  the  hounds;  the  slaughter  of 
the  hounds  (33). 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  cf.  Chapter  2,  no.  2  ante. 
interpretation:  the  attribution  of  this  poem  has  alr6ady  been 
-231- discussed.  It  is  markworthy  that,  as  with  the  hunter's 
accoutrements  in  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  of  this  poem,  the  description 
of  the  hunter  in  this  vignette  displays  a  use  of  vocabulary  that  can 
amply  be  paralleled  from  the  Hudhal7i  d1wan. 
This  qaJdah  is  an  example  of  a  type  that  can  be  designated  the 
'poem  of  conglutination';  it  represents  the  resultant  composition 
of  a  poet  who,  having  taken  stock  of  the  poetic  tradition  and  recent 
developments  therein,  essays  a  rigorous  systematization  of  the 
themes  of  his  poem  and  the  way  in  which  they  relate  to  one 
another.  The  transition  is  of  consummate  importance  and  the  poem 
represents  both  a  manifesto  of  poetic  artistry  and  a  definition  of  ; 
the  current  state  of  the  art,  traditional  in  that  it  consolidates 
prior  experiments  with  the  qasidah  structure  and  thematic  and 
motival  developments,  experimental  in  its  deployment  of  such 
features.  Thus,  the  irony 
-of  the  naJib:  Umaymah,  the  beloved, 
avoids  the  poet  and  departs,  only,  finally,  to  lavish  her  bounty 
upon  him  in  the  form  of  a  withering  phantasm;  in  verses  4-5,  the 
distance  so  fantastically  traversed  by  this  ethereal  figure  becomes 
the  distance  which  the  poet  has  to  cross  to  be  with  her.  The 
phantasm  is,  for  the  poet,  a  harbinger  heralding  a  renewal  in 
Umaymah's  interest  in  the  poet  as  her  lover,  although,  ironically, 
this  inflicts  pain  and  hardship  upon  him.  The  remainder  of  the 
poem  is  a  depiction  of  the  poet's  means  of  attaining  his  beloved, 
viz.  his  she-camel.  In  both  of  its  manifestations  --  the  wild  ass 
and  the  oryx  bull  --  it  proves  to  be  triumphant:  its  endurance  and 
-232- speed,  its  ability  to  cross  great  stretches  of  desert  waste,  are 
enlarged  upon,  and,  in  terms  of  structure,  the  poet  thus  delineates 
his  successful  arrival  at  the  camp  of  his  inamorata.  Yet,  the 
oxymoronic  antithesis  of  the  pleasures  and  pains  of  love  strikes  a 
hollow  note:  will  Umaymah's  favour  be  as  physically  and  emotionally 
ravaging  as  the  benefactions  bestowed  by  her  phantasm? 
Within  the  context  of  the  camel  description  proper,  5b-12, 
there  is  evidence  of  internal  systematization;  the  camel  is  fat 
after  feeding  on  the  lush  vegetation  of  Fayd  (to  the  south-east  of 
mt  Salma  [181)  (6-7  &  9),  it  outpaces  and  outlasts  much  younger 
camels  on  the  journey  (verse  12  should  be  transposed  to  between  10 
and  11:  in  gutattim  style  it  picks  up  and,  with  precision,  enlarges 
upon  the  epithet  khus  of  line  10)  and  in  line  13  it  is  emaciated, 
its  refractoriness  having  been  broken.  In  addition  to  the 
transition  of  4-5,  line  8  provides  a  link  with  lines  2-3  --  the 
she-camel  is  said  to  be  a  refuge  from  anxieties,  a  means  of  escape 
and  a  source  of  solace  in  times  of  danger  or  anxiety.  There  is,  as 
far  as  I  can  discern,  no  explicit  anticipations  of  the  Aater  themes 
of  the  poem  of  the  type  that  are  found,  for  example,  in  several  of 
the  more  progressive  panegyrics  of  Zuhayr  and  al-Nýbighah,  such  as 
Zuhayr  Ahl  4&  18,  al-Nýbighah  Ahl  6&  17,  i.  e.  at  the  next 
developmental  stage  of  the  JWhif-i  tradition,  a  stage  which  witnesýed 
the  burgeoning  of  the  professional  panegyric  as  a  Eully-fledged 
poetic  type.  Rather,  the  poet's  technique  is  one  of  explicating 
the  logical  connections  between  the  two  thematic  blocks  of  naý-ib  and 
-233- wasf,  subordinating,  at  least  in  terms  of  structural  function,  the 
latter  to  the  first,  even  though-the  Wild  Ass  Vignette  threatens  in 
its  vivid  immediacy  to  burst  through  the  lamina  imposed  upon  it. 
It  is  also  interesting  to  speculate  whether  this  vignette  appealed 
to  the  poet's  aesthetic  sense  more  than  did  the  oryx  panel,  which 
latter  is,  in  terms  of  detail,  somewhat  pithy  and  trenchant, 
although  the  picture  it  paints  is  one  of  great  speed,  with  the 
narrative  units  rapidly  following  one  upon  another  and  with  the 
image  of  the  dead  hounds  (33)  balancing  the  depiction  of  the  grazing 
oryx  (29).  Lines  30-33  represent  an  episode  in  the  oryx's 
existence  prior  to  the  secure  tranquility  implied  in  line  29:  the 
poet  commences  with  the  victorious  oryx  and  moves  retrogressively 
thence  to  the  narration  of  an  earlier  adventure.  In  the  Wild  Ass 
tableau,  the  poet  describes  the  stallion  ass  prior  to  the  onset  of 
summer  and  the  attendant  disappearance  of  vegetation,  next 
proceeding  to  the  narration  of  its  journey  to  water  and  the 
encounter  with  the  hunter,  thus  producing  narrative  variation  and 
avoiding  precise  parallelism  between  the  two  vignettes. 
-234- Group  10  (11). 
4.  Al-Nibighah  al-Dhubyan-i  Ahl  5.9-19;  Derenbourg  1.9-19;  De 
Sacy  9-19;  al-Tibýizl  (Lyall  and  Qabawah)  9-19. 
Translations:  De  Sacy  405-409;  Wolff,  "Ein  Gedicht  Nabigals",  ZDMG 
13  (1859)  701-704;  Derenbourg  301-306;  Jacobi  Studien  58-59  (lines 
11-19);  Wagner  GrundzUge  1  107. 
9.  Ka-anna  rahl-i  wa-qad  zala  1-naharu  bi-na 
yawma  1-jalili  [11  lala  mustalnisin  (2]  wahadi 
10.  min  wahshi  wairata  mawshiyyin  akarilu-hu 
tawi  1-masiri  ka-sayfi  1-sayqali  1-faradi  (31 
ii.  Asrat  [4]  'alay-hi  mina  1-jawiali  s.  griyatun  [51 
tuzii  I-shamalu  lalay-hi  iamida  1-baradi 
12.  Fa-rt7ala  min  sawti  kall;  'bin  fa-bata  la-hu 
tawla  [6]  I-shawamiti  min  khawfin  wa-min  saradi 
13.  Fa-baththa-hunna  lalay-hi  wa-stamarra  bi-hi 
sumlu  I-kulýbi  bariyyatun  [71  mina  I-haradi 
14.  Wa-kana  [81  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  yuzilu-hu 
ta'na  [9]  I-mulariki  linda  1-muhiari  [10]  1-naiudi  [11] 
15.  shakka  I-farisata  bi-l-midra  fa-anfadha-ha 
shakka  [12]  I-mubaytiri  idh  yashfi  mina  1-ladadi 
16.  Ka-anna-hu  kharilan  min  lanbi  safhati-hi 
saffudu  sharbin  nasu-hu  linda  muftaladi 
17.  Fa-zalla  yallumu  alla  1-rawgi  mungabidan 
fi  haliki  1-lawni  sadgin  qhayridýi-  awadi 
-235- 18.  Larmna  rala  washiqun  iglýsa  sahibi-hi 
wa-17a  sab-ila  ila  laglin  wa  ia  gawadi 
19.  da-lat  la-hu  1-nafsu  inn-7i_la  ara  tamalan 
wa-inna  mawia-ka  lam  yaslam  wa-lam  yasidi 
Variant  Readinqs 
Al-Tibriii,  Y7aý7ut  2  111:  bi-dhi  1-Ialili;  al-Bakri  778-. 
bi-dhi  1-salili. 
[2].  Al-Tibriz!  (in  the  sharh):  mustawlisin. 
[31.  Ahlwardt:  1-faridi. 
[4].  De  Sacy,  al-Tibrizi:  sarat. 
[5].  Ahlwardt:  ýariyatan. 
[61.  Al-Tibrizi:  tawlu. 
[71.  Al-Tibrizi:  barilatun. 
[83.  De  sacy,  al-Tibrizi:  fa-haba. 
[9].  De  Sacy,  Derenbourg,  Al-Tibr!  z7i:  ta'nu. 
[10].  Blachöre:  al-mahlari;  al-Tibrizi  (Lyall  [cf.  muf  1  70,319, 
872)1:  1-muihari. 
[11].  Al-Tibrizi:  1-nalidi. 
[121.  Ahlwardt,  Derenbourg:  talna. 
Translation 
9.  As  if  my  saddle,  when  the  day  quitted  us  at  al-jalil,  was 
/bound/  upon  a  solitary  /oryx  buck/  on  the  look-out,  alert, 
10.  one  of  the  wild  of  Wajrah,  his  shanks  striated,  his  gut  tucked 
in,  /as  bright/  as  the  burnisher's  peerless  sword; 
11.  A  nocturnal  /rain-cloud,  brought  on/  by  al-jawzal,  remained 
above  him  all  night,  the  urgent  North  Wind  lashing  him  with 
-236- frozen  hail 
12.  He  had  been  affrighted  by  the  sound  of  a  hunter  /calling 
his  dogs/,  and  so  passed  the  night  in  subservience  to 
/those/  spiteful  /forces/,  fear  and  cold. 
13.  He  set  them  upon  him,  but  he  persevered,  carried  on  by  /his 
legs/,  slender-jointed,  supple,  devoid  of  malformation: 
14.  Dumian,  /running/  where  /his  master/  urged  him  to,  /snapped  at 
him  as/  the  combatant  thrusts  at  the  doughty  /warrior/  who 
has  been  routed. 
15.  He  jabbed  and  rent  the  dog's  shoulder-muscle  with  his  horn, 
jabbing  like  the  farrier,  when  treating  /a  limb/  for  'adad, 
16.  And,  as  it  emerged  from  the  other  side,  it  resembled  a  spit 
which  a  group  of  drinkers  had  forgotten  by  the  fire  -- 
17.  /Dumr:  an/.  impaled  on  the  pitch-black,  true,  unbending  horn, 
gnawed  repeatedly  at  its  tip. 
18.  When  4athiq  saw  the  instantaneous  slaughter  of  his  companion, 
and  the  impossibility  of  blood-mulct  and  vendetta, 
19.  His  soul  said  to  him  "I  feel  no  desire  /to  give  chase  any 
further/  --  for  your  kinsman  is  neither  safe,  nor  has  he 
/even/  caught  the  preyff. 
Commentary 
9.  Al-Tibilil,  Yaqut:  at  Dlýu  I-Jadl;  al-Bakiýi  778:  at  Dtýu. 
1-Salh.  Contrary  to  the  commentaries  which  explain  wa-gad  :  ýa-la 
1-naEa-ru  as  intasafa,  viz.  when  it  was  midday,  I  have  rendered  it 
-  r- 
"when  the  day  quitted  us",  seeing  therein  a  continuation  of  a 
temporal  sequence,  from  evening  to  night,  established  in  the  dhikr 
-237- al-atlýil  by  Wiayiýinan  (2)  and  amsat/amýa  (6),  thereby  perpetuating 
the  belowmentioned  narrative  fiction. 
The  lalil  is  a  type  of  thumýam,  a  "fairly  tall  graminacious  Plant  of 
the  Arabian  Steppe"  (Blach&re  1656):  cf.  'Abd  Manaf  Well  143.6 
(Jal7alil).  [191  It  is  conceivable  that  originally  al-Jaill  was  a 
descriptive  toponym,  i.  e.  the  place  where  Jalil  grows  in  abundance, 
and  later  became  established  as  a  toponym  proper.  Yaqut  (1  344,2 
111,4  193)  gives  two  possible  locations  of  Dlýu  1-jalrl:  in  the 
mountain  range  of  Aji',  on  the  southern  lip*  of  'Alij  (Thilo 
Ortsnamen  26);  a  waJi  in  the  vicinity  of  Mecca.  This  latter  is 
more  suited  to  the  context  of  the  poem,  both  its  topography  (cf. 
wajrah  in  line  10)  and  its  emphasis  on  religious  worship  at  Mecca 
(cf.  37-38).  If  bi-dfj  1-sal7i-li  is  read  with  al-Bakii,  then  a  wadli 
adjacent  to  1Aqil  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  29)  near  the  Hima  Dariyyah  is 
meant:  cf.  Zuhayr  Ahl  17.8  (=  Qab  9.8,  Th  p.  145,  v.  6).  This  is 
contextually  a  less  satisfactory  reading  than  bi-dhi  1-jai-ili. 
Ahlwardt's  interpretation  of  the  phrase  yawma  1-jai-ili  as  "the  Day 
of  al-Jal7il"  (Aechtheit  92-93).  i.  e.  designating  a  battle,  to  the 
occurence  of  which  no  other  reference  is  made,  or  at  least  a  day  on 
which  something  outstanding  took  place,  is  ingenious  but  hardly 
tenable,  for  he  is  hoist  with  his  own  petard  in  his  reversion  to  the 
interpretation  of  al-Allam  rejected  only  a  few  lines  before,  viz. 
"on  the  day  when  we  found  ourselves  in  a  place  where  this  plant 
grows  in  great  quantities".  It  also  dissipates  the  structural 
significance  of  Dhu  1-JaIll,  important  in  terms  of  the  poem's 
narrative  fiction  (gf-  Jacobi  Camel  5-6);  the  poet  represents 
himself  as  travelling  from  Mecca  to  al-Virah,  presumably  having 
performed  the  pilgrimage,  as  delineated  in  37-38. 
Al-TibrIz-i  (in  the  sharh):  mustawiisin,  straining  to  hear.  The 
verb  istaInasa  has  very  little  to  do  with  fear,  pace  Lane  113,  "he 
(a  wild  animal)  became  sensible  of  the  presence  or  awareness  of  a 
human  being"  (hence  the  translation  "menschenscheu"  in  Ahlwardt  loc. 
cit.  and  Wagner  GrundzUge  107).  The  root  often  refers  to  either 
-238- auditory  or  ocular  perception:  zuhayr  Qab  35.14  (=  Th  p.  260,  v.  10) 
(Form  X),  Usi-ma  b.  al-Hiirith  Hell  4.27  (Form  X:  a  wild  ass  in 
search  of  water),  Bishr  39.15,  (Form  IV:  mares  vying  with  one 
another),  (ocular);  al-H*Writh  b.  Hillizah  Mulallagah  11  (Form  IV: 
an  ostrich  hen  affrighted  by  a  hunter),  'Adi  5.9,  al-Muzarrid  Muf 
17.22  (Form  III)  (auditory). 
I  have  been  unable  to  find  another  instance  of  form  X  of  the  root 
w-i-s,  which  refers  exclusively  to  auditory  perception  (2f.  Lane 
2926),  being  frequently  associated  with  the  oryx:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl 
31.3  (=  Ibr  12.3)  (m5Jis  of  an  oryx  bull),  Bishr  21.8  (millis  of 
an  oryx  bull),  Ab7U  Dulld  43.1  (Form  V:  the  ear  of  a  horse), 
'Alqamah  Ahl  13.16  (=  Qab  2.16,  Muf  120.17)  (ka-d-a  tawailasa  t;  vdi 
1-kashhi  mawshumu),  Tarafah  Ahl  4.33  (=  Mulallaqah  34)  (Form  V: 
the  ears  of  a  camel),  Bishr  16.14  (Form  V:  oryx  bull),  al-Dakhil 
b.  Haram  Kos  124.4  (Form  V:  oryx  doe)  .  There  is,  given  the 
frequent  use  of  this  root  with  reference  to  the  oryx,  a  plausible, 
though  not  compelling,  argument  for  the  restoration  of 
mustawiisin.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  in  Yaqdt  2  111  the 
second  hemistich  is  given  as  bi-dhi  1-1alili  'ala  mustalnisin  uludi, 
i.  e.  on  an  alert,  strong  /she-camel/.  For  wahad  of  the  oryx  bull, 
cf.  al-Aswad  b.  Ya'eJr  Muf  44.32. 
10.  Wajrah  (Thilo  Ortsnamen  111)  lies,  significantly,  on  the  Basra 
to  Mecca  pilgrim  route,  on  the  southern  rim  of  Harrat  LaylW  (II). 
It  is  frequently  associated  with  the  zaby  (Gazella  dorcas  saudiya): 
Labld  Mulallagah  14  (=  'Abbas  48.14),  al-Alsh-a  1.12,65.17, 
al-Hutalyah  5.3,  Sa'idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  1.  *4  (wahshi  wairata). 
mawsh!  7:  washy  properly  denotes  the  striation  of  a  cloth,  whence  its 
application  to  the  legs  of  the  oryx,  and  in  particluar  to  the 
, pasterns:  Imrul  al-Qays  AM  52.50  (=  Ibr  2.45)  (wa-akru'u-hu 
washyu  1-burudi  mina  1-khali);  for  mawshi  of  the  oryx, 
-cf. 
Imru' 
al-Qays  Ibr  60.22  (mawshiyya  1-gawalimi),  Bishr  11.11,12.6 
(mawshiyyu  1-shawa),  16.7,41.12  (as  a  v.  l.  )  (=  Muf  97.12). 
-239- Wagnerls'"stickereigleich"  is  somewhat  inaccurate. 
Akaril  and  akrul  are  plurals  of  kura4,  "the  shank,  shin-bone  or  leg" 
(wKAs  131-134);  akaril:  'Adi  (?  )  157.1,  al-Hutaylah  78.2 
(gazelle),  Kalb  Kow  7.18  (=  Cairo  p.  99,  v.  30)  &  12.23  Cairo 
p.  136,  v.  23)  (wild  ass);  akrul:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  52.50  Ibr  2. 
45)  (oryx),  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.31  (=Qab  3.31)  (horse),  'AdT  87.1 
(wild  ass),  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  1.27  (=  Muf  126.26);  kural:  Umayya 
b.  al-Askar  Well  225.2  (oryx  doe). 
For  the  phrase  iawl  1-masiri,  cf.  al-Alsti-a  Bih-ilah  Asm  24.20  (= 
Geyer  4.29),  wh  ere  it  is  applied  to  the  dead  brother  of  the  poet, 
as  a  laudatory  epithet.  The  masir  is  the  'gut'  not  the  'flanks!, 
as  Jacobi  Studien  120  ("mit  schmalen  Flanken")  translates. 
Farad/farid  is  used  of  both  the  oryx  (Bishr  12.6  --  cf.  also  mufrad 
of  the  oryx:  Tarafah  Ahl  4  34  [=  Mulallagah  351,  shitin  bi-hawmala 
mufradi,  Kalb  Kow  1.16  [=  Cairo  p.  6,  v.  161,  mufradin  lahaqin)  and 
of  a  sword;  de  Sacy  437  explains  it  as  both  'peerless'  and 
,  unsheathed',  Schwarzlose  159  and  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  93  as 
'well-polished'.  The  transference  of  the  epithet  is  doubtless 
intentional  on  the  part  of  the  poet. 
11.  If  Ahlwardt's  text  is  retained,  then  the  subject  of  asrat  must 
be  al-shamalu  and  the  line  translated  as  follows:  The  urgent  North 
Wind  drew  upon  him  a  night-cloud  /brought  on/  by  al-Jawzal,  lashing 
him  with  frozen  hail.  De  Sacy  437  records  a  gloss  to  the  following 
effect:  anna  sahabatan  marrat  'alya-hi  laylan  wa-anna  anwala 
1-Jawzali  asrat  bi-hi  lalay-hi:  in  which  case,  The  /asterisms  of/ 
al-Jawzal  drew  upon  him  a  night-cloud,  the  urgent  North  wind  lashing 
him  with  frozen  hail.  This  is  contrary  to  the  normally 
intransitive  use  of  asra  (2f.,  for  example,  al-A'sfi-a  33.48,  Labid 
'Abbis  11.37  (=  Ctial  p.  108,  v.  37,  Brock  1  17.37).  Abu-  Sakhr  Well 
250.38,  asrat  muznatun  hadramiyyatun). 
-240- For  sariyah  as  a  designation  of  a  nocturnal  rain-cloud,  Cf.  Bishr 
15.9  (=  ME  98.8),  Labid  Mulallaqah  5  (:  -  'Abbas  48.5),  al-Hidirah 
muf  8.6,  al-Aswad  MuE  44.29  (plural),  Dabil  b.  al-Harith  Asm  63. 
27  (an  oryx  Bull  Vignette).  Barad,  hail  [201  recurs  in  verse  31. 
This  line  seems  to  contain  an  inconsistency  which,  to  my  knowledge, 
has  not  been  noticed  by  any  of  the  poem's  commentators  or 
translators.  Al-jawia'  is  "the  third  constellation  of  the  Zodiac 
known  as  Gemini  ...  the  Sun's  entry  in  this  sign  coincides  with  the 
beginning  of  the  torrid  season"  (Blach6re  1915);  so  too  Lyall  Muf  2 
55,  "the  heat  is  said  to  come  from  the  constellation  Gemini  ... 
because  the  period  coincided  with  the  heliacal  rising  of  these 
stars".  The  advent  of  al-jawzal  accompanied  with  blazing  heat  is 
ref  erred  to  in  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.45  (=  Qab  2.45,  Muf  120.50) 
(yawmun  tajilu  bi-hi  1-jawza1u,  masmumu),  al-MarrEr  Muf  16.33  (Igin 
yadi  1-jawzali  yawmun  musmagirr),  Kalb  b.  Sa'd  Asm  19.17  (wa-qad 
srFalati  1-jawzalu);  on 
ýhe 
paucity  of  rain  thereln,  cf.  Ab-u  Sak'hr 
Well  259.25  (humu 
...  qhaythun  idha  1-jawzalu  qallat  rihamu-ha). 
Al-Burayqls  line,  saga  I-rahmanu  hazma  nubalilg-tin//mina  1-iawýali 
anwalan  ghizaran,  'May  al-Rahman  give  the  hard  ground  of  Nub;  'ilft 
plentiful  rainfalls  to  quaff!  '  (well  165.6),  is  probably 
oxymoronic:  the  poet,  in  a  lament  for  his  brother,  asks  that  the 
field  where  he  was  felled  be  watered  even  during  the  hot  season. 
In  the  category  of  Oryx  Vignette  in  which  the  animal  is  blasted  by 
the  elements  --  either  the  rain  or  the  freezing  cold  or  both  are 
specified  --  (Type  1),  the  autumnal  or  hiemal  season  is  usually 
referred  to:  thus,  'Aý-id  16.3  (shunanah  raiabiyyah),  19.10 
(laylah  rajabiyyah),  Bishr  41.12  (=  Muf  97.12)  (laylatun 
jahamu),  al-Nabighah  Ahl  23.20  (fi  laylatin  min  Jumada), 
al-Tirimmah  4.46  (laylatun  haiat  lumadiyyatun//dhatu  sirrin 
lirbiyalu  1-nisam).  [211  For  rain  and  fresh  herbage  during  Jumada, 
cf.  Abu  Khirash  Hell  3.17  (wa-laylati  dainin  min  jurýad  ),  Ma'qil  b. 
:  aý  Khuwaylid  Kos  56.3  %gjr  Jumadiyyah),  Ritah  bint  lisiyah  Well  227. 
gja  jumidiy  7  (bay  yah),  Labid  Mu'allagah  28  (=  'Abb5*s  48.28)  (Wild 
ASS  Vignette:  hatta.  idha  salakhý  jumid  sittatin)  [221 
-241- d 
occasionally  a  winter  drought  is  mentioned  or  envisaged:  Abu 
Khirash  Hell  16.3  Udha  qahimat  Jumada),  a  woman  of  the  Banu  Habib 
Well  177.2  (_idfýa  gahatat  iumid;  ),  a  woman  of  the  Banu  l-Qayn  Well 
211.1  (idha  dannat  Jumada  bi-l-qitari). 
MUsil  Rwala  pedouin  7-8  outlines  divisions  of  the  year  of  the 
northern  Bedouins: 
The  year  of  the  Bedouins  begins  with  the  f  irst  heavy  rain 
following  the  appearance  of  the  star  Canopus,  sheil,  in  the 
first  days  of  October.  Canopus  reigns  for  forty  nights,  after 
which  the  Pleiades,  tralla,  take  the  helm  for  twenty-five 
nights,  tr-uwi,  to  be  followed  by  Gemini,  vqawzS',  for  an  equal 
period.  Thus  the  reign  of  Canopus,  the  Pleiades,  and  Gemini 
lasts  ninety  days  in  all  --  three  months  --  and  this  season  of 
the  year  is  called  as-sferi,  corresponding  approximately  to 
October,  November  and  December  ...  al-wasm  ... 
includes 
...  the 
rains  of  Canopus,  the  Pleiades,  and  Gemini,  or  the  as-sferi  or 
autumnal  rains  ...  A  copious  rain  of  Gemini  extending  over  wide 
areas  assures  the  growth  of  both  the  -grasses  and  the  woody 
plants  and  banishes  the  dread  of  hunger. 
It  seems,  then,  for  the  Rwala  at  least,  that  when  al-jawzal  is  in 
the  ascendantf  it  heralds  the  end  of  the  autumnal  period  and  its 
rain  is  of  the  utmost  importance  for  the  growth  of  vegetation.  One 
possible  interpretation  of  line  11,  then,  is  that  al-Nabighah  is 
using  the  Bedouin  form  of  seasonal  notation,  perhaps  thus  to  render 
the  context  of  the  Oryx  Vignette  more  vivid  or  more  authentic. 
There  remains  to  be  considered  the  possibility  that  by  al-jawza, 
al-jabbar,  'Orion',  is  meant:  this  is  the  interpretation  offered  by 
all  the  translators,  from  de  Sacy  to  Wagner.  The  traditional  view 
of  the  development  of  the  nomenclature  of  this  constellation  is 
given  by  H.  Suter  "AI-Jabl;  ar"  EIl  1  987:  "the  older  name  of  this 
constellation  (viz.  al-jabbiar)  among  the  Arabs  before  they  became 
-242- acquainted  with  Greek  astronomy,  was  al-jawza'".  That  the 
identification  of  al-jawial  with  al-jabb7ar  antedates  acquaintance 
with  Greek  astronomy,  or  that  acquaintance  with  Greek  astronomy  is 
to  be  dated  earlier  than  has  hitherto  been  acknowledged,  is  perhaps 
suggested  by  the  following  lines  from  a  poem  by  the  Hudhal7i  A6u 
sakhr  (Well  255  =  Farraj  p.  936): 
1.  Alamma  khay7aiun  tariqun  mutalawwibu 
li7ummi  hakimin  ba'da  ma  nimtu  m5sibu 
2.  Hudulan  wa-ashab-i  bi-nakhlata  ba'da  ma 
badi  1-i  siTýa-ku  I-naimi  aw  kada  yaqhrubu 
3.  Wa-qad  danati  1::  iawzalu  wa-hya  ka-anna-hii 
wa-mirzau-iia  bi-l-qhawri  thawrun  wa-rabrabu 
1.  A  harrowing  phantasm  belonging  to  Umm  Ha)d-m  arrived  during  the 
night,  when  I  had  fallen  asleep, 
2.  Quietly;  my  comrades  were  in  Nakhlah  and  /it  was/  after  Simak 
had  /either/  appeared  or  was  on  the  point  of  setting, 
3.  And  al-Jawia'  had  drawn  near  --  they  and  Miriam  seemed,  upon 
their  descent,  /to  pass  like/  a  bull  /driving/  a  herd. 
Mirzam,  is  Bellatrix,  a  star  in  Orion,  and  this  is  the  earliest 
explicit  connection  between  Gemini  and  Orion  that  I  have  been  able 
to  trace:  Abýu_  Sakhr's  floruit  is  circa  680-692  A.  D.  (2f.  Sezgin 
405).  If  by  al-jawial  al-Nabighah  does  intend  al-jabb;  ar,  and  it  is 
by  no  means  certain  that  he  does,  then  various  interpretations  are 
possible.  Al-jab6-ar  "is  represented  in  the  form  of  a  crowned  king 
upon  the  throne"  (Lane  375),  Qjf.  Qur'an  28.19,  where  iabbar 
probably  signifies  'a  tyrant,  an  absolute  ruler'),  the  relevance  of 
which  to  the  regal  might  of  al-Nulman  is  obvious;  that  Orion  was  a 
great  hunter  in  Greek  mythology  may  also  be  relevant,  in  which  case 
the  victorious  oryx  is  a  moral  exemplar  and  the  disappointed  hunter 
is  an  antithetical  foil,  contrasting  with  the  implied  prowess  of 
al-Nu'man,  who,  as  a  mighty  and  royal  hunter,  would  assuredly  have 
snared  his  prey.  In  Qurlan  26.130,  jabb;  r1na  -means  'transported 
in  a  paroxysm  of  anger':  this  would  refer  to  the  King's  disfavour 
-243- with  the  pdet.  The  notion  of  the  setting  of  a  fracture  would  then 
also  be  of  signif  icance  for  the  poet's  appeal  for  clemency  in 
39-43.  of  course,  firmer  evidence  for  the  equation  of  Gemini  with 
Orion  by  this  early  period  is  required  before  the  relevance  of  these 
nuances  can  properly  be  evaluated.  The  rain  of  this  line  is 
connected  with  the  torrent  of  line  5  (if  such  be  the  meaning  of  ati) 
and  it  prefigures  the  mighty  Euphrates  in  spate  in  44-46 
(,  prefigurative'  ring-composition),  where  the  association  of 
fertility  with  the  mamduh  is  rendered  syntactically  and  semantically 
7' 
explicit. 
12.  As  the  commentaries  note,  this  line  can  be 
variety  of  ways:  problematic  are  the  referent 
vocalisation  of  taw'  and  the  precise  signification 
Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  93  stresses  that  the  force  of 
participle  is  epithetical,  not  substantival,  a 
neither  Jacobi  nor  Wagner  have  adequately  responded. 
construed  in  a 
in  la-hu,  the 
of  al-shawamit; 
this  adjectival 
notice  to  which 
The  pronominal  suffix  in  la-hu  can  refer  either  to  the  oryx  bull,  in 
which  case  tawlu  is  to  be  read,  or  to  sawt/kallab,  grammatically  the 
proper  antecedent,  and  tawla  must  be  adopted,  as  the  khabar  of 
k-ana.  With  the  first  reading,  the  line  can  be  rendered  as  Lane 
1594-1595  does:  "and  passed  the  night,  having,  of  fear  and  of  cold, 
what  was  agreeable  with  the  desire  of  such  as  would  rejoice  at  his 
affliction".  The  real  problem  in  the  verse,  however,  is  the 
meaning  of  al-shawamit  [231  concerning  which  there  are  two  principal 
theories  of  interpretation:  that  it  designates  the  oryx1s 
(imaginary?  )  enemies  or,  specifically,  the  hunter  and  the  hounds, 
who  would  augur  well  of  the  oryx1s  discomfort;  'in  compliance  with 
the  spiteful  /wishes/  of  those  who  rejoice  in  his  discomfort'. 
This  is  the  explanation  offered  by  al-A'Iam,  followed,  with  some 
modification,  by  Derenbourg  and  Jacobi.  It  is  rightly  rejected  by 
Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  93  (although  I  do  not  lend  much  credence  to  the 
arguments  for  rejection  which  he  adduces)  --  the  shýamit  seems  mostly 
to  rejoice  after  the  event,  and  the  supply  of  some  such  notion  as 
-244- ,  spiteful  wishes'  is  rather  awkward.  with  the  second  theory  the 
postulate  is  offered  that  al-sha%,  Famit  designates  the  oryx1s  legs. 
Those  who  support  this  seem  --  with  one  notable  exception  --  not  to 
have  bothered  to  wonder  as  to  the  meaning  of  the  word,  i.  e.  to  have 
accepted  it  as  a  poetic  substantive  and  not  as  an  epithet.  As 
stated  above,  Ahlwardt  is  the  notable  exception.  He  stresses  that 
the  buck's  legs  rejoice  in  vanquishing  the  hounds  and  the  hunter: 
land  so  passed  the  night,  through  fear  and  cold,  in  obedience  to 
/his  legs/  which  were  wont  to  exult  in  the  disappointment  of  his 
foes'  (the  hunter  and  his  dogs);  i.  e.  upright,  without  resting, 
through  fear  and  cold.  Ahlwardt  pursues  his  interpretation  further 
and  argues  that  tawla  I-shawirniti  cannot  imply  that  the  oryx  stands 
still  throughout  the  night,  but  that  he  must  be  on  the  move,  fleeing 
from  the  hunter  who  is  also  on  the  move  with  his  gazehounds.  [241 
I  am  in  complete  accord  with  Ahlwardt  on  this  point  and  it  is 
precisely  for  this  reason  that  I  cannot  accept  al-shawamit  as  a 
designation  of  the  oryxIs  legs.  It  is  a  feature  of  the 
descriptions  of  the  oryx  assaulted  by  the  elements  that  the  oryx 
tries  to  burrow  a  hide  for  itself  and  remain  there  till  the  advent 
of  dawn.  [251  Harrison  Mammals  2  349  provides  an  interesting 
parallel:  "two  oryx  in  captivity  in  Riyadh  habitually  dug  a  shallow 
pit  in  the  earth  or  sand,  in  which  to  settle  themselves  for  the 
night,  rendering  them  almost  invisible,  even  at  a  short  distance". 
it  is  likely,.  then,  that  the  oryx  seeks  thus  to  camouflage  itself  at 
night.  Furthermore  "the  whole  instinct  of  the  sal7uji  --  and  indeed 
of  all  gazehounds  --  is  to  course  the  moving  quarry"  [26]  --  in 
other  words,  a  gazehound  cannot  hunt  by  night,  except  by 
moonlight.  The  evidence  seems,  then,  to  be  against  Wolff  and 
Ahlwardt.  The  translation  I  have  offered  is  based  on  a  gloss  of 
Abu  'Ubaydah  recorded  by  de  Sacy  438,  which  he  explains  as  "Il  a 
passe  la  nuit,  au  Sr6  des  desirs  malins  de  ses  ennemis,  qui  sont  la 
crainte  et  la  froidure".  De  Sacy  is  inclined  to  reject  this 
interpretation,  because  the  poet  should  have  used  the  sound 
Masculine  Plural,  al-sh-amitUna,  --  the  dual  would  surely  be  more 
regular!  such  grammatical  strictures  must  be  applied  to  poetry 
-245- with  scrupulous  care.  The  min  of  this  line  I  should  construe  as 
explicative,  'consisting  of  fear  and  cold'.  It  is  also  possible  to 
understand  it  as  meaning  'sent  by,  caused  by'  --  'spiteful 
/elements,  forces,  brought  on/  by  the  wind  and  the  cold'.  The  oryx 
bull  is  at  the  mercy  of  the  elements  who  are  personified  as  taking 
spiteful  pleasure  in  inflicting  hardship  on  the  animal. 
This  adumbration  of  'Schadenfreudel  is  of  course  relevant  to  the 
apologetic  context  of  the  poem.  Traditionally,  the  triumphant  oryx 
symbolizes  the  mamCuh  vanquishing  his  opponents.  In  this  i'tidhar, 
however,  the  oryX  is  also  emblematic  of  the  poet  who  will  be 
successful  in  his  suit  and  overcome  the  malice  of  his  foes  who  have 
misrepresented  his  words  to  the  King  --  wa-in  talaththafa-ka 
I-aldalu  bi-l-rifadi,  'even  if  my  enemies  have  surrounded  you  in 
cohorts,  like  stones  around  a  fire'  (43).  The  oryx  perseveres, 
submits  to  the-  hostility  of  the  elements  and  outruns  the  hounds: 
the  poet  perseveres  despite  the  slanderous  scandal-mongering  of  his 
enemies  and  makes  his  appeal  for  clemency  before  al-Nulman  --  like 
the  oryx,  he  expects  to  be  victorious. 
13.  The  reference  to  the  hounds  by  means  of  the  pronominal  suffix 
bereft  of  any  explicit  antecedent  in  descriptions  of  the  chase  is 
somewhat  unusual. 
Asmal  is  an  adjective  proper  to  the  martial  domain,  being  applicable 
to  a  sword  (Schwarzlose  179),  an  arrow  (Abu  I-Muthallam.  Kos  9.10, 
wa-asmalun  naslu-hu  f1i  I-qidhi  multadilu:  cf.  Schwarzlose  305-306), 
and  of  a  lance  (Schwarzlose  179,  sumIu  1-ku'Rbi,  "with  small,  thin 
knots").  Al-Muthaqqib  applies  it  to  a  man's  heart  (qalbun  hadidun 
asmalu). 
Kalb,  when  applied.  to  the  human  anatomy,  designates  the  ankle  (as  in 
Bishr  15.20  =  Muf  98.20;  cf.  also  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  115);  when 
applied  to  the  anatomy  of  the  horse,  oryx,  or  some  such  beast,  it 
designates  the  joints  of  the  leg,  especially  the  knee-joints  ('Abd 
-246- b.  tlablb  Well  176.9,  qaw;  limu  mulmaratu  I-kulýbi,  of  a  horse;  Abu, 
Sakhr  Well  259.32,  kalbi  I-sh'Yti)  which  were  also  used  as  dice 
(Damrah  b.  Damrah  Muf  93.9,  al-Ajdal  b.  Malik  Asm  16.11). 
However,  in  a  poem  by  Ab-u  KabTr  al-Hudhall  (Bajraktarevic'  1.23 
Farraj  p.  1069,  v.  23),  the  phrase  ka-rutubi  kalbi  1-sigi  seems  to 
mean  'like  the  straightness  of  the  shin  of  the  leg'  --  it  is  not 
clear  whether  a  bestial  or  human  leg  is  intended.  The  picture 
drawn  is  of  an  ankle  or  knee  so  little  prominent  that  the  leg 
appears  to  be  straight  and  thin.  When  applied  to  a  reed-lance,  the 
kalb  designates  the  knots,  the  nodes  of  the  shaft;  it  also 
frequently  refers  to  the  internodes  between  such  knots,  which  are 
properly  referred  to  as  the  anabib  (2f.  Schwarzlose  222,. 
Boudot-Lamotte  LPG  45).  There  are  two  types  of  reed-lance:  the 
lance  which  has  naturally  firm  nodes  and  straight  internodes  is  said 
to  be  muttarid  al-kulub  (Rashid  b.  Shihab  Muf  86.7,  'Antarah  Ahl 
11.6  [=  Mawlawf  4.6],  Mawlawl  31.2);  whereas  the  lance  which  has 
had  to  be  straightened  in  the  thiq'ýf  is  called  muthaqqaf  CAntarah 
Mulallagah  48  [=  Ahl  21.54,  Mawlawýl_  1.54,  al-ganati  is  read], 
wa-muthaggafin  sadgi  1-kulýjbi).  The  comparison  of  the  horn  of  the 
oryx  with  a  lance  is  a  common  one  and  kalb  can  be  used  in  this 
context,  by  means  of  a  quite  natural  extension  of  the  scope  of 
reference:  Zuhayr  Ahl  3.14  (=  gab  19.14,  Th  p.  219,  v.  15),  madlUki 
1-ku';  *bi,  'smooth  of  nodes',  i.  e.  the  annular  ridges  of  the  horn. 
The  image  drawn  by  al-Nabighah  is  also  found  in  Imru'  al-Qays  Ibr 
29.29,  wa-saqani  ka-lba-huma  asmaIiini,  of  the  legs  of  his  steed,  and 
'Ad!  87.2,  asmali  1-kalbayni,  of  the  legs  of  a  wild  ass:  there  is 
a  metaphorical  topos  common  to  all  three  instances  of  the  image, 
viz.  that  the  legs,  in  their  slenderness,  are  like  lances. 
The  translation  given  by  Blach6re  2377  of  this  phrase,  "with 
delicate  feet",  is  quite  inaccurate.  Harad  is  a  disorder, 
presumably  a  form  either  of  arthritis  or  muscular  paralysis, 
associated,  in  particular,  with  the  forearms  of  the  camel  (2f. 
Blach6re  2377):  in  Somalia,  for  example,  such  arthritic  diseases, 
-247- collectively  known  as  barrak,  are  "manifested  by  an  inability  to 
kneel  down,  stiffness  and  lameness"  (Wilson  camel  128).  Musil 
Rwala  Bedouin  368-370  gives  a  list  of  diseases  to  which  camles  are 
prone.  The  arthritic  disorders  are  subsumed  under  the  rubric  zall, 
inflammation  of  the  joints. 
'Adad  in  verse  15  is  also  a  camel  disorder  affecting  the  forearms 
which:  as  al-Nýbighah's  simile  suggests,  is  treated  by  piercing:  of 
the  diseases  listed  by  Musil  as  treated  in  this  manner,  mowah 
("inflamed  and  swollen  legs;  treated  by  peircing  the  swollen  places 
with  a  small  sharp  peg,  hl;  l"),  tifen  ("inflammation  of  the  lower 
thigh  accompanied  by  swelling;  treated  like  mowah")  or  rekab 
("swelling  of  the  knee;  treated  by  piercing")  are  relevant.  Among 
the  Rwala,  most  of  the  camel  disorders  as  are  curable  are  treated  by 
the  application  of  heat. 
14.  The  naming  of  the  salýqls  is  a  common  but  by  no  means  universal 
feature  of  the  Oryx  Vignette  [27]:  cf.  Laad  Mulallaqah  52  (= 
'Abbas  48.52),  where  they  are  called  Kasibi,  'Catch!  '  [281,  and 
suktiam,  'Blackey';  in  al-Muzarrid  Muf  17.66  six  gazehounds  are 
named: 
66.  suhamun  wa-miql7alu  1-gardisi  wa-salhabun 
wa-ladliýlu  wa-l-sirhanu  wa-l-mutanawilu 
66.  "Blackey,  the  Hunter's  Tip-cat,  Long-body,  Slim,  Wolf,  and  the 
Gripper"  [291 
Dumran  could  be  rendered  as  IScraggy'  or  'Sleek',  Washiq  as 
-snapper'  or  'Speedy':  cf.  Kazimirski  1543. 
The  syntax  of  this  line  is  singularly  unclear.  Before  listing  the 
possiblities  of  vocalisation  and  construction,  I  shall  offer  a 
detailed  discussion  of  the  vocabulary. 
The  root  w-z-1  has  the  basic  meaning  of  'restraint'  and  is  used  with 
-248- reference  to  two  distinct  spheres,  the  military  and  the  emotional; 
in  the  first,  it  has  the  technical  meaning  of  restraining  a  troop  of 
cavalry  before  the  order  is  given  to  charge:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  79. 
19a  =  'Abld  9.  lla,  zuhayr  Ahl  11.13  (=  Qab  20.13,  Th  p.  193, 
v.  13),  al-A'sh-a  21.40,  Labld  Mulallaqah  62  (=  'AbSas  48.62), 
Tha'labah  b.  Su'ayr  Muf  24.20,  'Abd  YaghZith  Muf  30.18,  Subay'  0. 
al-Khatim  Muf  112.21  (=  Aým  83.20)  (metaphorical,  of  the  wind), 
A0  Dhulayb  Hell  13.7,  Abu  Khirash  Hell  3.24,  al-Mutanakhkhil  Hell 
3.21;  in  the  emotional  sphere,  it  refers  to  the  keeping  in  check 
of  wayward  passions,  especially  infatuation:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  63. 
1,  'AbEd  30.18,  Zuhayr  Qab  28.2  (=  Th  p.  321,  v.  2),  'Adi  23.10, 
73.1,  Suwayd  Muf  40.11.  It  is  as  an  extension  of  the  military 
meaning  that  Lyall  Muf  2  358  and  Lewin  468-469  interpret  AýU-  Dhulayb 
Hell  1.40  (=  Muf  126.39),  fa-bada  la-hu//-ula  sawabiqi-ha  qariban 
tuzalu,  construing  the  verb  tuzalu  as  the  thir-d  person  feminine 
singular  of  the.  Passive  Imperfective,  i.  e.  the  hunter  restrains  the 
pack  of  hounds  as  does  the  commander  of  an  attacking  troop  of 
horse.  Lyall  translates  "there  close  at  hand  break  forth  the  first 
of  the  hounds,  held  back  till  their  fellows  join".  On  the 
contrary,  it  seems  to  me  that  Abu  Dhualybls  usage  is  parallel  to 
yuzilu  in  al-Nabighah  5.14,  i.  e.  the  hunter  urges  on  his  hounds  who 
do  not  attack  en  masse  but  as  each  reaches  the  prey:  the  gazehounds 
race  with  one  another  as  they  chase  the  prey  (sawabiq).  This  is 
also  evident  in  the  two  Oryx  tableaux  by  Aws  b.  Hajar  discussed 
above.  I  should  translate  A6-U  Dhu'ayb  Hell  1.40  as  'there 
appeared  to  him  the  first  of  the  racing  /hounds/,  close,  urged 
on'.  For  this  meaning  of  the  Passive  of  Form  IV,  cf.  al-A'shýa`  11. 
22  (of  a  patron,  urged  to  lavish  a  beneficence  upon  the  poet),  Milik 
b.  Harlm  Asm  15.,  8  (of  the  poet,  encouraged  in  his  courtship  by  his 
beloved),  Malqil  Kos  65.6b  =  al-Mulattal  128.6b  (of  the  poet, 
constrained  to  exact  revenge).  The  lexical  evidence  is  in  favour, 
then,  of  supplying  al-kallg'b  as  the  subject  of  y-uzilu  and 
translating  "where  the  hunter  urged  him  to  run";  this  is  the 
interpretation  favoured  by  de  Sacy,  Derenbourg,  Ahlwardt  and  Jacobi. 
-249- 'Araka:  cf.  Tarafah  Ahl  4.99  (=  Mulallaqah  100)  Qir7ak);  for 
najud/najid,  cf.  Bishr  12.13  (thumma  karra  la-ýa//hardi  1-haqiqati 
yahmi  lahma-hu  naildu)  and  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  3.  l8  (kana 
hinalldhin//hurran  saburan  fa-ni'ma  1-sabiru  1-naludu),  an  epithet 
describing  the  oryx  bull  stoutly  repelling  and  slaying  the  attacking 
hounds. 
muhicir  Is  not  a  common  word.  In  Bishr  10.17  the  following  phrase 
occurs:  wa-muhlarin  naffastu  'an-hu//rala'a  1-khayli  tanhitu  fi 
l-siYahi.  The  editor,  'Izzah  Hasan,  glosses  muhiarin  as  munhazim. 
mLn  al-  I  adu  I  have  found  no  corroboration  for  this.  Ahlwardt 
Aechtheit  93-94  claims  that  it  means  "well-protected  by  his 
armour".  I  can  find  no  other  instance  of  this  meaning.  The 
Passive  Participle  occurs  as  a  variant  reading  in  Zuhayr  Ahl  14.12 
gab  2.12,  Th  p.  96,  v.  12)  where  týir`u  ila  muhiari-himu  is  a 
variant  for  taru  ila  mustaqhithi-him:  it  can  only  mean  'those  from 
whom  they  seek  protection'.  Blachire  2137  reads  al-mahiar  and 
translates  the  second  hemistich  as  "like  the  combat  of  a  valiant 
defender  on  (his)  sacred  territory".  This  gives  good  sense  but 
alters  the  image:  if  kana  is  read,  then  ta'na  1-mu'ariki  becomes  an 
objective  Genitive  clause,  'thrusting  at  the  combatant',  and  the 
oryx  bull  is  depicted  as  having  turned  to  retaliate.  Blach6re's 
reading  works  better  if  fiaba  is  read  in  place  of  kana. 
The  variant  reading  given  by  Lyall,  al-muihari,  gives,  in  my 
opinion,  excellent  sense.  Ajhara  is  given  by  Blach6re  1327  as  "to 
bring  (an  animal)  to  lay,  to  force  it  (to  go  to  earth),  to  compel 
(an  enemy  to  entrench  himself);  cf.  'Amr  b.  Kulth-um  Mulallaqah  26, 
wa-sayyidi  malsharin  ...  yahmi  1-muiharina,  Abu  Jundab  Kos  38.2, 
A'stia  ýahilah  Aým  24.8  Geyer  4.13).  Imrul  l-Qays  uses  the 
root  of  foxes  (Ahl  52.55  Ibr  2.50,  Mulallagah  65,  Jaharat  [a 
v.  1.1)  and  of  oryx  (Ahl  48.60  =  Ibr  1.61,  jaýia-hir).  On  the  basis 
of  this  reading,  then,  linda  1-mulhari  1-naiidi  refers,  as  Ahlwardt 
Aechtheit  94  proposes  for 
. 
1inda  1-muhiari  I-najidi,  to  the  oryx: 
,  the  doughty  /warrior/  who  has  been  put  to  flight'. 
-250- In  accordance  with  the  preceding,  I  should  read  the  line  as  follows: 
14.  wa-k-a-na  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  YUzilu-hu 
ta'na  1-mulgriki  linda  1-mulhari  I-naludi 
14.  gumrin,  /running/  where  /his  master/  urged  him  to,  /snapped  at 
the  buck  as/  the  combatant  thrusts  at  the  doughty  /warrior/ 
who  has  been  routed 
The  line  is,  then,  together  with  the  preceding  verse,  a  graphic 
description  of  the  oryx  fleeing  from  the  hounds  as  they  give 
chase.  In  line  15  --  the  asyndetic  abruptness  expresses  the 
celerity  of  the  oryx1s  retaliation  --  the  bull  gives  battle  when  it 
realises  that  the  dog  is  too  quick  for  it.  I  should  agree, 
however,  that  the  force  of  taln  al-mul;  rik  better  accords  with  the 
retaliatory  thrusts  of  the  oryx,  in  which  case  I  should  adopt  the 
reading  of  Blachire  discussed  above. 
The  following  are  some  of  the  ways  of  construing  the  line  that  have 
been  proposed: 
wa-kana  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  yuzilu-hu 
talnu  1-mulariki  'inda  1-muhiari  I-naiudi 
Wagner  loc.  cit.  translates:  "gumrän  befand*  sich  (jetzt)  an  der 
Stelle  (des  Wildstiers)  wohin  ihn  das  Stoßen  des  starken  KäMpfers 
(d.  h.  des  Wildstiers)  in  die  verwünbare  Stelle  getrieben  hatte  (d.  h. 
er  befand  sich  auf  dem  Horn)".  This  Is  the  construction  supported 
by  al-Asma;  i  and  al-Tibiiii. 
wa-lýa-ba  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  Yd-zilu-hu 
. 
ta:  nu  1-mul*Wriki  linda  1-muhiari  1-naludi 
De  Sacy  405:  "En  vain  Dhomran  est  excit6  par  le  chasseur;  il  est 
saisi  dl6pouvante  aux  coups  que  lui  porte  llanimal,  semblables  A 
ceux  qu'un  guerrier  porte  A  un  adversaire  forc6  dans  son  dernier 
4 
-251- asyle  et  qui  d6ploie  tout  ce  qui  lui  reste  de  son  courage".  I 
should  translate:  PumrIn  was  afraid  of  him,  /running/  where  the 
thrusts  of  the  doughty  combatant,  fighting  with  the  well-decked 
warrior  (?  ),  impelled  him  to  run. 
wa-kana  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  i-uzilu-hu 
talna  I-mulariki  'inda  1-muhiari  I-naludi 
This  is  the  construction  proposed  by  AtU  'Ubaydah.  Jacobi  Studien 
58  translates:  "Und  Dumran  befand  sich  vor  ihm,  wohin  ihn  sein  Herr 
6 
gehetzt  hat,  wie  ein  Kämpfer  einen  wohlgedeckten,  tapferen  Feind 
d 
angreift".  This  is  in  keeping  with  the  gloss  of  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit 
93-94:  "der  Hund  is  gehetzt;  er  ist  in  Betreff  des  Stiers  an  der 
Stelle,  wo  der  Jäger  ihn  hetzt,  ebenso  seine  StÖsse  ausfÜhrend,  wie 
der  Krieger  sie  fÜhrt  an  und  bei  dem  Gegner  der  gutgedeckt  und 
tapfer  ist,  d.  h.  der  Angriff  ist  fruchtlosw. 
wa-kana  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  ýu-zi'u-hu 
tal  na  1-mu*ä'riki  1  inda  1-mahlari  1-naludi 
Dumrin,  /running/  where  his  master  urged  him  /to  run/,  was  "like  the 
combat  of  a  valiant  defender  on  (his)  sacred  territory"  (Blach6re 
2137). 
wa-h;  iba  dumranu  min-hu  haythu  ý-uzi'u-hu 
ta'na  1-mulariki  'inda  1-mahiari  1-naludi 
Dumran,  /running/  where  his  master  urged  him  to,  feared  the  thrusts 
of  the  doughty  combatant,  fighting  on  his  inviolable  soil. 
15.  Ahlwardt  and  Derenbourg:  thrusting.  For  farisah,  cf. 
Chapter  2,  no.  7  v.  22.  The  mubaytir  (2f.  Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter 
265)  is,  properly,  a  'horse-doctor',  as  in  al-Tirmm&h  47.44 
(blyatr).  It  is  quite  probable  that  midia  when  applied  to  the 
horns  of  the  oryx  was  originally  of  metaphorical  force.  The  midfa-, 
-252- contrary  tb  those  who  translate  'comb'  (cf.  Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter 
226,  Jacob  Beduinleben  47),  is  a  "tiring-pin"  (Bevan  Muf  3  207), 
used  for  fastening  back  the  hair:  Tufayl  6.5  and  6.14,  Imrul 
al-Qays  Ibr  1.36  (=  AM  48.33,  Mulallagah  36,  where  1-ligisu  is 
read),  al-MarrTr  Muf  16.64,  al-Mukhabbal  Muf  21.20.  The  oryx 
horn  Is  like  the  tiring-pin  in  its  slender,  tapering  appearance. 
For  midia  of  the  horns,  cf.  imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  4.55  (=  Ibr  3.45), 
midriyyah,  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.38  (=  gab  3.38),  midr7ah,  Bishr  41.7 
Muf  97.7),  midr7a,  Labid  Mulallagah  50  'Abbas  48.50), 
madriyyah;  the  dual,  madriyy,  is  found  in  'Abdah  b.  al-Tabib  Muf 
26.34  and  babi'  b.  al-Harith  Asm  63.37.  It  should  be  remarked 
that  the  oryx  fights  with  one  horn  only:  this  is  why  the  poets  so 
often  use  the  singular  when  describing  the  oryx  in  combat  -- 
bi-l-midia  should  not,  therefore,  be  translated  by  the  plural,  as 
Jacobi  and  Wagner  do  ("den  H6rnern"). 
16.  For  saffud  (Fraenkel  Fremdw6rter  90,  Jacob  Beduinleben  94), 
cf.  'Abdah  b.  al-TaRb  Muf  26.76.  It  occurs  as  tertium, 
comparationis  in  a  description  of  a  fleeing  wild  ass:  Hi-jib  b. 
Habib  Muf  111.5.  In  AbTUT  Dhulayb's  celebrated  threnody  (Hell  1 
Muf  126),  the  oryx's  horns  are  likened  to  two  spits  in  a  difficult 
line  which  is  distinctly  reminiscent  of  al-gabighah's  verse: 
45/43.  Fa-ka-anna  saffýdayni  lam-ma  yuqtira 
lajila  la-hu  bi-shiwali  sharbin  yunzalu  [301 
Muftalad  is  either  a  Passive  Participle  used  as  a  Gerund  (cf. 
iftil;  d:  'Abd  Allah  b.  'Anamah  Muf  114.14  [=  Asm  85.151)  or  is 
equivalent  to  maflad  (al-Hutay'ah  7.34),  a  place  where  roasting  is 
done.  Imrul  al-gays  refers  to  wood  used  for  spits:  Ibr  32.10 
wa-l-hatabi  1-muf"idi,  although  Ahlwardt  14.10  reads  1-mig'adi. 
[311  The  point  of  the  simile  is  that  the  horn  as  it  pierces  the 
side  of  the  dog  is  like  a  spit  on  which  meat  has  been  skewered. 
The  second  hemsitich  may  imply  either  that  the  meat  has  been  cooked 
-253- too  long  and  has  been  burned  black,  in  which  case  this  is  consonant 
with  the  epithetical  phrase  halik  al-lawn  in  line  18,  or  that  the 
topers  have  not  cooked  it  at  all,  but  have  abandoned  it  beside  the 
f  ire  --  the  red,  uncooked  meat,  as  it  lies  on  the  spit,  is  like 
Dumran's  flesh,  impaled  on  the  horn.  I  favour  the  latter. 
17.  The  root  '-1-m,  to  bite  into  something  hard  and  unyielding,  is 
used  literally  by  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.49  Qab  2.49,  Muf  120.54), 
maljým  of  a  date-stone,  Jubaylia'  I-Ashjali  Muf  33.8,  mulaijam  of 
the  stump  of  a  tree  (zinb),  Abu  Dhu'ayb  19.3,  ka-'azmi 
1-1;  Jimati.  The  Hudhali  poet  Mulayq  endows  it  with  a  graphically 
metaphorical  stamp:  wajadti  mumarrasan  bi-l-surmi  ja  da//1-lazImati 
hina  taIjumu-hu  1-umuru  (Well  271.39). 
Rawq  is  standard  for  the  horn  of  the  oryx:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  52.52 
(=  Ibr  2.47),  singualr  and  dual,  Bishr  16.9,  singular,  al-A'sha 
55.20,  dual,  55.24  and  26,  singular,  79.21,  singular,  'Abdah  b. 
al-Tabib  Muf  26.:  24,  dual,  and  38,  singular,  riabil  b.  al-Hirith  Asm 
63.35,  singulat,.  Abu  Kabir  BajraktareviC  1.38  (=  Fariaj  p.  1069, 
v.  38),  singular.  The  horn  is  said  to  be  halik  al-lawn  as  a  result 
of  the  spilling  of  Dumrg'n's  blood:  cf.  for  examples  of  the 
blood-smeared  horn,  'Abdah  b.  al-Tablib  Muf  26.38  (wa-rawqu-hu  min 
dami  1-aiw;  fi  ma'IUlu)  and  DWbil  b.  al-Harith  Asm  63.35  (hatta  idha 
hmarra  raw  u-hu//wa-qad  luila  min  aj,  4afi-hinna  wa-unhili)  and  AbU 
Dhualyb  Hell  1.42  (=  Muf  126.42)  (fa-nah-a  la-hi  bi-mudhallaqayni 
ka-anna-tia//bi-hima  mina  1-nadhi  I-mujaddahi  aydalu).  Halik  is 
used  of  blood  by  Ab_u  Khirash  Hell  3.5  (bi-l-haliki  1-fadmi),  and  of 
the  night  by  Imrul  al-gays  Ibr  70.2  (h'51ikati  1-sawadi). 
As  the  adjective  sadq  [32]  indicates,  the  poet  is  alluding  to  the 
topical  comparison  of  the  horn  with  a  lance.  The  martial  context 
may  be  further  adumbrated  by  the  substantive  awad,  awid  being  used 
by  Zuhayr  Qab  51.32  (=  Th  p.  346,  v.  32)  of  a  coward  in  battle. 
18.  The  root  g-l-s  is  used  by  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  74.44  of  the 
thrust  of  the  oryx  (qals;  '):  cf.  the  poem  attributed  to  Imrul 
-254- al-Qays  in  Muf  1  436,  verse  12  (=,  partially,  Ahl  66,  Ibr  7), 
aglasa,  and  ljýnir  4.4  (aglasna),  'Ad-i  126.2  (fi  galasin), 
al-Tirimmah  35.9  (fa-uqtala  ga'san). 
In  the  second  hemistich  la  'sab"Ila  ila  laglin  wa-la-gawad,  'the 
impossibility  of  blood-mulct  and  vendetta',  means  that  Washiq  is 
unable  either  to  slaughter  the  oryx  Cagl)  or  to  inflict  a 
retaliatory  wound  (qawad):  the  two  concepts  are  not,  of  course, 
mutually  exclusive.  [331  The  personification*  of  the  gazehound  in 
this  and  the  subsequent  verse  tamal  is  another  concept  found 
exclusively  in  the  human  domain  is  markworthy.  I  have  presumed 
that  mawla  in  19  indicates  that  Dumran  and  Washiq  have  been  bred 
from  the  same  litter. 
Structure 
9-10:  Introductory  description:  the  solitary  oryx 
on  the  alert. 
11-12:  The  nocturnal  ordeal:  the  elements  (11);  the 
preapprehension  of  the  hunter  (12). 
13-14:  The  chase. 
15-17:  The  battle  with  the  saQugis:  the  death  of 
qumrFn  (15-17);  Washiq  balks  the  attack  (18-19). 
Context  and  Interpretation 
Context:  this  celebrated  panegyrical  i'tidhar  (apologia)  composed 
by  al-Wa-bighah  al-Dhubyain-i  for  al-Nu'man,  the  last  monarch  of 
a  "irah,  and  numbered  among  the  Ten  Mulallaq;  t,  is,  in  my  1-H 
estimation,  one  of  the  true  masterpieces  of  the  pre-Islamic  epoch. 
In  the  following  analysis,  I  have  relied  on  the  numbering  of  the 
text  as  published  by  Ahlwardt:  the  gasidah  as  edited  by  al-Tibr-ft! 
-255- needs  be  evaluated  in  a  separate  study. 
The  Oryx  Bull  Vignette  is  the  second  of  five  outstanding  exemplars 
which  the  poet  has  woven  into  the  context  of  his  poem,  the  others 
being  the  slave-girl  and  the  trench  (3-5),  God's  advice  unto 
Sulayman  (21-26),  the  maiden  and  the  sand-grouse  (32-36),  the  raging 
Euphrates  (44-46). 
. 
These  are  primary  paradigms;  secondary  --  but 
by  no  means  less  significant  --  paradigms  are:  decay  wrought  by  the 
passage  of  time  (1)  ,  Luqman  and  Lubad  (6),  the  Pilgrimage  (37-38) 
and  the  poet's  journey  from  Mecca  to  al-arah.  (35]  1  am  unsure 
whether  al-Jawi-al  should  be  reckoned  a  secondary  paradigm.  The 
poem  warrants  schematization: 
Dhikr  al-Atlal  (1-6):  desolation  and  the  (paradoxical)  passage  of 
eternity  (1);  the  topos  of  the  unanswered  inquiry  (2); 
anaqnorisis:  the  stalls  and  the  trench  (3);  the  slave-girl  and  the 
trench  (3b-5);  the  departure  of  the  tribe  (6a);  the  death  of  the 
encampment  and  the  death  of  Lubad  (6b). 
Wasf  al-Niqah  (7-19):  transition  Al  [341;  wasf  proper  (7b-8);  the 
oryx  bull  vignette  (9-19). 
Madh  (20-49):  the  journey  to  the  mamduh,  al-Numan  (20a) 
(transition  B  (361);  the  topic  of  unparagoned  incomparability 
(20b-21);  God's  advice  unto  SulaynFan  (22-26);  unbounded  generosify 
(27-31);  the  maiden  and  the  sand-grouse  (32-36);  the  sacred  oath 
topos  (37:  -38);  the  apologia  (39-40);  AITu_  gab-us's  ire  and  the 
ransoming  topos  (41-43);  unbounded  generosity  --  the  Euphrates  in 
spate  is  less  generous  than  the  patron  (44-47);  the  proffer  of  the 
eulogy  (48-49). 
-256- The  exquisitely  harmonized  balance  of  the  structure  of  the  Madh 
movement  amply  repays  delineation  with  a  view  to  the  interplay  of 
its  panegyrical  concerns: 
A:  The  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee;  the  journey  to  the  mamd-uh  (20a). 
B:  The  Eulogizing  of  the  Dedicatee;  unparagoned  incomparability 
(20b-21). 
Al:  The  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee;  paraenesis  in  the  form  of  an 
parable  --  the  God-sent  wisdom  of  sulayjran  (22-26). 
Bl:  The  Eulogizing  oE  the  Dedicatee;  unbounded  generosity  (27-31). 
Al:  The  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee;  paraenesis  in  the  form  of  an 
parable  --  the  maiden's  unerring  computation  of  a  flock  of 
sand-grouse  (32-36).  [37] 
A2:  The  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee;  the  poet's  strenuous  rejection  of  - 
the  allegations  (37-40);  the  request  for  leniency  (41-43). 
B2:  The  Eulogizing  of  the  Dedicatee;  military  might  cast  in  the 
form  of  the  request  for  leniency  (41-43). 
Bl:  The  Eulogizing  of  the  Dedicatee;  unbounded  generosity  (44-47). 
A:  The  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee;  the  journey  to  the  mamduh  is 
completed  with  the  proffer  of  the  encomium  (48-49). 
Thus  it  is  evident  that  the  movement  is  structured  with  'narrative' 
ring-composition  [381,  A  (20a)  being  complemented  by,  A  (48-49),  and 
with  'formal'  ring-composition,  Bl  (27-31)  being  balanced  by  B1 
-257- (44-47).  A2  (37-40)  functions  as  an  axis  on  which  the  other  topics 
turn,  a  hiatus  in  an  otherwise  rigorous  contrapuntal  system  of  the 
conceptual  fields  of  the  Poet  and  the  Dedicatee  (A)  and  the 
Eulogizing  of  the  Dedicatee  (B),  in  which  B  (20b-21)  and  Bl  (27-31) 
provide  encomiastic  backdrops  to  the  sententious  and  heavily 
moralising  parables  presented  in  Al  (22-26)  and  (32-36);  B2  (41-43) 
and  Bl  (44-47)  are  eulogistic  foils  to  the  poet',  s  pursuit  of  the 
practical  business  of  the  iltidhar. 
Interpretation:  this  Oryx  Bull  Vignette  is  suscep  . tible  of  biparous 
interpretation,  its  inherent  ambiguity  being  symptomatic  of  the 
poet's  dilemma  how  to  present  his  apologia  successfully  without 
thereby  compromising  his  dignity.  In  the  traditional  panegyrical 
style,  the  oryx  bull  is  emblematic  of  the  patron:  in  its  endurance 
of  the  nocturnal  ordeal,  its  vanquishing  of  the  hounds  and  escape 
from  the  hunter  it  is  a  paradigm  of  virtuousness  and  excellence. 
In  tribal  or  self-vaunting  verse,  the  noble  oryx  is  emblematic  of 
the  poet  and  his  tribe.  In  this  poem,  however,  there  is 
discernible  in  the  oryx  bull  panel  an  emblematic  amphibology.  The 
poet,  through  his  incurrence  of  al-Nu'man's  wrath,  endures  the 
tribulation  of  disfavour  at  court  but,  like  the  oryx,  expects  to 
vanquish  his  malevolent,  gloating  foes  who  have  surrounded  the 
Dedicatee  with  their  minions,  perverting  his  judgement  with  their 
slanders  (40  and  43).  The  Patron,  by  giving  ear  to  these  rumours, 
has  perverted  the  soundness  of  his  judgement,  the  perspicacity  of 
his  vision;  he  will  triumph,  however,  like  the  oryx,  by  favourably 
-258- hearkening  to  al-Nabighah's  poem.  The  poet,  in  his  time-honoured 
role  as  tribal  adviser  and  spokesman,  can  guarantee  the  monarch's 
reacquisition  of  honour  and  virtue.  Furthermore,  the  slaughter  of 
Dumran  acts  as  a  warning  to  his  fellow,  Washiq,  who,  in  a  memorable 
instance  of  personification,  reasons  with  himself  as  to  the 
inadvisability  of  further  attack;  the  King's  triumph  over  other 
opponents  among  whom  disgruntled  poets  are  presumably  to  be 
reckoned  is  a  deterent  sufficient  to  dissuade  al-ii-abighah  from 
lampooning  him  as  a  retaliation  for  his  alienation.  Thus,  the  poet 
implies  that  he  would  assuredly  fail  if  he  were  to  launch  a 
vituperative  attack  against  the  King,  without,  however,  denigrating 
his  own  satiric  prowess.  By  so  applying  the  paradigmatic  nature  of 
this  vignette  to  both  the  Dedicator  and  the  Dedicatee,  the  poet 
commences  an  association  between  the  two  personae,  In  which  any 
distinction  between  them  can  scarcely  be  maintained,  thereby 
suggesting  that  the  traditional  relationship  of  panegyrist  and 
patron  is  inapplicable  to  them,  that  in  this  instance  their 
relationship  is,  in  fact,  symbiotic:  the  ostracism  of  the  Eulogist 
entails  the  denigration  of  the  Eulogized.  This  is  an  ideological 
development  of  .  the  Jahiii  conception  of  the  encomiastic 
relationship,  viz.  that  the  patron  stands  in  need  of  the  poet  to 
render  his  deeds  immortal,  to  complete  his  maid  (kudos)  by  the 
composition  of  an  appropriate  encomium.  Al-Nabighah  is  unwilling 
to  attempt  to  solve  the  poetical  dilemma  with  which  he  is  faced  -- 
this  would  entail  the  diminishment  of  the  efficacy  of  his  apologia: 
the  apologetic  purpose  is  as  manifest  as  the  panegyrical. 
-259- Notes 
1.  Sandaq  was  a  Mongolian  minstrel  who  "lived  in  the  first  half  of 
the  nineteenth  century"  (Finnegan  PBOP  68-69).  C.  R.  Bawden 
explains  the  Uqe  (the  'Word')  as  "essentially  an  improvisation  upon 
a  theme,  in  which  the  subject  --  person,  beast,  or  thing  --  comments 
upon  the  fate  that  has  overtaken  it.  The  'word'  gives  the 
impression  of  a  sophisticated  art  form  rather  than  of  folk  poetry" 
(eadem,  41). 
2. 
. 
This  epithet  is  also  applied  to  a  tays,  here.  apparently  a  male 
gazelle,  in  'Alqamah  Ahl  1.39  (-  Qab  3.39). 
3.  This  is  the  third  of  sixteen  verses  which  Saluda'  recorded  on 
the  authority  of  Hammad  al-Rawiyah,  inserting  them  between  AM  9.16 
and  17. 
4.  cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  134. 
5.  Jacobi  Camel  6=  Studien  49-53. 
6.  Cf.  von  Grunebaum  Chronologie  335:  "the  younger  Muraqqish  was, 
in  all  probability,  the  first  to  append  as  it  were  a  second  nas-ib, 
dealing  with  the  departure  of  the  lady  in  question,  to  the  bewailing 
of  separation  and  depiction  of  the  relationship". 
7.  Jeffery  Vocabulary  18  makes  an  interesting  case  for 
interpreting  hind  as  referring  to  South  Arabia:  "in  the 
writings  of  Dionysius  of  Tell  Mahre,  and  Michael  the  Syrian,  we  find 
the  south  Arabian  and  Abyssinian  area  called  India.  It  was  not 
only  the  Syriac  writers,  however,  who  made  this  confusion. 
Epiphanius  in  the  fourth  century  details  the  nine  kingdoms  of  India, 
and  his  mention  among  them  of  the  Homeritae  and  Azumitae  makes  it 
obvious  that  he  is  referring  to  the  Ethiopian  kingdom.  Sozomen  and 
Socrates,  in  their  accounts  of  the  mission  of  Frumentius  to  convert 
-260- the  people  of  this  kingdom,  speak  of  them  as  t3n  Indon  ton  endotero, 
(i.  e.  the  lower  Indians),  and  so  the  term  passed  to  the  Latin 
writers  and  from  them  to  the  geographers  of  the  Middle  Ages".  it 
is  not  clear,  however,  whether  the  Arabs  would  themselves  refer  to 
South  Arabia  as  Hind,  as  Jeffery  himself  admits. 
8.  Cf.  Dozy  Vitements  sub  tubban  93-94. 
9.  This  is  a  satirical  inversion  of  the  topical  comparison  of  the 
haý-ib  with  a  zaby,  of  frequent  occurence  in  the  nas-Ib. 
10.  Cf.  Fischer  95,  whose  reading  I  have  adopted. 
11.  Cf.  L.  Veccia  Vaglieri  "DýU  Qar"  E12  11  241. 
12.1  am,  of  course,  presuming  that  this  feature  is  more  resonant 
in  the  context  of  the  poem  than  being  simply  a  traditional  element 
of  the  oryx  hunting  scene,  In  essence  similar  to  the  naming  of  the 
hunter  as  a  motif  in  the  Wild  Ass  Vignette. 
13.  T.  E.  Lawrence,  Seven  Pillars  of  Wisdom,  Harmondsworth  1982, 
81-83  provides  an  interesting  narration  of  what  may  be  a  similar 
incident  at  the  well:  "quite  close  to  the  no;  th  bank  of  the 
Masturah  ...  Some  Harb  came  up,  driving  a  large  herd  of  brood  camels 
...  We  watched  them,  without  intercourse:  for  these  were  Masruh  and 
we  Beni  Salem;  and  while  the  two  clans  were  now  at  peace,  and  might 
pass  through  each  other's  districts,  this  was  only  a  temporary 
accomodation  ...  As  we  watched,  two  riders,  trotting  light  and  fast 
on  thoroughbred  camels,  drew  towards  us  from  the  north  ...  They 
halted  beside  the  well;  and  the  more  splendid  one  slipped 
gracefully  to  the  ground  without  kneeling  his  camel,  and  threw  his 
halter  to  his  companion,  saying,  carelessly,  'Water  them  while  I  go 
over  there  and  rest'  ...  the  other  rider  stood  by,  vacantly  holding 
the  halters,  waiting  perhaps  for  the  Harb  to  finish  watering  their 
herd  before  taking  his  turn.  The  young  lord  cried,  'What  is  it 
-261- must-afa?  Water  them  at  once'  ...  and  hit  the  unfortunate  Mustafa 
three  or  four  sharp  blows  ...  The  Harb,  shocked,  in  pity  made  a 
place  for  him,  and  let  his  two  camels  drink  from  their  water-trough 
...  I  heard  a  chuckle  from  old  Tafas  ...  'My  Lord,  you  saw  those  two 
riders  at  the  well?  ...  they  were  Sherif  Ali  ibn  el  Hussein  ... 
(and)  Sherif  Mohsin,  lords  of  the  Harith,  who  are  blood  enemies  of 
the  Masruh.  They  feared  they  would  be  delayed  or  driven  off  the 
water  if  the  Arabs  knew  them.  So  they  pretended  to  be  master  and 
servant  from  Mecca". 
14.  As  Geiger  WZKM  19  369  righlty  argues,  the  oryx  bull  is  meant 
here  and  not  the  wild  ass,  as  argued  by  Jacob  Beduinleben  88-89. 
15.  Lyall's  note  on  Hawmal  in  Muf  2  343,  viz.  that  al-Dakh-ul  and 
Hawmal  "were  in  upper  Qajim,  among  the  pasture  grounds  of  Asad",  is 
inaccurate:  cf.  Thilo  Ortsnamen  55  and  56  sub  Hazn,  which  lies 
further  north  than  QasIm.  Curiously,  Lyall's  note  on  page  160  on 
the  location  of  Hawmal  is  in  fact  accurate. 
16.  An  unusual  fragment  attributed  to  Bishr  (App  10.2-3)  seems  to 
sound  a  dissonant  note: 
2.  Anta  hatatta  min  dhuia  muqannali 
3.  KUlla  shabubin  lahaqin  mulali 
one  is  immediately  reminded  of  the  myths  surrounding  Orpheus. 
17.  Cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  160  for  a  discussion  of  the  meaning  of  Jaww. 
18.  CE.  Thilo  Ortsnamen  43. 
19.  Blach&re's  notice,  that  it  produces  "fodder  which  cattle  will 
not  touch",  contradicts  the  notice  given  by  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  92, 
"a  plant  ...  which  camels  willingly  devour 
...  which  grows  without 
cultivation". 
-262- 20.  For  hail  in  a  variety  of  comparisons,  cf.  Tufayl  1.34, 
shattered  stones  compared  with  hail,  Imrul  al-gays  Ibr  29..  25, 
metaphorical  for  the  teeth  of  the  beloved,  as  also  'Amr  b. 
MaIdIkarlb  Aqm  61.8,  Ab_u  Dhulayb  Hell  3.11,  the  hides  of  a  herd  of 
oryx  compared  with  hail,  Umayyah  b.  hb'f  'Klidh  Kos  92.42,  a  wild 
ass  and  his  harem  running  as  quickly  as  the  onset  of  a  hail-shower. 
21.  No  rain  is  mentioned  in  this  particular  Oryx  vignette.  The 
constellation  most  frequently  associated  with  the  beneficial 
properties  of  rainfall  is,  of  course,  al-Thurayya,  the  Pleiades 
(Lane  272,  Blach6re  1168-1169):  cf.  Imrul  al-gays  AM  48.23  (=  Ibr 
1.24,  Mulallagah  25)  (heralding  the  poet's  advance  to  his 
mistress's  tent),  Bishr  3.11  (=  Muf  96.11)  (the  raiding  squadron 
is  as  fulgent-  as  the  clouds  brought  by  al-Thurayya'  and,  by 
implication,  the  booty  they  take  will  be  as  fructiferous  as  the  rain 
therefrom),  Bishr  15.17  and  al-Alsý_a  65.14  (the  disconsolate  poet 
as  star-gazing  lover:  not  even  the  auroral  rising  of  al-Thurayya, 
so  auspicious  for  Imrul  al-Qays,  is  felicitous  for  the  rejected 
poet),  'AýIi  3.9  (a  storm  description:  the  rain  is  as  heavy  as  that 
brought  by  al-Thurayya). 
22.  Cf.  N61deke  FM  11  74. 
23.  That  the  stFamit  was  a  potent  force  is  evident  from  the 
references  to  this  emotion  in,  for  example,  'Alqamah  AM  9.1  (=  gab 
9.1)  and  Ab7u  Dhu'ayb,  for  whom  the  display  of  forebearance  as  a 
means  of  staving  off  the  gloating  of  the  sKa-mit  is  something  of  a 
leitmotif:  Hell  1.13  (=  Muf  126.12),  9.27,11.31.  This  theme 
also  occurs  in  some  poems  of  'Adi  b.  Zayd:  16.19,17.13  =  127.1, 
154.1.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  In  the  Hudhaft  d-1wan  there 
are  passages  where  Schadenfreude  is  positively  discouraged  as  an 
undesireable  emotion  to  display:  cf.  Ma'qil  b.  Khuwaylid  Kos  51.1, 
al-A'lam,  Kos  25.5  =.  Ma'qil  Kos  48.5,  Umayyah  b.  al-Askar  Well  225. 
3.  This  is  in  sharp  contradistinction  to  the  belligerent  Abu  qakhr 
who  seems  positively  to  relish  Schadenfreude  (Well  259.28)  and 
-263- for-whom  it  is  a  distinct  threat  (Well  258.25). 
24.  Ahlwardt  is  anticipated  by  Wolff  in  this: 
Der  aufschrickt,  wenn  die  Meute  bellt  und  heult, 
der  frierend  und  in  Angst  von  dannen  eilt 
25.  Cf.  Bishr  41.12-14  (=  muf  97.12-14),  al-kabighah  Ahl  23. 
20-22. 
26.  G.  R.  Smith,  "The  Arabian  Hound,  The  Sal-wil",  BSOAS  43.3 
(1980),  465. 
27.  pace  Wagner  GrundzUge  107.  in  the  dfý'a-n  of  Labid,  the  naming 
of  the  saluqis  is  a  not  uncommon  motif:  Abbas  11.22  (=  Chal 
P.  108,  v.  22,  Brock  1  17.22);  Mulham  and  Tih;  l:  'Abbas  35.28 
Brock  11  40.28):  Rakah  and  ýa'il. 
28.  Jacob  Beduinleben  84  refers  to  Lagarde  Nominalbildunq  p.  23,  who 
notes  that  this  name  is  an  Imperative. 
29.  Lyall's  translation,  Muf  2  61. 
30.  Hell  13  translates:  "Und  es  war,  als  ob  zwei  Bratspieße,  die 
nie  noch  angefaßt  haben  (d.  h.  ganz  neue?  )  ihm  rasch  den  Braten  für 
eine  Zechgesellschaft,  der  herausgenommen  wird,  heranholtenw; 
Lyall's  rendering  (Muf  2  358):  "Two  spits  they  seem,  fresh  cut  to 
skewer  the  feasters'  meat,  drawn  off  before  it  is  thoroughly  cooked, 
as  he  thrusts  them  quick".  Lewin  342-343  offers:  "It  seemed  as  if 
to  him  a  pair  of  spits  not  yet  producing  the  smell  of  roast  meat  had 
been  too  quickly  (removed  from  the  fire)  with  feasters'  meat  drawn 
off",  of  which  I  can  make  little  sense. 
31.  For  f;  lid,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  61.13,  'Alba'  b.  ArqaM  ASM 
-264- 55.13. 
32.  it  is  also  found  as  an  epithet  of  a  staunch  brave  (Mutammim  b. 
Nuwayrah  Muf  67.8),  a  sword  (Abu  gays  b.  al-Aslat  Muf  75.9),  a 
coat  of  mail  (Zuhayr  gab  32.27  -*2  Th  p.  268,  v.  27),  as  well  as  of  a 
lance  (14alik  b.  Nuwayrah  Asm  67.17). 
33.  These  two  concepts,  'aql  and  qawad,  are  used  almost  exclusively 
of  the  human  domain;  cf.  Jabir  b.  ýunayy  Muf  42.15,  'Awf  b. 
al-AhWas  Muf  35.18,  'Awf  b.  'Atiyyah  Asm  59.3  Qaql)  and  Sakhr 
al-Ghayy  Kos  3.23,  Husayb  al-Damr7i-  Kos  28.1  (Lewin  362  mistakenly 
refers  to  this  as  Kos  27.1.  ).  The  verb  laqala  means,  of  course, 
to  pay  the  blood-mulct:  Zuhayr  Ahl  16.43  (=  Qab  1.43,  Th  p.  1, 
v.  43,  mulallagah  44),  al-A'stFa  77.29,  Dhii  1-Isbal  Muf  29.4, 
Mulawiyah  b.  Malik  Muf  105.19. 
34.  Jacobi  Studien  49-53  =  Camel  5-6. 
35.  This  is  the  only  . 37ahiffi  poem  in  which  "'heavy'  figures",  as  Ong 
styles  them,  f  igure  prominently:  "oral  memory  works  effectively 
with  'heavy'  characters,  persons  whose  deeds  are  monumental, 
memorable  and  commonly  public.  Thus  the  noetic  economy  of  its 
nature  generates  outsize  figures 
...  to  organize  experience  in  some 
sort  of  permanently  memorable  form  ...  The  same  mnemonic  or  noetic 
economy  enforces  itself  still  where  oral  settings  persist  in 
literate  cultures"  (W.  J.  Ong  1984  69-70).  The  latter  statement  is, 
1  think,  applicable  to  the  poem  in  question. 
36.  Jacobi  Studien  61-65  =  Camel  6. 
37.  For  numerical  reckoning  in  Arabic  poetry,  cf.  I.  Goldziher, 
"Ueber  umschreibende  Zahlenbeszeichnung  im  Arabischen",  ZDMG  49 
(1895),  210-217,  especially  216.  Al-Tibrizi  explains  the 
computation  as  follows:  the  maiden  sees  66  grouse,  to  which  she 
-265- adds  half  of  this  number,  33,  and  her  own  grouse  thereby  rounding 
the  total  off  to  100. 
38.  This  is  narrative  in  the  sense  used  by  Jacobi  Camel  6-7:  "the 
wording  (of  the  transition)  implies  that  naý_ib  and  wasf  form  one 
continuous  narrative.  The  poet  on  his  desert-journey  discovers  an 
abandoned  campside.  He  stops  there,  remembers  his  lost  beloved, 
and  finally  resolves  to  continue  his  journey.  As  Transition  B 
states  his  destination,  we  receive  the  impression  that  nas1b,  wasf 
and  mad1h  form  a  narrative  sequence,  interrupted  by  descriptive 
passages". 
-266- chapter  4  --  Arkhilokhos,  al-Nýbighah  al-Dhubyan! 
and  A  Complaint  Against  Blacksmiths  --  or,  A  funny  thing 
happened  to  me  * 
In  a  period  of  rapid  transition  very  few  works  of  art  or 
literature  are  pure  in  style.  T.  B.  L.  Webster.  [1] 
The  'test  of  consistency'  (is)  the  possibility  of 
classifying  the  whole  of  an  image  within  a  possible 
category  of  experience  ....  There  is  a  limit  to  what 
pictures  can  represent  without  differentiating  between  what 
belongs  to  the  picture  and  what  belongs  to  the  intended 
reality.  E.  H.  Gombrich,  Art  and  Illusion.  [2] 
The  f  irst  thing  we  have  to  do  ...  is  to  discard  the  idea 
that  poetry  has  only  an  aesthetic  function  or  can  only  be 
explained  in  terms  of  aesthetics  ...  in  archaic  cultures, 
poetry  has  a  vital  function  that  is  both  social  and 
liturgical.  All  antique  poetry  is  at  one  and  the  same 
time  ritual,  entertainment,  artistry,  riddle-making, 
doctrine,  persuasion,  sorcery,  soothsaying,  prophecy  and 
competition.  J.  Huizinga,  Homo  Ludens.  [3] Mousa  moi  Eurymedontiadea-ten  pontokharybdin 
t7en  enqastrimakhairan  hos  esthiei  ou  kata  kosmon 
enneph'  hopos  psephidi  /kakos/  kakon  oiton  oletai 
boulWi  demosi;  i  Para  thin'  halos  atryqetoio 
Muse  --  the  Eurymontiad,  the  maelstrom, 
The  dirk-in-the  belly,  who  eats  beyond  measure 
--  Speak  unto  me  how,  with  a  pebble,  /this  miscreant/  will  die  a 
miscreant's  death, 
In  accordance  with  the  public  will,  by  the  shore  of  the 
ungleaned  mere.  [41 
This  invective  of  Hipponax  --  composed,  appropriately,  in 
dactylic  hexameters  --  is  couched  in  the  most  deliberate  and  obvious 
of  parodic  language.  All  four  of  the  line-endings  are  to  be  found 
in  the  Homeric  epics  U=  odyssey  12.113,  kharybdin,  2=  odyssey 
20.181,3  =  Iliad  3.417,  oiton  oletai  =  kakon  oiton  ol7eai, 
4 
Iliad  1.316,  para  thin'  halos  atryqetoio)  and  the  opening  formula 
is  a  comic  variant  of  the  opening  lines  of  both  the  Iliad  and  the 
odyssey.  The  compound  adjectives,  representing  epic-style  stock 
epithets,  and  the  mock  patronymic  are  also  parodic.  Finally,  the 
'Public  will'  has  ousted  the  'will  of  Zeus'  (Iliad  1.5)  In 
determining  the  Eurymontiad's  fate. 
Parody  enjoys  a  symbiotic  relationship  with  a  sophisticated  and 
. 
learned  audience.  Of  course,  not  much  erudition  is  required  to 
appreciate  Hipponax's  buffoonery,  yet  not  all  parodical  verse  is 
quite  so  obvious  and  the  'ridiculous'  does  not  always  provide  the 
axis  on  which  parody  rotates:  it  can  itself  be  a  most  sophisticated 
-268- verse  form  with  serious  didactic  and  paraenetic 
some  instances,  the  more  sophisticated  the  parody, 
and  less  obvious  it  can  become.  It  is  an  importa 
type  of  parody  under  discussion  that  the  parodist 
deliberately  vague,  indeed  obfuscating,  manner  - 
parodist  is  often  at  pains  to  avoid  explication. 
intent.  [51  In 
the  more  elusive 
int  feature  of  the 
can  compose  in  a 
-  the  'literary' 
Parody  lies  at  the  heart  of  much  Archaic  Greek  poetry  and  art. 
[6]  This  statement  rarely  admits  of  easy  proof  and,  in  many  cases, 
given  the  fragmentary  and  exiguous  remains  of  the  works  of  poets  the 
volume  of  which  was  reputed  to  be  originally  quite  considerable,  it 
refuses  to  budge  from  the  realm  of  conjecture.  Essentially, 
literary  parody,  --  and  this  includes  the  parody  of  'oral'  and 
'primitive'  poetry  --,  essays  the  recasting  of  a  phrase  and  its 
context,  of  a  traditionally  accepted  poetic  structure  (such  as  the 
priamel  or  the  homiletic  exhortation),  of  an  attitude  or  thought  as 
expressed  by  an  earlier  author,  sometimes  even,  some  scholars  would 
argue,  of  a  word  and  its  context.  In  this  respect  J.  A.  Davison's 
stricture  is  apposite: 
We  can  no  longer  be  sure  that 
, 
even  where  there  is  a  close 
similarity,  or  even  identity,  between  the  words  of  a  lyric  poet 
and  those  of  Homer  the  later  poet  is  necessarily  quoting  the 
earlier;  such  a  phrase  is  part  of  the  inherited  stock-in-tra.  de 
of.  the  professional  poet's  vocabulary,  and  one  would  require  a 
great  many  cross-references  to  justify  one  in  arguing  that  there 
may  be  a  direct  connection  between  the  work  of  one  early  poet 
and  that  of  another.  (71 
-269- Davison  rightly  enjoins  caution  in  the  quest  for  allusion  and 
parody,  but  in  cases  where  an  allusion,  or  indeed  a  quotation, 
whether  parodic  or  otherwise,  can  be  shown  to  enhance,  semantically 
or  structurally,  the  new  poetic  context  in  which  it  is  cast,  it  may 
be  safe  to  assume  that  it  is  at  least  unconscious  or  indirect  and 
hence  of  interest  in  an  attempt  to  understand  the  poem  in  question. 
Arkhilokhos  stands  as  one  of  the  most  consummate  and  gifted  of 
early  Greek  parodists.  [81  His  debt  to  Homer  and  the  Homeric  epics 
has  been  postulated  and  expounded  in  many  studies,  but  the  content 
of  his  poetry  is  more  multifarious  than  this  would  suggest,  being 
not  merely  parodic  but  embracing  many  other  'types'  as  well:  it 
would  be  fallacious  and  misrepresentative  to  classify  him  solely  as 
a  'Parodist'.  Yet  it  is  the  very  question  of  the  parodic  nature  of 
his  verse  which  has  remained,  by  and  large,  the  most  frequently 
discussed.  His  possible  debt  to  contemporary  trends  in 
vase-painting  and  sculpture  has  been  suggested  by  J.  Pouilloux  (9] 
for  the  animal  motifs  in  his  poetry.  The  full  picture,  however,  is 
not  quite  so  simple.  K.  J.  Dover,  in  a  most  important  and 
illuminating  article  [101,  maintains  that  some  of  the  poetry  of 
Arkhilokhos  must  be  considered  in  the  light  of  primitive  songs  from 
other  pre-literate  communities.  In  his  category  number  7  he  states 
that  "the  song  may  refer  to  animals,  birds  or  insects,  either  as 
possessing  personalities  of  their  own,  or  as  constituent  elements  in 
an  event  with  strong  emotional  associations,  or  as  symbolic  of 
actual  persons  or  categories  of  people.  The  sung  f  able,  in  which 
the  conversation  or  interaction  of  two  animals  is  related,  is  a 
-270- special  aspect  of  this  general  phenomenon".  These  characteristics 
are  much  in  evidence  in  West  172-181  and  185-7.  [111  Furthermore, 
his  debt  to  the-  tradition  represented  by  Hesiod  in  respect  of  the 
fable  should  not  be  overlooked.  Arkhilokhos's  paraenetic  verse 
also  belongs  to  the  Hesiodic  tradition  [12],  but  it  is  primarily 
with  East  Ionia  and  Homer  that  Arkhilokhos  is  associated.  N.  M. 
Kontoleon  'stresses  the  creative  role  which  East  Ionia  assumed  in 
shaping  the  milieu  and  the  poetry  of  Arkhilokhos.  [13]  This 
tradition,  which  includes  the  Homeric  epics  and  the  epics  which  have 
not  survived,  constitutes,  then,  probably  the  most  important  and 
decisive,  but  by  no  means  the  only,  influence  upon  Arkhilokhian 
verse. 
The  interrelatedness  of  obscenity  and  parodical  allusion  are 
fundamental  to  the  understanding  of  the  recently  discovered  and  much 
discussed  Cologne  Fragment.  The  questions  of  the  authenticity  of 
the  Fragment  and  of  the  importance  of  Homeric  parody  in  the 
interpretation  of  this  piece  are  still  most  controversial.  suffice 
it  to  say,  however,  that  there  seem  to  be  some  epic  reminiscences  in 
its  language  [141  and  that  it  may  owe  much  to  the  episode  in  Iliad 
14  where  Juno  seduces  Zeus,  the  so-called  Dios  Apate  episode.  [151 
it  is  fully  in  keeping  with  Akhilokhos's  elusive  allusiveness  that 
he  should  portray  the  male  protagonist  as  Juno  and  the  girl  as 
Zeus.  He  may  also  wish  to  endow  this  scenario  with  the  detached 
sexuality  of  the  Homeric  gods  and  to  appropriate,  for  the  narrator, 
the  disinterestedness  of  the  epic  narrator.  [16] 
-271- ou  phlieo  meqan  strateqon  oude  diapepliqmenon 
oude  bostrykhoisi  qauron  oud'  upexyremenon 
alla  moi  smikros  tis  el7e  kai  peri  krýe-mas  idein 
rhoikos  asphale;  s  bebekos  possi  kardles  pleos 
i  am  not  fond  of  a  mighty  commander,  whether  he  takes  gaping 
strides  (or,  is  long  in  the  shank) 
is  haughty  in  his  ringlets  or  is  part-shaven! 
Rathei,  give  me  a  small  man  with  bandy-legs  (or,  knock-knees) 
--  plain  for  all  to  see  --  safely  set  on  his  feet,  full  of  heart. 
This  fragment  (Tarditi  96)  resembles  the  descriptions  of  Tydeus 
(Iliad  5.801),  Thersites  (Iliad  2.212-219)  and  Odysseus  himself 
(Iliad  3.193-198)  but  "the  short,  knock-kneed  commander  of 
Archilochus'  choice  cuts  a  very  unhomeric  figure".  [171  1  am 
unable  to  concur  with  either  Page  or  Kirkwood  in  their  assessments 
of  this  portrait  [181:  the  composite  picture,  while  perhaps 
deriving  from  the  various  elements  in  Homer,  is  un-Homeric  precisely 
because  it  extols  the  physical  characteristics  of  two  minor  figures 
--  one  of  whom,  Thersites,  is  described  as  insubordinate  and  most 
hateful  to  Akhilles  and  Odysseus  --  and  of  Odysseus,  with  whom 
Arkhilokhos  seems  often  to  identify  himself  [191  and  whose  physique 
is  markedly  different  from  that  of  the  other  Achaean  war-lords;  it 
rejects  the  grace  and  beauty  with  which  Homer  endows  his  heroes. 
The  vain  posturings  of  the  foppish  commander  are  no  longer  balanced 
by  the  stout  resolution  and  determination  of  the  Homeric  heroes  -- 
it  is  anti-Homeric,  after  all,  in  that  the  dandy  is  most  distinctly 
not  "full  of  heart".  It  is,  however,  more  likely  that  the  object 
of  Arkhilokhos's  parody  is  not  the  epic,  Homeric  or  otherwise,  but 
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rather  contemporary  martial  poetry,  as  exemplified  by  Kallinos  and 
Tyrtaios,  which  draws  extensively  from  the  epic  corpus  [201:  it  is 
the  interpretation  of  epic  values  espoused  by  this  type  of  poetry 
that  Arkhilokhos  takes  issue  with. 
all'  age  syn  kothoni  thoes  dia  selmata  veos 
phoita  kai  koilon  Pomat'  aphelke  kadon 
aqrei  dl  inon  erythron  apo  trygos  oude  -  qar  hemeis 
nephein  en  phulakei  teide  dyvesometha 
come  now,  bring  the  gourd  and  pass  through  the  benches  of  the 
swift  ship!  Scoop  the  cups  from  the  hollow  jars 
And  drive  the  red  wine  from  its  lees!,  for  we  shall  be  unable 
To  stay  sober  on  this  watch. 
opinions  vary  as  to  the  precise  circumstance  being  described  in 
Tarditi  Fragment  7:  Frankel  (21]  claims  that  the  ship  is  beached; 
Page  suggests  that  Arkhilokhos  and  his  companions  are  "at  sea  on  a 
troublesome  mission"  and  thinks  that  these  lines  refer  to  a  personal 
experience  which  "is  being  described  in  detail"  [221  and  Burnett 
concedes  that  the  context  is  a  storm  at  sea  but  understands  the 
poetic  impulse  as'deriving  from  the  imagination  (231.  Whatever  the 
context,  the  fragment  is  fascinating.  The  stock  epithets  (thoes 
and  koilon)  and  the  Homeric  oinon  erythron  are  redolent  of  bombast 
and  a  vivid  sense  of  urgent,  dynamic  movement  (expressed  in  the 
imperatives)  is  set  against  the  surface  appearance  of  sonority  and 
monumentality  which  the  epithets  convey.,  Upon  closer  inspection, 
however,  the  epithets  seem  not  to  be  too  appropriate:  thoes,  if 
Frankel  is  right  in  supposing  that  the  ship  is  beached,  is  the 
-273- opposite  of  what  the  audience  would  expect  of  a  motionless  ship  and 
the  casks  most  certainly  are  not  "hollow",  although  they  will  be 
hollow  when  Arkhilokhos  and  his  comrades  have  finished  drinking  -- 
the  prolepsis  is  surely  intentional.  Furthermore,  koilos  is 
standard  epic  terminology  for  ships  and  the  transference  of  the 
epithet  to  the  casks  is,  in  the  context,  witty.  The  alliteration 
in  the  phrase  koilon  ...  kadon  together  with  the  word  kothoni  in  the 
previous  lines  accentuate  the  violence  inherent  in  all  the 
imperatives:  the  swiftness  of  movement  which  they  imply  perhaps 
corroborates,  paradoxically,  Frankel's  suggestion,  in  that  all  this 
activity  takes  place  upon  a  beached  ship,  which  is,  nevertheless, 
swift! 
The  next  two  fragments  which  I  wish  to  discuss  (Tarditi  2 
Diehl  6)  (241  are  among  the  most  celebrated,  and  hence  the  most 
notorious,  of  Arkhilokhos's  poems. 
en  dori  men  moi  maza  memaqmene  en  dori  d'  oinos 
ismarikos  pirFo  d'  en  dori  keklimenos 
In  a  spear  is  my  kneaded  barley-bread,  in  a  spear  is  wine 
of  Ismaros  --  I  drink,  propped  upon  a  spear. 
This  fragment  defies  translation  and  I  have  chosen  as  literal  a 
rendition  as  I  could  manage  without  doing  an  injustice  to  the 
original.  The  basic  problem  centers  around  the  meaning  of  the 
preposition  en  plus  the  substantive  in  the  dative,  dori:  Bowra 
sets  the  'rule'  when  he  postulates  that  all  three  meanings  must  be 
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similar,  and  his  proselytes  --  Webster,  Davison,  Pocock,  Ehrenberg, 
Giangrande  and,  recently,  Arnould  [25]  --  follow  suit  with  a  variety 
of  suggestions,  all  of  which  diminish  the  polyvalency  and  witty 
sophistication  which  Arkhilokhos  seems  to  be  aiming  at.  Campbell, 
Rankin,  F.  N.  Rubin  and  Burnett  recognise  that  there  is  a  change  in 
the  semantic  significance  of  the  phrase.  [261  Several  elements 
seem  to  me  to  be  parodied  in  this  "polished  conceit":  there  is  the 
famous  vase-painting  of  the  MYcenean  soldiers,  reproduced  in  H.  L. 
Lorimer,  Homer  and  the  Monuments,  London  1950,  Plate  III,  fig.  lb, 
who  carry  their  rations  in  knap-sacks  slung  from  spears;  there  is 
the  parodical,  -  and  iconoclastic,  juxtaposition  of  maza  memagmene, 
which  appears  to  be  a  most  primitive  form  of  bread  [271  and  the 
Ismaric  wine  of  odyssey  9.196  ff.  and  345  ff.,  with  which  Odysseus 
incapacitated  the  Cyclops,  having  been  presented  with  it  by  the 
priest  of  Apollo  at  Ismaros  --  a  grand  cru,  despite  Campbell's 
rather  pedestrian  remarks  to  the  contrary  (281,  of  the  most  potent 
distillation  if  ever  there  was  one  (291;  there  is  the  ambiguity  of 
keklimenos,  which  "has  a  double  sense,  since  it  suggests  both  the 
joys  of  the  banquet  and  the  pain  of  being  bent  by  an  exhaustive 
burden"  [30]  as  well  as  being  reminiscent  of  the  symposiast's  kline 
(couch);  there  is  the  double  anaphora  of  en  dori  which  is  offset  by 
the  strong  verb  piý_o;  the  prepositional  use  of  en  is  toyed  with  in 
the  final  phrase  in  the  form  of  epic  tmesis,  since  the  participle 
keklimenos  may  be  construed  with  the  preposition  as  a  derivative  of 
the  verb  enklino  --  both  keklimenos  and  enklino,  can,  of  course,  in 
appropriate  meanings,  be  paralleled  from  Homer  (Iliad  3.135  Easpidi 
-275- keklimenoil.  odyssey  6.307  [kioni  keklimerTe-]  &  Iliad  6.77-8 
(ponnos  ummi  eqkeklitai]);  the  meaning  of  en,  'in  the  company  of', 
its  locative  meaning,  'at'  or  'by'  and  also  the  extended 
signification  'by  means  of'.  These  parodic  strands  are  woven 
together  into  a  couplet  which  displays  Arkhilokhos's  wit  at  its  most 
scintillating  and  densely  compacted.  It  is  no  admission  of  defeat 
to  avow  that  the  couplet  is  beyond  all  attempts  at  translation. 
Arkhilokhos  wants  to  create  for  his  audience  the  illusion  that  all 
three  instances  of  en  dori  share  the  same  meaning  [31],  only  to 
laugh  up  his  sleeve  when  he  has  lulled  them  into  a  false  sense  of 
security  and  left  them  guessing  as  to  the  minutiae.  (32] 
aspidi  men  Sailon  tis  aqalletai  hen  Para  thamnoi 
entos  amorrýe-ton  kallipon  ouk  etheion 
auton  d'  exesaosa  ti  moi  melei  aspis  ekeirFe; 
erret7o  exautis  kt-esomai  ou  kakio 
In  a  shield  one  of  the  Saioi  rejoices,  which  by  a  bush 
--  (it  was  such)  a  blameless  armament!  --  I  lbft  behind: 
not  willingly. 
Yet  I  did  save  myself.  What  is  that  shield  to  me? 
To  hell  with  it!  I'll  immediately  acquire  one  that's  no 
worse. 
The  essential  sentiment  expressed  in  these  lines  is  consonant  with 
Iliad  9.408-409: 
andros  de  psyktFe  palin  elthein  oute  leist-e 
outhl  eleie  epei  ar  kev  ameipsetai  herko-s  odonton 
But  the  soul  oE  a  man,  to  bring  it  back,  can  neither  be 
-276- seized  as  plunder, 
Nor  caught  in  a  snare,  when  it  has  crossed  the  barrier  of  the 
teeth. 
Akhilles  voices  these  feelings  as  justification  for  his 
unwillingness  to  rejoin  the  fray  and  the  Homeric  epic  is  obviously 
opposed  to  the  ideas  which  they  represent  --  they  are  the  verbal 
justification  of  a  sulky  reluctance  which  culminates  in  the  death  of 
Patroklos.  Arkhilokhos,  as  he  does  in  Tarditi  Fragment  96, 
immortalises  an  un-epic,  and  indeed  anti-epic  [331,  sentiment  by 
means  of  a  poetic  sophistication  that  is  easily  the  equal  to  Tarditi 
Fragment  2.  The  question,  which  has  been  debated  almost  ad 
Infinitum,  and  will,  I  have  no  doubt,  continue  to  be  debated  ad 
infinitum,  is  whether  or  not  the  locutor  of  the  piece  did  in  fact 
throw  away  his  shield.  Antiquity  certainly  thought  so,  to  the 
point  that  three  reputable  poets  turned  the  issue  into  a  poetic 
topos  [341  and  a  large  number  of  scholars  today  would  probably  admit 
that  this  was  the  case.  It  is  not  stating  the  obvious  to  point  out 
that  Arkhilokhos  nowhere  declares  that  he  did  throw  away  the  shield 
--  his  serio-comic  technique  leaves  his  auditors  puzzled  as  to 
whether  or  not  the  locutor  did  do  so  and,  perhaps,  as  to  whether  the 
locutor  is  the  poet  himself.  some  of  the  words  are  found  in  the 
epic:  agalletai  =  Iliad  17.472-3  &  18.131-2,  arýoieiton,  a  hapax 
leqomenon  in  Iliad  12.109,  ouk  ethel7on  =  Iliad  4.300,  exesaosa  = 
Iliad  4.12  &  odyssey  4.501,  erretýo-,  coming  at  the  beginning  of 
Iliad  9.377  &  20.349  (2f.  also  odyssey  5.139).  However,  the  use 
of  epic  diction  is  not  too  important  as  apect  of  the  poet's  parodic 
-277- panoply  (apart  from'  the  pseudo-epic  phrase  entos  amometon,  used  to 
"heighten  the  suspense  and  aggravate  the  shame  if  Archilochus  has 
indeed  done  this"  [351)  as  deployed  in  this  piece.  His  main 
weapons  are  woýd-order  and  understatement.  In  the  first  instance, 
given  the  doubt'  which  Dover  casts  on  the  first-person  persona  in 
Arkhilokhos's  verse  [361  it  is  safe  only  to  assume  that  the  locutor 
of  the  poem  --  who  may  or  may  not  be  Arkhilokhos  --  is  involved  in 
the  incident.  secondly,  the  poet  employs  the  somewhat  tame  verb 
kataleipein  to  designate  the  act  and  this  has  left  centuries  of 
listeners  and  readers  guessing.  The  whole  piece  is  constructed  on 
the  principle  of  suspense;  aspidi,  which  in  poetic  Greek  may  mean 
'a  shield'#  'the  shield'  or  'my  shield'  --  I  would  argue  that  the 
vagueness  is  deliberate  --  comes  first:  it  is  the  subject  of  the 
poem  and  is  therefore  emphatic.  The  following  phrase  saion  tis 
agalletai  dispenses  no  valuable  information  as  to  the  shield  and  its 
relation  to  the  locutor.  By  the  end  of  the  line  the  auditor  is 
still  no  better  informed  as  to  what  has  happened  --  although 
suspicions  are  aroused:  what  was  the  shield  doing  beside  a  bush? 
It  is  a  "blameless  armament",  a  lofty-sounding  expression  verging  on 
the  braggadocio,  and  the  fact  that  it  is  beside  a  bush  prompts  a 
repetition  of  the  question,  why  is  it  there?  Kallipon  still 
af  fords  no  clues  as  to  the  person  of  the  locutor,  for,  as  Adkins 
rightly  points  out  "hallipon  might  be  third  person  plural".  [371 
Ouk  ethelon  dispells  all  doubts  --  the  locutor  is  speaking  in  the 
first-person  persona,  albeit  that  the  admission  is  somewhat  feeble 
in  the  face  of  the  use  of  aut2n  (as  opposed  to  the  -first-person 
-278- reflekive  pronoun)  in  the  next  line.  Having  managed  to  fudge  the 
issue  of  whether  the  shield  was  thrown  away  in  haste  or  not, 
Arkhilokhos  then  has  his  locutor  proceed  with  vehement  defiance  in  a 
succession  of  rapid  fire  staccato  phrases.  The  emphatic  exautis 
and  ou  kakio  frame  the  glibness  of  ktesomai  nicely. 
It  is  impossible  to  tell,  on  the  basis  of  Diehl  Fragment  6 
alone,  whether  the  locutor  actually  threw  away  his  shield  or  not, 
precisely  becuse  Arkhilokhos  does  not  want  to  convey  this 
information.  once  again,  the  joke  is  on  the  audience  as  their 
expectations  are  frustrated  and  the  barb  of  irony  bites  deep. 
This  intentional  frustration  of  audience  expectations  is,  in 
many  fragments,  the  corner-stone  of  Arkhilokhian  style.  The  poet 
wilfully  witholds  a  vital  piece  of  information  or  expresses  himself 
in  such  polyvkent  terms  that  certitude  is  not  possible.  I  do  not 
wish  to  enter  into  any  consideration  of  the  so-called  'sociological' 
revolution  which  is  reputed  to  have  brought  this  relentless  parody 
and,  in  fact,  the  whole  corpus  of  Greek  lyric  poetry  into  existence, 
for  I  am  sceptical  of  the  comprehensive  validity  of  this  particular 
postulate:  the  impulse  to  parody  need  not  be  actuated  by  changes  in 
society.  Individual  genius  endows  this  autonomous  literary 
development  with  its  own  particular  mode  of  perception,  but  in 
essence  the  purpose  remains  the  same  --  the  inherited  poetic,  or 
literary,  tradition  is  deemed  to  have  outlived  its  usefulness:  this 
realisation  can  be  sufficient  to  necessitate  the  parodic  impulse. 
-279- It  is  in  the  light  of  these  generalisations  --  for  such  they 
remain  --  that  I  should  like  to  examine  a  poem  taken  f  rom  the  early 
Arabic  poetic  tradition.  in  which  the  parodic  feature  of  the 
frustration  of  audience  expectation  as  encountered  in  the  oeuvre  of 
Arkhilokhos  may  be  witnessed. 
The  following  gas-idah  f  rom  the  corpus  of  al-Nabighah 
al-Dhubyani  has  proved  to  be  something  of  a  mystery.  Hartwig 
Derenbourg  believed  it  to  be  the  earliest  extant  poem  by 
al-Nabighah,  and  in  his  reconstruction  of  the  poet's  life,  in  the 
classic  I  his  torical-biographical  I  manner  [381,  waxes  lyrical  on  the 
poet's  "inspiration  prime-sauti&re  et  desinteres6e".  (391  Wilhelm 
Ahlwardt,  with  his  customary  scepticism  and  rigorously  attentive 
reading  of  the  poetry,  recognised  that  the  poem  is  problematic: 
Ged.  23  macht  einen  anderen  Eindruck  auf  mich  als  die  anderen, 
die  ich  fÜr  ächt  halte;  auch  sind  zu  viel  Worte,  zu  wenig 
Inhalt,  die  Vergleiche  sind  zu  gehäuft  darin,  und  v.  6b  und  7b 
sind  mir  bedenklich.  Nun  gibt  es  ein  Gedicht  von  Khalaf 
al-Ahmar,  desselben  Metrums  und  Reimes,  dass  derselbe  dem 
al-Nabighah  untergelegt  hat:  eine  Notiz,  die  Abu  Hatim  b. 
al-Asmali  selbst  erhalten  hat:  sollte  es  nicht  dies  Gedicht 
sein?  Der  daraus  angeführte  Vers  is  Append.  47;  er  wurde  sehr 
füglich  nach  v.  7  stehen  kÖnnen  (dann  aber  zu  -lesen  khaylin 
siyamin  etc.  ).  [401 
In  my  opinion  the  poem's  authenticity  need  not  be  questioned. 
Al-Nabighah  al-Dhubyani  Ahlwardt  23,  Derenbourg  6. 
-280- Translations:  Derenbourg  318-321,  A.  El  Tayib,  "Pre-Islamic 
Poetry",  CHALUP,  57-58  (vv.  2-8,14-15). 
Banat  suladu  wa-amsa  hablu-ha-niadha 
4a-htallati  1-shirla  [11  fa-l-alýala  min  idama 
2.  Ihda  baliyyin  [21  wa-ma  hama  1-fu'adu  bi-ha 
illa  I-safaha  wa-illa  dhikratan  huluma 
3.  Laysat  mina  I-sudi__alqaban  idha  nsarafat 
wa-la  tabilu  bi-lanbay  nakhlata  I-burama 
4.  Gharralu  akmalu  man  yamsýi  lala  qadamin 
husnan  wa-amlahu  man  ýawarta-hu  I-kalima 
oýlat  ara-ka--akha  rahlin  wa-rahilatin 
taqhsha  matalifa  Ian  yunzirna-ka  1-harama 
6.  Hayya-ki  rabb-i  fa-inn-na  la  yahillu  la-na 
lahwu  I-nisali  wa-inna  I-dTna  qad  'azama 
Mushammir'Ena  lal7a  khu-sin  muzammamatin 
narlu  I-ilaha  wa-nariu  I-birra  wa-l-tulama 
B.  Hal-la  salalti  batý-i  dhubyana  ma  hasab--i 
idha  1-dukhanu  taqhashsha  1-ashmata  1-barama 
9.  Wa-habbati  I-rihu  min  tilgali  dhi  urukin  (3] 
tuzii  mala  1-layli  min  surradi-ha  sirama 
10.  suhba  I-zilali  atayna  I-tina  'an  lurudin 
yuziina  ghayman  qalilan  malu-hu  shabima 
ii.  Yunbil-ki  dhu  lirdi-him  'an-ni  wa-lalimu-hum 
wa-laysa  jahilu  shay'in  mithla  man  lalima 
12.  In-ni  utarmnimu  aysar-i  wa-amnihu-hum 
-281- mathna  1-ayadi  wa-aksu  1-jafnata  1-uduma 
13.  Wa-aqtalu  1-kharqa  bi-l-kharqali  qad  ia'alat 
balda  I-kilali  tashakCa  i-ayna  wa-l-salama 
14.  Kýdat  tusagitu-ni  rahl-i  wa-mitharat-i 
bi-dhi  1-maiazi  wa-lam  tuhsis  bi-hi  nalama 
15.  Min  gawli  hirmiyyatin  g'ýIat  wa-gad  zalanu 
hal  fi  mukhiffi-kumu  man  yashtari  adama 
16.  oultu  la-ha  wa-hya  tasla  tahta  labbati-ha 
la  tahtimanna-ki  inna  I-bayla  qad  zarima 
17.  Batat  thalatha  layalin  thumma  wahidatin 
bi-dtd-  1-majazi  turali  manzilan  ziyama 
18.  Fa-nshaqqa  'an-fia  laiZdu  I-subhi  iafilatan 
, 
Iadwa  1-nahUsi  takhafu  1-giiiAsa  1-lahima 
19.  TaVdidu  'an  astanin  sudin  asafilu-hu 
mashya  1-imali  I-qhawadi  tahmilu  1-huzama 
20.  Aw  dhi  wushumin  [4]  bi-hawda  bata  munkarisan 
Ei  laylatin  min  lumada  akhdalat  diyama 
21.  Bata  bi-higfin  mina  1-bag4ari  yahfiru-hu  [51 
idha  stakaffa  qalilan  turbu-hu-nhadama 
22.  muwalliya  I-rThi  rawqay-hi  wa-iabnata-hu 
ka-l-hibraqiyyi  tanahha  yanfukhu  1-fahama 
23.  Hatta  qhadW  mithla  nasli  1-sayfi  munsalitan 
yaqru  1-amaliza  min  lubnayni  (6)  wa-l-akama 
Variant  Readinqs 
-282- (1].  Ahl:  bi-l-shar'i. 
[2].  Der:  yaliyyin. 
[3].  Ahl,  Der:  dhý-i  urulin. 
[4].  Der:  ghu  wusCumin. 
[5].  Ahl,  Der:  Yahfizu-h-a. 
[6].  Ahl,  Der:  lubnana. 
Translation 
1.  Sulid  has  departed  and  her  rope  has  been  sundered; 
she  hag  alighted  in  al-Shir'  and  the  slopes  of  Idam 
2.  A  woman  of  BalT.  The  heart's  ardour  for  her 
is  but  impetuous  folly,  a  memory  in  dreams! 
3.  She  was  not  one  of  those  whose  heels  are  black,  when  she 
departed,  nor  did  she  sell  pots  in  the  twin  slopes  of 
Nakhlah, 
4.  of  fulgent  and  noble  brow;  the  most  perfectly  beautiful 
creature  of  all  who  walk  the  earth,  the  wittiest  companion 
with  whom  you  might  banter 
5.  She  said  "I  see  that  you  are  the  brother  of  a  saddle  and  a 
mount,  that  you  plunge  into  feral  wastes  which  will  not  let 
you  see  old  age!  " 
6.  God  keep  you!  Dalliance  with  women  is  not  allowed  us  so 
religion  has  determined 
7.  As  we  hasten  and  strive  on  bridled  /camels/  with  sunken  eyes, 
looking  forward  to  God,  to  piety  and  to  the  ritual  foods. 
8.  Have  you  not  asked  the  Banu  Dhuby;  n  what  my  worth  is, 
-283- when  smoke  envelopes  the  white-haired  onlooker 
9.  And  the  wind  howls,  having  come  into  contact  with  Dhu  Uruk, 
as  it  drives  herds  from  its  waterless  cloud-banks  along 
with  the  night, 
I 
10.  (Herds)  that  cast  pale  russet  shadows  when  thpy  come  io  al-Tin 
from  one  side,  driving  on  a  scud  --  its  water  sparse  and 
cold. 
The  keeper  of  their  honour  and  their  savant  will  apprise 
you  --  he  who  is  ignorant  of  something  is  not  like  him  who 
knows!  -- 
12.  That  I  assume  the  contribution  for  my  fellow  gamblers, 
that  I  heap  it  upon  them  with  full  hands  (or,  I  lavish  upon 
them  the  remaining  shares)  and  clothe  the  porringer  in 
savoury  bread  and  meat, 
13.  That  I  cut  across  barren  lands  with  the  heavy-footed 
(or,  wind-swif  t)  /camel/  that  begins,  af  ter  weariness,  to 
complain  of  exhaustion  and  disgust  -- 
14.  It  almost  threw  me  from  my  saddle  and  padding  in  Dhýu'  I-Maj-az, 
although  it  had  scented  no  other  beast  there, 
15.  But  because  of  what  a  haramiyyah  said,  when  the  company  had 
set  off;  "Will  any  of  your  sprightly  riders  buy  a  hide?  " 
16.1  said  to  her  as  she  ran  under  my  camel's  breast  "Take  care 
lest  she  crush  you!  Trading  has  ceased". 
17.  It  passed  three  nights  and  then  one  more  in  Wýu  al-Majaz, 
pasturing  together  with  /other/  groups  (or,  silent  ones)  -- 
18.  The  pillar  of.  morning  split  asunder  to  reveal  it  (or,  them) 
-284- speeding,  running  as  the  barren  /she-ass/  runs,  in  fear  of 
the  carnivorous  hunter, 
19.  Turning  aside  from  an  astan  /tree/  with  black  roots,  stepping 
like  the  slave-girls  in  the  morning  carrying  their  bundles; 
20.  or  like  a  tattoeed  /oryx  buck/  in  tiaw4a,  which  sought  shelter, 
crouched  low  during  a  night  in  Jumaidg  which  rained  without 
cease, 
21.  By  digging  up  a  tract  of  sand  in  al-Baqqar  --  whenever  he 
let  up  for  a  little,  the  soil  collapsed  .- 
22.  Turning  his  horns  and  his  forehead  from  the  wind  just  as  the 
smith  turns  to  blow  on  the  coals: 
23.  In  the  dawn  he  was  like  the  blade  oE  a  sword  as  he  sped 
towards  the  rocky  terrain  of  Lubnan  and  their  hills. 
commentary  [401 
1.  The  exact  location  of  Shirl  ,  according  to  Thilo  Ortsnamen  94, 
is  between  Khaybar  and  Idam:  al-gabighah  Ahl  Frag.  55,  Labld  'Abbas 
36.47  (=  Brock  11  41.47),  and  Bashamah  b.  al-Ghadir  Muf  122.1. 
The  occurrence  of  Shir'  and  the  name  Suldi  in  al-liabighah  Frag.  55 
suggests  that  it  should  be  read  in  this  line  also,  as  Derenbourg  276 
and  Thilo  loc.  cit.  do.  The  verse  of  Bast;;  -mah  b.  al-Ghadi-r,  a 
maternal  uncle  of  Zuhayr  b.  A61  Sulma,  referred  to  above,  in 
conjunction  with  al-Wa-bighah  Fragment  55,  provides  the  clearest 
indication  of  the  location  of  Shir':  li-mani  1-diy7aru 
-lafawna 
bi-l-lazli  /bi-l-dawmi  bayna  buhara  fa-l-shirli.  The  W;  dl  Dawm, 
stretches  from  Khaybar  and  branches  into  Idam,  (according  to  Lyall 
muf  2  3455  it  is  in  the  territory  of  Murrah). 
Idam,  today  known  as  Wadi  I-Hamd,  is  a  "seasonal  watercourse  in 
-285- north-western  Arabia  ...  the  Damascus-Medina  pilgrim  track  ... 
enter(s)  Wid!  al-Hamd  ...  165  km.  from  Medina,  and  follow(s)  its 
course  nearly  all  the  way  to  the  Holy  City"  (J.  Mandaville  "Hamd, 
Wadl  1-0  E112  111  121-122):  Tarafah  Rhl  11.1,  Umayyah  b.  Rbi. 
al-Salt  1.1  (abalu-na  dammanu  tihamata  fi  1-//dahri  wa-salat 
bi-iayshi-him  idamu)  [41],  Salamah  b.  Jandal  Frag.  5  (ya  dara.  asmala, 
bi-l-lalyali  min  idamin//bayna  1-dakWdiki  min  qawwin  fa-ma'subu). 
injadhama:  the  root  meaning  of  1-dh-m  is  'to  mutilate',  presumably 
by  amputation  (cf.  Blach6re  1390-1392).  The  seventh  form,  I  to  be 
severed',  is  often  associated  with  the  sundering  of  the  love-bond: 
Bishr  35.2  (fa-niadhama  1-wisalu),  al-A'sha  4.1  (ami  1-hablu  wahin 
b14a  munjadhim),  ACU  1-Hann-an  Well  244.19  (wa-kullu  wisali-hinna 
i1a  niidhamin).  In  al-Alsha  36.29  (wa-la-qad  aldhimu  habl-i 
liimidan)  the  first  form  Is,  somewhat  unusually,  used  in  a  similar 
context.  For  a  literal  usage  of  the  seventh  form,  cf.  'AdTi  12.19 
(fa-hwa  ka-l-dalwi  bi-kaffi  1-mustaqi//khudhilat  Lnin-hu  I-laraqi 
fa-niadhama). 
al-alzal:  jizI  Is  a  standard  word  for  the  'winding,  meandering  of  a 
valley'  or  for  'the  bottom  of  a  valley,  ravine  (overgrown  with  thick 
vegetation)'  (Blach6re  1497).  For  the  singular,  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays 
Ibr  74.39,  'Ablid  22.8,  zuhayr  Ahl  14.10  (=  Qab  2.10,  Th  p.  96, 
v.  10),  al-tiabighah  Ahl  29.1  (=  Der  25.1),  Bishr  1.8,  Aý-U  Dhulayb 
Hell  1.23;  for  the  plural,  cf.  Bishr  10.2,  Tarafah  Ahl  11.1 
(li-khawlata  bi-l-aizali  min  idamin  talal)  a  significant 
expression  in  this  context  al-Alsha  6.26,  AbU  Qays  b.  al-Aslat 
muf  75.14,  Mulawiya  b.  Malik  105.7,  'Amir  b.  Sadus  al-Khunali 
Well  204.2. 
The  phrasing  used  in  the  opening  line  of  this  poem  is  somewhat 
formulaic  among  certain  later  poets  and  indeed  becomes  a  clich6, 
having  been  immortalised  for  Muslims  by  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr.  It  is  not 
so  common  as  one  might  expect  among  the  ýahil'i  poets,  although  its 
sundry  elements  are  topical  in  early  poetry.  This  topical  quality 
-286- of  the  line  may  provide  an  important  indication  of  a  temporal 
provenance  of  the  poem: 
Imrul  al-QayS  Ahl  37  Ibr  44)  (la-'amr-l  la-qad  6anat  bi-hýjati 
dýi  1-hawa//sul;  du  wa-ralat  bi-l-firigi  murawwalan)  [421,  al-kiarith 
b.  Hillizah  Krenkow  8  (a-la  bana  bi-l-rahni  jZqhadati 
1-habalibu//ka-anna-ka  maltubun  'alay-ka  wa-latibu),  Bishr  26  (amsa 
sumayrun  gad 
ýana 
wa-nciata'A//.  ya  lahfa  nafs-i  li-bayni-hi  jazi'ý) 
[43],  Qays  b.  al-Khatim  Kowalski  1  (tadhakkara  layla  4usna-ha- 
wa-pf7ala-ha//wa-6anat  fa-amý-a  mi  Yarialu  liýala-fia),  Kadb  b.  Zuhayr 
Kow  1  Cairo  P.  6)  (banat  sulgdu  f  a-qalb-:  ii-  I-Yawma 
matbulu//mutayyamun  ithra-tia-  lam  yujza  makbUlu),  Hassan  b.  Thabit 
150  (b;  nat  larJsu  bi-hablin  min-ka  aqtýli//wa-htallati  I-qhamra 
tarla  dhata  ashrali),  Rabilah  b.  Maqrum  Muf  43  (banat  suladu  fa-amsa 
I-qalbu  malmuda//wa-akhlafat-ka  bnatu  1-hurri  1-mawa'id;  )  [44], 
Subay'  b.  al-Khat  m  Muf  112  (ýa  -nat  sadTfu  fa-qalbu-hu 
makhtufu//wa-nalat  bi-janibi-ha  'alay-ka  sadufu),  al-Shammakh  14 
(banat  suladu  fa-nawmu  1-layni  mamlulu//wa-kana  min  qisarin  min 
lahdi-ha  tulu)  'Umar  b.  Abi  Rabi'ah  302  (banat  sulayma  fa-l-fuladu 
qarihu//wa-dumulu  layn-i  fi  1-ridall  sufuhu).  [451' 
In  the  poetry  of  al-A'shýa  Maymun  b.  Qays  the  combination  of  all  four 
elements  (6anat,  Su";  d,  the  reference  to  the  habl  and  the  present 
residence)  assumes  the  phrasing  which  it  bears  in  al-Nabighah  Ahl 
23:  two  opening  lines  in  his  diwan  (poems  13  and  79)  are  relevant, 
both  composed,  significantly,  in  Baý-it  -- 
banat  suladu  wa-amsa  hablu-ha  ngatala  /wa-htallati  I-qhamra 
fa-l-luddayni  fa-l-farala 
banat  suladu  wa-amsa  hablu-ha  raba//wa-ahdatha  I-nalyu 
shawqan  wa-awiabi 
The  first  example  is  particularly  apposite.  If  poem  23  is 
genuinely  the  work  of  al-Nabighah  al-Dhubyani,  then  this  poem  is 
4 
-287- manifestly  the  source  of  al-Als6a's  allusions,  for  the  'formula' 
finds  its  earliest,  most  crystalline  expression  in  poem  23.  But  if 
it  is  the  work  of  a  later  poet,  then  it  is  most  likely,  in  view  of 
the  lines  quoted,  that  the  poet  belongs  either  to  the  Ghatacan 
poetic  tradition  or  to  the  so-called  school  of  al-Alsha  [46],  if  it 
is  not  in  fact  the  work  of  al-Alslia-  himself. 
2:  Ball,  and  not  Yai-i  as  in  Derenbourg  391,  is  a  subsect  of 
Quda'ah,  properly  Baf-i  b.  'Amr  b.  al-liaf  b.  Qudafah:  cf.  the  sharh 
to  al-Kalhabah  Muf  3  and  the  verse  of  Khufaf  b.  Nadbah  quoted  in  Muf 
1  117.  The  usual  habitation  of  Bafi  was,  in  fact,  the  WWI  Idam. 
and  they  were,  at  times,  a  not  inconsiderable  force  in  Medina.  [47] 
For  the  expression  ihda  baliyyin,  Cf.  Labid  'Abbas  4.2  (=  Chal 
p.  136,  v.  2,  Brock  1  19.2),  ihda  bani  jalfarin  and  'Umar  b.  Ab! 
RabýVah  356.5,  ihdi  buniyyati  lamm-i,  and,  for  the  syntactical 
position  of  the  tribal  affiliation  of  the  haCib,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl 
20.2  (=  Ibr  4.2),  kinýniyyatun  banat  wa-fi  1-sadri  wuddu-ha,  -Labid 
mulallagah  17  'Abbas  48.17),  muriyyatun  hallat  bi-fayda, 
al-Hutay'ah  10.3,  kiri-aniyyatun  daru-ýa  gharbatun. 
fi-ama:  this  is  a  strong  word  for  madness,  h9yam  being  the  term  for 
the  disease  of  camels  maddened  with  thirst,  as,  for  example,  by 
"RUnir  9.1  t  atj-mu)  It  is,  for  the  most  part,  used 
metaphorically;  'Abid  21.5  (fi-hinna  hindu  I-lati  hama  1-fuladu 
bi-t7a)  --  the  metre  of  this  poem  is  BaJit  and  the  syntax  is  parallel 
to  al-kabighah  23  --,  al-Alsha  9.16  and  'Ad!  b.  Zayd  5.20  (of  the 
imbiber  of  a  particularly  potent  red  wine!  )  The  same  metaphor,  now 
virtually  a  dead  metaphor,  recurs  regularly,  as,  for  example,  'Umar 
b.  Abli  Rabý-Vah  1.3  and  Dh-u  1-Rummah  7.8  (hayuman  bi-dhikri-ha). 
Jacobi  Khajal  suggests  that  the  appearance  of  the  khayýl  as  a  bad 
dream  perceived  internally,  i.  e.  in  the  poet's  mind,  belongs  to  the 
Jahili  ->  Mukhadrami  phase:  cf.  Bishr  41.1  (=  Muf  97.1),  a-haqqun 
ma  ralaytu  ami  htilamu//ami  1-ahwalu  idh  sahb-i  niyamu,  where  the 
-288- poet's  confusion  is  symptomatic  of  the  developing  tradition.  On 
the  beloved  as  a  recurrent  memory  inflamed  by  love,  cf.  Kalb  Kow  9. 
Cairo  P.  113,  V.  1),  anna,  alamma  -  bi-ka  1-khayalu 
yutifu//wa-matafu-hu  la-ka  dhikratun  wa-shul-ufu. 
3:  1  have  been  unable  to  find  any  other  assertion  that  the  hal;  lb 
is  not  black  of  heel.  That  she  is  of  independent  means  is  a 
topos.  For  blackness,  compare  'Amir  35.1  (wa-anta  li-sawdýli 
1-malasimi  ja'datin//wa-ag'asa  min  nasli  I-imali  1-lawirik)  [481; 
for  her  non-professional  status,  Imru'  al-Qays  Ibr  61.13  (hatt7a 
akhadhtu  bi-kaffin  zana  milsama-ha//railu  1-wushumi  wa-lam  tukhlaq 
Imu  1-kashshi  ma  qhudhiyat  li-falidi),  Bishr  34.5  (had 
bi-bulsin//wa-la  maddat  bi-nahiyati  1-ribagi). 
idCa  nsarafat:  the  same  phrase  is  found  in  the  same  metrical 
position  in  the  same  structural  context  (the  nas1b)  in  the 
Mulallaqah  of  al-A'sha,  4  (tasmal  li-l-halyi  waswasan  Idtia 
n  arafat).  Lyall,  "The  Mu'allagah  of  Maymun  al-A'sha"  (in  T.  W. 
Arnold  &  R.  A.  Nicholson),  286,  translates  "whenas  she  turns"  but  I 
prefer  to  use  the  more  exact  translation  'when  she  departed', 
perhaps  giving  the  conjunction  an  unwonted  precision:  cf.  further 
Bishr  29.11  (idtFa  hamma  I-qarinatu  bi-nsir;  fi)  and  Bishr  35.1 
(a-niyyatun  I-qhadata  ami  ntiqalu//Ii-munsarifi  I-za'ýItni  am 
dal7alu),  in  both  which  instances  the  meaning  is,  distinctly, 
'departure'. 
Metrical  positions  of  words  in  the  Mulallaqah  of  al-A'sha  parallel 
to  al4abighah  23  are;  qhaialu  (line  2)  =  23.4  (the  description  of 
the  beloved  in  al-A'sCals  line  stresses  the  same  topos  as  that 
contained  in  23.4,  although  it  is  couched  in  positive  terms  and  not 
expressed  through  litotes);  laysat  (line  5)  =  23.3;  ali-al  (line 
26a)  =  23.  lb. 
burmah:  according  to  Blach6re  581,  this  is  a  lcooking-pot  (made  of 
serpentine  stone)'.  Its  connotations  seem  not,  for  the  most  part, 
-289- to  be  f  avourable:  cf.  'Antarah  Ahl  22.4  (=  Mawlaýi  12.4),  lay 
ka-aq4a-min  lalimtu-humu//s7u-di  1-wuidh-i  ka-ma'adini  1-burmi,  Tarafah 
Ahl  17.9,  alqaw  ilay-ka  bi-kulli  armalatin//shalttrali  tahmilu 
minqala  1-burmi  [511,  al-Allam  Kos  24.1,  zalamat  khanazi  bi-anna. 
burmata-ria//taqhli  bi-lahmin  qhayri  dhi  shahmi.  In  Labid  'Abbas 
27.25  (=  Chal  p.  129,  v.  25,  Brock  1  18.25),  a  panegyric,  the 
connotation  is  favourable  (idha  qusira  1-suý-uru  laia  1-birami). 
Nakhlah:  one  of  two  settlements  to  the  north-east  of  Mecca,  with 
which  it  was  connected,  occupied  by  the  Hudhayl.  A  distinction 
between  Nakhlah  al-Shalamiyyah  and  Nakhlah  al-Yamaniyyah  is  but 
rarely  made  by  the  poets:  cf.  Thilo  Ortsnamen  75.  An  annual 
poetry  competition  is  said  to  have  been  held  there. 
4:  Ghariýu  contrasts  with  mina  1-s-udu  algaban  in  verse  3.  For 
the  metrical  position  of  man  yamshi  'ala  gadamin  in  a  verse  of  Basit 
tetrameter,  Cf.  the  line  attributed  to  Aws  b.  Maghral,  quoted  by 
M.  J.  Kister,  "The  Seven  Odes.  Some  Notes  on  the  Compilation  of  the 
Mulalla4at",  RSO  44  (1970),  30:  muhammadun  khayru  man  yamstd-  lai7a 
qadamin//wa-sahiba-hu  wa-luthmanu  bnu  aEf  irýa-.  [49)  For  a 
variation  of  the  sentiment,  Cf.  Bishr  46.14,  fa-ma  watila  1-hasa 
mithlu  bnu  su'da//wa-la  labisa  1-ni'ala  wa-la  htadha-  of  the 
mamdUh,  and  Ab-u  Khirash  Hell  14.2. 
amlah:  for  this  epithet  and  a  discussion  of  its  signification  when 
used  of  the  beloved, 
_cf. 
J.  E.  Montgomery  and  J.  N.  Mattock,  "The 
Metaphysical  'Umar?  ",  JAL  20.1  (March  1989),  18,  in  which  context 
it  is  used  with  reference  to  a  letter  and  not  to  flirtatious  banter, 
as  here.  cf.  *further  Aws  b.  Hajar  3.6,  nailhun  mall7hun  akh-u 
M]alitin//niqabun  yuhaddithu  bi-l-ghalibi,  of  the  deceased  chieftain 
Fadalah,  and  'Umar  6.1,  gul  li-l-madhati,  271.5,  ma  f-i-ha  li-man 
ya  taqhi  I-malahata  latbu. 
For  conversation  with  the  beloved  before  it  was  transformed  into  the 
tart  and  witty  banter  of  'Umar's  high-born  lady-friends, 
-cf. 
Zuhayr 
-290- Qab  28.8  (ý-  Th  p.  321,  v.  8),  wa-tusý-i  1-hafima  bi-l-hadithi 
yaladhdhu-hu.  It  is  a  distinct  possibility  that  the  witty  ripost 
of  al-ýabighah  23  draw  on  the  Meccan  tradition  of  qhazal  verse. 
Unfortunately  it  is  impossible  to  determine  how  much  of  'Umar's 
qhazal  is  traditional,  how  much  innovatory,  but  it  is  surely 
unlikely  that  he  is  to  be  held  entirely  responsible  for  a  new  poetic 
form  --  a  high  percentage  of  his  d1wan  is  light  entertainment  in 
song  format.  I  should  be  inclined  to  consider  al-Nabighah  AM  23. 
4-6  as  indication  of  a  sort  for  the  existence  of  such  a  Meccan 
qhazal  style.  An  unusually  early  example  of  conversation  between 
poet  and  beloved  is  'Ad!  b.  Wada'  al-Alma  al-Juburl  P.  51,  v.  6-8. 
5:  matýalif,  'dangerous  deserts':  cf.  Bishr  21.22  (aJ  1-matalifa 
wahidan),  Tha'labah  b.  'Amr  Muf  74.12  (wa-ayyatu  ardin  laysa  fi-ca 
matalifu),  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  10.17  and  'Abid  8.6,  where  it  is  used 
metaphorically  of  storm-tossed  waves. 
haram,  Isenectitudel:  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  54.13  (yahram),  Aws 
23.6,  'Adi  12.14  (of  a  wild  ass),  ialidah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  2.1 
(a-1;  mania  mina  1-harami). 
6:  Din,  with  the  meaning  of  'religion'  is  almost  unparalleled  in 
pre-Islamic  poetry.  Cf.,  however,  'Amr  b.  Qamilah  2.9  (wa-ann-i 
ara  din-i  yuwafiqu  dina-hum//idha  nasaku  afralu-ha  wa-dhabihu-ha), 
Aws  11.2  (wa-bi-l-iati  wa-l-luzza  wa-man  dana  dlna-ýa//wa-bi  1-lahi 
inna  l4aha  min-hunna  akbaru).  On  the  greeting  F  Cf. 
al-Hutaylah  7.13  (fa-hayy"a--ki  waddun)  with  Goldziher's  note  (p.  87), 
who  suggests  that  this  verse  is  a  borrowing  from  al,  -9abighah  23.6, 
and  'Umar  1.28  (fa-hayyaytu). 
7:  shammara,  "he  raised,  tucked  up,  or  contracted  his  garment" 
(Lane  1595):  al-Aswad  b.  Yalfur  Muf  44.23  (mushammir,  of  a 
cup-bearer).  It  is  usually  used  of  strenuous  activity  as  in 
,  Alqamah  Ahl  9.3  (=  Qab  9.3),  inn-T  mru'un  fi-yya  linda  1-jaddi 
tashmiru,  and  is  commonly  employed  as  a  metaphor,  especially  when 
-291- used  of  harb  Cwar');  Bishr  4.20,10.10,46.22,  'Ad-i  6.29  and 
al-A'shi  40.6.  Any  of  these  meanings  would  be  apposite  here. 
However,  mushammir  is  applied  to  a  horse  (Muf  44.31)  and  to  the 
amir  of  a  departing  tribe  CAblid  22.14),  as  is  the  participle  of 
Form  VIII  ('Amr  b.  QaRd-'ah  15.5)  and  it  is  this  signification,  of 
vigorous  travelling,  which  the  poet  primarily  intends. 
kh-us,  'with  sunken  eyes'  ,  is  an  epithet  the  plural  of  which  is 
generally  applied  to  camels,  the  feminine  singular  to  mares:  AýTid 
2.14,  Imru'  al-Qays  Ibr  3.48,  Ibr  4.19,  Ibr  62.2,  Muraqqish 
al-Asghar  Muf  56.2,  al-A'sha  15.31,21.38,22.16  (she-camels); 
Salamah  b.  al-Khurshub  Muf  5.14,  Subay'  Muf  112.14 
(bi-muqlatin/Aýawiali),  AbU  Dhulayb  Hell  1.51  (=  Muf  126.51) 
(mares).  In  al-Alsha  it  is  also  found  applied  to  men  as  a  term  of 
vituperation  (19.21). 
birr:  two  significations,  not  mutually  exclusive',  are  possible; 
the  more  general  meaning  of  'piety  as  in  zuhayr  AM  16.56  (=  Qab 
1.56,  Th  p.  1,  v.  56),  Qab  36.9  (ý  Th  p.  313,  v.  9)  and  al-Samawlal 
Asm  23.5,  and,  more  precisely,  'the  pious  pilgrimage',  a  meaning 
n;  tural  in  the  context,  although  unparalleled.  .  It  is  used  to 
indicate  'proper  treatment  of  one's  proteges'  by  Bishr  16.30  and 
26.8,  in  which  case  it  occurs  in  an  enumeration  of  excellences  -- 
murulah  (manliness,  agonistic  virtue),  naidah  (dourage  in  battle), 
tuqa  (fear  of  God)  --  and  probably  signifies  the  performance  of 
one's  religious  duties. 
tu  I  am:  -cf. 
Zuhayr  Ahl  17.34  (=  Qab  9.34,  Th  p.  145,  V.  34),  a  poem 
0- 
composed  in  the  Basit,  where  this  word  occupies  an  identical 
metrical  position.  I  take  the  reference  to  be  to  the.  foods  of  the 
sacrifices,  as  mentioned  in  the  line  of  'Amr  b.  QaiJ-'ah  (2.9) 
quoted  above. 
on  the  pilgrimage  in  early  Arabic  poetry,  gf.  line  10  of  poem  2  by 
,  Amr  b.  QarJ'ah  (wa-manzilatin  bi-l-haiii  ukhra  laraftu-ha//la-ha 
-292- nuflatun  la  Yustatalu  buruhu-ha),  al-Shanfar7a-  Muf  20.27  (gataln 
gatilan  muhdiyan  bi-mulabbidin//iiWa-ra  minan  wasta  1-haiiii 
1-musawwiti),  al-Nabighah  Ahl  5.37-38  Der  1.37-38)  (fa-li 
la-Iamru  1-ladhi  massahtu  kalbata-hu//wa-ma  huriga  Iala  1-ansabi  min 
lasadi/wa-l-mulmini  1-Ialidhati  1-tayra  tamsahu-ha//rukbanu  makkata 
bayn  1-qhili  wa-l-saladi),  'Awf  b.  al-Ahwas  Muf  35.4-5  (wa-inn-i 
wa-l-ladji  hiiiat  qurayshun//maýarima-hu  wa-m-a  Iamalat 
hiralu/wa-shahri  bani  umayyata  wa-l-hadaya//idha  hubisat 
mudarrila-ha  l-:  dimalu),  Salida  b.  Julayyah  Hell*  8.6  (la-hunna 
bi-ma  bayna  1-ý-asaqhi  wa-mansahin//talawin  ka-ma  Ialia  1-halilu 
1-mulabbidu). 
8:  For  the  phrase  hal-la  sa'alti  see  ITMir  10.1  and  'Urwah  14.1 
(!  Laa.  l_-Ia  sa'alti  ban-i  'aYl9na  kulla-hum//Iinda  1-sit7ina  idha  ma 
habbati  1-rihu),  this  latter  being  composed  , 
in  Baý-it.  The 
reference  to  the  Banu  Dhubyan  in  this  verse  would  of  course  ensure 
that  the  poem  be  ascribed  to  al-ýabighah,  if  it  is  not  his 
composition. 
ashmat,  'grey-haired',  an  adjective  much  favoured  in  the  feminine  by 
the  Hudhali  poets:  Salidah  b.  Julayyah  Hell.  7.4  (shamtalu 
l-qadhali),  Ab_U  Shihab  Well  148.16  (shamtalu  hasiru),  Abu  Sakhr 
Well  261.4  (shamt7ali  I-lawgridi),  as  also  'Amr  b.  Kulthum 
Mulallaqah  20.  The  general  sense  is  of  an  old  woman  who 
experiences  waid,  'grief  at  love  which  is  not  or  cannot  be 
returned',  upon  the  death  of  her  sons.  See  further  Salamah  b. 
Jandal  Frag  5.6,  where  it  is  used  as  an  epithet  for  a  beard,  and 
al-Alsýa_  40.6  (wa-qad  shammarat  bi-l-nasi  shamýa'u 
laqihun//Iaw7anun),  an  epithet  for  war.  The  plural  shumt  is  found 
in  Uhban  b.  Lu  It  Well  159.6  (la-harbun//tuziffu  1-shumta)  and  in 
the  verses,  in  certain  respects  corrupt,  added  in  the  margin  of  two 
of  the  MSS  of  the  Mufaddaliyy'it  to  Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  47.16. 
The  masculine  singular  occurs  in  A65-  Dhulayb  Hell  28.4  (hatýa  anta 
ashmatu  1-inisu),  al-'Abbg's  b.  Mird9s  Asm  70.8  and  Hassan  b.  Thabit 
-293- 20.4.  *  Its  use  does  not  appear  to  be  of  too  *obvious  antiquity,  and 
its  occurence  in  this  poem  may  be  deemed,  then,  to  be  rather  unusual. 
baram  [50]  signifies  a  man  who  is  unwilling  to  enter  into  the  game 
of  maysir  and  is  therefore  deemed  a  niggard:  Zuhayr  Ahl  17.30 
gab  9.30,  Th  p.  145,  v.  30),  la  f;  hishin  baramin,  *Mutammim  Muf  67. 
3,  wa-la  baraman  tuhý-i  1-nisalu  li-lirsi-hi//idha  l-qashlu  min  hassi 
1-shit7a'i  taqa'qa'a,  Ab-u  I-'Iyal  Kos  74.3,  wa-la  kahkahatun 
baramun//idha  ma  shtaddati  1-higabu,  Iyas  b.  Sahm,  Kos  102.12, 
taýj-la  l4ali  la  baraman  iahulan//wa-la  naziga  1-magali  wa-la 
haruna,  Durayd  b.  al-Simmah  Asm  28.12,  wa-la  baraman  idha  1-riyahu 
tanawahat//bi-ratbi  I-lidahi  wa-l-dari'i  1-muladdadi.  In  this 
particular  context,  however,  the  implication  may,  be  that  he  is 
unable  to  enter  into  the  game  because  of  his  age  and,  consequently, 
his  dependent  status,  or  that  the  magnanimously  profligate  poet 
supports  even  rich  misers  at  this  time  of  hardship.  [511 
Gambling  with  one's  property  as  a  means  of  supporting  the  less 
fortunate  members  of  the  tribe  is,  of  course,  a  -topos  in  JZil7i 
poetry,  as  exemp  . lified  in,  for  instance,  IAýid  16.5,  wa-la-ni'ma 
aysaru  I-Jazuri  idha  zahat//rihu  I-shitali  wa-mallafu  I-Jirani;  cf. 
I  ----T-  --  the  reference  to  smoke  in  'Amr  b.  Qami-ah  Frag.  7.  '1-2  and  8.3 
the  first  of  which  is  particularly  apposite: 
wa-16a  I-ladharibi-l-duktia-ni  taqanna'at 
wa-stallalat  nasba  1-qudý;  ri  fa-mallati 
2.  darrat  bi-ariaqi  I-Iiy-ali  maqhgliqun 
bi-yada-yya  min  qama'i  l-'ishari  1-iillati 
9-10:  the  image  encountered  in  these  lines  (the  wind  driving  on 
the  clouds  is  represented  as  a  camel-drover  urging  on  his  herds)  isr 
not  infrequent  in  old  poetry:  cf.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  2.3  (=  Ibr 
81.3),  abassat  bi-hi  rl'hu  I-saba,  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  54.15,  abassat 
bi-hi  1-r1hu  fa-stEqa-IiV/wa-hallat  'azaliya-hu  wa-l-juluda,  Imru, 
al-Qays  Ibr  69.4,  tubar-i  tawal-f-hi  awg,  ila  muzni-fii//ka-mi  s-iqa 
-294- mani-ubu  1-nusý-uri  lai-unu,  'Antarah  Ahl  Frag.  9.3,  idhý  1-ri-hu  jalat 
bi-l-lat;  -ami  tashullu-hu//hadhalilu-hu  mithlu  1-qilýsi  l-tariPidi, 
Labid  'Abbas  2.37-39  Chal  p.  30,  vv.  37-39,  Brock  1  9.37-39)  and 
Lablid  'Abbas  4.17  Chal  p.  136,  v.  17,  Brock  1  19.17).  In 
I  alW  a'  jWzi  hu-shin  al-Akhnas  Muf  41.10,  tat  yaru 
ka-anna-ha/Matiamun  araqa  mala-hu  fa-hwa  alibu,  'there  is  an 
interesting  inversion  of  the  image  [52]  and  it  is  paralleled  by 
Labld  Mu'allaqah  24  (=  'Abbas  48.24),  fa-la-ha  hibýabun  fT  I-zimami 
ka-anna-ha//sahbalu  khaffa  mala  1-janubi  Jamamu-ha  [53] 
9:  Thilo  Ortsnamen  108  would  rather  read  uruk  for  urul,  in  view  of 
the  verse  of  Artah  b.  Suhayyah  quoted  by  al-Bakri  641,  where, 
however,  it  is  given  as  Dh_U  Urul,  as  also  by  )ýa(fuit  3  825  (sub 
al-qtFutah).  It  is,  according  to  Abu-  'Ubaydah,  a  mountain  in  the 
territory  of  Ghatafan,  to  the  north-east  of  Medina.  Yaqut  1  210 
also  mentions  a  Mount  Uruk  in  the  territory  of  Tayyil  ,,  in  the 
vicinity  of  Salma:  cf.  further  3  63  (sub  sarra').,  I  have  found  no 
reference  to  it  in  the  ancient  poets  other  than  the  verse  referred 
to  above:  al-liabighah's  poem  is  the  only  authority  cited  by  Y;  iq-ut 
sub  urul.  Cf.,  further,  the  entries  sub  al-lih  (Thilo  Ortsnanlen 
27,  al-Bakri  641,  Yaqut  1  210). 
surr7ad,  waterless  clouds:  Aý-U  Dhulayb  Hell  4.12  (wa-suriadu 
91 
qhaymin  la  yazalu  ka-anna-hu//mula  un  bi-ashrafi  1-iibali  makuru), 
al-Musayyab  b.  'Alas  Muf  11.18  (=  Geyer  11.18)  (wa-idha  tahiju 
I-rThu  min  surradi-ha).  It  can  also  designate,  however,  a  cold 
wind,  as  in  Sinan  b.  Abi  Harithah  Muf  101.3  (wa-qad  yasartu  idha 
1-shawlu  rawwaha-ha//bardu  I-lashiyyi  bi-shaffanin  wa-surradi)  and 
al-Alsha  16.29  (wa-idti-a  1-li4ahu  tarawwahat  'bi-asilatin//rataka 
1-nal`a-mi  'ashiyyata  I-suriadi). 
siram,  the  plural  of  sirmah,  a  small  herd  of  camels:  'Abid  11.22, 
Zuhayr  gab  37.2  (=  Th  p.  337,  v.  2),  al-Jumayh  Muf  4.9,  Murrah  b. 
Hamm9m  Muf  82.5,  Sa'idah  b.  Ju'ayyah  Hell  26.3,  ASu-  Dhulayb  Hell 
5.22,  al-Alsti-a  33.39. 
-295- 10:  ,  ashab,  -  'Jolden  red,  reddish  brown'  ,  is  an  adjective  used,  in 
the  feminine  singular,  predominantly  of  wine  --  'AýIid  21.7,  Zuhayr 
Qab  25.7  (=  Th  p.  265,  v.  7),  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.37  (=  Qab  2.37,  Muf 
120.39),  Rabý_Vah  Muf  113.11,  'Awf  b.  'Atiyyah  Muf  124.5,  al-Aswad 
b.  Yalfur  Muf  125.9,  al-A'sha  4.10,16.7,21.9,33.22.  For  a 
fuller  discussion,  cf.  R.  Geyer,  "Zwei  Gedichte  von  al-A'sha:  I.  Mi 
buialu",  SBWA  149.6  (1905),  202-213.  It  is  also  applied  to  a 
she-camel:  'AbTd  9.13,  Zuhayr  Qab  52.3  Th  p.  358,  v.  3), 
al-A'shýa  28.5. 
The  masculine  singular  is  used  of  the  tail  of  a  stallion  (Imrul 
al-Qays  Ahl  4.39  [=  Ibr  3.551),  of  a  lion  (Imru,  al-Qays  Ibr  76. 
43,  zuhayr  (?  )  gab.  24.12  [=  Th  p.  368,  v.  121,  of  a  Jewish 
wine-merchant  ('Abld  21.8)  (541,  and  of  death  (al-Husayn  b. 
al-Humam  Muf  90.8). 
Ashab  is  used  of  a  dust-cloud  by  Raýilah  Muf  113.8  and  sahtýalu  is 
u;  ed  by  Labld  Mulallaqah  24  (=  'Abbas  48.24)  of  a  cloud. 
'[551 
The 
phrase  suhba  1-zil7ali  may  be  a  variation  on  jawnu  1-zil'ýli,  of  a 
storm-cloud:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  69.3. 
Al-Tin  is,  according  to  one  report  given  by  Yaqut  1  911,  a 
mountainous  ravine  near  Mecca.  Thilo  Ortsnamen  101  locates  it  to 
the  south-east  of  Sani-irah,  a  station  on  the  al-Cufah  to  Mecca. 
pilgrim-road:  cf.  al-Bakili  210,  Derenbourg  392.  In  the  dual,  it 
signifies  a  mountain  belonging  to  the  Banu  Asad  (Yaqut  2  500-501, 
sub  khaww).  As  with  Dhu  Uruk,  I  have  been  unable  to  f  ind  another 
reference  to  this  area  in  the  early  Arabic  poets:  vide,  however, 
the  comment  on  hibrigi  in  verse  22  post. 
The  alliterative  and  assonantal  word-play  in  the  phrase  atayna 
1-tina  is  similar  to  that  which  occurs  in  Abu  Dulad  61.1,  min 
diyarin  ka-anna-hunna  rusumun//Ii-sulayma  bi-ramata  tarimu,  echoed 
by  Zuhayr  Ahl  18.1  (=  Qab  12.1,  Th  p.  206,  v.  1),  li-man  talalun 
bi-ramata  la  yarimu//Iafa  wa-khala  la-hu  huqbun  qadimu,  and  the 
-296- punning  in  'Adi  b.  Zayd  9.1  (tila  layl-:  1  urWqibu  1-tanwira//arqubu 
7- 
1-subha  bi-l-sab-ahi  baJira). 
For  the  metrical  position  of  an  lurudin,  closing  the  first 
hemistich  of  a  line  in  Basit,  cf.  'Abid  5.8. 
shabim  is  a  rare  adjective:  in  Zuhayr  Ahl  9.7  (=  Qab  4.7,  Th 
p.  33,  v.  7)  (shaiia  1-su(iatu  laliý  n;  -Jid-i-ýa  shabiman//min  mali  linata 
la  targan  wa-la  raniga)  (561  and  al-Alsha  65.10  (tabsimu  'an  mahan 
shabimin  qhariyyin)  it  is  used  of  water  and  means  'cold'. 
Consequently,  although  the  adjective  in  line  10  is  in  the  accusative 
case  and  should  be  construed  as  referring  to  the  substantive 
qhayman,  I  have  understood  it  as  qualifying  malu-hu,  the  attraction 
into  the  accusative  being  readily  explained  by  the  constraints  of 
the  rhyme-word. 
12:  mathrii-  I-ayid  has  been  variously  explained:  Derenbourg 
392-393  and  Lane  360  explain  it  as  referring  to  that  which  remains 
of  the  slaughtered  camel  when  each  of  the  maysir  players  has  won 
their  portion,  and  which  is  then  purchased  and  lavished  upon  others 
as  a  gift.  Blach6re  1246,  however,  states  that  it  simply  signifies 
"with  the  two  hands  full,  in  handfuls".  The  phrase  occurs  as  a 
variant  reading  for  verse  16  of  Mutammim  b.  Nuwayrah  Muf  67,  whetre 
this  verse  of  al-IFabighah  is  quoted.  It  is  also  found  in  Labid 
'Abýas  2.39  (=  ChW1  p.  30  v.  39,  Brock  1  9.39)  (dha'artu 
1-thalii  tahta  zilWli-hi//bi-mathna  1-aiaCi  wa-l-mardhi 
1-mulaqqabi).  [571  The  maysir  context  supports  the  more  detailed, 
and  more  technical,  explanation  of  the  medieval  authorities.  [581 
JaEnah  is  a  "large  cauldron  made  of  earthen  ware;  its  dimensions 
are  the  symbol  of  generous  hospitality"  (Blach6re  1581):  cf. 
Muraqqish  al-Akbar  Muf  50.14,  al-A'sha  33.57-59.  - 
udum:  the  singular,  ida,  is  used  as  the  --  playful?  sobriquet 
of  the  habib  by  Bishr  41.2  (=  muf  97.2). 
-297- 13:  the  combination  of  the  substantive  kharq  and  the  verb  qata'a 
followed  by  an  epithet  describing  a  she-camel  is  a  common  formula  in 
the  rihlah  section  of  the  early  gasTdah:  'Alqamah  5.3  (=  Qab  14. 
3)  (wa-qad  aqtalu  1-kharqa  I-makhufa  fi-hi  I-rada//bi-lansin 
ka-jafni  1-taris-i  I-musarradi),  'Abid  9.12-13  (wa-khargin 
//makhufin 
...  -  /qataltu  bi-sahtýa_li  1-sarati),  Bishr  10.14 
(wa-kharqin  qad  qata'  tu  bi-dhati  lawthin),  al-Alghý  11.8  =  33.25 
(wa-kharqin  makhufin  qad  qata'tu  bi-iasratin)  and  36.30  (taqtalu 
1-kharqa),  Abil  Qays  b.  I-Aslat  Muf  75.19  (wa-aqtalu  1-kharqa 
yuktiafu  1-radý_a//E-hi  Ial7a  adma'a  hilwýýi).  Note  the  alliteration 
and  assonance  in  al-kharqa  bi-kharqala. 
akhraq:  'clumsy',  of  a  slave-woman:  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.27  (=  gab  2. 
27,  Muf  120.29).  However,  as  Lyall  points  out  [591,  "Socin  and 
Ahlwardt  prefer  to  take  the  word  in  the  alternative  sense  of  'a 
violent  wind'  ('round  which  a  violent  wind  sweeps'),  which  blows  the 
tent  down".  This  interpretation  is  supported  by  'Awf  b.  'Atiyyah 
Aým  60.4  (fa-la-qad  zaiartu  I-qidha  idh  habbat  saban//kharqalu 
taq  hifu  bi-l-hizari  1-musnadi).  [60]  AI-A'shýa  endows  it  with  a 
pejorative  sense,  similar  to  that  advocated  by  Lyall,  in  38.34, 
when  he  asserts-that  his  shayti-n  is  not  akhraq. 
tashakka:.  that  the  she-camel  complains  of  exhaustion  and  disgust  is 
a  well-established  topos:  'Amr  b.  Qam!  Iah  15.16,  Muraqqish 
al-Akbar  Muf  48.10,  Bishr  10.14,  RaJilah  Muf  43.8. 
14:  m-itharah,  'padding  placed  under  a  camel's  saddle':  cf.  Zuhayr 
Th  p.  33,  v.  19  AM  9,  Qab  4)  (ka-anna  kur-i  wa-ansal-i 
wa-mitharat-i)  and  al-AlstFa  79.11  (ka-anna  k-ur-7i  wa-Rsad-I 
wa-rJtharat-:  1),  a  possible  allusion  to  the  former  (which  is, 
however,  included  in  the  poem  only  on  the  authority  of  Hammad 
al-ýawiyahls  recension).  Both  poems  are  composed  in  Basit  and  the 
metrical  position  of  the  phrase  wa-m-itharat-:  1  is  identica  I  in  all 
three  lines. 
-298- Dhu  1-Majaz  (cf.  Bishr  41.20  [bi-abtahi  dhi  1-majazi])  "was  the 
site  of  one  of  the  fairs  held  by  the  Arabs  during  the  sacred 
months.  The  fair  lasted  eight  days,  from  the  first  to  the  eighth 
of  Dhu-1-Hijjah,  and  its  place  was  behind  the  sacred  mountain  called 
'Arafat  near  Mecca  ...  Apparently  the  celebrations  there  ...  were  of 
a  religious  character".  [611  cf.  also  al-Hgrith  b.  Hillizah 
Mu'allaqah  41.  Being  thus  situated,  it  was  the  preserve  of 
Hudhayl:  G.  Rentz  "Hudhayl"  E12  111  540-541. 
nalam  is  a  word  which  generally  designates  livestock  taken  as  booty 
during  a  raid  and  seems,  for  the  most  part,  to  refer  to  camels: 
Zuhayr  Ahl  17.27  (=  Qab  9.27,  Th  p.  145,  v.  27),  al-Munakhkhal 
al-Yashkur'!  Asm  14.8,  al-A'stia  56.13  and  76.8. 
15:  hirmi,  an  inhabitant  of  the  haram  of  Mecca:  cf.  Abu  Dhu'ayb 
Hell  5.24  (la-hunna  nashilun  bi-l-nashill  ka-anna-ffa-//daraliru 
hirmiyyin  tafihasha  qharu-ha).  For  the  brisk  business  that  took 
place  in  the  religious  centres  during  the  pilgrimage,  cf.  IRmir  Frag 
16.1-2  (a-nazilatun  asmalu  am  qhayru  nazilah//abini  la-na.  ya  asma 
ma  anti  falilah/fa-in  tanzili  anzil  wa-la  ati  mawsiman//wa-law 
rahalat  li-l-bayli  jasrun  wa4ahilah). 
r- 
mukhiff:  Tha'lab  in  his  commentary  to  Zuhayr  p.  164,  v.  8  AM  10. 
8,  gab  5.8),  explains  the  second  hemistich  (illa  l-qutulu  lal7a 
I-akwari  wa-l-wuruku)  with  'because  our  comrades  are  expedite' 
(li-anna  ashaba-na  mukhiff-una).  It  should  be  noted,  however,  that 
the  verb  khaffa  is  sometimes  used  to  mean  'to  start  on  a  journey' 
('Amr  b.  Qam-Pah  2.1,  Muraqqish  al-Asghar  Muf  57.19  and  'Adl  14. 
1)  --  a  combination  of  both  significations  is  obviously  intended. 
16:  labbah  in  the  plural  is  one  of  the  usual  words  for  a  camel's 
pectus  (Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  13.19,  Sa'idah  b.  Julayyah  Hell  4.22)  and 
it  is  also  used  of  a  woman's  breasts  by  Qays  b.  al-KhatTm  Asm  68. 
12,  al-Hutay'ah  19.6,  al-A'sli-a  9.4  and  'Umar  154.6.  The 
singular  here  is  slightly  unusual  (al-liabighah  Ahl  Frag.  56.5  [wild 
-299- ass],  'Umar  256.3):  cf.  T.  Seidensticker,  -  Die  Gedichte  des 
Shamardal  b.  Sharik,  Wiesbaden  1983,36-38. 
hatama  is  a  violent  word,  associated  with  the  shivering  of  lances  on 
a  day  of  battle  ('Amir  15.8,  Iyas  b.  Sahm  Kos  97.16)  or  the 
smashing  of  a  foe  (Ab7u  Buthaynah  Farraj  p.  725,  v.  2).  Zuhayr  (Qab 
43.10  =  Th  p.  245,  v.  10)  uses  it  of  an  ostrich  hen  breaking  free  of 
a  snare,  and  in  his  Mulallaqah  12  (=  AM  16.13,  Qab  1.13,  Th  p.  1, 
v.  14)  the  Passive  of  the  Form  II  occurs  with  reference  to  crushed 
berries  of  the  fana  tree.  There  may  be  an  added  nuance  intended  by 
the  poet:  the  root  h-t-m  is  used  by  'Amr  b.  Qami'4h  (1.10)  of  the 
crush  of  clients  (mawal)  around  the  tent  of  a  patron  and  by  a 
Hudhalf  poet,  the  Mukhadrard  Mulayh  b.  al-Hak"11m,  to  signify  the 
crush  of  pilgrims  around  the  Kalbah  (fa-hum  yahtimUna  1-bayta 
min-hum  mukabbirun//wa-mustalimun_arkana-hu  mutatawwifu). 
zarim-a:  I  have  been  unable  to  find  another  instance  of  this  verb: 
cf.  the  adjective  zarim,  used  of  tears  by  'Adi  b.  zayd  9.6.  Its 
full  signification  is  not  likely  to  be  complimentary,  if  the 
definition  given  in  Lane  1228  is  anything  to  go  by:  "said  of  one's 
urine,  and  of  his  flow  of  tears,  and  of  his  speech,  and  of  his  oath 
...  and  so  of  a  sale.  And,  said  of  a  dog,  and  of  a  cat,  His  dung, 
or  dry  dung,  stopped  in  his  rectum". 
17:  ziYam  poses  a  problem  to  which  I  have  been  unable  to  f  ind  a 
completely  satisfactory  solution.  contrary  to  Derenbourg  who 
conjectures  that  "ziyam  slapplique  6  des  morceaux  de  viande  jete  de 
c6te  et  d'autre,  puis  aux  hommes  qui  se  s6parent  en  plusieurs 
bandes"  and  Ahlwardt,  who  wants  to  understand  ziyam  as  "die 
gleichm9ssige  Vertheilung"  [621  --  the  word  must,  I  think,  refer  to 
other  camels,  as  implied  in  the  third  form  tuia-'T.  However,  I  have 
been  unable  to  discover  an  instance  of  zimah  or  ziyam  with  anything 
other  than  its  technical  sense  when  applied  to  the  muscular 
distribution  of  the  physiques  of  animals:  zuhayr  Ahl  17.16  (=  gab 
9.16,  Th  p.  145,  v.  16)  (horses  legs),  'AdT  12.12  (wild  ass), 
-300- Salamah  b.  Jandal  Frag.  3,  Sahm  b.  Hanzalah  Asm  12.5  (stallion), 
Malik  b.  Khalid  Kos  82.4  (ostrich).  It  is  used  (metaphorically?  ) 
of  a  road  by  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr  Kow  1.25a  (=  Cairo  p.  1,  v.  25a)  (sumru 
1-lujWyýti  yatrukna  1-hasi  ziyaman)  and  Mulayý  Well  275.29 
(wa-hunna  lala  maslUlatin  ziyami  1-hai'a-).  [63] 
I  have  derived  my  very  speculative  translation  from  Kazimirski 
1034:  2ýlmah,  "troop,  band  of  camels  (three  at  the  least,  five  at 
the  most)";  azyam,  "taciturn  (said  of  a  camel  which  never 
grumbles".  In  the  case  of  the  latter,  I  should  adduce  the  demands 
of  the  qTfiyah  as  the  justification  for  the  fathah  added  to  the 
regular  plural  form,  zim.  This  phenomenon  is  to  be  observed  in 
Bishr  28.16  and  32.14,  where  kushufu  is  used  as  the  rhyme-word  in 
the  place  of  the  more  standard  kushfu  --  the  metre  is, 
interestingly,  the  Basit  tetrameter. 
18:  amu'd  al-subhi:  this  striking  phrase  f  inds  a  parallel  in  A6-U 
Dhulayb  Hell  9.26,  ila  an  yudila  lamudu  I-sahari.  It  bears  the 
same  image  as  rald  al-duha,  'the  supple  branch  of  forenoon',  (Imrul 
al-gays  1br  78.1,  al-A'sha  36.12),  and  is  explained  by  Lane  2153 
as  follows:  "the  bright  gleam  of  dawn;  the  dawn  that  rises  and 
spreads,  filling  the  horizon  with  its  whiteness  ...  (app.  thus 
called  as  being  likened  to  a  tent,  or  long  tent). 
iafilah:  the  original  meaning  of  the  root  1-f-1,  according  to 
Blach6re  1578,  is  "flight  (in  fear)".  It  seems,  however,  among  the 
early  poets  to  have  been  used  primarily  to  designate  swift  and 
violent  movement:  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  44.9  Ibr  21.8)  (jawafil, 
of  raiding  horses),  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  55.12  Ahl  51)  (jail,  of  a 
basham  tree  [64]  being  blown  violently  by  the  wind),  'Amr  b.  Qaý-Vah 
10.11  (inlafala,  of  a  cloud  blown  along  by  the  wind),  Bas6amah  b. 
'Amr  Muf  10.21  (laf7ula,  of  the  sails  of  a  ship  [651).  Cf.  also 
Mulayý  Well  271.22  (jaýa-fil  of  the  departing  camels  of  the  tribe 
shimmering  in  the  mirage),  Mulayý  Farraj  p.  1027,  v.  49  (Jafil  of  a 
camel)  [66],  Mulayý  Well  279.36  (lafil  of  a  ship). 
-301- Howevei,  it  is  also  used  predominantly  by  ý_ahiii  and  Mukhadrard! 
poets  with  the  meaning  accorded  it  by  Blach6re:  al-A'shi  76.12 
(ostriches)  and  76.14  (routed  opponent),  al-Hutay'ah  16.6  (Jaful 
of  an  ostrich),  Mulayý  Well  273.55  (ostrich),  Umayyah  b.  AbT  IK'idh 
Kos  92.41  (Jawýa_fil  of  wild  she-asses  running  away  from  a  male),  93. 
19  (jaw-afil  of  frisky  she-asses). 
The  ambivalence  generated  by  the  transference  of  this  word  from  a 
later  nuance  to  an  earlier  referent  is  crucial  for  the  appreciation 
of  the  qaJdah.. 
For  nah5s,  an  epithet  frequently  applied  to  the  wild  she-ass,  cf. 
Chapter  2,  no.  7  v.  20  and  comment. 
lahim,  of  the  hunter  of  an  oryx-buck:  al-Nabighah  Ahl  Frag.  26. 
37;  used  metaphorically  of  a  spear-head:  al-jumayý  Muf  7.4.  cf. 
chapter  2,  no.  1  vv.  44  &  45. 
19:  hýda:  cf.  Rabl'ah  Muf  39.25  where  it  is  used  metaphorically: 
wa-hi-da  bi-Ca  lani  I-sabqi  I-kur7alu,  lal-Kura,  turned  it  (the 
she  ass)  away  from  (i.  e.  deprived  it  of)  the  prime  position';  Qays 
I  b.  'Ayzirah  Kos  116.10  uses  this  verb  to  describe  a  lioness: 
sabhalu  tahmishibla-ha  wa-tahidu. 
astan:  according  to  the  commentary  contained  in  the  MS  designated 
IBI  by  Derenbourg  198  this  is  a  black-rooted  shrub  or  tree.  (671  1 
have  been  unable  to  find  any  other  reference  to  it.  The  wild  ass 
seeks  nocturnal  shelter  by  screening  itself  with  thickets.  If  the 
poet  is  describing  the  mare  as  it  begins  its  departure  in  the 
morning,  then  this  is  consonant  with  the  topics  of  the  speeding 
camel  and  the  slave-girls,  for  both  of  which  the  morning  is 
specified. 
The  women  or  the  slave-girls  (al-irýa_,  )  gather  the  tribe's  firewood 
in  the  morning  and  the  evening:  Aws  b.  Hajar  2.2  (tamshi  bi-ha 
-302- rubdu  1-nalami_ka-rýa//tamstýi-  imWýun  surbilat  juba6a,  describing 
ostriches),  Salamah  b.  al-Khurshub  Muf  5.5,  al-MarrTr  Muf  16.12, 
al-Akhnas  Muf  41.3,  imalun  turaiia  bi-l-lashiyyi  hawatibu.  cf. 
Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  231:  "a  careful  husband  often  loads  two  dr 
three  camels  with  fuel,  often  dry  branches  and  small  stumps  of  raza 
or  arta  --  all  this  to  save  his  beloved  wife  labor". 
20:  dtd-  wusfýum:  cf.  chapter  3  no.  2  v.  10  and  comment. 
hawda:  according  to  Thilo  Ortsnamen  55,  "a  group  of  mountains  to 
the  south  of  Dhiqan,  seperated  from  one  another  by  desert-wastes  in 
the  West"  (Dhiqan  lies  to  the  west  of  the  massif  'Amayah  (Thilo 
Ortsnamen  411):  'cf.  Bishr  24.1,  Lablid  'Abbls  35.66  (=  Brock  II 
40.66),  Abu  Dhulayb  Hell  3.10,  these  latter  instances  occurring  in 
Oryx  Bull  Vignettes.  Yaqut  2  363-364  locates  it  in  the  territory 
of  the  Banu  Tahmýan  b.  'Amr,  claiming  that  the  Hudhall  poets 
frequently  make  mention  of  it  (cf.  Abu  Khirash  Hell  14.2,  where 
Yaqut  reads  hawda  for  Hell's  gusa). 
Thilo  54-55  lists  the  occurences  of  a  second  Hawda,  situated  on  the 
eastern  rim  of  Dahnal  towards  al-Bahrayn,  in  the  diwan  of  Dhu 
1-Rummah,  two  of  which,  14.59  and  24.7-8  (an  Oryx  Bull  Vignette 
and  a  description  of  a  zaby  respectively),  I  should  tend  to  identify 
as  the  Uawla  referred  to  here. 
inkarasa  (WKAS  126)  is  a  word  associated  with  the  oryx  bull:  Bishr 
12.9,  al-A'sha  52.33. 
fi  laylatin  min  Jumada:  cf.  Chapter  2,  no.  4  (al-liabighah  5),  v.  11 
and  comment. 
akhdala:  that  the  oryx  has  to  undergo  heavy  rain  is  topical  in 
vignettes  of  Type  1.  For  a  variation,  a  lion  protecting  its  cubs, 
cf.  RbU  1-Fadl  al-Kinari-i  Asm  20.4. 
-303- Dimah,  plural  diyam,  is  a  regular  word  for  'torrential  downpour'  (as 
in  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  18.1  [=  Ibr  27.11). 
bata  and  hiqf  (a  sand  dune)  occur  repeatedly  in  variations  of  a 
germinally  formulaic  cluster,  in  the  context  of  extended  oryx 
tableaux  of  Type  1:  Imrul  al-Qays  31.7  (=  Ibr  12.7)  (wa-bata  iia 
arCati  hiqfin),  Bishr  11.12  (ila  artatin  hiqfin),  Bishr  12.8 
(fa-b;  ta  f7i.  hiqfi  artitin),  Bishr  16.9  (wa-art9ti  hiqfin),  al-Alsha 
55.19  (ila  artati  hiqfin),  Dabi'  b.  al-Harith  Asm  63.25  (fa-bata 
ila  arCati  hiqfin).  For  the  oryx  taking  shelter  at  night  in  this 
manner,  cf.  chapter  3  no.  4  vv.  11-12  ante. 
For  hiqf,  see  further  Imrul  al-Qays  Mulallaqah  29  (=  Ahl  48.27,  Ibr 
1.28),  Ahl  52.17  (-  Ibr  2.15),  Talabbata  Sharran.  Muf  1.15,  'Ad! 
13.22.  The  arta  is,  according  to  Blach6re  85,  the  Ephedra  alata, 
according  to  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  688  it  is  the  Calligonum  comosum,  a 
"nearly  leafless  shrub  with  scaled  branches,  clusters  of  small 
flowers,  and  nut-shaped  hairy  fruit",  used  by  the  Rwala  as  camel 
fodder  (idem.  337-338). 
Al-Baqq-ar  (al-Bakili  397,  ia4-ut  1  698-699)  is  an  area  in  the  11ij, 
to  the  north  west  of  Ajal  This  is  impossible  to  reconcile  with 
the  two  other  toponyms  in  this  description,  Hawdi  (20)  and  Lubnan 
(23),  which  lie  somewhat  to  the  east  of  Mecca,  hard  by  the  territory 
of  the  Hudhayl.  Al-Baqqar  occurs  in  OryX  Bull  vignettes  in  Labýlid 
'Ab6as  11.53,  -  fa-b;  ta  1-saylu  yarkabu  Iii6ibay-hi//mina  1-baqqari 
ka-l-lamidi  l-'thafWli,  and  al-A'sha  65.26,  tadayyafa  ramlata 
1-baqqiri  ykwman/ifa-6a-ta  bi-tilka  Yadribu-hu  1-ialidu.  Al-Hazimi, 
as  reported  by  )ýajult,  seems  to  have  noticed  this  discrepancy 
concerning  the  irreconciliability  of  al-Baq4ar,  for  he  says  that  it 
is  a  dune  in  the  Najd  or  in  the  vicinity  of  al-Yamamah.  As  the 
previous  line  (20)  of  this  poem  would  suggest,  it  must  be  close  to 
Hawda. 
hafaza:  this  verb,  which  means  'to  push,  urge  on'  is  used  of  an 
-304- oryxIs  trotters  beating  the  ground  as  it  runs  (Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  55. 
8  [=  Ibr  33.8]  and  of  gazelles  (Labld  Mulallagah  15  [=  'Abbas  48. 
151).  However,  there  is  another,  very  plausible  reading,  and 
perhaps  more  appropriate  to  the  context  --  although  it  is  not 
recorded  in  any  of  the  MSS  --,  viz.,  yahfiru-hu,  which  occurs  in 
Bishr  16.9  and  al-A'sýa  55.20,  both  in  the  context  of  an  oryx  buck 
digging  a  shelter.  I  have  emended  the  text  accordingly. 
22:  hibri(il:  Tha'lab  in  his  commentary  to  Zuhayr  p.  242  gives 
hibriý-i  as  a  variant  reading.  I  have  been  unable.  to  track  down  any 
other  use  of  this  Persianate  word  in  early  verse.  In  verse  9  of  a 
poem  ascribed  to  Shubaym.  b.  Khuwaylid  al-Fazarl,  recorded  in  the 
commentary  of  the  Nagalid  (-  A.  A.  Bevan,  The  Nakalid  of  Jar'fr  and 
al-Farazdak.  Leiden  1905-1907,1  106),  the  following  description 
occurs: 
9.  Kunna  bi-ha  balda  ma  thikat  lurudu-humu 
ka-l-hibraqiyyiti  yanfi  litu-ha  1-dasma 
This  is  glossed  by  Ibn  al-A'r5bf  as  gold  coins,  41though  it  is  more 
likely  to  mean  'well-burnished  /swords/': 
-Cf.. 
Bevan  Naka-lid  3 
588.  Curiouslyethe  toponyms  al-lin  and  Idam  occur  in  verses  1  and 
2  of  this  poem. 
Kazimirski  1381  glosses  hibrici-i  as  a  smith.  The  comparison  of  an 
oryx  buck  with  a  sayqal  (burn  isher/swordsmi  th)  in  these  tableaux, 
obviously  the  point  of  departure  for  the  lexiphanic  epithet,  is 
topical  and  the  details  of  the  description  indicate  that  a  smith  of 
some  sort  is  required. 
23:  munsalit:  the  comparison  of  the  oryx  running  at  full  speed 
with  the  blade  of  a  sword  is  a  topos:  Bishr  11.22  (wa-asbaha 
naliban  min-ha  ba'idan//ka-nasli  I-sayfi  jarrada-  1-mullhu)  and 
[Fabi'  b.  al-H;  rith  Asm  63.38  (wa-r:  a-ha  ka-sayfi  1-himyariyyi 
bi-kaffi-hi//nad;  qhimda-hu  'an-hu  wa-alta-hu  sayqal7a).  For 
-305- munsalit  oE  an  oryx,  cf.  al-AlstTa  52.39. 
on  the  metrical  positon  of  the  indefinite  munsalit  as  an  end-stopper 
of  the  first  heimstich  in  poems  composed  in  BasIt,  cf.  Zuhayr  Qab 
40.6  (=  Th  p.  237,  v.  6)  (of  a  hawk),  'Abdah  Muf  26.30  (of  the 
hunter  of  the  oryx  bull!  )  &  61  (stallion),  al-Als6a  Bgh'ilah  Asm  23. 
20  (-  Geyer  4.28)  (of  the  poet's  brother,  in  a  maysir  context). 
yaqru,  applied  to  an  oryx,  ostrich  or  gazelle:  'Amr  b.  QarTilah  11. 
11  &  15.10  (gazelle),  Zuhayr  Qab  32.4  (=  Th  p.  268,  v.  3)  (gazelle), 
al-Mukhabbal  Muf  21.8  (oryxes),  al-Alstýa-  34.22  (ostrich)-and  79.4 
(gazelle),  'Umar  269.1  (gazelle). 
ama  I  iz:  a  very  common  word  in  old  poetry  for  'hard,  stony  ground' 
(cf.  Groom  39  &  192),  in  both  the  singular  and  the  plural:  Imrti  I 
al-Qays  Ibr  60.24,  Tarafah,  Mulallagah  42  Ahl  4.42),  Bishr  40. 
16,  al-Alshi  1.26  (amliz);  Bishr  29.18,  Abdah  Muf  26.44, 
al-muthaqqib  Muf  28.12  &  30,  al-Mumazzaq  Asm  58.5,  'Abd  b.  HaCib 
Well  176.10  (malial);  zuhayr  (?  )  Qab  24.28  'Th  p.  368,  v.  28) 
(chapter  2,  no.  1  ante),  'Amr  b.  Kultf7um  Mulallaqah  33,  Hajib  b. 
Habib  Muf  111.5  (wild  ass)  (arý-aliz). 
hl-Lubnan  are,  according  to  Yaqut  4  348,  two  mountains  close  to 
Mecca,  in  the  territory  oE  the  Han-u  'Amr  b.  Kilýýb,  whereas  Lubri-an 
(a  diptote)  is  a  mountain  range  which  extends  Erom  -the  ýijiz  to 
al-stiam  (Y9qUt  4  347).  1  have  emended  the  text  accordingly. 
akam,  as  the  plural  of  akamah  (Ef.  Groom  Topography  36:  "hill  or 
mound,  especially  a  stony  one,  but  not  one  of  solid  rock")  in  Zuhayr 
RhI  17.20  (-  Qab  9.20,  Th  p.  145,  v.  22),  al-A'sti-a  56.9,  'Ad-i  12. 
15,  'Abia'  b.  Arqam  Asm  55.10. 
Interpretation 
-306- Topography:  the  topography  of  this  poem  falls  into  four  distinct. 
areas:  (i)  the  beloved's  residence  in  the  4iCi  Idam  to  the  north  of 
Medina  (1);  (11)  the  uplands  of  the  Najd  (9-10);  (111)  Mecca,  the 
trading-centres  of  Nakhlah  (2)  and  Dhu  1-Majiz  (14);  (iv)  the 
mountainous  and  desert  terrain  to  the  east  of  Mecca  and  Dhu 
1-majaz.  There  is  no  evidence  of  the  toponyms  being  used  in  the 
manner  of  migration  routes,  a  common  feature  of  early  and  middle 
jahill  verse,  and  their  selection  bears  the  hallmarks  of  conscious 
artistry:  thus,  (ii)  is  a  fit  locale  for  the  poet's  boasts  of  his 
Bedouin  generosity;  (iii)  suggests  that  Su'ýd  was  not  in  Nakhlah  as 
part  of  a  mercantile  venture  and  this,  in  conjunction  with  the 
mention  of  Dtýu-  1-Majaz,  implies  that  the  poet  and  his  beloved  had 
met  while  he  was  on  the  way  to  perform  the  pilgrimage  in  Mecca  and 
she  was  on  her  way  back  from  Mecca  via  Nakhlah  to  Idam.  [68] 
Diction  and  Motifs:  the  language  of  the  poem  is,  by  and  large, 
traditional.  Certain  of  the  motival  and  linguistic  usages  suggest 
a  late  jahil7i  ->  Mukhadram!  dating  (lines  1,2,3,4-6,8  [ashmat], 
10  [shabiria-1.12,18  [Jýifilatan]);  certain  features  can  be 
paralleled  from  al-Nýbighah's  own  Ciwan  (lines  1  and  18)  and  from 
the  Hudhal7i  ý-iw-an.  The  results  of  such  an  investigation  will 
remain  somewhat  inconclusive,  until  a  practicable  concordance  of- 
early  Firabic  verse  is  produced.  The  general  indication  is, 
however,  of  a  late  Jahili  provenance,  with  perhaps  several  of  the 
linguistic  features  being  subsequently  adopted  by  mukhadrarýi- 
poets.  The  motival  similarities  with  'Umar  b.  Abi  Rabilah  in 
-307- verses  4-6  are  probably  to  be  explained  as  allusions  to  a  Meccan 
style  of  qhazal  of  which  fond  banter  was  a  feature:  this  would  be 
consonant  with  the  situational  context  of  the  poem,  viz.  the 
narrative  of  a  pilgrimage.  The  most  traditional  sections  of  the 
poem,  in  terms  of  lexis  and  topoi,  are  the  vaunting  passage  of  lines 
8-13  and  the  Oryx  Bull  vignette  (20-23).  The  Persianate 
substantive  hibricTi-  (22)  and  the  distinctive  use  of  ziyarrýa  (17)  are 
hapax  legomena  in  pre-Islamic  verse.  The  former  is  reminiscent  of 
al-A'shals  lexicographical  praxis  as  described  by  w.  Caskel:  "the 
poet  was  educated  at  al-ýIrah,  where  the  tradition  of  legend  and 
poetry  was  broader  than  that  of  any  other  individual  tribe.  His 
style  is  rhetorical  and  at  times  (especially  in  I),  artificial. 
connected  with  this  is  his  preference  for  sound  effects  and  for 
sonorous  (Persian)  foreign  words,  as  well  as  for  effective 
endings.  He  occasionally  treats  the  traditional  themes  of  the 
qasidah  with  a  high-handed  indifference.  He  likes  many  types  of 
allusion"  ("Al-A'sfia"  E12  1  690). 
In  the  Commentary,  I  have  highlighted  the  linguistic  and  motival 
similarities  between  poem  23  and  the  poems  of  al-Alstia-.  That  he 
would  have  come  into  contact  with  al-Wa-bighah  in  al-Uirah  is  by  no 
means  unlikely.  Jacobi  camel  8-13  has  detailed  points  of 
resemblance  between  al-A'sha  and  al-Hutay'ah.  There  is  evidence  of 
points  of  resemblance  between  al-liibighah  and  both  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr 
and  al-ýutaylah,  and  I  should  like  to  see  in  poem  23  points  of 
resemblance  between  al-ý`abighah  and  al-Alsti-a. 
-308- 'Structure:  the  structure  of  this  poem,  nasib,  rihlah,  Wild  Ass  and 
Oryx  Bull  Vignettes  is  formally  that  of  the  'poem  of 
conglutination',  discussed  in  chapter  3.  It  is.  remarkable  for  the 
content  of  the  rihlah  and  for  the  almost  total  absence  of  a  wasf 
section.  The  rihlah  does  not  appear  to  have  a  conclusion,  and 
internally  it  is  subordinate  to  the  apostrophe  of  suliid  in  line  8. 
of  the  98  poems  featuring  either  an  Oryx  Bull  (or-  OryX  Doe)  or  a 
wild  Ass  Vignette  which  I  have  collated,  12  contain  a  combination  of 
the  two  tableaux: 
1.  zuhayr  M  gab  24.13-28  (oryx);  29-33  (ass). 
2.  zuhayr  gab  32.6-11  (ass);  12-17  (oryx  doe). 
3.  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr  Kow  13.19-32  (oryx);  33-57  (ass). 
4.  Al-Hutay'ah  3.12-16  (ass);  17-23  (oryx). 
5.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ibr  74.27-36  (ass);  40-44  (oryx). 
6.  'Abid  1.30  (ass);  31  (oryx). 
7.  Laýid  'Abýas  11.15-27  (oryx);  28-43  (ass). 
B.  Labld  'Abýas  35.13-24  (ass);  25-35  (oryx  doe). 
9.  Labld  'Abbas.  48.25-35  (ass);  36-52  (oryx  doe). 
10.  Al-A'sI;  a-  32&,,  26  (ass);  27-31  (oryx). 
11.  Al-Alstia  65.23-27  (oryx);  28-31  (ass). 
12.  Ab7U  Dhu'ayb  Hell  1.16-36  (ass);  36-48  (oryx). 
of  the  above,  7  have  the  order  Wild  Ass  Vignette  followed  by  the 
OryX  Bull  or  Doe  (2,4,5,8,9.10,12),  6  of  which  are  from  the 
-309- Late  Jahili  ->  Mukhadrarýi  period.  This  would  tend  to  confirm  the 
tentative  conclusions  of  the  analysis  of  diction  and  motival 
development  in  the  matter  of  fixing  the  poem's  temporal  provenance. 
A  traditional  interpretation  of  the  poem  would  start  from  the 
assumption  that,  devoid  of  a  qharad,  the  gasidah  is  incomplete  and 
fragmentary  and  that  the  Wild  Ass  and  Oryx  Bull  Vignettes  depict  the 
fleet  pace  of  the  she-camel  as  the  poet  departs  from  Dhu  1-Majaz  on 
some  purpose  which  may  become  apparent  in  the  the  final  passage  of 
the  poem,  or  which  may  be  abandoned  in  preference  for  some  invective 
or  minatory  apostrophe.  The  poem  can,  however,  be  read  otherwise, 
as  a  parody  of  'heroic'  verse,  of  the  conventionai  depiction  of  the 
Bedouin  hero  mounted  on  a  camel,  fearlessly  undergoing  hardship  and 
deprivation.  The  poet  comes  close  to  being  unceremoniously  dumped 
from  his  saddle  in  line  14  and  loses  his  camel  in  verse  18.  The 
topography  of  lines  19-23  deliniate  the  direction  which  the  wayward 
camel  takes:  the  fleeing  she-camel  is  consonant  with  the  oryx 
speeding  towards  the  stony  terrain  of  Lubnan.  The  poem  is  as 
incomplete  as  the  poet's  return  from  the  Pilgrimage. 
The  irony  of  the  habIb's  words  in  line  5,  '1  see  that  you  are 
the  brother  of  a  saddle  and  a  mount,  that  you  plunge  into  feral 
wastes  which  will  not  let  you  see  old  ageP,  rings  true:  the  'feral 
wastes,  are  nothing  more  than  the  pilgrim  stations  on  the  way  to 
Mecca;  the  poet  almost  meets  his  end  by  failing  from  his  mount. 
The-bragadoccio  of  lines  8-13  rings  false:  the  poet,  famed  for  his 
-310- Bedouin  magnanimity,  the  traverser  of  desolate  wastes,  has  lost  the 
most  indispensible  item  of  Bedouin  paraphenali&,  the  she-camel. 
The  poet  also  exploits  an  ambiguity  inherent  '  in  the  syntactic 
structure  of  8  ff.,  in  that  his  recounting  of'  a  most  unheroic 
exploit  is  gramatically  subordinate  to  the  apostrophe  of  his 
beloved,  a  feature  common  in  pieces  in  which  the  poets  boast  of  a 
feat  of  valour  on  the  battle-field.  The  rejection  of  the  haEb  as 
a  result  of  the  poet's  willingness  to  observe  the  dictates  and 
ordinances  of  religion  may  also  be  a  reversal  of  the  toPos  of  the 
Hýjj  as  an  opportunity  for  sexual  misconduct. 
ultimately,  the  :  question  of  whether  this  poem  is  parodical  or  not 
remains  open,  since  its  interpretation  depends  on  the  meaning  of  one 
word  --  iafilat  an  (18).  In  the  light  of  the  other  examples  of 
parodic  verse  discussed  in  this  chapter,  I  should  argue  that  this  is 
an  intentional  feature,  the  frustration  of  audience  expectation 
through  obfuscation.  I  should  further  argue  that  al-Nibighah  is 
parodying  the  formal  structure  of  the  'poem  of  conglutinationt  ,  by 
sending  up  its  essential  redundancy,  its  dearth  of  'aim  or  purpose', 
its  exclusively  aesthetic  purpose. 
Poem  7  in  the  d1wa-n  of  al-Hutay'ah  is  an  encomium  dedicated  to 
the  glory  of  Ibn  al-Shammas,  the  structure  of  which  is  that  of  the 
Bedouin  panegyric,  rihlah/wasf  and  ma(f-ih  (2f.  Appendix  2).  Lines 
1-35  are  a  description  of  the  she-camel  and  the  deserts  crossed  by 
the  poet  to  reach  his  Dedicatee.  In  line  30,  the  following  motif 
-31  1- occurs: 
30.  Wa4a-dat  'al7a  1-atwali  atwali  dariiin 
tusagitu-ni  wa-l-rahla  min  sawti  hudhudi 
30.  And  it  almost,  at  the  stone  wells,  the  stone  wells  of  Darij, 
threw  me  and  the  saddle,  because  of  the  cooing  of  a  hudhud! 
That  there  can  be  no  parodical  intent  in  this  gasIdah  is  excluded  by 
the  demands  of  the  panegyric.  Al-Hutay'ah,  who  is  surely  alluding 
to  al-Nabighah  23,  has  incorporated  this  striking  piece  of 
mock-heroism  into  a  qas-idah  in  the  true  heroic  mold.  It  is  a 
striking  coincidence  that  such  too  was  the.  fate  of  4rkhilokhos's 
'discarding'  of  his  shield. 
Parody  of  this  type  --  the  toying  with  audienc.  e  expectation  -- 
in  the  Middle  English  poetic  tradition  can  be  exemplified  by,  among 
others,  the  east  English  alliterative  'invective',  A  Complaint 
Against  Blacksmiths.  It  exists  solely  in  a  manuscript  of  Norwich 
cathedral  Priory,  now  known  as  British  Library  MS  Arundel  292  [69]: 
swarte  smekyd  smePes  smateryd  wyth  smoke  .)  dryue  me  to 
deth  wyth  den  of  here  dyntes  .)  Swech  noys  on  nyghtes  ne 
herd  men  neuer  -)  what  knauene  cry  &  clateryng  of  knockes 
ve  cammede  kongons  cryen  after  col  col  .)&  blowen  here 
bellewys  Pat  al  here  brayn  brestes.  )  huf  puf  seyth  Pat  on  haf 
paf  Pat  oPer  .)  Pei  spyttyn  &  spraulyn  &  spellyn  many 
spelles  .)  Pei  gnauen  &  gnacchen  Pei  gronys  to  gyder  .) 
and  holdyn  hem  hote  wyth  here  hard  hamers 
.)  of  A  bole  hyde 
-312- ben  here  barm  Eellys  .)  her  schankes  ben  schakeled  for  De 
Eere  flunderys  .) 
heuy  hamerys  Pei  han  Pat  hard  ben  handled 
stark  strokes  Pei  stryken  on  a  stelyd  stokke  .)  lus.  bus.  las. 
das.  rowtyn  be  rowe  .)  sweche  dolful  a  dreme  De  deuyl  it  to 
dryue  .)  De  mayster  longith  a  lityl  &  lascheth  a  lesse  .) 
twyneth  hem  tweyn  and  towchith  a  treble  -)  tik.  tak.  hic. 
hac.  tiket.  'taket.  tyk.  tak  .)  lus.  bus.  lus.  das.  swych  lyf 
Pei  ledyn  .)  Alle  cloye  merys  cryst  hem  gyue  sorwe  .)  may 
no  man  for  brenwaterys  on  nyght  han  hys  rest. 
Linguistically,  this  piece  has  little  in  common  with  the 
alliterative  tradition  that  produced  works  such  as  Sir  Gawain  and 
The  Green  Knight,  Pearl  and  Piers  Plowman  --  indeed  it  is  possible 
that  the  author  of  the  complaint  strives  consciously  to  avoid  any 
reminiscences  or  echoes  of  these  works:  "the  'excessive 
alliteration'  ...  owes  little  or  nothing  to  the  set  formulae  of 
'classical'  alliterative  verse  ...  standard  collocations  are  rare,  and 
the  most  inventive  alliterative  usages  --  Icammede  kongons',  Ignauen 
and  gnacchen'  ,  'spyttyn  and  spraulyn'  --  are  not  constructed  out  of 
vocabulary  with  a  special  alliterative  range".  [70]  'Kongon  I  is 
characteristic  only  of  Piers  Plowman  and  Mum  and  the  Sothsegger, 
Ignauen'  occurs  "only  twice  in  fully  alliterative  works  --  Piers 
Plowman  and  The  Parliament  of  the  Three  Ages"  (711  and  Ignacchen' 
and  Icammedel  are  hapax  leqomena  in  the  alliterative  tradition. 
The  author  is  evidently  concerned  to  prune  his  language  of  words 
that  would  be  overtly  redolent  of  the  alliterative  verse  works. 
There  is  one  instance,  however,  in  which  the  author  may  perhaps 
intend  an  allusion  to  Piers  Plowman:  the  phrase  'cryst  hem  gyve 
sorwel  is  paralleled  in  the  B  text,  Passus  xvii  331,  a  passage 
-313- dealing  with  the  kindling  of  a  fire  and  its  smoke. 
As  is  the  case  with  the  allusive  parodic  style  of  Arkhilokhos 
and  al-Nabighah,  there  are  many  elements  of  the  literary  heritage 
that  are  exploited  and  burlesqued  in  the  Complaint.  Salter 
compares  its  "more  boisterous  alliterative  modes'  with  "the 
vernacular  religious  drama  of  the  north-east  of  England:  Pou  bes 
lassched,  lusschyd  and  lapped  ...  rowted,  russhed  and  rapped  (York 
Plays,  'second  Trial  Before  Pilate,  11.154-5)".  [72]  Indeed, 
Arkhilokhian  parody  often  relies  heavily  on  the  vernacular,  and 
Salter's  comparison  seems  most  apposite. 
one  aspect  of  this  heritage  may  be  the  Craft  ordinances  of 
London  and  other  medieval  cities,  which  are  of  ten  concerned  with 
legislation,  couched  on  occasion  in  the  language  of  moral  outrage, 
to  prevent  the  practice  of  night-forging,  principally  as  a  means  to 
maintain  quality  and  standards.  The  complaint  resembles  the 
ordinances  in  "their  apparent  sense  of  social  responsibility  and 
their  marshalling  of  vivid  and  pejorative  detail".  [73]  There  is 
the  further  possibility  that  the  author  is  indirectly  drawing  upon  a 
topos  of  Latin  Augustan  Poetry,  viz.  the  disturbance,  especially  at 
night,  caused  in  the  city  by  tradesmen.  This  topos  finds  its 
medieval  English  analogue  in  the  literary  complaints  of  noise  and 
disturbance  at  court.  [74]  That  the  author  is  learned  is  obvious 
and  the  generic  polyvalency  of  the  complaint,  enhanced  by  these 
allusions,  is  in  keeping  with  its  "brilliant  improvisation  upon 
-314- 0 
commonplaces  of  alliterative  style".  [75] 
The  complaint's  generic  parody  extends  further,  to  another 
common  medieval  tradition  --  the  genre  of  instruction  in  the  arts  of 
composition:  "it  is  interesting  to  find  in  the  Poetria  Nova  of 
Geoffrey  of  Vinsauf  ...  a  fifteen  line  'exercise'  upon  the 
activities  of  blacksmiths  engaged  in  the  making  of  armour".  [76]  It 
is  part  of  the  complaint's  parodic  intent  that  it  should,  as  it  were, 
'celebrate'  the  activities  of  the  blacksmiths  through  the  medium  of 
English  alliterative  verse  and  not  elegant,  free-flowing  Latin 
hexameters  --  "the  wit  of  the  complaint  may  reside  most  exactly  in 
an  appreciation  of  the  distance  between  its  ostensible  theme  --  a 
common  nuisance,  of  some  social  and  moral  resonance  --  and  the 
dignified  framework  of  Latin  rhetorical  exercise  into  which  it  is  so 
neatly  and  divertingly  set".  [771 
The  coup  de  gras  of  the  anonymous  author's  parody  is  to  be 
found  in  the  physical  domain,  that  is  to  say  in  the  position  which 
it  occupies  in  the  erstwhile  Norwich  cathedral  Priory  manuscript. 
The  folio  on  which  it  was  written  is  succeeded  by  a  copy  of  the 
Purgatorium  Patricii,  an  "immensely  poular  vision  of  hell  as  a  vast 
smelting-furnace  under  the  direction  of  yelling  demon-smiths,  in 
which  the  damned  endure  torture  by  molten  metals  and  hammered  nails" 
[78]  --  the  witty  flourish  is  deliciously  sophisticated. 
The  functional  and  occasional  nature  of  pre-literate  and 
-315- archaic  vbrse  has  long  been  established  as  an  axiomatic  dictum: 
when  we  begin  to  study  the  literature  of  pre-literate  societies, 
one  of  the  first  things  that  strikes  us  is  how  much  of  it  is 
functional;  in  other  words,  it  is  not  produced  for 
entertainment  or  amusement,  but  rather  serves  a  definite  social 
purpose,  and  is  in  many  cases  itself  an  essential  part  of  the 
social  system,  to  the  extent  that  the  society  could  scarcely 
function  without  it.  This  seems  obvious  enough  in  the  case  of 
such  things  as  ritual  or  magical  incantations  or  work-songs  ... 
but  in  fact  this  functional  nature  is  to  be  found  throughout  the 
whole  range  of  the  literature  of  such  a  society,  so  that  a  poem 
becomes  a  tool  as  essential  as,  a  spear  or  a  diggingstick,  and 
the  abilitý  to  compose  it  a  skill  as  essential  as  the  abiltiy  to 
handle  a  bow.  or  ride  a  camel.  When  we  consider  the  poetry  of 
pre-Islamic  Arabia,  this  observation  seems  to  be  as  valid  here 
as  it  is  Eor  the  poetry  oE,  Eor  example,  Rwahda  or  the  Zulus. 
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have  elsewhere  argued  against  the  tendency  to  neglect  other, 
equally  fruitful  approaches  to  pre-Islamic  poetry  which  the 
'functional'  critics  fall  foul  of.  I  am  unable  to  suggest  a 
societal  function  for  al-Nabighah  23  --  ritual  it  most  certainly  is 
not.  The  corpus  of  jahill  verse  contains  poetry  that  is 
functional,  ritual,  entertaining,  aesthetically  motivated,  emotional 
and  personal.  This  is  true  of  other  diverse  types  of  oral  song, 
-316- such  as  the  Yoruba  hunting  Iiala  and  the  terse  Malay  Pantun,  of 
Polynesian  Creation  poems  and  the  Australian  Aboriginal  Djanggawul 
Cycle.  As  R.  Mastromattei  has  remarked,  "the  variations  both  of 
form  dnd  content  which  are  encountered  in  the  ritual  narratives  and 
recited  myths  of  illiterate  nations  are  not  in  any  sense  the  result 
of  an  inability'to  adhere  to  some  optimal,  canonical  original  --  of 
whose  existence,  for  good,  reason  there  is  never  any  trace  --  but 
rather  to  a  conscious  reworking  on  the  part  of  the  mythmaker  which 
does  not  exclude  --  and  often  entails  --  glaring  inconsistencies  and 
even  reversals  of  genealogical,  circumstantial,  and  factual 
relationships".  [80]  For  over  a  century,  scholars  of  Arabic  have 
sought,  each  in  their  various  ways,  for  the  Eldorado  of  Ibn 
Qutaybah's  qas-idah:  it  is  one  tessera  of  the  mosaic. 
-317- PAGE 
MISSING 
IN 
ORIGINAL the  term  'parodic  mass'  in  the  critical  terminology  of  music, 
although  decried  by  some,  to  refer  to  a  seventeenth  century  mass  in 
which  pre-existing  material  is  combined  with  new  material,  without 
any  'parodic'  intent  but  rather  in  order  to  revitalise  and  adapt  the 
extant  material  to  contemporary  requirements,  is  enlightening.  A 
similar  situation  obtains  in  the  case  of  the  Minnelied  poetry  of 
Neidhart  von  Reuenthal  who  "used  the  forms  and  vocabulary  of  the 
Minnelied  in  order  to  mock  at  its  conventions.  His  use  of  these 
forms  is  not  strictly  parody,  since  in  many  poems  it  would  be 
impossible  to  say  of  numerous  strophes  that  they  were  not  genuine 
examples  of  Minnesang  --  if  they  were  read  in  isolation 
...  The 
shock  comes  when  it  is  realized  that  forms  and  terms  of  Minnesanq 
are  being  used  of  the  wrong  social  class,  of  peasants,  not  knights, 
and  that  vocabulary  is  being  used  which  is  entirely  inappropriate  to 
the  genre.  The  most  significant  point,  however,  is  that  Neidhart 
uses  a  poet-persona  who  purports  to  be  entirely  in  tune  with  the 
chivalric  ideals  of  the  Minnesanq,  to  believe  in  them,  and  to  be 
persecuted  by  peasants  because  he  tries  to  apply  them  within  peasant 
society.  The  peasants  also  attempt  to  follow  the  conventions  but 
succeed  only  in  aping  them  with  grotesque  results.  So  effective  is 
Neidhart's  pose  that  many  critics,  even  some  writing  comparatively 
recently,  have  attempted  to  construct  a  biography  of  the  poet 
Neidhart  from  the  details  supplied  by  the  poet-persona  he  created" 
(W.  T.  H.  Jackson  (ed.  ),  The  Interpretation  of  medieval  Lyric  Poetry, 
Columbia  1980,15).  Cf.  also  0.  Sayce,  The  Medieval  German  Lyric 
1150-1300,  oxford  1982,217-233  and  M.  Titzmann,  "Die  Umstruktierung 
des  Minnesan-Sprachsystems  zum  loffenen'  System  bei  Neidhart",  DVJL 
1971. 
6.  E.  H.  Gombrich,  op.  cit.,  115,  has  some  illuminating  remarks 
concerning  "the  so-called  BUSiris  vase  in  Vienna,  of  the  sixth 
century  B.  C.  There  is  little  doubt  that  this  humorous  account  of 
Herakles'  exploits  among  the  Egyptians  was  inspired  by  Egyptian 
renderings  of  some  victorious  campaign.  We  are  familiar  with  the 
type  of  pictorial  chronicle  that  shows  the  gigantic  figure  of 
14 
-319- Pharaoh  confronting  an  enemy  stronghold  with  its  diminutive 
defenders  begging  for  mercy.  Within  the  con'  ventions  of  Egyptian 
art  the  difference  in  scale  marks  the  difference  in  importance.  To 
the  Greek  who  looked  at  pictures  as  evocations  of  a  possible  event, 
the  type  must  have  suggested  the  story  of  a  giant  among  pygmies. 
And  so  he  turns  the  Pharaoh  into  Herakles  wreaking  havoc  among  the 
puny  Egyptians.  The  pictograph  for  a  whole  city  becomes  a  real 
altar  onto  which  two  of  the  victims  have  climbed,  and  climbed  in 
vain,  stretching  out  their  hands  in  comic  despair.  Many  of  the 
gestures  of  this  vase  could  be  matched  in  Egyptian  reliefs,  and  yet 
their  meaning  is  transformed:  these  men  are  no  longer  the  anonymous 
tokens  for  a  defeated  tribe,  they  are  individual  people  -- 
laughable,  to  be  sure,  in  their  helpless  confusion,  but  our  very 
laughter  presupposes  an  imaginative  effort  to  see  the  scene  enacted 
in  front  of  us,  to  think  not  only  of  the  'what'  but  also  of  the 
'how'".  cf.  also  Webster,  op.  cit.,  12,  for  a  discussion  of  the 
inquisitive  erudition  displayed  by  the  Busiris  vase-painter. 
7.  Davison  AP  84.  Fowler  Greek  Lyric  displays  a  salubrious 
scepticism  in  his  discussion  of  such  references  to  the  Epic  that  are 
to  be  found  in  Greek  Lyric  poetry.  His  contention,  "the  poems  take 
their  models  and  work  them  into  the  single,  primary  level  of 
meaning.  The  existence  of  the  imitation  is  signalled  at  once,  and 
its  whole  purpose  can  be  grasped  as  the  poem  proceeds  in  oral 
performance"  (29),  obtains  for  most  of  the  fragments  he  discusses, 
but  not,  I  maintain,  for  the  fragments  of  Arkhilokhos  that  I  intend 
to  discuss.  In  general,  he  tends  to  underestimate  the  role  of 
parody. 
8.  His  floruit  is  conservatively  placed  between  680  and  640  B.  C. 
Cf.  F.  Jacoby,  "The  Date  of  Archilochus",  Classical  Quarterly  35 
(1941),  97-109,  and  Burnett  1983  15-32. 
9.  "Archiloque  et  Thasos:  Histoire  et  Poesiew  (in  Archiloque), 
24:  "mais  nlest-ce  pas  auprAs  d'eux  (les  maitres  ouvriers  de  son 
-320- temps)  qu'Archiloque  a  pris  le  goOt  de  ces  allegories,  de  ces 
comparaisons  o6  l1animal  se  substitue  A  11homme?  " 
10.  "The  Poetry  of  Archilochus"  (in  Archiloque);  204. 
11.  M.  L.  West,  Iambi  et  Elegi  Graeci,  oxford  1971,65-72. 
12.  Cf.  further  T.  Breitenstein,  H6siode  et  Archiloque,  Odense 
1971,  for  an  interesting  discussion  of  the  full,  ramifications  of 
this  debt. 
13.  wArchilochos  und  Paros"  (in  Archiloque),  73:  "Archilochos 
aber  gehört  ...  derselben  Welt  wie  Homer  an,  der  Welt  Ostioniens,  zu 
der  Paros  zählte  ...  Homerikos  Ist  er  nicht  nur,  wo  er  homerisiert, 
sondern  vielleicht  sogar  mehr  da,  wo  er  als  Antipode  Homers 
erscheint,  denn  es  zeigt  sich  doch  in  diesen  Fällen,  die  fast  sein 
ganzes  Werk  ausmachen,  dass  diese  ionische  Welt  noch  wach  und 
schöpferisch  war. 
14.  D.  A.  Campbell,  "The  Language  of  the  New  Archilochos", 
Arethusa  9  (1976),  151-157;  Fowler  Greek  Lyric  28-19,41-42. 
15.  J.  van  Sickle,  "The  New  Erotic  Fragment  of  Archilochus", 
Ouaderni  Urbinati  di  Cultura  Classica  20  (1975),  123-156;  J. 
Henderson,  "The  cologne  Epode  and  the  conventions  of  Early  Greek 
Poetry",  Arethusa  9  (1976),  159-180. 
16.  Cf.  M.  Markovich,  "A  New  Poem  of  Archilochus:  P.  Colon.  inv. 
7511",  Greek,  Roman  and  Byzantine  Studies  16  (1975),  5-14,  H.  D. 
Rankin,  Archilochus  of  Paros,  New  Jersey  1977,72,  Burnett  1983 
84-97. 
17.  Campbell,  Greek  Lyric  Poetry,  152. 
18.  D.  Page,  "Archilochus  and  the  oral  Tradition"  (in  Archiloque), 
-321- I 
159:  ";  Yhere  is  nothing  novel  in  the  theme  itself 
...  such  expansion 
of  Homeric  themes  is  highly  characteristic  of  Archilochus  ...  All 
that  Archilochus  says  is  implicit  in  such  Homeric  passages.  The 
only  novelty  is  the  application  of  the  traditional  theme  to  a  living 
person";  G.  M.  Kirkwood,  Early  Greek  Monody,  Ithaca  1974,33: 
"Archilochus  exaggerates  the  contrast.  There  is  nothing  wrong 
with  a  handsome  general,  provided  he  is  'full  of  heart'".  That 
"there  really  was.  su;:  h  a  general,  who  was  the  butt  of  iambic 
lampoonery"  (Fowler  Greek  Lyric  7)  does  not  affect  the  point  under 
discussion  --  Arkhilokhos  may  be  lampooning  him  for  his  travesty  of 
heroic  values.  The  humour  of  the  poem's  situational  context  may  be 
enhanced  by  the  suggestion  that  the  strategos  is  Glaukos  and  his 
foil  is  Arkhilokhos:  Burnett  1983  43.  The  espousal  of  the 
physical  finds  a  witty  reversal  in  the  "sudden  transference  from  the 
physical  to  the  metaphysical  plane"  --  J.  Russo,  "The  Inner  man  in 
Archilochus  and  the  odyssey",  GRBS  15  (1974),  143. 
19.  Cf.  J.  Russo,  op.  cit.,  139-152,  B.  Seidensticker,  "Archilochus 
and  Odysseus",  GRBS  19  (1978)  5-22,  Rankin,  op.  cit.,  passim. 
20.  D.  A.  Campbdll  GLP  161-183,  B.  Snell,  Tyrtalos  und  die  Sprache 
des  Epos,  Gottingen  1969,  R.  L.  Fowler  Greek  Lyric  31-32,45-46.1 
do  not  mean  to  suggest  that  Arkhilokhos  parodies  specifically  the 
work  of  these  poets,  but  rather  the  poetic  type  (the  militray 
exhortation)  to  which  their  fragments  belong. 
21.  H.  FrSnkel,  Early  Greek  Poetry  and  Philosophy,  oxford  1975,145. 
22.  Page,  op.  cit.,  129. 
23.  Burnett  1983  39. 
24.  For  this  fragment  I  have  elected  to  use  the  text  given  in  E. 
Diehl,  Anthologia  Lyrica  Graeca,  Leipzig  1949-52. 
-322- 25.  C.  M.  Bowra,  "A  Couplet  of  Archilochus",  Anales  de  Filoloqia 
Clasica  6  (1954),  37;  T.  B.  L.  Webster,  Greek  Art  and  Literature 
700-530  B.  C.,  London  1959,30;  Davison  AP  141-145;  L.  G.  Pocock, 
"Archilochus  Fragment  2",  Classical  Review  75  (1961),  179-180;  V. 
Ehrenberg,  "Archilochus,  Frag.  2D",  Classical  Philology  57  (1962), 
239-240,  G.  Giangrande,  "Archiloque  au  pilori",  OUCC  14  (1972), 
37-40,  D.  Arnould,  "Archiloque  et  le  vin  d'Ismaros",  R6vue  de 
Philoloqie  54  (1980),  284-294. 
26.  Campbell  GLP  142-143,  Rankin,  "Archilochus  Fg.  2.  D,  Fg.  7. 
(L-B)",  Emerita  40  (1972),  463-474,  F.  N.  Rubin,  "Radical  Semantic 
shifts  in  Archilochus",  Classical  Journal  77  (1981),  6-7,  Burnett 
1983  39. 
27.  Dover,  op.  cit.,  185. 
28.  Page's  remark,  op.  cit.,  133,  "maza  memagmene,  may  be  new  to 
literature,  but  is  wholly  within  the  Epic  style:  maza  is  a  word 
dignified  enough  for  Aeschylus,  and  memagmene  helps  to  create  a 
phrase  of  potential  formula-quality",  is  enlightening  with  regard  to 
this  unusual  and  rodomantade  coinage. 
29.  Campbell  GLP  143. 
30.  one  should  also  note  that  Arkhilokhos  may  in  this  context 
intend  "to  compare  himself  with  Odysseus,  for  at  Od.  9.451  that  hero 
is  on  the  coast  of  Thrace,  plundering  and  drinking  wine"  --  Burnett 
1983  39. 
31.  Eadem,  39,  in  support  of  a  comment  of  Giangrande. 
32.  Rankin,  op.  cit.,  471  "Archilochus  wants  his  audience  first  of 
all  to  be  deceived  into  thinking  that  all  three  occurrences  are 
precisely  the  same  in  meaning,  and  subsequently  to  realize,  with 
amusement,  that  they  are  not  all  the  same". 
-323- 33.  That  Odysseus  may  be  guilty  of  a  similar  action,  as  argued  by 
Seidensticker,  op.  cit.,  11,  does  not  of  course  mean  that  the 
practice  is  endorsed  by  Homer  or  by  the  epic  tradition  --  the 
correspondence  between  the  spurious  biography  which  Odysseus  alleges 
to  be  his  own  is  bafflingly  similar  to  that  recorded  of  Arkhilokhos 
on  the  Mnesippes  stone  and  has  not  been  adequately  explained,  unless 
it  is  assumed  that  this  section  of  the  odyssey  is  based  on  the 
biography  of  the  Parian  cult  and  hero-worship  of  Arkhilokhos. 
34.  Alkaios  (E.  Lobel  &  D.  Page,  PoetarUM  LesbiorUM  Fragmenta, 
oxford  1955,  Frag.  428),  Anakreon  (B.  Gentili,  Anacreon,  Rome  1958, 
Frag.  85)  and  Horace  (odes  2.7,9-10). 
35.  A.  W.  H.  Adkins,  Poetic  Craft  in  the  Early  Greek  Eleqists, 
Chicago  1985,52. 
36.  Dover,  op.  cit.,  209. 
37.  Adkins,  op.  cit.,  53. 
38.  For  a  witty  ripost  to  the  'historical  biographers'  cf.  F.  N. 
Cherniss,  "Me  Ex  Versiculis  Meis  Parum  Pudicum"  in  J.  P.  Sullivan 
(ed.  ),  Critical  Essays  in  Roman  Literature:  Elegy  and  Lyric,  London 
1962. 
39.  Derenbourg  211. 
40.  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  43.  If  the  notorious  philologist  Khalaf 
al-Ahmar  did  in  fact  pen  this  poem,  and  I  do  not  deem  this  even  a 
remote  likelihood,  then  it  is  a  sorry  loss  for  posterity  that  a  poet 
of  his  calibre  --  he  is  supposed  also  to  be  the  creator  of 
al-Shanfara's  1ýamiyyat  al-'Arab!  --  did  not  come  out  of  the  closet. 
41.  The  commentary  is  an  attempt  to  investigate,  within  a  limited 
compass,  the  uses  of  diction  in  early  Arabic  poetry,  a  topic 
inextricably  connected  with  the  interpretation  of  this  gasidah.  I 
-324- have  attempted  to  discern  whether  or  not  the  themes  and  language 
used  in  this  piece  have  been  deliberately  and  conscioulsy  selected 
by  the  poet  with  a  view  ostensibly  to  create  the  impression  that  it 
is  integral  to  the  Jahill  tradition  and  that  it  unequivocally 
espouses  its  poetic  Praxis. 
41.  Al-Anbirl  in  his  commentary  on  line  17  of  Zuhayr's  Mulallagah 
(255)  reads  wa-lurhumu  dammanu  t1haria-ta  fli  1-//dahri  fa-silat 
bi-iamli-him  idamu.  Cf.  also  Lyall  Muf  1  448  for  Yawm  Idam. 
42.  This  line  may  be  the  earliest  extant  combination  of  b7ana  and 
su  'Wd. 
43.  The  combination  of  amia  and  S-ana  in  this  threnody  for  the 
poet's  brother  Sumayr  may  be  the  earliest  exa*le  extant. 
44.  Rabilah  was  a  Mukhadrarri  poet  whose  floruit  is  probably  to  be 
placed  in  the  early  seventh  century,  perhaps  circa  610: 
-cf. 
Lyall 
Muf  2,  introductions  to  nos.  30  and  43,  and  Sezgin  220-221.  It  is 
markworthy  that  the  metre  of  this  poem  is  BaJt:  the  poet  has 
amplified  upon  the  combination  of  the  departure  of  the  hab7ib  and  the 
poet's  grief-stricken  heart,  as  expressed  succinctly,  for  example, 
with  paronomasia  in  the  twofold  repetition  of  saCufu  and  makht7ufu, 
by  his  contemporary  ýubayl  b.  al-Khatim  al-Taymi. 
45.  on  opening  lines  in  general,  cf.  the  discussions  of  I. 
Lichtenstgdter,  "Das  NasFib  der  altarabischen  OasIde",  Islamica  5 
(1932),  61-62,  and  Willer  Labid  31-41.  Jacobi  Studien  13-49 
remains  definitive. 
46.  W.  caskel  "al-A'sha"  E12  1  689-690. 
47.  Cf.  M.  J.  Kister  "Qudala"  E12  V  314-318. 
a 
-325- 48.  For  the  phrase  sawdalu  I-mal5simi,  cf.  'Urwah  b.  al-Ward  Asm 
10.11;  cf.  further  Zuhayr  gab  28.19b  (=  Th  p.  321,  v.  19b),  wa-lam 
uhtamal  El  hilri  sawdi'a  damlali,  land  I  was  not  borne  in  the  womb 
of  a  squat  negress'. 
49.  Aws  b.  Maghial  seems  to  have  been  active  before  Islam  but  is 
mostly  associated  with  a  nUniyyah  in  praise  of  the  Prophet:  cf 
Sezgin  381-382. 
50.  according  to  'Izzah  Hasan,  the  editor  of  Bishr's  diwan,  in  a 
comment  on  7.17,  page  38,  the  r:  a-l  can  be  vocalised  with  a  kasrah, 
i.  e.  barim. 
51.1  find  Ahlwardt's  comments,  Aechtheit  100-101,  difficult  to 
understand.  He  seems  to  be  unusually,  and  unnecessarily, 
imaginative  in  his  reading  of  the  verse  --  the  smoke  surely  emanates 
from  the  poet's  own  fire,  not  from  the  old  man's  fire. 
52.  Next  to  nothing  is  known  about  this  poet.  His  floruit  is  to 
be  dated  to  the  beginning  of  the  second  half  of  the  sixth  century 
and  he  may  be  one  of  the  oldest  poets  whose  work  has  come  down  to 
us:  cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  149.  For  the  reading  given'above,  cf.  Lyall 
Muf  2  151-152.  As  a  consequence  of  al-Akhnas's  dating,  the  line 
may  not  represent  an  inversion,  but  rather  the  image  in  its  most 
pristine  form. 
53.1  am  in  agreement  with  Thilo  Ortsnamen  13-14i  who  argues  that 
verses  18-19  should  also  be  read  as  part  of  this  cloud  description. 
54.  Cf.  the  plural  used  of  Jewish  sailors  in  labid  8.6. 
55.  Al-Antýa-rlils  commentary  to  this  verse  quotes  line  11  as  reading 
suhban  zitrFalan,  'thirsty  dun  /herds/. 
56.  Note  the  hemistich  closing  position  of  the  adjective  in  this 
verse,  composed  in  Bailt. 
-326- 57.  This  line  may  conceivably  be  an  allusion  to  al-dabighah  23.12 
and  could  then  be  used  as  attesting  to  the  authenticity  of  the  poem. 
58.  Cf.  Wagner  Grundzilge  34-35  for  a  discussion  of  the  social 
virtues  extolled  in  line  12  of  this  poem,  and  Lyall  Muf  2  20,  for  a 
discussion  of  the  name  Mutammim. 
59.  ME  2  339:  cE.  Socin  'Alqamah  6  and  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  150. 
60.  Al-A'sha  uses  the  Gerund  of  habba  of  the  running  of  a  she-camel 
in  36.40. 
61.  Lyall  Muf  2  277. 
62.  Derenbourg  393;  Ahlwardt  Aechtheit  101. 
63.  of  the  first  five  parallels  cited  here,  the  metre  of  four  is 
basit  (the  only  exception  is  'Adf  b.  Zayd  where  ziyam,  is  used  as  the 
rhyme-word  for  the  Ramal  trimeter  catalectic).  The  substantive  is 
used  as  the  qgfiyah  in  the  verses  of  Dialik  and  zuhayr  and  as  the 
end-stopper  of  the  first  hemistich  by  Ka'b  and  Sahm  b.  Hanzalah. 
sal7amah  uses  it  to  form  the  second  metron  of  the  second  hemistich. 
In  most  instances,  the  substantive  constitutes  a  formula  in 
conjunction  with  lahm.  qualified  by  a  pronominal  suffix;  the  similar 
metrical  location  of  three  of  the  four  examples  is  markworthy.  The 
substantive  as  used  by  Ka'b  and  Mulayý  to  describe  a  rocky 
thoroughfare  may  represent  its  original  signification,  with  the 
phrase  lahmu-hu  ziYamun  being  a  dead  metaphor  in  which  the  knots  of 
muscles  are  likened  to  the  jutting  stones  of  a  road.  This  is,  of 
course,  pure  conjecture:  the  reverse  may  be  the  case,  as  I 
tentatively  suggest  in  the  Commentary. 
The  formula  appears  to  be  of  well-established  antiquity  and  its 
-327- precise  sIgnification  may  have  been  forgotten 
* 
by  the  time  of  the 
poets  cited,  although  I  do  not  find  this  too  convincing. 
64.  Identified  by  Lyall  Muf  2  146  as  "'balsam  of  Mecca',  Commiphora 
opobalsamum". 
65.  cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  28:  "the  rather  singular  construction  of  the 
second  hemistich  apparently  implies  that  the  sail  is  as  it  were  the 
slave  or  beast  of  burden  of  the  ship:  when  f  illed  by  the  wind  it 
speeds  along  the  bulk". 
66.  This  is  a  variant  given  in  the  commentary  for  the  reading 
qafil,  i.  e.  'returning  home'.  The  adjective  ELU  does  not  mean 
"running  away"  in  these  last  two  contexts  as  Lewin  58  asserts,  but 
rather  'speeding',  'moving  swiftly'. 
67.  Derenbourg  391:  the  commentator  seems  to  be  thinking  of  the 
zaqum  tree  of  Qurlan  37.62. 
68.  The  Hail  as  an  opportunity  for  sexual  adventure  is  developed 
into  a  leitmotif  in  'Umar's  verse:  cf.,  for  example,  147,157,214, 
215,238,251,263,293,342,  and  S.  K.  Jayyusi,  "Umayyad  Poetry", 
CHALUP,  387-432. 
69.  The  text  that  I  give  and  my  comments  on  it  are  heavily  indebted 
to  the  article  by  Elizabeth  salter,  "A  Complaint  Against 
Blacksmiths",  Literature  and  History  5  (1979),  194-215.  The  social 
context  posited  for  the  Arkhilokhos  fragments  and  al-Nabighah's  poem 
are  somewhat  different  from  those  of  the  literate  scribe  who  seems 
to  have  composed  'The  Complaint'  for  his  own  delectation  and  that  of 
the  readers  of  the  manuscript  which  he  was  copying.  Some  would 
argue  that  it  is  erroneous  to  draw  comparisons  between  the  artistic 
products  of  societies  which  are  widely  disparate  in  their  cultural 
developments  and  social  contexts.  This  is  a  valid  criticism, 
provided  that  it  does  not  blind  the  attention  to  the  contingencies 
-328- which  such  a  comparison  might  suggest:  there  is,  for  example,  no 
historically  verifiable  information  which  might  suggest  that 
al-Nabighah  al-Dhubyani,  or,  at  leat,  the  composer  of  Ahlwardt  23, 
was  not  such  a  copyist  working  in  the  record-vaults  of  al-Nulmin  in 
al-Hfrah.  Though  it  is  not  a  parody  of  the  heroic  literary 
heritage,  such  as  Chaucer's  The  Rhyme  of  Sir  Thopas  is  for  the 
chivalric  romance,  the  complaint  is  ultimately,  though  not 
exclusively,  a  parody  of  the  religious  heritage,  which  was,  for  the 
Latin  middle  Ages,  arguably  more  important  than  the  heroic:  as  such 
it  approaches  the  iconoclastic  spirit  of  the  parodies  of  Arkhilokhos 
and  al-4abighah. 
70.  Eadem,  204. 
71.  Eadem,  212-213. 
72.  Eadem,  212-213. 
73.  Eadem,  200. 
74.  Cf.  C.  Uhlig,  Hofkritik  iM  Enqland  des  Mittelalters  und  der 
Rennaisance,  Berlin  1973. 
75.  Eadem,  204. 
76.  Eadem,  207. 
77.  Eadem,  208-209. 
78.  Eadem,  209. 
79.  McDonald  1978  15. 
80.  Quoted  by  B.  Gentili,  Poetry  and  its  Public  in  Ancient  Greece: 
From  Homer  to  the  FiEth  CenturX,  (translated  by  T.  Cole),  Baltimore, 
1988,10. 
-329- Appendices Appendix  one. 
The*Cat  and  the  Camel  --  A  Literary  Motif. 
The  reference  to  the  hirr  spurring  on  the  camel  has  not  yet, 
despite  several  valiant  attempts,  received.  adequate  enucleation.  I 
should  like  to  highlight  various  features  of  this  oft-discussed 
image  which  have  either  passed  unnoticed  or  have  not  been  hitherto 
realised  as  being  significant. 
The  principal  loci  classici  are  as  follows;  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl 
20.30  (=  Ibr  4.27),  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  40.10  (=  Ibr  30.10), 
al-Muthaqqib  al-'Ab4i  ME  28.10-11,  al-Muthaqqib  al-'Abd-i  ME  76. 
20,  Aws  b.  Hajar  12.16,  al-Mumazzaq  al-'Abdi  Asm  58.4  (=  Geyer  3. 
4),  jabir  b.  Hunayy  Muf  42.7,  'Antarah  Ahl  21.34-35  (=  Mawlaýi  1. 
34-35),  al-A'sha  3.13,  al-Shammakh  5.22  (=  muf  1  p.  306),  and  DWbil 
b.  al-Harith  Asm  63.16.  The  texts  of  al-Kumayt  b.  Zayd  and 
al-Numayri  have  been  quoted  froM  Geyer,  "Die  Katze  auf  dem  Kamel", 
(Cf.  post)  - 
1.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  20.29-30: 
29.  Tuqattilu  qhltanan  ka-anna  mut-una-6a 
idtýa  azharat  tukja  muialan  munashshara 
30.  Balidati  bayni  I-mankibayni  ka-anna-mW 
taia  linda  maiia  1-dafri  hirran  mushaiiara 
-331- 29.  cutting  across  the  hollow  lands  --  their  backs  at  midday  seem 
to  be  clothed  in  white  shifts  outspread 
30.  Wide  between  the  withers;  it  is  as  if  you  can  see  a  cat  tied 
where  the  saddle-girth  stretches. 
2.  Imrul  al-Qays  Ahl  40.9-10: 
9.  Taruhu  idha  rahat  rawaha  jahamatin 
bi-ithri  lahamin  ra'ihin  mutafarriqi 
10.  Ka-anna  bi-ha  hirran  Janiban. 
_. 
tajurru-hu 
bi-kulli  tariqin  sýdafat-hu  wa-malziqi 
9.  At  night  sh  e  returns  like  an  empty  cloud,  following  the  tracks 
of  other  empty  clouds  advancing  at  night  in  scattered 
groups, 
10.  As  if  a  cat.  is  led  by  her  side  --  she  drags  it  through 
every  road  and  narrow  pass  she  encounters. 
3.  Al-muthaqqib  al-'Abdi  Muf  28.10-11: 
10.  Ka-anna  ja'ýiban  linda  ma'qidi  qharzi-ýa 
. 
tuzawilu-hu  'an  nafsi-ha  wa-yuridu-ha 
11.  Tahýalaku  min-hu  f!  1-rakti-ali  tahýalukan 
tat;  a-luka  ihdii  I-JUni  h9'na  wui-udu-hi 
10.  As  if  a  /cat/  is  led  where  her  girth  is  tied;  she 
tries  to  entice  it  away  from  her  but  it  makes  her  its  aim, 
Hastening  from  it  at  a  gallop,  as  hastens  one  of  the  black 
-332- /sand-grouse/  when  it  is  time  to  go  down  to  the  water-hole. 
The  translation  follows  al-tiisl  who  reads  fl*  1-naii,  i  instead  of  f1i 
1-rakli-ali,  'at  an  easy  pace$:  cf.  Lyall  Muf  2  108.  The 
explanation  of  qharz  as  "stirrup"  (Lane  2246)  is  mistaken:  Geyer 
1906  60  correctly  points  out  that  the  camel-saddle  does  not  have  a 
strirrup,  and  he  suggests  that  the  leather-pad  on  which  the  rider's 
right  foot  rests  might  be  intended.  The  phrase  malqidi  qharzi- 
suggests  the  saddle-girth,  as  Geyer  in  fact  transldtes  it. 
4.  Al-Muthaqqib  al-'Abdi  Muf  76.20: 
20.  Bi-sadiqati  1-waiifi  ka-anna  hirran 
yubari-ha  wa-yalkhudhu  bi-l-wadini 
20.  With  a  /she-camel/  true  at  a  swift  pace;  a  cat  seems  to  vie 
with  her  and  to  take  hold  of  the  leathern  breast-girth. 
Aws  12.15ý-16: 
15.  Ab4a  1-tahaijuru  min-ýa  ba'da  kidnati-ýa 
mina  1-mahýalati  ma  yashqhg  bi-h;  1-kdru 
16.  Ka-anna  hirran  JaCiban  tahta  qhurdati-ha 
wa-Itaffa  dikun  bi-haqway-ha  wa-khinziru 
15.  midday  running  had  left  the  middle  of  her  back,  after  it  had 
had  a  fat,  fleshy  hump,  an  uneven  rest  for  the  saddle, 
16.  As  if  a  cat  was  at  her  side,  under  her  breast-girth,  and 
a  cock  and  a  pig  wrapped  themselves  around  her  flanks  (or, 
the  straps  which  lie  there). 
-333- The  sharh  to  Muf  1  306  reads  the  second  hemistich  of  16  as  follows: 
wa-stakka  dl'kun  bi-rillay-hi  wa-khinii-ru  --  and  a  cock  and  a  pig 
collided  against  her  legs. 
6.  Al-Mumazzaq  al-'Abdi  Asm  58.4  =  Geyer  WZKM  18,  no.  4.31. 
3.  Tara  aw  tarali  [1]  linda  malqidi  gharzi-ha 
-  tati-mFtla  min  ailadi  hirrin  mulallaqi 
3.  You  can  see,  or  you  can  imagine  (?  ),  where  her  girth  is  tied, 
the  terrors  /inflicted  by/  the  limbs  of  a  cat,  suspended 
/therefrom/. 
Geyer:  tar7alg-wa-tarli. 
7.  Jabir  b.  Hunayy  Muf  42.7: 
7.  'Ari-afat  wa-z"ifat  fl-l-zimami  ka-anna-ha 
il7a  qhardi-hi  ail7adu  hirrin  mulawwami 
7o  She  towers  and  waddles  in  the  rein  as  if  at  her  breast-girth 
there  /ran/  the  strong  limbs  of  a  thick-headed  cat. 
8.  'Antarah  Ahl  21.34-35  (=  Mawlawi  1.34-35) 
34.  Wa-ka-anna-6a-  yanl-i  bi-ignibi  daffi-ýa 
1-wahshiyyi  balda  makhIlatin  wa-taraqhqhumi  [391 
35.  Hirrun  lar;  i-bun  kulla-ma  latafat  la-hu 
qhadb;  tta4a-ha  bi-l-yadayni  wa-bi-l-fami 
-334- 34.  And  it  is  as  though  there  distances  itself  by  her  savage  side, 
after  /her/  haughtiness  and  reluctance, 
35.  A  cat,  led  by  her  side:  whenever  she  leans  toward  it  in 
anger,  it  defends  itself  against  her  with  paws  and  mouth. 
The  alternative  given  in  the  recensions  of  al-Anbirl,  al-Tibrizi, 
al-Zawzani  and  Arnold  as  lines  29-30,  and  read  by  N61deke  FM  II, 
Arberry  Seven  Odes  180,  and  recorded  in  the  commentary  of  Muf  1  423, 
is: 
29.  Wa-ka-anna-da-  tanli  bi-iardbi  daffi-ha  1- 
wahshiyyi  min  haziii  I-lashiyyi  mulawwami 
30.  Hirrin  lanibin  kulla-ma  latafat  la-hu 
qhadb;  ttaga-lia  bi-1-yadayni  wa-bi-l-fami 
29.  And  it  is  as  though  she  distances  herself,  on  her  savage  side, 
from  a  thick-set,  evening-screeching 
30.  cat,  led  by  her  side;  whenever  she  leans  toward  it  in  anger, 
it  defends  itself  against  her  with  paws  and  mouth. 
Al-A'sha  3.13: 
3.  Bi-iulalatin  suruhin  ka-anna  bi-qharzi-ha 
hirran  idha  nta'ala  1-matiyyu  zilala-ha 
3.  on  an  enormous,  easy-paced  /she-camel/  as  if  there  were  a  cat 
at  her  girth,  when  the  mounts  are  shod  with  her  shadow. 
-335- 10.  Al-Shammikh  5.22  (=  Muf  1  306): 
22.  Ka-anna  bna  Wa-  rZthaqun  tahta  qhardi-ha  [1] 
idhi  huwa  lam  yaklim  (21  bi-nabay-hi  zaffara 
22.  As  if  a  jackal  is  tied  under  her  girth;  when  it  does  not  wound 
with  its  teeth,  it  scratches. 
Muf:  'inda  qharzi-tFa;  al-Anbir7i  MulallaqWt'  326:  tahta 
nahri-ha;  idem  327:  tahta  qharzi-ha. 
[2].  AI-Anb7a-rT  Mulallaqat  326:  lam  yakhdish;  idem  327:  lam 
yakdim. 
i  cannot  agree  with  Lyall  that  ibn  ýiZ-  is  a  circumlocutory 
designation  of  hirr  in  this  line.  He  is  correct  In  pointing  out 
the  absurdity  of  the  line,  given  that  "the  (jackal)  has  no  claws". 
if  the  absurdity  is  intentional,  then  it  is  indicative  of  the 
bombast  and  hyperbole  often  indulged  in  by  later  poets  in  their  urge 
to  improve  upon  the  fancies  of  their  predecessors.  The  absurdity 
may,  however,  be  unintentional,  if  the  poet  is  imagined  as  ignorant 
of  the  anatomical  anomaly  indicated  by  Lyall,  that  is  if  his  image 
is  to  be  understood  primarily  as  a  reworking  of  a  literary  trope, 
not  as  a  statement  of  fact. 
11.  Dabi'  b.  al-Harith  Asm,  63.16: 
16.  Bi-admala-huriiiin  ka-anna  bi-daffi-hii 
.  tahawila  hirrin  aw  tahawila  akhyala 
16.  on  a  dun,  slender  and  strong  /she-camel/,  as  if,  on  her  side, 
were  terrors  /inflicted  by/  a  cat,  or  the  terrors 
/inflicted  by/  a  dappled  /bird/. 
-336- Akhyal  is  probiematic:  it  is  used  by  AbU  Kabl-r  al-Hudhal7i 
(Bajraktarevic  1.19  =  Farr7aj  p.  1069,  v.  19),  yanz  li-waq'ati-ha 
tumiTra  1-akhyali.  Lewin  123  thinks  that  it  may  Aesignate  a 
ialcon; 
it  is  also  applied  to  a  shahi-n  (cf.  Lane  836),  i.  e.  the 
Falco  Peregrinus,  the  Peregrine  Falcon,  whose  long  power  dive  may  be 
intended  by  AtZ  KatFir.  If  such  is  the  referent,  then  the  tahýawh 
are  gashes  inflicted  by  the  cat  and  the  bird,  -  the  camel  being 
imagined  as  their  prey. 
If  it  designates  a  bird  of  ill-omen,  the  designation  favoured  by  the 
lexica  and  the  commentaries,  then  it  is  difficult  to  understand  why 
the  camel  should  be  depicted  as  affrighted.  The  qhurab,  'raven', 
is  a  bird  associated  with  ill-omen  at  the  onset  of  a  journey, 
featuring  prominently  in  the  nasib  as  the  topical  qhur7a-b  al-bayn. 
It  has  been  observed  to  "accompany  the  camels  far  into  the  desert 
and  from  them  they  pick  ticks  and  the  larvae  of  the  gadfly  ... 
but 
they  also  gnaw  at  the  blisters  under  the  saddle,  and  for  this  reason 
the  herdsmen  dri 
, 
ve  them  away"  (Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  36).  The  weals 
caused  by  the  girth  may  be  likened  to  the  gashes  inflicted  by  a  cat, 
or  to  the  wounds  caused  by  the  pecking  of  a  raven.  If  tatia_wý1-1, 
'terrors',  does  not  mean  'terrible  wounds',  then  the  camel  is  to  be 
understood  as  terrified  by  the  appareance  of  these  animals. 
12.  Al-Kumayt  b.  Zayd: 
Ka-anna  bna  aýia-  miTthagun  tahta  zawri-ýa 
yuzaffiru-t;  -a  tawran  wa-tawran  yunayyibu 
As  if  a  jackal  is  tied  under  her  chest,  now  scratching  her,  now 
biting. 
14.  Abu  Hayyah  al-Numayri: 
-337- Wa-tazawarat  'an-hu  ka-anna  bi-daffi-ha 
hirran  tanashshaba  dabla-týa-  bi-l-azfuri 
And  she  swerved  from  it,  as  if,  on  her  side,  there  was  a  cat 
digging  its  claws  into  her  forearm. 
N61deke  FM  11  34  discusses  this  phenomenon  but  his  discussion 
is  hampered  by  his  interpretation  of  the  image  as  static  --  he  seems 
to  underestimate  the  importance  of  the  fact  that  the  she-camel  is 
always  on  the  move  .  Fischer,  "Verbesserungen  und  Nachtrfige  zu  R. 
Geyer's  Aus  b.  Hagar",  ZDMG  49  (1895),  93,  following  the  Arab 
commentators,  makes  this  amply  clear.  Yet  N61deke's  conclusion 
remains  a  valid  explanation  of  the  movements  which  the  camel  makes: 
"the  picture  does  not  refer  specifically  to  the  impression  made  by 
the  whip,  but  rather  to  the  pulling  in  and  pushing  out  of  the 
camel's  muscles  and  flesh  which  occur  when  it  runs,  and  which  are 
perhaps  aggravated  by  the  pressure  of  the  saddle-strap".  To  this  I 
should  like  to  add  that  several  of  the  instances  imply  that  the 
camel  runs  faster  in  her  attempts  to  escape  from  the  cat  --  that  the 
cat  acts  as  a  goad  or  spur:  the  competition  between  the  cat  and  the 
camel  features  in  nos.  2,3,4,7,8  and  9. 
Geyer  proferred  a  'supernatural'  interpretation  of  these 
passages  in  1906  in  a  contribution  to  the  N61deke-Festschrift  (C. 
Bezold,  Orientalische  Studien  Th.  N61deke  gewidmet,  GieSen  1906,1 
57-70)  where  he  argues  that  these  animals  --  the  hirr  is  only  one  of 
their  number  --  were  conceived  of  by  the  Bedouin  as  manifestations 
of  the  linn.  These  superstitions  which  the  Bedouin  entertain 
-338- concernifiý  the  linn  have  been  amply  documented:  Goldziher 
Abhandlungen  2Q5-212,  Musil  Rwala  Bedouin  411-417,  H.  R.  P.  Dickson, 
The  Arab  of  the  Desert,  London  1949,537-539.  Geyer  fails, 
however,  to  explain  why  the  hirr  should  be  the  most  frequent  beast 
mentioned  in  these  contexts,  and  his  argument  is  unsound  on  several 
counts,  not  least  of  which  is  his  persistent  desire  to  emend  all 
instances  of  ja  ib  to  ja  in.  His  thesis  is,  nevertheless,  EL 
__E_ 
illuminating  for  the  later,  post-Islamic  examples  of  the  image. 
Lyall  Muf  2  107-108  was  the  next  to  enter  the  lists, 
discounting  Geyer's  somewhat  elaborate  hypothesis  and  pointing  to 
the  "observed  antipathy  between  the  camel,  a  beast  of  the  Desert, 
and  the  animals  of  the  settled  country  (hadar).  Cats,  I  have  been 
informed,  are  very  rarely  to  be  found  in  Beduin  encampments,  while 
they  are  common  in  the  villages  of  the  FallahIn". 
The  whole  issue  depends,  I  think,  upon  what  is  meant  by  hirr: 
Lyall  presumes  that  it  is  a  domestic  cat  whereas  N61deke  understands 
it  to  be  a  type  of  wild  cat. 
An  analysis  of  the  salient  features  of  the  eight  instances  will  help 
to  clarify  certain  details  of  the  image. 
M.  In  all  thirteen  instances,  the  topos  is  introduced  as  a 
simile,  as  a  poetic  image,  in  two  of  which  (nos.  I  and  6)  the  visual 
(and  perhaps  imaginatory)  quality  of  the  image  is  referred  to. 
-339- ii.  All  passages  (for  which  a  context  is  extant)  are  preceded  or 
followed  by  some  reference  to  the  she-camel's  speed:  in  some,  other 
camels  are  mentioned  (nos.  1  and  9),  in  others,  the  she-camel  is 
herself  wearied  (5  &  8). 
iii.  The  adjective  JMLib  occurs  in  four  of  the  usages  (1,3,5, 
8).  The  participles  mushaijar  (2)  and  jrFu-thaq  (10  &  12)  imply  that 
the  cat  is  tied  to,  if  not  under,  one  of  the  camel's  saddle-girths: 
it  is,  then,  either  tied  to  the  camel's  girth  or  led  by  its  side. 
in  other  examples,  the  cat  attacks  the  camel  at  the  girth  (nos.  4, 
7,9,13). 
iv.  The  cat,  thus  attached,  arouses  the  camel's  aversion  and  the 
two  are  said  to  compete  in  pace  (nos.  2,3,4,7,8,9).  The 
implication  throughout  may  be  that  the  camel  outpaces  the  cat,  but, 
being  tied  to  it,  cannot  be  free  from  it. 
V.  The  displays  of  hostility  seem  to  be  a  development  of  the 
original  image  (nos.  4,6,8,10,11,12,13)  and  the  emphasis  on 
the  cat's  attack  of  the  camel  is  further  developed  into  an  emphasis 
on  the  terrible  wounds  inflicted  by  the  cat  or  peregrine  (?  )  in  nos. 
6  and  12.  These  wounds  are  then  compared  with  the  weals  and  the 
galls  that  the  saddle-girth  produces  on  the  camel  after  extensive 
journeying. 
vi.  in  two  cases  (7  &  8)  the  unusual  epithet  mulawwam, 
-340- 4 
'thick-headed'  is  used.  This  meaning  is  merely  conjectural: 
N61deke  FM  11  35  notes  that  the  male  cat,  like  the  lion,  has  a  wider 
cranium  that  the  female  and  that  this  is  the  signification. 
These  are  the  main  features  of  this  topos,  common,  either  explicitly 
or  implicitly,  to  all  instances.  As  a  possible  explication  of  the 
origin  of  the  image,  I  should  like  to  refer  to  the  following  comment 
taken  from  Nowak  and  Paradiso  1094: 
People  have  tamed  the  cheetah  and  used  it  to  run  down  game  for 
at  least  4,300  years.  It  was  employed  in  ancient  Egypt, 
Sumeria,  and  Assyria,  and  more  recently  by  the  royalty  of  Europe 
and  India.  It  is  usually  hooded,  like  a  falcon,  when  taken  out 
for  the  chase,  and  freed  when  the  game  is  in  sight. 
The  caracal  (Felis  caracal)  was  also  used,  by  the  Indians  and 
Iranians,  for  hunting  in  a  similar  manner. 
it  is  tempting  to  see  in  this  hunting  technique  the  origin  of  the 
image  painted  so  vividly  by  the  poets.  There  are,  however,  two 
features  which  remain  to  be  explained.  As  G.  R.  Smith  "Hunting 
Poetry  (Tardiyyg  )",  CHALAB,  180  notes  "the  cheetah  ...  lacks 
stamina  and  is  invariably  carried  to  the  hunt,  either  by  cart,  or 
...  on  the  crupper  of  the  horse  behind  the  rider".  It  would  seem 
then  that  the  original  force  of  janib  in  this  context  may  not  be 
'led  by  the  side',  but  'carried  at  the  side,  or  on  the  back',  the 
-341- translation  of  Imru  al-Qays  20.30  offered  by  RUckert  and  rejected 
by  Geyer  1906  59,  viz.  "hinten  aufgehockt".  The  substitution  of 
the  camel  for  the  horse  as  a  mount  is  perhaps  unusual,  given  that 
horses  are  usually  specified  in  the  context  of  the  Aristocratic 
Hunt  Neverthless,  the  explanation  of  the  image  on  the  basis  -of 
this  hunting  technique  would  then  serve  to  elucidate  the  adjective 
mu` _awwam, 
which  would  refer  to  the  use  of  the  hood  --  it  would  not 
cover  the  cheetah's  snout  and  hence  is  still  consonant  with  no.  8. 
it  is  clear  from  the  conventional  nature  of  the  figure  that  the 
question  is,  for  the  most  part,  literary.  It  is  tempting  to 
speculate  that  this  hunting  technique  was  observed  by  a  poet  at  some 
early  stage  and  that  his  image,  by  virtue  of  its  striking  coinage, 
was  taken  up  by  others  on  a  literary  basis,  that  is  to  say  by  poets 
who  may  not  actually  have  observed  the  phenomenon,  and  the  bizarre 
use  of  this  topos  by  Aws  b.  Hajar  is,  I  think,  also  indicative  of  a 
literary  embellishment:  there  is  little  doubt,  in  view  of  the  pig 
and  the  cock,  that  this  poet  intends  a  domestic  cat.  The  entry  of 
the  jackal  into  the  figure  could  also  be  thus  accounted  for.  it 
may  be  added  that  the  poets  themselves  would  have  misunderstood  the 
purport  of  the  prototype  image,  interpreting'  the  cat  as  a 
manifestation  of  the  jinn. 
The  increased  prominence  accorded  to  the  linn  and  Bedouin 
superstition  in  poems  of  the  middle  to  late  J(ahiliyyah  was  a 
consequence  of  the  political  surgence  of  the  Arab  tribes  in  the 
-342- 1,!. 
middle  of  the  sixth  century  and  the  resultant  substitution  of 
Bedouin  for  foreign  culture  (whether  it  be  Persian  or  South  Arabian) 
as  poetic  material  for  the  qasidah.  Thus  the  horse  is  supplanted 
by  the  camel,  vestigial  remains  are  compared  with  tattooing  and 
raiment  as  often  as  with  writing,  on  occasion,  the  shrewish  wife  is 
seen  to  occupy  the  structural  position  enjoyed  by  the  beloved,  viz. 
at  the  onset  of  'the  gasidah,  and  the  political  role  of  poetry,  which 
seems  to  have  waned  somewhat  during  the  early  and  middle  i-a-hiliyyah, 
regains  its  position  as  a  weapon  to  be  used  for  the  furtherance  of 
the  aims  and  glorification  of  the  tribe.  This  is  not  to  imply  that 
poetry  had  lost  this  function,  but  merely  to  observe  that  the  social 
context  of  much  early  Arabian  verse,  being  the  product  of  court 
poets  in  attendance  upon  a  princeling,  chieftain  or  king,  dictated 
the  content  of  that  verse.  The  vogue  of  the  Bedouin  was  rendered 
real  by  the  establishment  and  promulgation  of  Islam. 
-343- Appendix  Two. 
A  Precocious  Talent. 
have  included  the  following  piece  for  several  reasons,  the 
principal  being  the  reuse  of  these  lines  by  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr  in  Kow  6 
(=  Cairo  p.  89)  and  their  obvious  relevance  to  any  observations  that 
are  to  be  made  on  the  iaJI  system  of  poetic  apprenticeship.  The 
challenge  posed  by  the  qualified  poet,  Zuhayr,  viz.  to  cap  his  two 
line  description,  probably  represents  one  of  the  methods  in  which 
apprentices  were  instructed  in  the  art  of  versifying: 
significantly,  the  third  verse,  that  produced  by  the  apprentice,  in 
this  instance  his  daughter,  can  be  interpreted  to  represent  the 
conclusion  of  a  condensed  vignette,  the  development  of  which  is 
merely  adumbrated,  whereby  prior  acquaintance,  on  the  part  of  the 
apprentice,  with  the  developments  of  this  poetic  theme  must  be 
presumed.  Another  famous  poet,  ACu  Dulýd  al-Iyad-i,  has  this 
anecdote  told  of  him: 
An  anecdote  related  by  al-Asmali  shows  Abu  Dulad  with  his  first 
wife,  his  son  Dulad  and  his  daughter  DU'adah  ...  in  a  poetical 
contest.  Ab7u  Du'Wd  is  improvising  three  verses  to  describe  a 
wild  bull  and  the  others  repeat  them  with  changed  and  supposedly 
better  rhyme-words.  The  critical  acumen  of  the  daughter  is 
stressed  in  the  account.  [von  Grunebaum  1948-1952  94.  ] 
The  technique  employed,  the  emphasis  on  repetition  with  alteration, 
-344- is  different  from  the  anecdote  related  concerning  zuhayr  but  the  two 
agree  in  spirit.  The  'capping  challenge'  is  a  common  feature  of 
unwritten  song,  finding  frequent  expression  in,  for  example,  a 
penchant  for  verse  riddles. 
Zuhayr  Qab  46.1-3;  Th  p.  345,  v.  1-3  =  Kalb  Kow  6.27,29  &  30. 
1/29.  At:  -a-dat  javia-zan  [11  bi-l-rusaysi  fa-sadda-tia- 
rii; 
'Iun 
qulý'dun  f'f  1-duia  bi-l-malabili 
2/31.  Ka-anna  madahda  [21  hanzalin  haythu  sawwafat 
bi-a'tani-ha  min  i  zzi-ýa  [3]  bi-l-iat;  a-fili 
3/27.  Jadudun  falat  bi-l-sayfi  'an-ha  iihasha-ha 
fa-qad  qharrazat  atbalu-ha  ka-l-makahili 
4 
Variant  Readinqs 
1.  All  MSS  except  alif  (Sf.  Th  p.  345):  jiýia-ran. 
2.  Th:  mudahda. 
3.  Th:  jarri-ha. 
Translation 
1.  She  sought  a  crossing  at  al-RUsays  but  was  turned  away  by  men 
sitting  in  the  darkness,  /armed/  with  broad-headed  arrows, 
2.  As  if  scattered  hanzal  lay  where  she  smelled  her  coverts, 
having  cropped  the  herbage  with  her  lips. 
3.  Her  milk  was  exhausted;  in  the  summer  she  had  weaned  her  foals 
and  pjo  her  teats  had  dried  and  were  like  eye-pencils. 
-345-  * comentary 
1.  Al-Rusays  is  in  the  Najd  to  the  south-east  of  Aban  al-Aswad  and 
the  south-west  of  al-Qari-an;  it  is  mentioned  in  Zuhayr  Ahl  15.5, 
erroneously  assumed  by  Thilo  Ortsnamen 
. 
88  to  be  spurious  and 
al-Hutay'ah  77.7,  the  latter  being  a  wild  ass  description. 
duiyah  is  said  by  Thal  lab  and  the  lexicographers  to  denote  the  lair 
of  a  hunter.  I  have  only  found  one  unequivocal  instance  of.  this  -- 
a  variant  reading  of  ruibah,  a  snare  to  which  meat  is  attached  to 
lure  carnivores,  in  al-Tirimm;  h  4.73.  Umayyah  b.  AbI  IR  I  idh  Kos 
92.52,  refers  to  a  hunter  as  ibnu  I-duja,  but  this  need  mean  no 
more  than  'the  son  of  the  darkness',  the  time  when  asses  come  to 
water,  and  in  the  absence  of  more  substantial  proof  I  have  adopted 
the  more  common  meaning. 
The  milbalah  is  an  arrow  with  a  broad  head:  cf.  Schwarzlose  312; 
Imru,  al-Qays  Ahl  46.3  (=  Ibr  40.3),  where  they  are  said  to  be  the 
colour  of  the  spleen  (tuhl),  Salidah  b.  al-'Ajlan  Kos  30.2,  where 
,6 
they  shine  like  bald  pates  (sull);  al-musayyab  b.  'Alas  Muf  11.25 
Geyer  11.25).  In  'Antarah  Ahl  14.4  (=  Mawlawýi  16.4), 
contrary  to  Schwarzlose,  milbalah  Probably  refers  to  a  broad 
spear-head. 
2.  The  verb  dahda  is  used  by  'Amr  b.  Kulthum  Mulallagah  93,  in  a 
comparison  of  swords  decapitating  the  enemy  with  adolescents  playing 
a  sort  of  cricket  in  the  sand  (cf.  N61deke  FM  1  48)  and  by  the 
Hudhal7i  poetess  ilitah  bint  "isiyah  (well  227.6)  to  denote  the 
winding  of  spun  yarn.  The  word  altan  is  quite  rare,  and  is 
specifically  attested  of  camels  by  the  lexicographers:  the  root 
S-w-f  is  also  associated  with  camels  (Tufayl  7.21;  Imrul  al-Qays 
Ibr  69.19). 
The  point  oE  simile  expressed  in  the  line  is  elucidated  by  a 
comparison  with  Salamah  MuE  22.13:  Yuhadiru  I-JUna  mukhaddaran 
-346- Jahafilu-ha,  'he  (a  horse)  runs  down  sandy-brown  /asses/,  their  lips 
stained  dark'.  Lyall  Muf  2  82  comments:  "the  wild  asses  are 
pictured  with  lips  green  from  eating  the  lush  herbage  to  indicate 
that  they  are  in  the  height  of  their  strength  and  swiftness".  The 
ass's  lairs  seem  to  be  scattered  with  colocynth  pods  because  her 
slaver,  stained  by  the  vegetation,  lies  dotted  therein.  It  should 
be  remarked  that  there  is  no  mention  of  this  phenomenon  in  any  of 
the  zoological  works,  and  it  may  be  a  fancy.  The  colocynth  is  said 
to  be  striped'  Mutbin)  in  'Alqamah  Ahl  13.18  (=  Qab  2.18,  Muf 
120.19).  The  slaýers  are,  therefore,  of  a  light'  colour 
intermingled  with  a  dark  colour  --  the  images  used  by  the  poets  are 
frequently  consistent  to  the  point  of  precision. 
3.  This  line  is,  according  to  the  commentators,  composed  by 
Zuhayr's  daughter  Wabarah.  Jad-ud  --  the  plural  iadalid  is  more 
common  --  designates  a  she-ass  which  has  exhausted  her  store  of 
milk:  al-A'slýa_  34.15,  AbU  Dhulayb  Hell  1.15  (=  Muf  126.14),  A65_ 
Khirash  Hell  1.7,  Usamah  b.  al-Hirith  Hell  4.14.  It  is  also  used 
of  pregnant  she-camels  in  a  lampoon  by  gays  b.  'Aiarah  (Kos  116.8) 
and  Tarafah  describes  his  she-camel  as  muJaddad  (Ahl  4.17 
Mu4allaqah  18). 
Gharrazat:  qha;  oia-riz  is  used,  in  a  sense  similar  to  JadUd,  of 
pregnant  she-camels  by  Ab7u  Jundab  Kos  38.10  and  of  the  tearless 
eyes  of  gazelles  by  al-TirinuFah  34.8.  It  is  somewhat  rare  with 
the  signification  of  'dryness'  among  earlier  poets.  For  mak-ahil 
cf.  WKAS.  Klingel  1977  324-325  notes  that  "young  and  subadults  up 
to  the  age  of  2-3  years  were  regularly  seen  in  company  of  an  adult 
mare  who  could  be  considered  to  be  the  mother,  and  such  associations 
are  obviously  the  only  lasting  ones". 
structure 
-347- la.  The  quest  for  water. 
lb.  The  fear  of  the  hunters. 
2.  The  safe  arrival  at  the  lair. 
3.  The  ass's  lack  of  milk  after  rearing  her  foals. 
interpretation 
The  point  at  issue  in  this  syncopated  vignette  must  obviously 
be  its  genuineness,  which  the  anecdote,  such  as  it  is,  may  call  into 
question.  However  all  the  MSS  record  the  verses  and  the  anecdote 
is  of  negligible  importance  for  the  determination  of  authenticity. 
As  indicated  above,  several  phrases  recur,  having  been  recast,  in 
Kalb  Kow  6,  viz.  1=  Kalb  29,2  =  Kalb  31,3  =  Kalb  27.  The 
depiction  is  condensed  but  intelligible  although  the  fact  that  the 
she-ass  is  without  a  mate  is  markworthy  in  terms  of  tradition. 
-348- AppendiX  Three 
The  Wild  Ass  Vignette  in  the  Ciw-an  of  Kalb  b.  Zuhayr: 
Some  Preliminary  observations. 
In  addition  to  Kowalski  13  discussed  above,  the  Cioia-n  of  Kalb 
b.  Zuhayr  contains  six  gasilid  in  which  a  wild  ass  vignette  is  to  be 
found.  They  are:  (I)  Kowalski  6  (=  Cairo  p.  89),  (II)  Kowalski  7 
(=  Cairo  p.  99  and  p.  105),  (III)  Kowalski  9  (=  Cairo  p.  113),  (iv) 
Kowalski  12  (=  Cairo  p.  137),  (V)  Kowalski  16  (=  Cairo  p.  200)  and 
(VI)  Kowalski  29  (=  Cairo  p.  239).  These  poems  demand  a  study 
devoted  entirely  to  them.  I  intend  merely  to  schematize  their 
structure  and  to  append  such  rudimentary  remarks  as  seem 
necessary. 
(1)  - 
1-2:  Dhikr  al-Atial;  decay  and  the  passage  of  time. 
3-13:  Nash;  description  of 
, 
Umm  Shaddid,  likening  her  to 
a  gazelle  (3-4),  her  eyes  to  an  oryx-doe  (5).  her  legs  to 
papyrus  reeds  (6),  her  teeth  to  camomile  (7);  reminiscence 
of  blissful  love  (8);  the  poet  as  blameless  lover  (9-10); 
reciprocal  separation  (11-12). 
13-18:  Rihlah;  the  dangerous  water-trail  frequented  by 
the  sandgrouse  (13-16);  the  feral  waste  (17-18). 
-349- 18b-24:  Wasf:  the  she-camel;  endurance  and  obedience 
(19);  emaciation  (20);  back,  ribs  and  legs  (21); 
grumbling  (22);  speed  when  saddled  (23);  steadiness  of 
tread  (24); 
25-31:  wild  ASS  Vignettes;  vignette  1  (25-26,28-29): 
the  stallion  master  and  his  harem;  the  mustering  of  the 
harem  (26);  sentinel  duty  on  the  eminence  of  al-Bahhal  [1] 
(28);  the  hunters  deter  him  from  watering  at  al-Rusays 
(29);  vignette  11  (27,30-31):  the  solitary  she-ass;  her 
foals  have  been  weaned  (27);  the  arrival  at  water  (30); 
safe  return  to  the  lair  (31). 
As  the  schematization  indicates,  I  have  thought  it  necessary 
. 
to 
transpose  line  27,  situating  It  after  29  and  before  30.  This  is  to 
facilitate  the  development  of  the  narration  of  vignette  I,  to  which 
line  27  can 
I 
hardly  belong.  This  poem  is,  to  my  knowledge, 
unparalleled  among  early  verse,  in  that  it  contains  two  wild  ass 
vignettes.  one  could  of  course  argue  for  a  case  of  faulty 
transmission,  but,  as  I  have  elsewhere  averred,  I  think  that  very 
strong  evidence  is  needed  before  a  lacuna  or  corruption  should  be 
posited  for  any  early  Arabic  poem.  In  the  light  of  Kalb's 
experiments  with  the  wild  ass  vignette  elsewhere,  I  see  no 
difficulty  in  deeming  this  to  be  the  case  with  this  poem  also.  its 
thematic  development  is  traditional  and,  perhaps,  uninspired 
(although  the  depiction  of  the  sandgrouse  feeding  their  young  is 
-350- vivid  and  colourful),  but  not  all  experimental  verse  needs  to  depend 
heavily  upon  technical  or  linguistic  virtuosity  for  it  to  be 
successful.  It  may  be  too  fanciful,  however,  to  assume.  that'  the 
stallion  carefully  guarding  his  harem  symbolizes  the  poet  in  his 
role  as  repudiated  lover  and  that  the  she-ass,  alone  and  afraid, 
symbolizes  Umm.  Shaddid,  the  inamorata,  having  been  abandoned  and 
rejected  by  her  lover  as  intimated  in  lines  11-12.  The  concept  of 
the  experimenýation  with  the  qasidah  form  and  its  components 
satisfactorily  accounts  for  the  expansion  of  the  wild  ass  simile  as 
found  in  this  poem. 
(II)  . 
1-6:  Dhikr  al-Atl7al;  disconsolate  lover  (1);  decay  (2); 
the  phantasm  (3);  folly  of  weeping  over  evanished 
dung-piles  (4);  the  disconsolate  lover's  quest  for  solace 
through  action  (5-6). 
6b-7:  Wasf:  the  she-camel;  strength,  sure-footedness, 
compliance. 
8-42  (=  Kowalski  30):  Wild  Ass  Vignette;  introductory 
description  --  the  stallion  ass  (8b);  Lhe  Journey  to  water 
(9-21);  the  driving  of  his  pregnant  harem  (9);  the  onset 
of  heat  and  the  thirst  of  the  females  (10);  the  itinerary 
(11-13);  the  stallion  described  (14-15);  ruthless 
-351- treatment  of  his  harem  as  he  drives  them  on  to  water 
(16-21);  the  arrival  at  water  (22-25);  their  cautious 
draughts  (24)  disturb  the  frogs  (25);  the  encounter'  with 
the  hunter  (26-29);  his  dogged  persistence  and  sanguine 
conjectures  (26,27b);  stature  (27a);  deadly  aim  (28); 
the  arrival  at  water  (29-31);  their  confused  fear  (29); 
the  entry  into  the  pool  (30);  the  longed-for  draughts  of 
water  (30b-31);  the  firing  of  the  arrow  (32-37a);  the 
timing  of  the  shot  (32);  the  bow  (33)  and  arrow  (34);  the 
shot  --  the  asses  are  on  the  way  out  of  the  watering-hole 
(35);  the  (uncustomary)  miss  (36);  his  bitter  regret 
(37a);  the  escape  (37b-42);  the  dust-cloud  (37)  and 
scattered  stones  (38);  their  speed  (39);  his  biting 
(40a);  braying  at  dawn  (41);  their  untroubled  tranquility 
in  the  morning  (42). 
Kowalski's  MS  is  lacunose  after  line  8,  a  folio  having  been  torn 
out.  The  restitution  is  based  on  al-Ahwalls  commentary  on  the 
poem:  cf.  Cairo  p.  101.  The  wild  ass  vignette  of  this  poem  is 
markworthy  for  its  narrative  technique,  in  which  parallelism  is  used 
to  heighten  the  tension  inherent  in  the  encounter  of  the  asses  and 
the  hunter;  the  topic  of  the  arrival  of  the  asses  at  the 
watering-hole  is  repeated  within  the  space  of  ten  lines  and  receives 
a  different  formulation  and  emphasis  on  -both  occasions.  Ka'b 
successfully  sunders  the  description  of  the  hunter  and  his 
equipment,  wherein  the  hunter's  deadly  aim  looms  large,  punctuating 
-352- his  scene  with  the  timidity  and  thirst  of  the  animals  --  their 
arrival  at  the  abundant  and  fecund  pools  in  line  22  is  the  narrative 
conclusion  of  the  journey  of  8-21,  whereas  the  arrival  of.  line'29  is 
the  logical  d6noument  of  the  hunter's  avid  conjectures  and  hopes  in 
lines  26-28.  This  is  a  technique  of  narrative  that  is  quite  common 
in,  for  example,  the  Homeric  epics  and  some  early  Greek  lyric 
poetry,  and  may  be  labelled  'the  diachronistic  narrative  style'. 
Kalb's  integration  of  the  parallelism  into  the  narrative  context, 
whereby  both  instances  of  the  topic  are  portrayed  as  the  consequence 
of  that  which  precedes,  belies  a  sophisticated  and  deft  touch. 
(III) 
. 
1-3:  The  nasib;  the  visit  of  the  phantasm  and  the  lover's 
reaction  (1-3);  solace  (4-5);  her  restorative  charms  heal 
the  melancholic  despondent  (6);  an  ibex  (or  perhaps  an 
Arabian  tahr  [Hemitraqus  jayakaril)  on  an  inaccessible 
mountain  top  (i.  e.  the  poet)  [2]  would  be  coaxed  down  by 
the  favours  of  a  gazelle  such  as  Khawlah  (T-8). 
9-14:  Wasf:  the  she-camel;  bulk  and  speed  (9); 
travel-worn  hardness  (10);  her  loins  are  as  sharp  as  a 
dagger  encased  in  a  frayed  scabbard  (11);  or  as  withered 
as  the  cantle  of  an  old  pack-saddle  (12);  the  riding-stick 
(13);  grumbling  (14). 
-353- 15-16:  The  Wild  Ass  Vignette;  the  she-ass  has  been 
emaciated  through  the  attentions  of  the  male  (15);  she  is 
as  thin  as  an  unstrung  bow  up  for  sale  or  a  straightened 
spear. 
17-22:  The  Ostrich  Vignette;  introductory  description; 
the  hen  (17-18);  the  search  for,  fodder  (19-22);  the  male 
(20-21);  comparison  with  a  Nubian  and  her  husband  (22). 
(IV). 
1-4:  RihIah;  the  midday  heat  (1-2);  the  well-trodden 
0 
highway  (3-4). 
5-8:  Wasf:  the  she-camel. 
9-42:  The  Wild  Ass  vignette;  introductory  description  -- 
the  stallion  ass  (9);  !  he  iourney  !  Lo  water  (10-17);  the 
itinerary  (10-11);  sentinel  duty  (12-16);  his  harem  await 
his  decision  (17);  the  hunters  (18-30);  a  skilful  hunter, 
a  'creeper'  (dabb;  b),  lies  to  the  side  of  the  watering-hole 
(18);  another,  just  as  skilful,  lurks  in  his  wattling, 
concealed  at  the  back  of  the  pond  (19);  his  wakeful 
vigilance  ensures  that  his  ambuscades  are  successful  (20); 
he  is  emaciated  and  febrile  (24,25a);  his  resolution 
ensures  that  his  look-outs  are  successful  (25);  his  grief 
-354- when  unsuccessful  (26);  !  jis  equipment  (27-30);  arrows 
(27-28);  the  bow  (29-30);  the  arrival  at  water  (21,31, 
22-23);  nightfall  (21);  the  stallion  guides  his  harem  to 
the  water's  edge;  his  cowardly  trepidation  (22);  his 
thirst  (23);  the  firing  of  the  arrow  (32-37);  the  shot  is 
misdirected  by  a  jinn  (32)  and  it  passes  by  the  asses 
(33-34);  they  wheel,  unimpeded  by  the  muddy  soil  (33); 
his  bitter  regret  (35-36);  the  retrieval  of  the  broken 
arrow  (37);  the  escape  (38,40-43,39);  .  the  rounding  up 
of  the-  harem  with  a  neigh;  hardness  of.  the  hooves  (38); 
his  unflagging  pace;  comparison  of  stallion  leading  the 
harem  with  a  drover  driving  his  camels  at  night  (40);  the 
itinerary  (41-42);  reiteration  of  the  comparison  with  the 
drover  (43);  sentinel  duty  atop  al-Sitar  (39). 
I  have  been  compelled  to  rearrange  the  order  of  the  lines  of 
the  wild  ass  vignette  in  this  gasidah  for  a  variety  of  reasons. 
The  order  proposed  is  the  one  I  prefer  although  it  is  not  the  only 
one  possible  and  it  may  even  be  possible  to  make  a,  in  my  view 
somewhat  unconvincing,  case  for  the  retention  of  the  MS  sequence  of 
lines  18-31.1  should  like  to  begin  with  the  topic  of  the  asses 
escape,  the  MS  sequence  of  which  is  unacceptable  and  nonsensical. 
The  basic  difficulty  with  the  text  is  the  temporal  indicators;  it 
is  morning  in  line  39  (adlia),  night  in  line  40  (al-layl  -- 
0. 
admittedly  this  indicator  occurs  in  a  simile)  and  twilight  in  line 
42  (wa-nqadda  1-nujýnu  1-law;  timu);  further,  that  the  stallion 
-355- should  be  posted  -as  a  sentinel  is  found  also,  for  example,  in  line 
41-42  of  poem  (II)  --  it  would  be  most  unusual  for  the  topic  of  the 
asses'  escape  to  have  the  sequence  of  motion  -  motionlessness  - 
motion  and  I  can  offer  no  instance  of  such  a  sequence.  The 
following  is  a  possible  rearrangement:  38,40,43,41-42,39,  i.  e. 
the  gallop,  the  comparison,  the  itinerary,  sentinel  duty.  This 
may,  however,  be  too  precious  and  I  should  instead  advocate 
retaining  the  MS  sequence  insofar  as  that  is  possible. 
The  topics  of  the  arrival  at  water  and  the  descriptions  of  the 
hunters  present  difficulties  that  are  not  so  readily  soluble.  it 
, 
is  strange  that  two  hunters  are  referred  to  in  lines  18-20.1 
understand  the  first  to  be  hidden  in  the  undergrowth,  being  a  hunter 
who  employs  nets  and  snares,  rather  than  bowyery,  to  catch  his  prey 
(cf.  Kab  Kowalski  6.30  [=  Cairo  p.  89,  v.  301,  makhafata  hýbili)- 
The  second  hunter  is  the  traditional  huntsman,  esconsed  in  his  den, 
armed  with  a  bow  and  poisoned  arrows.  The  first  hunter  receives  no 
other  mention  or  allusion  in  the  rest  of  the  poem.  The  transitions 
from  the  hunter  of  line  20  to  the  stallion  ass  in  21  and  from  the 
stallion  in  23  to  the  hunter  in  24  are  abrupt  and  agrammatical,  by 
which  I  mean  that  the  subjects  of  21-23  and  24  ff.  are  not  expressed 
as  being  distinct  from  the  subjects  of  the  preceding  sections. 
This  is  not,  however,  in  itself  a  conclusive  argument  for 
rearrangement,  a  similar  phenomenon  being  encountered  in  Aws  23. 
52-53  (chapter  2  no.  1  ante).  The  parallelism  in  lines  20  and  25 
may  be  considered  as  a  factor  that  militates  against  my 
-356- transposition  of  the  text  as  it  renders  the  tautology  all  the  more 
glaring.  Yet  the  parallelism  has  an  obvious  dramatic  function, 
reinforcing  the  portrayal  of  the  hunter  as  vigilant  and  a  deadly 
shot.  It  is  again  temporal  considerations  that  have  urged  me  to 
move  lines  21-23,  interposing  line  31  between  21  and  22  --  it  is  the 
darkness  of  the  night  that  causes  the  hunter  to  misfire,  graphically 
dramatiied  by  the  poet  as  being  effected  by  some  malevolent  spirit, 
and  hence  the  repeated  references  to  the  night  and  darkness.  In 
line  32  ashralat  (al-Ahwal  reads  sharralat)  refers  to  the  she-asses 
on  the  way  out  of  the  watering-hole  (cf.  Kowalski  7.23  =  Cairo 
p-99,  v.  35,  wa-ma  hunna  shawarilu  ma  yattagina).  Two  emendations 
to  the  first  hemistich  of  this  line  are  necessary:  Kowalski's 
al-sawna  and  Cairo's  al-sawta  should  become  al-Ahwalls  al-sayda; 
the  obscure,  if  not  nonsensical,  yawman  of  all  MSS  should  be  emended 
to  laylan  --  the  verbal  padding  remains,  and  the  word  is  still 
somewhat  imprecise,  although  laylan  does  agree  more  with  the 
context.  From.  a  narrative  point  of  view,  the  adumbration  of  the 
topic  of  the  asses'  escape  in  line  33,  is  technically  a 
masterstroke:  it  allows  the  poet.  to  continue  with  his  depiction  of 
the  hunter  by  anticipating  the  conclusion  to  the  vignette.  The  MS 
sequence  is  clumsy  and  somewhat  ineffectual,  and  although  this  is 
not  a  sufficient  condition,  being  largely  impressionistic  and  based 
on  the  perhaps  somewhat  outmoded  editorial  principle  of  'style',  it 
has  been  a  prominent  feature  in  my  deliberations  on  this  piece. 
Finally,  the  question  of  the  fragmentariness  of  the  qasidah, 
-357- commencing  as  it  does  with  a  rihlah,  devoid  of  a  naJb  or  dhikr 
al-atlal,  must  briefly  be  considered.  If  I  am  correct  in' 
interpreting  the  poetry  of  Kalb  b.  zuhayr  as  essentially 
experimental,  then  there  is  no  need  to  posit  a  lost 
'introduction'.  one  does  not  need  to  rely  on  this  principle  of 
experimentalism,  however  --  knowledge  of  the  poetry  of  this  period 
is  to  a  large  measure  fortuitous;  it  Is  also  the  result  of  a 
process  of  selection,  if  one  presumes  that  either  the  transmitters 
(in  an  oral  tradition  only  the  best  poems  are  supposed  to  survive) 
or  the  medieval  Arab  literati  operated  on  principles  of  selective 
editing.  I  find  it  impossible  therefore  to  assert  that  one  poem  is 
fragmented,  another  not  --  there  is  not  sufficient  data  extant  (it 
is  not  known  with  any  acceptable  degree  of  certitude  whether  or  not 
there  exists  a  complete  diwan  of  any  early  poet)  to  justify  this 
assumption  and,  critics  should  be  wary  of  viewing  the  early  tradition 
from  the  vantage  of  how  later  poets  transformed  that  tradition. 
The  exact  measure  of  Kalb's  'experimentalism'  is  limned  by  the 
following  observation  made  by  Sowayan  on  the  Nabati  panegyric: 
A  panegyrist  may  confine  himself  to  one  patron,  or  he  may  be  an 
itinerant  poet  who  wanders  from  camp  to  camp  or  from  town  to 
town  in  order  to  deliver  his  odes  himself  and  receive  the 
rewards  for  them.  He  journeys  to  the  court  of  the  amir  or  the 
tent  of  the  chief  and  asks  his  permission  to  deliver  his  poem. 
After  his  permission  is  granted  he  declaims  his  verses  in  a  loud 
-358- voice  or,  if  he  has  a  pleasant  voice,  he  may  chant  them.  In 
the  opening  verses,  the  poet  describes  his  jaded  camel,  the 
difficult  journey,  and  the  vast,  waterless  desert  wastes  that  he 
had  to  traverse  to  come  to  the  patron.  He  does  this  in  order 
to  arouse  the  sympathies  of  the  patron  and  evoke  his 
generosity.  The  poet  concludes  with  a  line  or  two  in  which  he 
asks  his  patron  for  a  gift.  [31 
There  are,  in  'the  dEia-n  of  Zuhayr,  two  poems  which  conform  to  this 
pattern:  one  is  a  panegyric  (gab  38  =  Th  p.  316),  the  other  is  a 
curious  piece,  combining  a  rihlah  of  seven  lines  and  a  brief 
winebibbing  scene  of  four  lines  The  Nabat!  eulogistic  practise 
may  be  a  residuum  of  the  pre-Islamic  poetic  style,  although  one 
would  perhaps  expect  more  panegyrics  with  an  inceptive  rihlah  and 
bereft  of  nas-ib  to  have  survived.  Alternatively,  the  panegyric 
example  found  in  the  dbian  of  Zuhayr  may  reflect  Bedouin  panegyrical 
practice,  as  opposed  to  the  courtly  styles  favoured  in  al-Hirah  and 
in  the  Ghassa6id  phylarchy:  one  recent  scholar  has  typified  Zuhayr 
as  the  panegyrist  of  chieftains  and  al-Nýbighah  as  "the  favourite  of 
princelings"  ("GUnstling  an  Farstenhofen",  Jacobi  Studien  95). 
Zuhayrls  panegyrics  were  intended  for  Bedouin  chiefs,  in  fact  most 
of  his  extant  eulogies  are  dedicated  to  one  chieftain.  Although, 
as  Jacobi  Studien  91-94  rightly  emphasizes,  the.  content  of  his 
praise  poems  are  appropriate  to  the  noble  character  traits  of  the 
nomadic  Dedicatee,  one  might  perhaps  expect,  if  I  am  correct  in 
considering  the  NabaCi  panegyric  as  indicative  of'  a  genuine  Jahili 
-359- poetic  form  (one  -which  would  have  doubtless  continued  among  the 
Bedouin  as  distinct  from  the  more  artistic  qaJdah  form),  more 
examples  of  this  rihlah  --  madi-h  structure.  It  should  not, 
however,  be  too  readily  assumed  that  Bedouin  chieftains  would  be 
insensitive  to  the  fine  modulations  and  wistful  languishment  of 
nas7ib  or  dhikr  al-atlýl.  Indeed  that  this  latter  was  of  great 
emotional  appeal  to  a  nomadic  audience  is  perhaps  attested  to  by  the 
Safaitic  inscription  mentioned  by  Wagner  Crundzilge  38  ("Sehnsucht 
beim  Auffinden  von  Spuren  nahestehender  Personenw).  [41  Kalb, 
following  his  father's  lead  in  adapting  this  biparous  structure  to 
themes  other  than  laudatory,  also  seeks  further  to  develop  this 
encomiastic  structure,  loading  it  with  a  non-encomiastic 
substance.  In  its  aesthetic  concerns,  his  qaEFidah  is  not 
dissimilar  to  zuhayr  M  Qab  24,  an  ode  which  I  have  designated  'the 
poem  of  conglutination'  (chapter  3  ante). 
(v). 
1-5a:  Nasib;  Astda''s  severing  of  the  bonds  of  love  (1); 
her  ungracious  and  dishonourable  conduct  (2);  the 
calumniators  (3-4);  the  quset  for  solace  (5a). 
5b-6:  Wasf:  the  she-camel;  haughtiness  (5b); 
sure-footedness  and  compliance  (6). 
7-10:  The  Wild  Ass  Vignette;  the  journey  to  water 
-360- I 
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(7'10);  the  stallion  drives  the  harem  (7);  the  f  emales 
were  reared  to  the  south  of  Ir;  their  feet  are  like  shoes 
of  leather  (8);  their  hooves  are  as  sharp  as  spear-heads 
with  which  they  strike  his  forehead  (i.  e.  he  runs  so  close 
behind  them  that  their  hooves  gash  his  head)  (9);  he  is  as 
hoarse  as  a  badly  galled  camel  M  (10). 
11-14:  HIJIaL  --  Abu  I-Maml-uh  (11);  the  ridiculous  nature 
bf  his  threats  causes  the  women  of  his  tribe  to  abort 
(12-14);  his  rain  is  short-lived  (he  has  not  shed  a  drop 
of  moisture)  --  hence  his  arrogance  is  all  the  more 
ridiculous. 
Asmal  's  dishonourable  perfidy  in  the  nasib  prefigures  Abu 
1-Maml7uý's  treachery  in  the  hijal  ,  whereas  the  wild  ass  vignette 
functions  as  a  pivotal  moral  exemplar  --  the  stallion  protects  and 
guides  his  harem.  The  structure  of  this  qas-idah  should  be  compared 
with  Aws  2  and  zuhayr  Ahl  1. 
(VI). 
1:  Dhikr  al-Atlal;  decayed  vestiges. 
2-11a:  Nasib;  perfidy  of  Sulda  (2a);  advent  of 
senectitude  (2b-4);  profitless  business  transactions  (5); 
reminiscence  --  Salma,  now  unattainable,  expresses  the 
-361- sincerity  of  her  love  (6-8);  the  enmity  of  her  family 
(9-10);  the  departure  of  the  litters  (11a). 
Ilb-16:  Rihlah;  the  poet  in  the  bloom  of  youth,  pursues 
the  litters  (as  they  go  to  perform  the  pilgrimage)  (11b); 
the  departure  from  MiCa  (12-14);  the  return  journey 
(15-16). 
16:  Wasf:  the  she-camel  (16). 
17-21:  The  Wild  Ass  Vignette;  introductory  description; 
the  stallion  ass  (17-19);  the  protection  of  his  mate 
(20-21);  the  pregnant  mate;  his  reaction  (20);  avoidance 
of  'limir's  watering-holes,  despite  the  withering  siroccos 
brought  by  the  Dog  Star  (21). 
This  remarkable  poem  has  been  attributed  to  various  poets,  in 
particular  to  'Uqbah  b.  Ka'b  b.  Zuhayr,  although  Kuthayyir  'Azzah 
(cf.  F.  Mehren,  Die  Rhetorik  der  Araber,  Vienna  1853  35)  has  also 
been  suggested.  If  the  poem  is  the  work  of  Ka'b,  I  can  offer  only 
three  parallels.  from  what  is, 
Aws  b.  Hajar  Geyer  12,  BiE 
0 
al-DhubyarT  Ahl  23.1  have 
poems  in  Chapters  3  and  4 
'personal'  life  of  the  poet 
this  poem  than  in  Aws  12 
relatively  speaking,  early  verse,  viz. 
hr  b.  Aff  KtTazim  10  and  al-Nibighah 
discussed  the  first  and  last  of  these 
--  the  narration  of  the  event  in  the 
is  less  obviously  a  poetic  device  in 
and  al-Nabighah  23.  The  poem  is 
-362- interesting  for  the  way  in  which  the  poet  renders  the  rihlah  and 
a 
wasf  movements  lo  gically  subsidiary  to  his  reminiscences  contained 
in  lines  7-11  of  the  naý-ib,  using  the  topos  of  the  departure  of  the 
beloved  as  a  means  of  connecting  the  remainder  of  the  poem  to  that 
which  precedes.  [5] 
-363- Notes 
1.  Al-BahhýP  ,  according  to  the  scholion,  is  in  the  territory  of 
the  Barru  Abin  b.  Kulayb  al-,  RmiFi;  al-BakA  141  avowedly 
conjectures  that  it  may  be  located  in  the  territory  of  Muzaynah.  I 
think  that  the  scholiast  is  probably  more  accurate  in  his  (unavowed) 
conjecture  --  given  the  common  designation  of  a  hunter  as  being  an 
'Amiýi-  --  than  al-Baka'  who,  quite  sensibly,  supplies  the  territory 
of  Kalb's  tribe  as  the  locale. 
2.  The  emblematicization  of  the  poet  as  an  ibex  is  reminiscent  of 
al-Shanfara's  image  of  himself:  Camiyyat  al-'Arab  66-68. 
3.  S.  A.  Sowayan,  Nabat!  Poetry.  The  Oral  Poetry  of  Arabia, 
Berkeley  1985,108. 
4.1  have  been  unable  to  consult  M.  HUner,  "Die  Beduinen  in  den 
vorislamischen  arabischen  Inschriften",  L'antica  Societa  Beduinä, 
Romä  1959,53-68. 
5.  Cf.  the  -  discussion  of  the  term  'narrative'  in  the 
Interpretation  of  al-gabighah  Ahl  5. 
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